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Abstract
This thesis chronicles the development of the fur trade in Dunedin from the 1870s to 1940. The fur
trade in Dunedin started in response to the large numbers of rabbit skins and meat that were able to
be marketed following the explosion in introduced rabbit numbers in the 1870s. Most rabbit traders
diversified into buying and selling other products of the land, but a few became more involved in
the fur trade, by concentrating on the rabbit trade or by diversifying into fur dressing and/or
manufacturing and retailing fur garments. Dunedin became the major source of skins for export,
and also was home to the main fur processing factory, and largest fur garment manufacturing
operation in the country.
Government measures to foster local industries and employment through the use of protective
tariffs are examined. The demand for fur garments and the protection of these tariffs aided the
development of fur garment manufacturers from 1920 onwards.
The controversy over whether the commercial use of rabbits hindered the policy of rabbit
destruction is examined. Whilst the Government tried to encourage rabbit destruction it did not
hinder the trade in rabbit meat or skins. This contrasts with the official attitude to opossums, as
population increases were encouraged in order to build up a fur trades. But by the late 1920s it was
realised that the opossum was actually damaging forests and had become a pest.

Similar good

ideas, such as introduction of the natural enemies of rabbits in the 1890s, such as ferrets and
weasels, were also identified as environmentally disastrous in this period.
During the depression fur prices dropped, and this affected trappers and skin dealers, but allowed
manufacturers to produce a cheaper range of fur products to satisfy the continuing demand for fur.
Fur prices increased after the depression, fur garments remained popular, and the fur trade
continued to thrive.
The fur manufacturers future was jeopardised in 1938 by crisis in New Zealand’s foreign exchange
situation. Quantitative import restrictions were introduced, and these initially included a ban on the
import of raw and processed furs (as well as garments). The fur trade successfully lobbied, and
were able to get some restrictions lifted on raw skins. However this coincided with the advent of
New Zealand’s involvement in the Second World War and the thesis ends with the fur trade
waiting to see how it will be affected by the introduction of war time trade restrictions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Aim of the thesis

The aim of this thesis is to identify, record, and chronicle the various factors and individuals that
contributed to the development of a fur trade in Dunedin, New Zealand, from the mid 19th century
until the end of 1939 when war contingencies changed the nature of the New Zealand economy.
1.2

Limitations

This thesis only considers supply.

The consumption of fur items in Dunedin, and changes in

fashion were studied as part of the research process, but owing to the large amount of information
found it was decided that this particular thesis would concentrate on factors that affected supply.
Whilst fashion and the mode of consumption is not directly discussed, the level of consumption has
been considered and is quantified by reference to New Zealand import statistics for raw fur skins,
dressed fur skins, and of garments from 1890 to 1940.

1.3

The fur trade in Dunedin

During the period under study, the fur trade in Dunedin expanded from a group of exporters
selling rabbit meat and skins, to a trade group which included skin processing, skin importers, fur
garment manufacturers and retail furriers. As will be shown, the development of the Dunedin fur
trade was influenced by both local and international conditions. The Dunedin fur trade was but a
speck in the global scheme, but it was important to the group of local people who earned their
income, and supported their families from such a trade, and to these people the global scheme was
the speck and the Dunedin fur trade was the big picture.
From the 1860s onwards there was increasing international demand for fur – and the areas around
Dunedin, New Zealand (in particular the provinces of Otago and Southland) harboured a number
of fur bearing animals that could be caught to supply the international markets.
A local market for fur garments also developed. This demand came from locals, who following the
dictates of fashion expected to be able to obtain the latest fur garments from local retailers. These
retailers attempted to satisfy this demand by obtaining garments at the best possible price, which
could involve either importing or buying from local manufacturers. Demand for fur garments in
Dunedin was originally so low that it could not sustain local manufacture of fur items, but as
demand grew, and economic conditions changed, a point was reached where potential local
manufacturers did see an opportunity and were able to successfully compete with imported furs,
and manufacturing furrier businesses evolved.

In order to meet demand, individuals and businesses incrementally adapted their operations in
reaction to their perception of the environment in a continuous process of decisions, actions,
evaluations and reactions: or more pragmatically, they just muddled along, attempting to make a
living in a continuum where cause and effect are not often apparent: “but are to be regarded as
components within some single ongoing process.”1
Members of the Dunedin fur trade could monitor demand, and attempt to second guess the future,
but they could change the way they supplied products in response to changes in demand or
disruptions that affect demand and supply caused by wars, economic booms and busts, and
sometimes the arbitrary changes in the business environment brought about by new Regulations.
The fall out from these events cause individual to re-evaluate their environment and then
reorganise their activities as best they can to regain an advantage from their perception of the new
situation. The fur trade was made up of a network of individuals with complex relationships
involving reciprocity, collaboration, and mutually supportive actions and governance, where as
Hayek is reported as suggesting “market coordination is the result of human actions but not of
human design.”2
As demand for fur increased there was an increase in the number of businesses involved in the
trade.

The most basic business model, the business/product life cycle model, predicts that a

business sector will start with few participants, and if successful it will grow to a point of maturity
when participants continue to thrive, but there are few new entrants to the sector. This inevitably
eventually leads to decline, where firms and individual exit the sector. As will be shown the period
1870 to 1939 involved growth and maturity for the export fur trade, whilst growth in part the
supply of furs for domestic consumption did not occur until around 1916 and maturity was reached
by the early 1930s.
Distinct events that change everything rarely occur; the normal state is one where participants
normally need to only cope with the ripples of change.

But, in the New Zealand fur trade two

distinct indirect factors sat like a sword of Damocles over the trade. One factor, unique to the rabbit
meat and skins trade was that the trade only existed because the Government, after rabbits were
recognised as being a nuisance, did not bow to increasing pressure to ban the trade in an effort to
concentrate farmers on rabbit destruction rather than rabbit exploitation. 3 The second factor was

1 Maurice Mandelbaum, The Anatomy of Historical Knowledge. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University

Press, 1974).
2 Walter W. Powell, "Neither Market nor Hierarchy: Network Forms of Organisation," Markets, Hierarchies

and Networks: The Coordination of Social Life., eds. Grahame Thompson, Jennifer Frances, Rosalind Levacic
and Jeremy Mitchell (London: Sage Publications, 1991).
3 After 1940 it did start the process of banning the sale of rabbit skins and meat – see Chapter 9: Epilogue
2

the consistent Government policy of encouraging local industries by using the tariff to protect local
manufacturers.4
1.4

Business histories

The protection policy affected all industry in New Zealand, but is seldom discussed in the many
histories that have been written about New Zealand business.

These histories predominantly

recount the affairs of the company in chronological order and highlight the key events and
personalities along with a few recollections of past employees.

These centennial histories are

crammed with information taken from minute books and newspaper cuttings, but do not closely
examine the indirect factors, especially that influenced the shape and development of industry the
firm was involved in. Examples consulted for this thesis include: Parry’s National Mortgage and
Agency Co. of N.Z.: The Story of its First Century5, Retailing Century: The First 100 Years of the
D.I.C. 6 and Arthur Barnett: Retailer Extraordinary;7 Irving and Bell’s A Century of Challenge8;
Lind’s The Keys to Prosperity: The Centennial History of Southland Frozen Meat Ltd.9; McLean’s
Spinning Yarns10; Stewart’s Patterns on the Plain11; Lucas’s A New Twist12; The Press13 , Gosset’s
The History of Mrs Popes Ltd14. And Tucker’s Milne & Choyce: A One Hundred Year Business
History, 1867-196715.

4 These controls lasted until the mid 1980s.
5 Gordon Parry, National Mortgage and Agency Co., of N.Z. Ltd.: The Story of Its First Century (Dunedin:

National Mortgage and Agency Co., of N.Z. Ltd, 1964).
6 Gordon Parry, Retailing Century: The First 100 Years of the D.I.C. (Dunedin: D.I.C. Ltd, 1984).
7 Gordon Parry, Arthur Barnett: Retailer Extraordinary (Dunedin: Not stated, circa 1978).
8 J.C. Irving and L.A.T. Bell, A Century's Challenge (Wellington: Wright Stephenson & Co Ltd, 1961).
9 Clive A. Lind, The Keys to Prosperity: The Centennial History of Southland Frozen Meat Ltd. (Invercargill:

Southland Frozen Meat Ltd., 1981).
10 G.J. McLean, Spinning Yarns: A Centennial History of Alliance Textiles Ltd and Its Predecessors 1881-1981

(Dunedin: Alliance Textiles Ltd., 1981).
11 Peter J. Stewart, Patterns on the Plain: A Centennial History of Mosgiel Wollens Limited (Dunedin: Mosgiel

Limited, 1975).
12 Kathryn G. Lucas, A New Twist: A Centennial History of Donaghys Industries Ltd. (Dunedin: Donaghys

Industries Ltd., 1979).
13 The Press 1861-1961, (Christchurch: Christchurch Press Company Limited, 1961).
14 Robyn Gosset, The History of Mrs Pope Ltd (Christchurch: Mrs Pope Ltd, 1979).
15 K.A. Tucker, Milne & Choyce: A One Hundred Year Business History, 1867-1967 (Auckalnd: Milne and

Choyce Ltd, 1968).
3

There are fewer histories of business sectors and two of these illustrate the problem of describing
both a business sector and the firms involved in the sector. Bremner’s16 comprehensive history of
early woolscours tackles this by summarising the industry then chronicling the histories of the
different participants in geographical order – from south to north. Ville17 took a more theory based
approach to his work on the development of stock and station agents in Australia and New Zealand
by focussing on networks, or patterns of influence to describe this sector. Whilst he added another
layer to the earlier centennial histories such as those by Parry18 and, Irving and Bell19, he ended up
with a work that needed to describe the theory of networks before placing participants and their
relationships in to these networks.
1.5

Social history

An important network within any sector involves the lives of ordinary people and their interaction
with business organisations. The History Department at the University of Otago has been a leader
for some years, in the study of the lives of ordinary people, the inhabitants of the Dunedin suburb
of Caversham. Its trans-disciplinary programme examines heritage and identity, and has tried to
identify the “determinants of social and economic well-being in health, education, the labour
market, leisure, and access to the rights of citizenship.” 20 This project has amassed a wealth of
information about individuals and their lives in one part of Dunedin, but unfortunately it is not,
geographically, a part of Dunedin where fur trade operated, although during the period 1925 to
1938 up to four “furriers” per electoral roll are listed in the Caversham Project database (most
furriers did not live in the Caversham area).21
Gender, race and class form an important part of social history. These factors are not directly
addressed in the present work although it should be noted that there was distinct difference in
attitude to the rabbit nuisance between land owners and landless rural inhabitants. Generally, the
supply side of the fur trade was dominated by males, and consumption (including fashion advice)
was dominated by females.

16 Julie Bremner, Woolscours of New Zealand: Tales of an Early Industry (Christchurch: N.Z. Woolscours

Association Inc., 1985).
17 Simon Ville, The Rural Entrepreneurs: A History of the Stock and Station Agent Industry in Australia and

New Zealand (Cambridge University Press, 2000).
18 Parry, National Mortgage and Agency Co., of N.Z. Ltd.: The Story of Its First Century.
19 Irving and Bell, A Century's Challenge.
20 [Caversham Project] Research Aims, 2005, History Department, University of Otago, Available:

http://caversham.otago.ac.nz/research/aims.php, 10 February 2005.
21 Electoral Roll Search Results, 2005, Available:

http://caversham.otago.ac.nz/electors/errresults.php? 10 February 2005.
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1.6

Previous New Zealand fur trade histories

There have been two previous attempts to write a history of the fur trade in New Zealand. The first
was made, in 1964, by the New Zealand Furriers’ Guild. Members of the Dunedin fur trade
initiated a project to have a history of the New Zealand fur trade written and in 1968 the Furriers
Guild obtained the services of Mr N.L. McLeod to write this history. There was some debate over
the aim of such a publication:
If the Furriers’ Guild is interested in producing a publication that would make it a more
widely-known industry in New Zealand, attract workers to the industry and stimulate
interest in its products here and overseas, it would be well advised to consider the nature of
such a publication.
It appears that a simple history of the industry could not really call upon enough material to
make it a very interesting publication. The main source of information would be personal
memories of veteran members of the industry. Today’s public would be only concerned
with reading these as one part of the story of the fur industry in New Zealand and it is
suggested that a general survey of the industry, past, present and future, might be a more
profitable subject for a publication.
Suggested chapters have been outlined with sources of information. Most of the necessary
research could be accomplished in Wellington. Some visits to the other three centres would
be necessary to interview members of the trade. 22

McLeod was commissioned to write a history and reported to the 1969 Annual General Meeting of
the Furriers’ Guild that he had spent some time on interviews and research at the National
Archives. In 1971 a small number of copies of the draft 42-page The Fur Trade in New Zealand.23
were circulated for comment amongst Guild members. Reviewers of this draft24 were apparently
disappointed with the result. This writer’s father, J.E. Tosh, one of the initiators of the project, wrote
and on his review: “numerous inaccuracies”, concluding:
Complete absence of personalities – either should be in the text or a complete chapter. The
comings and goings of persons, firms should be fully analysed. Greater use of statistics
needed to indicate trends. Local group liaison to bolster these weak sections and this was
one of the points specifically discussed at this time. Otago have gathered quite a lot. 25

Other members of the Furriers’ Guild reportedly held similar views, and early in 1972 the Guild
decided to terminate the project26.

22 N.L. McLeod, report to the New Zealand Furriers' Guild: 23 June 1970, Progress Report from Mr N.L.

Mcleod on Preparation of the History of the Fur Trade as Decided Upon at 1969 A.G.M. (Wellington).
23 N.L. McLeod, The Fur Trade in New Zealand (Wellington: Unpublished manuscript, 1971).
24 It appears that only one original plus a number of carbon copies were produced.
25 J.E. Tosh, comments on review copy of N.L. McLeod, The Fur Trade in New Zealand (Wellington:

Unpublished manuscript, 1971), (Dunedin: Fur Agencies Ltd Archives, 1971).
26 D.R. Pratt, Furriers' Guild of New Zealand letter to N.L. McLeod: 8 March 1972, (Dunedin: Fur Agencies

Ltd Archive, 1972).
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In 1989, D. W. Stewart, a son of G. Stewart, a principal developer of the fur trade in Dunedin
published From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story of the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
Industry.27 Stewart had worked in the family firm as a wool and raw skin dealer and had intended
his book to be a collection of memoirs, recollections from other members of his family, augmented
by material from newspapers and other published sources. He then approached the writer of the
present work for further information about the fur trade and was surprised, and challenged by the
amount of data available. Stewart soon realised that a complete history was more than he was
prepared to write. But he also decided that he had should include the submissions from people in
the industry at the time of writing, as well as the verbatim submissions from Otago furriers
collected for the aborted McLeod history. Thus Stewart ended up recording the “comings and
goings of persons, firms” but did not attempt to analyse the development of the fur trade or of fur
fashion. Stewart recognised this weakness, but did not want to spend more time on the project
which he subsequently privately published as a personal memoir and collection of unedited
submissions from past and present members of the industry. He acknowledged that:
Although this book may be considered “too anecdotal” to be regarded as ‘history’, the
author believed he had no right to alter the actual word of the various contributors’ personal
submissions. 28

These histories of the fur trade again illustrate the problems writers of histories of industrial sectors
face when trying to organise and edit the content. Stewart’s solution was to put the story together
in a way that reflected more the order in which he found sources and wrote, rather than a
chronological sequencing.29 McLeod’s draft history chronologically summarised events, but at the
expense of detailing the contribution of an array individuals or examining the trade in the greater
context. 30
1.6

Shaping a comprehensive chronicle of the fur trade in Dunedin

As more and more information was gathered this writer found that using chronological sequence to
describe the fur trade was producing a complicated and confusing work.

This predicament was

caused trying to view the various threads from one observation point when in fact a number of
observations points were required for this study. This is history’s version of physic’s Heisenberg
uncertainty principal, the basis of which is that a behaviour can only be completely understood by

27 D.W. Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry (Dunedin: D.W. Stewart, 1989).
28 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur Industry

180.
29 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry.
30 McLeod, The Fur Trade in New Zealand.
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looking at it from both ways at once, and that is impossible, “as our minds shift back and forth
between the two approaches.” In the play “Copenhagen”, Bohr explains to Heisenberg:
They’re either one thing or the other. They can’t be both. We have to choose one way of
seeing them or the other. But as soon as we do we can’t know everything about them. 31

Therefore the best that an observer can do is to discover the important viewpoints and describe
them individually. Thus it was determined that this thesis should consist of observations of the
separate factors that together constituted the fur trade. Consequently each of the following chapters
investigates one major factor at a time.
The factors examined are loosely based on the factors elucidated by
competitive advantage.32

Porter in his work on

Porter contends that four direct and two indirect factors or conditions

interact in a business environment. The direct factors consist of: the level of demand for a product
(demand conditions); the physical and financial

resources available to meet demand and the

availability of alternate solutions to meet demand (factor conditions); the actions of potential
suppliers as they attempt to adapt to or change factor conditions in order to meet demand
conditions(firm strategy, structure and rivalry); the infrastructure of related services that may
directly influence market dynamics (related and supporting industries). The two indirect factors,
chance and the actions of Government independently influence the market, but are not necessarily
influenced by the market. Porter’s model was used to highlight and ensure the factors and links
involved in business sector interactions were considered, but the thesis is not based on Porter’s
interpretation of his theory.
One of the four direct factors, demand conditions, has not been included in this thesis. This factor
consisting of fashion, retailing and the consumption of fur items was thoroughly researched by the
writer, but has not been included in this thesis.33 It is sufficient to state that during the period
under study fur items were fashionable and in demand by consumers and this is illustrated by the
levels of activity in the various sections of the fur trade examined in this thesis.

31

Ian
Johnston,
Lecture
on
Frayn's
Copenhagen,
http://www.mala.bc.ca/~johnstoi/introser/frayn.htm, 2 August 2005.

2001,

Available:

32 Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations. (London: The Macmillan Press Ltd, 1990).
33 It would have added another 200 pages to the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Methods

Evidence comes into existence only when we observe it.34 This thesis is based on the evidence that
was found, and so is only as reliable and valid as the author’s ability to find such evidence.
A documentary approach has been used in order to give readers the flavour of what was being said
and done at the time. Where ever possible this chronicle is told with the use of contemporaneous
reports and quotes. Whether the passage of time has proved the correspondence or reports quoted
right or wrong they should be viewed as public affirmations of the beliefs sincerely held by their
authors, at the time. In most cases, informants knew they were providing information for the public
arena and/or it was being used to influence people and consequently the information needed to
reliably reflect the author’s perception, and to be valid within the contemporaneous perception of
validity as it would be scrutinised, judged and acted upon by the recipients.
Readers of this thesis should therefore not judge quotes on the basis of what they know is about to
happen (retrospective projection), but on what was happening prior to and at the time of a quote.
Their future is our past.
2.1

Sources

Previous studies
The initial source of information was the collection of submissions made by local furriers for the
McLeod history. Despite the adverse comments of reviewers, McLeod did summarise the main
points in the history of the fur trade and was therefore a useful source. However the extant copies
of McLeod’s work were not referenced so could only highlight what information should have been
available.
Stewart’s research concentrated on the history of the export rabbit meat and skin section of the trade
and the part members of his family and their contemporise played in this. Stewart was provided
with copies of the submissions made by the furriers for the McLeod history, and he subsequently
published them verbatim, without editorial comment.

These submissions and the memoirs

collected by Stewart form the foundation of the present work. Since Stewart’s publication is widely
available in New Zealand libraries, the present author has cited Stewart’s book when quoting from
the furrier’s submissions rather than the copies of the source documents in the writer’s possession

34 The original quote is “The path comes into existence only when we observe it”

Mechanics,
1925-1927:
Implications
of
http://www.aip.org/history/heisenberg/p08c.htm, 2 August 2005.
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Heisenberg-Quantum
Uncertainty,
Available:

(the location of originals is not known).
original document is cited.

If a submission was found to have been edited, then the

Most, if not all submissions were memoirs therefore, where ever

possible other sources have been used to corroborate detail.
Dunedin newspapers
Local newspapers, the Otago Witness and the Otago Daily Times were the major source of
commercial and fashion information.

The Otago Witness was first published as a weekly

newspaper in 1851. Its publishers, in 1861 launched New Zealand’s first daily paper, the Otago
Daily Times , and they continued to publish the Otago Witness as a weekly journal, containing a
mixture of news items previously published in the Otago Daily Times, items from papers from
other centres, as well as special interest sections. The title page for many years proclaimed it to be
“A weekly journal of commerce, agriculture, mining, science, mechanics, the turf &c”. 35
Dunedin newspapers were considered to have had three aims: to report events in the district; place
events in a specific political context; and to be a “showcase for the district in the world at large.” 36
The publishers expected their papers would be sent overseas to keep the relatives and friends of
Dunedin residents posted on life in Dunedin.

Some papers even published news summaries

specifically for posting overseas. The three aims appear to have remained important to the local
papers well into the 20th century, and they therefore concentrated on featuring local news and
minutiae longer and to a greater extent than papers in other main New Zealand cities. Thus
although the fur trade made up only a small part of the Dunedin economy its activities were well
reported, especially with regards reports of the rabbit and opossum skins sales.
An evening paper, the Evening Star, was published in Dunedin from 1863 until 1979. 37 Copies of
the Evening Star were difficult to access because issues from some periods have not been
completely microfilmed, and original copies from this period are not available for browsing.
There is no comprehensive index to articles in local newspapers. However in the McNab Room at
the Dunedin Public Library there is a newspaper card index and a cuttings collection of obituaries.
The card index concentrates mainly on Dunedin news items from the Otago Daily Times and the
Otago Witness (and some items from other local papers). It indexes items from the end of the 19 th
century to the late 20th century, but makes no claim to being a systematic or comprehensive index.
Despite this it did include many of the major articles about the fur trade that otherwise would have
been difficult to find.

35 The Otago Daily Times, First Hundred Years, (Dunedin: Otago Daily Times, 1961) 27.
36 Charles Croot, "Dunedin's Newspaper Wars and the Men Who Fought Them," Otago Before: Journal of the

Otago Early Settlers Association Inc (1995).
37 Croot, "Dunedin's Newspaper Wars and the Men Who Fought Them."
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Directories
Business/residential directories were produced for the Otago Southland area from the 1860s
onwards. These directories listed alphbetically the names and addresses of individuals and firms,
as well as listing businesses in trade groupings. Some directories also listed the occupiers of each
street by street number, and often contained official information and an almanac.
The directory used for this study was the annually published Stone’s Otago and Southland
Directory, first published by Stone, Son & Co. Ltd in 1884. 38 Copies are available in the Dunedin
and Hocken Libraries. Stone’s Directories contain more local information than much larger Wises
New Zealand Post Office Directory , also published in Dunedin and which, from 1872-73 covered
the whole of the country.39 40 Owing to its size it is now generally only available on microfishe.
The information in the directories was collected by house-to-house canvassing and the name of the
head of the house-hold, male lodgers over 18 years were included, and the spouse was excluded
unless he or she owned property. People renting property were usually excluded. 41
Stone’s Directories listed the names and addresses of firms and often also included the names of the
managers. Often if the manager’s name was not in the trade directory section it could be either be
found in the street or the alphabetical section. Some managers only listed their business address.
The street directory also included further information about the location of a business, and in
particular whether it was located at street level or on the upper floors of the building.
Once an individual’s address was known further information about individual and their family was
gathered from electoral rolls. Other personal details were collected from genealogical resources
such as school rolls, church marriage registers and cemetery records.
International fur trade periodicals
Information about the international fur trade was collected from one of a number of specialist
English42 language publications were produced in London and New York for the international fur

38 Earlier editions were named Stone's Otago and Southland Commercial, Municipal, and General Directory,

(Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co Ltd).
39 Book and Print in New Zealand: A Guide to Print Culture in Aotearoa: Directories, 2005, New Zealand

Electronic Text Centre, Available: http://www.nzetc.org/etext/GriBiook/_div3-N122D9.html, 21 February
2005.
40 Both directories were printed using the local newspapers printers – Stone’s at the Evening Star and Wise’s

at the Otago Daily Times. : Book and Print in New Zealand: A Guide to Print Culture in Aotearoa: Directories.
41 Book and Print in New Zealand: A Guide to Print Culture in Aotearoa: Directories.
42 The writer can only read English, so only English language publications were studied. It appears that most

if not all participants in the Dunedin fur trade had English as their main, possibly only language and therefore
would have not accessed foreign language publications.
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trade during the first half of the 20th century. These publications reported fur auction results, prices,
and also contained some information on skin usage and international fashion trends.

The Fur

World, published in London, was used as the main source for international news, views and trends.
This publication was published from 1910 until the end of the period under study and concentrated
on covering the London auctions as well as including reports about the fur trade in other countries.
It advertised that it was widely read, and that it had subscribers in New Zealand, and the Dunedin
fur trader, R.S. Black advertised in it, and presumably was also a subscriber. It was well supported
by London fur trade advertisers and attracted submissions from the leading London fur traders and
published reports from New York and the main European fur centres of Paris and Leipzig.

The

writer studied these magazines at the British Library, Newspaper Library, Colindale, London
during March 2002.
Statistical Information
Over the period under study various agencies of the New Zealand Government published statistics
that included figures related to the fur trade. Within published trade statistics are tables that report
the value and quantity of imports and exports, published Census figures enumerated people in the
fur trade, and factory production statistics tabulated industries and employment.

A separate

classification for fur trade information was only created when activity generated enough
information to justify creating a separate classification. Published trade statistics for the export of
rabbit skins first appeared in 187243 and continued for the rest of the period under study, but it was
some time before trade statistics about other aspects of the fur trade were published.

Census

figures recorded nationwide employment and whilst factory production statistics reported on the
number of businesses by district they did not record numbers employed by district. There were a
number of issues involved with using the published statistics and these are discussed in the relevant
sections.
Import and export statistics have been used to show levels of activity. Neale in his 1949 guide to the
official statistics considered that the Customs Department took “great care” to ensure the accuracy
of the import and export figures despite the fact that no revenue was derived from exports, and that
there was a temptation for importers to undervalue imports.44 He therefore concluded that the
annual Census and Statistics Department’s Reports on Trade and Shipping, gave “the fullest
calendar year data of all”.

43 "Return of the Quantity and Value of Exports from New Zealand During the Quarter Ended 30th

September, 1872," New Zealand Gazette.59 (1872).
44 E.P. Neale, Guide to New Zealand Official Statistics, Second ed. (Christchurch: Whitcombe and Tombs

Limited, 1949) 79.
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Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa
The major repository for the archives of Government Departments in New Zealand is Archives
New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa.

Unfortunately the storage of older

archives was not as secure in the past as it now is, and despite being kept many of the older pre
1950s archives were lost in fires. However two sets of files, containing very relevant information
did manage to survive and were available at Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga
O Aotearoa.45 These files contain a number of letters from the fur trade to Government officials,
minutes of meetings, departmental internal communications and confidential survey information
submitted by members of the trade (no longer confidential).
A number of the fur businesses were limited liability companies and therefore some information
about their ownership could be gained from company registration documents held at regional
offices of Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa in Dunedin and
Christchurch. Unfortunately the documents concerning some businesses, and in particular Fur
Dressers & Dyers Ltd, appear to have been lost in a fire, so it was not possible to determine the
shareholders of this company over the period of this study. Issues of the Mercantile Gazette from
the period also provided company information, in particular when a company was formed and who
were the founding shareholders.
Tosh family archives
The Tosh family, the family of the author of this thesis, has been involved in the fur trade from
about 1931, and the author is currently the sole shareholder in a number of businesses mentioned in
the thesis (i.e. Fur Dressers & Dyers (N.Z.) Ltd, Fur Agencies Ltd, and New Zealand Fur Company
Ltd). The author has met many of the fur trade people mentioned in this thesis or knew of them
through family conversation or dinner-table gossip. Unfortunately this was all at a time when the
author had not thought of writing about them and so many of them are but dim memories.
However the author’s father was always reluctant to throw stuff out and consequently a variety of
business records from the period under study, for no reason other than they never got thrown out.
The records include cash books, employment records, correspondence, newspaper cuttings and
other ephemera, which have provided much detail for this thesis.
Stewart family archives
The Stewart family also retained a number of letters, documents and financial records and these
have been deposited at the Hocken Library in Dunedin. These documents have been directly cited
only if not used in Stewart’s book.46

45 Archive Reference, "Ic1 24/50/Part1 and Part 2 (Fur Skins: General File)," (Wellington: Archives New

Zealand), vol.
46 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry.
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Books about furs
The international fur trade has been the subject of a number of books over the last 100 years. These
books fall into one of three groups: books about the fur-bearing animals, their habits and details
about the characteristics of their fur; instruction books about fur cutting and manufacturing; and
latterly books about fur fashions. Many of these books were owned by New Zealand furriers and
traders, and were available in public libraries. For the fur trader, Bachrach’s 1930 book Fur: A
Practical Treatise47 was an important work for the fur trader as it describes all the different furs and
merchandising methods used by the fur trade. This book was never surpassed, and the well read
copy consulted for this thesis was owned originally by the writer’s father. Two books were written
about fur processing – Fur Dressing and Dyeing by Armour48 in 1919 (not sighted); and Principles
and Practice of Fur Dressing and Fur Dyeing by Austin49 published in 1922 (available at Dunedin
Public Library).

Kaplan’s50 1971 book, Fur Skin Processing gives a more modern view of fur

grades, and of fur processing, but as Kaplan was more involved in processing the fur section is not
as comprehensive as that of Bachrach’s.
From 1918 a number of books were published that showed and described the new cutting and
manufacturing techniques that had become viable with the faster production that the introduction
of fur sewing machines had brought about. The impact of these books, and how they were used is
discussed in later chapters.
Over the years a number of books were written for a more general audience about the animals
whose furs were used in garments, how to choose a fur garment, how to look after a fur garment,
the history of fur fashions, plus numerous commercial catalogues. These publications have only
been cited if directly used in the thesis.

47 Max Bachrach, Fur: A Practical Treatise (London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons Ltd, 1930).
48 B.R. Armour, Fur Dressing and Dyeing (unknown, 1919).
49 William E. Austin, Principles and Practice of Fur Dressing and Dyeing (London: The Library Press Ltd,

1922).
50 Harry Kaplan, Furskin Processing (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1971).
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Chapter 3
Fur trade structures and functions

3.1

Sources of skins

If an animal has a pelt which has a uniform distribution of fur fibre, a reasonably lightweight pelt,
and is available in sufficient numbers, at a sufficiently economic price to warrant commercial
exploitation then it has probably been used in the fur trade.51 Such animals are predominantly
carnivores, rodents or ungulates, although a few species of marsupials and some smaller primates
were also used.
Most skins used in the fur trade, for at least the first half of the 20 th century, were sourced from wild
populations of prolifically-breeding mammals from Northern Europe, Russia, Canada and the
United States of America. The fur of these animals changed in response to weather conditions and
so, from the fur trade’s point of view, the best quality of fur occurred in mid-winter.52 Quality is
also dependent on environmental factors such as climate, food availability and the health of
population. As Harding pointed out his 1941 Fur Buyers Guide:
Be it remembered that every 69 miles that we advance north or south makes one degree of
latitude and three degrees, 207 miles, brings a marked change in fur qualities. 53

Trappers tried to trap animals when their skins were “prime”, but as the time when skins reached
top quality was not predictable trappers collections consisted of furs of a variety of qualities and
sizes. The trapper’s collection also reflected his skill, knowledge, and ability to get access to good
hunting areas.

Fur quality, the size of animal populations changed from season to season as did

the demand for skins and consequently the price, therefore the trappers were had to accept that
they were speculators, since it was often well into the trapping season before they could be sure of
the level of income they would gain.
If trappers thought prices were too low, fewer would bother trapping and conversely if prices were
high then more people would take up trapping. This meant that at certain times, over relatively
short periods, the number of animals trapped could quickly be increased or decreased. Trapping
decreased population sizes but animals had the capability to adjust their breeding cycles in
response to environmental conditions, especially the availability of food, so survivors of a winter

51 Kaplan, Furskin Processing 34.
52 Kaplan, Furskin Processing 34,35.
53 A.R. Harding, Fur Buyer's Guide (Colombus: A.R.Harding, 1942) 50.
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trapping season would enter the breeding season with greater amounts of food available to
survivors and as a consequence populations could quite quickly recover.
Demand for some popular furs, in particular seal and chinchilla resulted in over trapping. Excess
harvesting severely depleted the populations of these animals and whilst measures were introduced
to protect seals and limit the harvest, similar measures were not used to protect chinchilla. 54
Chinchilla hunting only ceased when there were so few animals left that it became uneconomic.
Rabbits, especially those in Australia and New Zealand, were so numerous and fecund that it was
not possible to over trap them.

Large quantities were easily caught therefore rabbit skins were

consistently the cheapest and most numerous skins available to the fur trade.
Farming of fur-bearing animals was developed as a way to control the factors that led to fur quality.
Silver foxes, rare in the wild and hence of high value, were the first animals successfully farmed
solely for their fur. Farming started on Prince Edward Island, Canada, in 1890. The premium
prices received for these skins encouraged more people to start farming which quickly resulted in a
“fox-raising boom” and inevitably, as more skins entered the market, prices dropped. Farming
remained viable even at lower prices and so by 1930 there were 4,800 farms in Canada and the
U.S.A.55

Attempts were made to farm other fur bearing animals but mink was the only other

animal to be successfully farmed commercially.

In 1938 about 300,000 farmed mink skins

originated from farms in U.S.A and Canada, but this had increased to 750,000 in 1948 and in 1958, 4
million farmed skins came from USA and another 1.5 million from Scandinavia. 56
The preparation of raw skins
Once an animal is harvested it must be skinned and the pelt treated to prevent the bacterial action
that causes the fur slippage. The most common method of preserving a skin is to stretch and dry
the skin under tension, as the bacteria are not active in the absence of water. Most smaller animals
such as rabbit, mink and fox, are skinned by removing the pelt as a tube (case-handling) whilst
larger animals, such as beaver are cut open along the centre of the belly area and stretched out flat
to dry (open-handling). Drying and stretching not only preserves the pelt for storage and transport,
but also allows the buyer to examine and grade the skin in order to determine its value.
Quality
The value of a furskin is judged by its size and the quality of the fur. Size can be measured, but
quality is subjective and based rather loosely defined generally accepted buyer standards. The best

54 A later section discusses sealing in New Zealand.
55 Bachrach, Fur: A Practical Treatise 544.
56 Kaplan, Furskin Processing 78.
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skins come from healthy animals caught at the coldest and driest time of the year. The quality of
the skins varies in response to the prevailing weather and food conditions and can vary from area to
area and from season to season57.

A first grade skin from a good season would be judged better

than a first grade skin from a poor season, even though both would have been sold as first grade
skins. Bachrach, writing in the 1930s described the grading system:
As a guide it may be kept in mind that, where the value of a peltry is within 80 per cent of
the top grade, it may be called a First; where it is within from 50 per cent to 80 percent of the
top grade, a Second: where it is within from 30 per cent to 50 per cent, a Third; and anything
lower, a fourth.58

The colour, evenness and/or pattern of the fur also affected the skins grade. Thus for any specific
species of animals there were many different grades.

3.2

Marketing raw skins

The raw skin auction
Skins prices were determined by auction. Trappers generally sold their harvest to local skin
collectors, who would then sell their accumulated skins at a fur auction or directly to fur merchants
by private treaty. The aim of a skin collector was to buy low and sell high, hence they were
characterised as “hucksters, merchants and produce dealers” 59. The most famous fur operation was
the Hudson’s Bay Company which collected skins mainly in Canada and sold them through their
London auction house.
The auction houses, originally centred in the traditional centres of capital and distribution (London
and Leipzig), aggregated and re-graded skins into more consistent and marketable lots prior to
inspection by potential buyers or their representatives. As the fur trade grew auctions began in
New York and St Louis, in the U.S.A. as well as Lenningrad in Russia. Once farmed fur gained
predominance the fur auction system gradually became centred in the fur farming countries and
New York, Seattle, Leningrad, Copenhagen and Helsinki become the main auction centres.
The description of an auction printed in Fur World in 1910 was typical of auctions in the period
under study.60
The following impressions of a day spent at the March Sales may be of interest to those of
our foreign and provincial readers who have never attended these important Auctions.
57 Bachrach, Fur: A Practical Treatise 85.
58 Bachrach, Fur: A Practical Treatise 87.
59 Harding, Fur Buyer's Guide 80.
60 This method of selling and the auction atmosphere did not/has not changed in the ensuing 94 years. An

attempt to introduce computer based, push a button, bidding was made in early 2004, but it was boycotted by
buyers who preferred the action and atmosphere of the old style bidding.
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The salerooms are in College Hill, a quiet side street just away from the rumble of Cannon
Street traffic. They are at the rear of Messrs. Lampson's premises, which face Queen Street.
This is the heart of the fur dealers' world. In the narrow streets around you will see the names
of well-known men and firms connected with the trade. In College Hill itself you are in
excellent company. Directly opposite the saleroom is the church of St. Michael, where Dick
Whittington was buried: that same Dick who was four times Lord Mayor of London and
owned the famous cat. How many buyers who visit the sales are aware that the remains of
this historic personage are mouldering just across the road. Was his faithful cat laid to rest
with him, or was its skin disposed of, with others, in some auction room?
One enters the auction rooms through a couple of glass swing doors, the new-comer's
nostrils being assailed en route by the sweet, pungent odour of skins from the stockrooms.
This odour reminds one, more than anything else, of hops and the Hop Exchange across the
river. The interior of the saleroom suggests a modern schoolroom. The auctioneer's rostrum
might be the master's desk, and facing him are the pupils seated at desks that rise, tier by
tier, to the back of the room. This schoolroom illusion is heightened by the fact that buyers or
their clerks are diligently bent over large catalogues, on which they mark the prices obtained
for each lot. There is a good deal of “cribbing” among the "scholars," who constantly
overlook each other's books to get the price of some item they have missed or imperfectly
heard. This “schoolroom” will accommodate some two hundred buyers, and each has his
allotted place, to which the name of the firm is generally affixed by means of a slip of
gummed paper. There is a gallery at the back of the room which will accommodate another
50 people in the case of an extra large gathering, but is seldom used, save by a stray visitor
who is too timid to pop into one of the unoccupied desks on the ground floor, or does not
care to stand lounging against the walls. But the feature that will most impress the stranger
who visits these sales for the first time will be the method of the auction. In its way it is a
triumph of commercial astuteness and directness, and even our American cousins from
across the pond can scarcely complain that it is not sufficiently "hustling." The tub-thumping
methods of the ordinary auctions have nothing in common with these sales. There is no
dilating upon the value of the goods, or waiting with raised hammer and the usual cry of
“going, going” for belated bidders to come in. The auctioneer, who has two assistants, on
either side of him on the rostrum, quickly obtains a basis price for the lot put up, and the
bidding proceeds briskly, generally by shillings, and sixpences, until the sharp tap of the
auctioneer’s little wooden knob on the desk denotes that the lot has been sold.
And the outsider looks on in wonderment. He has observed no motion, or heard a word
uttered by the buyers, but the goods have changed hands. He looks in vain to discover the
bidders. He has not observed the upward jerk of the head or the lifting of a finger that
denotes a bid. But the auctioneer and his assistants are lynx- eyed. The assistant on the left
watches for bids from the left-hand side of the room, and the assistant on the right does the
same in his direction, while the auctioneer himself takes a general survey. Thus the left-hand
man, detecting a bid, will cry “up," and the auctioneer will exclaim “against the right,"
meaning that the last bid has come from the left side of the room, and vice versa.
Occasionally this sharp, staccato cry of “up” will come from the bidders themselves,
especially when a much-desired lot is up for sale and each bidder is anxious to make an
advance. Of course mistakes are occasionally made from the rostrum. In this respect a funny
incident occurred in connection with the “Fur World” artist who attended the saleroom to
make the sketches of buyers which appear in this issue. He was craning his neck to get a
good view of a “subject” when his motion was mistaken for a bid, and the lot knocked down
to him. “W ill you take the next lot, sir?" asked the auctioneer. Receiving no answer, he sent
an emissary from the rostrum to make inquiries, and our artist was astonished to learn that
he had unconsciously become the purchaser of a valuable parcel of furs. In such a case the
lot has to be put up again. These mistakes, from time to time, are provocative of a good deal
of mirth. “Lot - to you, sir, at 13s. 6d.,” says the auctioneer. A deprecatory wave of the hand
by the supposed buyer suggests that the last thing in the world, he would have been guilty
of was buying the lot at the price named. His bid was 12s. 6d. The bidding is started again at
that price; somebody else bids 13s., and the gentleman who disclaimed the purchase in the
first place is, after all, obliged to go to 13s. 6d. to get the goods. Thus, hour after hour, the
voice of the auctioneer is heard in a recitative, of which the theme is shillings and sixpences,
varied by the sharp exclamations of. “up”, from the assistants or buyers. “Twenty shillings,
20 shillings and sixpence, 22 shillings,” “up,” “against the left,” “22 shillings and sixpence,
and no more” - followed by the tap of the little wooden knob. Thus the steady monotone of
the auctioneer proceeds, and in this “schoolroom,” where buyers of fur from all over the
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world are the scholars, thousands of pounds are changing hands in this methodical and
orderly manner and with little outward sign of excitement. It is truly a cosmopolitan
gathering, yet a casual survey of the room discloses nothing to indicate the fact. It is a
striking evidence of the foreigner's aptitude for grasping our language and adapting himself
to the customs that he is so readily able to follow the rapid procedure of these sales. It is
said, jokingly, that you can only recognise the foreign buyer by his hat, but in the saleroom
many hats are removed and hung up around the walls, so even this evidence of nationality
fails one. But it is still possible to find out the countries represented. No one could make a
mistake about that jolly-looking, short, thickset Frenchman in a lounge suit, and with closely
cropped hair; and the tall man with the greyish hair, in a morning coat, is undoubtedly a
Russian. The German buyer is not so easily distinguished because he preponderates, and has
in the main assimilated himself with our own habits, dress, and manners.
These fur buyers do not make a great show of their own goods. They go no farther “furward” than the silk hat, and even this is rarely worn. The black bowler is most in use, and
one or two buyers brave convention and wear caps, a good idea, for they can keep their
headwear on without obstructing the view of the man behind. One foreign buyer
distinguished himself by sporting a brown beaver hat in the Trilby shape: just such a hat as
ladies used to wear-minus the trimmings.
But if the foreign visitor is not conspicuous .in the saleroom, his speech, of course, and his
mannerisms even, more, betray him outside. His excitability is then unrestrained. He throws
his hands about in despairing gestures. Or you will see a buyer scurrying out of the
saleroom with the agility almost of one of the animals whose skins he has been bidding for.
If you didn't know that he was rushing for the telephone to take or give instructions you
would fancy that he was a sneak thief of the snatch-and-run-order.
To return to the saleroom where the auctioneer is reciting his shillings and sixpences in his
tireless, indefatigable manner. Towards the one o'clock luncheon hour the benches empty,
buyers congregate in the door ways, and there is a hum of subdued conversation; But the
auctioneer and his assistants do not for a moment relax their vigilance until just on the
stroke of one. Then the “schoo1master” says, “Thank you, gentlemen,” and the class is
dismissed.
The buyers are mostly backing in their places well before two o'clock, and the same routine
goes on, sometimes far into the evening. Discipline is, however, noticeably relaxed. Where
one buyer blew a thin cloud of cigarette smoke upwards in the morning there are half a
dozen smokers now. Cigars, too, like big guns in a battle, come on the scene. The warm,
close atmosphere produces a sleepy effect, and the tireless voice of the auctioneer becomes as
a lullaby, so unless the buyer is very interested there is the temptation to doze and dream he
is killing black foxes as big as bears when he is really missing a fine “lot” of squirrel skins. 61

Skin prices fluctuated within any one year and from year to year. These changes affected the
various sectors of the fur trade in New Zealand in different ways, and these effects are dealt with in
following Chapters.
Distribution of skins
Skins were distributed to the buyers following the auction. These buyers may have been
manufacturers who would arrange for skins to be processed and then manufacture them, or skin
merchants and speculators who, depending on their mode of business, would, prior to reselling
them either have the skins processed or keep them in the raw state. Skins could be re-graded and
assorted into smaller lots for sale to traders or manufacturers who for a variety of reasons did not

61 "The London Fur Sales," Fur World April 1910.
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buy at the auctions.

These skin merchants often acted as bankers by extending credit to

manufacturers, since the auction companies required immediate payment for skins purchased.
3.3

Processing raw skins

Dressing and dyeing
Skins must be given some form of long term preservation before being made into garments. The
traditional method a dressing, or tawing and this process uses aluminium sulphate (alum) and salt
to preserve the leather. This type of preservation is not considered a true tannage as it is not a
permanent preservation and can be reversed by extensively washing the skins in water. However
dressing does impart properties of extensibility that are important to the method used by the furrier
when constructing a garment.
Tanning is the non-reversible preservation.

Until the late 19th century the tanning agent was

obtained from the bark of trees, and was referred to as bark or vegetable tannage. This form of
tannage was suitable for producing shoe and heavy leather from the skins of larger animals such as
cattle, sheep and goats. Although the leather could be quite soft, it was generally too firm for
manufacturing fur garments. Late in the 19th century a method of tanning using chrome sulphate
was developed. This method is similar to tawing, and whilst the skins do have similar properties to
dressed skins, they do not have the degree of stretchability required by furriers. Chrome tanned
skins can withstand high processing temperatures so is needed when high temperature dyes are
used. However the early dyes, and the ones that continue to be used for dyeing furs do not require
high processing temperatures.
The development and commercialisation of oxidations dyes by German firms in the 1880s had the
greatest impact on fur fashion.62 These dyes are very compatible with fur, produce an even colour
over a range of natural fur colours and variations and are much easier to apply successfully than the
previously used vegetable dyes.63
Dyeing furs is important because the natural colour of many skins is not considered an attractive
colour for garments. Most animals have monochrome vision, so their natural colours if required for
camouflage are pigmented for a monochrome world. Hence many skins have a yellowish, or red
brown natural colour, or are vari-coloured.

The new dyeing methods meant that skins with

unattractive or unfashionable natural colours could be made attractive/fashionable, and also meant
that cheaper skins could be made to resemble more expensive or desirable skins, by selectively
applying dyes. The limiting factor was the small range of predominantly brown shades, plus an
intense black that can be produced by oxidation dyes.

62 Kaplan, Furskin Processing 165.
63 Oxidation dyes are mainly used today for dyeing human hair.
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Austin, in his 1922 book about fur dressing, described the importance of the discovery of these dyes:
The year 1888 may be considered the beginning of a new era in the history of fur dyeing; the
commencement of a period which was to see the time honoured, traditional methods of the
masters of the art give way to newer methods of an entirely different character; and
moreover, the initiation of an age when science with its basis of fact and logic, was to
undertake the rationalization of an industry which had hitherto worked upon a more or less
irrational, empirical and uncertain comprehension of the fundamental principles involved. 64

Bleaching agents were used to lighten the colour of darker skins so that subsequent dyeing would
result in lighter colours. Most naturally-occurring white skins are not a pure white and require
some bleaching to remove the yellowish tinge. Until the mid 1920s, bleaching involved using
reducing agents (sulphurous acid and its salts) or oxidising agents (various peroxides). These were
complex processes and were not true bleaches since they could only lighten the dark fur but could
not white colour. A true bleach was discovered in the 1920s, when a mistake in mixing chemicals at
Austin’s laboratory produced a white coloured fur. This resulted in the commercialising of method
which used ferrous sulphate as a catalyst, which enabled the hydrogen peroxide bleaching chemical
to produce a white fur.65

The bleached skins could then be dyed into a greater range of colours,

which in turn meant that it was often difficult for consumers to determine what species of animal
had originally borne the fur used in their fur coat.
A Fur World poet described the possible results of dyeing and manipulating skins:
Three rabbits
Three rabbits bold went forth one day
Their fortunes gold to get;
But, unsuspecting, fell as prey
Into the trapper’s net.
The first was skinned and tanned and bleached
With head and tail the same,
And when the show case it had reached
A pure white fox became.
The second one, of darker hue,
Was pressed and dipped, and made
Into a lynx of purple-blue –
The kind that never fade.
The third was large, a sombre brown,
And, with some muffs assorted
Was advertised as “Marten, Baum,
From Russia just imported.66

64 Austin, Principles and Practice of Fur Dressing and Dyeing 155.
65 Kaplan, Furskin Processing 191.
66 "Three Rabbits," Fur World February 1912.
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Advances processing and manufacturing
From the late 19th century a number of processing operations were mechanised by machines that
increased productivity and product consistency, but also resulted in the de-skilling some tasks.
Fur dressing and dyeing developments
Perhaps the most important development in processing was the development of mechanical
methods of fleshing skins and paring down the leather. Fleshing machines were developed in the
late 19th century, but a practical machine to pare the leather was only developed and adopted in the
1910 to 1920 period. These machines used a circular, lipped edge blade to pare down the excess
leather and produced a lighter softer skin.

These “banjo” fleshing machines was relatively cheap,

had a high productivity rate and produced a lightweight pelt, but a required skilled operator.
These skilled operators, who often jealously guarded their knowledge and their higher rates of pay,
became the critical factors in every dressing works.
Machines were not developed for some tasks and older machines, such as the bench mounted
fleshing blade continued to be used (Figure 3.2).

Other labour saving/productivity increasing

machines associated with the finishing processes increased productivity and meant that lower paid
and less skilled labour could be employed to produce skins of a consistent quality.
3.4

Manufacturing furs

Adoption of the fur sewing machine
Fur is an animal’s protection, and as such is subject to the full force of nature and gets damaged
during mating, fighting and the general wear and tear of living in the wild. Further damage to the
fur and skin can happen during skinning and drying, and during the dressing process. The main
skin faults are: uneven fur caused by new fur growth in response to fur damage caused by fighting
etc, and rips and tears.
Thus the first steps in making a fur item involve finding, and then repairing these furskin faults.
The furrier cuts out the fault and replaces it with a piece from an adjoining area.

The repaired

skins are shaped and then sewn together to form enough material to cover the pattern. This process
is time consuming especially before few sewing machines were adopted and sewing was done by
hand.
The changes to the manufacturing methods were described in British Fur Trade in 1939:
We are so accustomed in these days to take the fur machine as a matter of course, like the fur
knife, that it may be a surprise that until little over forty years ago fur machines were not in
existence. At the beginning of this century each fur cut was sewn by hand, and therefore the
technique of our craft was much different than practiced nowadays. The amount of work
for the sewers had to be thought about seriously, and this called for very careful matching or
piecing-out on the part of the cutter.67

67 Pilot, "Workshop Ways and Whims," British Fur Trade (1939).
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Figure 3.1
Advertisement for a ‘banjo’ fleshing machine, circa 1921 68

68 Monarch Fleshing Machine Co. Advertisement, (Milwaukee: Monarch Fleshing Machine Co., circa 1921).
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Figure 3.269
Bench mounted hand fleshing blade for small skins (squirrel and weasels)

Figure 3.370
Fleshing room at Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd, Calder Ave, late 1920s illustrates the use of a ‘banjo’
fleshing machines and hand fleshing benches.

69 Austin, Principles and Practice of Fur Dressing and Dyeing 42.
70 Fur Dressers & Dyers (N.Z.) Ltd Collection, Dunedin.
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A description of the hand sewing of furs was published in 1919:
For fine skins, providing the thickness of the leather will allow of it, the needle should be
round; for thick leather, a three-edged needle is best.
The furrier grips the skin, or skins, with the thumb of the left hand and presses the two
strips, or parts evenly together between the knees, resting his feet upon a footstool, or a
board fixed to a work-table, stroking the hair carefully with the needle or with the finger of
the right hand, but always in the direction in which they go and never in the opposite
direction; that is, from the head towards the tail. In the case of long stitching, the head of the
skin is kept to the right, then pierce the needle through, drawing the right finger first and
then the thumb over the surface, gripping the needle on the other side of the seam and
drawing it out towards the left side, continuing in this way. Drawing the needle out on the
left is the regular method, as the seam closes better through the thread piercing the leather
more firmly, and there is not the risk of tearing the leather as is the case if it be drawn
through the right. The sewing should be done with double waxed unbleached thread,
which must not unravel, but remain smooth to the end. The thickness of the seam and the
distance of the stitches from one another must be regulated in accordance with the thickness
of the skin; and the strength of the thread must also match – the thinner the leather the
thinner the thread and the closer the stitches.
By a long flat seam in thick leather, or by using two (sic) long stitches, the leather is likely to
draw apart and the seam break whilst stitching, and the leather is not properly joined,
whereas if properly worked the skin may be stretched without fear of coming apart. 71

The key advance in manufacturing was the development of a sewing machine which would
dramatically increased productivity.

The first such machine was developed in 1872: (Figure 3.4):

In 1872 C E Huttemeier, the owner of the firm Bergmann & Huttemeier of Copenhagen
invented the first oversewing machine really practical for the stitching of gloves. .....
Already in the first year they sold three thousand of this new glove machine, and it made
such an impact that the Parisian capitalist Brosser secured the agency for many years and
disposed of more than twenty-five thousand in all parts of the world, under his name.
Because the machine was sold under the name of Brosser, the type of stitch produced retains
the name of Brosser in the glove industry even to the present day. These machines also had
the name ’La Surjeteuse’ painted on them, and this name also can be heard among
glovemakers of the present day.72

The first machines used two-threads (Figure 3.4) but later specialist fur sewing machines developed
during the 1890s used a single thread system (Figure 3.5). Once a satisfactory type of stitch had been
developed and accepted machine manufacturers worked on increasing the consistency and speed
with which seams could be made.
Reliability became more important as the power supply moved from pedal to electrically driven
motors (Figure 3.6). By the mid 1920s the fur machine had reached its final form, and further
developments mainly involved engineering factors that improved reliability by the use of better
metals and bearings (Figure 3.7).

71 "Sewing Furs," Fur World (1919).
72 F.P. Godfrey, An International History of the Sewing Machine (London: Robert Hale, 1982) 198.
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Figure 3.473
Early two thread fur sewing machine

73 Godfrey, An International History of the Sewing Machine 198.
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Figure 3.574
Advertisement from 1911 for Allbook and Hashfield sewing machines

74 Allbook & Hashfield. Advertisement, "Fur Sewing Machines," Fur World (1911).
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Figure 3.675
Allbook and Hashfield Type 41 machine of 1922. It was available with either an electric motor
or pedal power.

75 "Success Type 41," Fur World (1922).
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Figure 3.776
The last major advance in Allbook and Hashfield sewing machines

76 Advertisement Allbook & Hashfield, "The New Model Fur Sewing Machine," Fur World (1932).
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The fur trade took some time to adopt sewing machines as early models were expensive and not
particularly reliable.

Booth, in his study of labour in London, reported that around 1888 fur

machines were becoming available to furriers in the East End of London.
A recently introduced fur-sewing machine, which is beginning to be used by the masters
who can afford the £12 in ready money required for it, will considerably reduce the number
of women required.77

At this time hand sewers in London were paid from 1s 5d to 2s 5d per hour. Work was seasonal
and there was little work available between December and May. Booth reported that furriers were
predominantly Jewish, and that there was a surplus of workers, because of the large numbers of
Jews arriving from East Europe. Competition for work was high, profits low and since only basic
tools were required to become a furrier, the barriers to entry were low. 78
Rosenberg, in 1921, described the universal adoption of sewing machines for the manufacture of fur
garments:
Some thirty years ago, the progress of work was considerably hindered, owing to the fact
that articles had to be sewn by hand. The machines in vogue at this period (only few) were
glove machines, which however were not rigid enough to be used on all classes of furs. It
was about the year 1880 that an American first made a machine which had wide
possibilities. Germany also helped in the direction of producing machines which could
satisfactorily sew furs. The use of machines at this period was not great. Perfection had not
yet been reached, and skins could not be wholly satisfactorily joined…..
In the year 1901 a really satisfactory machine which did work well was invented by the firm
Allbook & Hashfield, and patented. It was sold under the name of the “Success” sewing
machine. Greater strides were made, and in the year 1911 a silent high speed machine
which brought us a step nearer to perfection was produced. This machine did much to
persuade the general trade to adopt it in place of hand-sewing, and, except for a few
exclusive firms, fur sewing machines are universally used. 79

Allbook and Hashfield machines were used extensively in New Zealand. By the mid 1920s the fur
sewing machines had been fully developed and Kaplan, in 1950 commented on this situation:
If the reader has any acquaintance with the progress made in the needle-trades field in
sewing machines in general, he will be disappointed in the design and operation of the fur
operating machine. No vital advance has been made in the design of this machine in the
past 25 years. There are many fur operators (themselves perhaps a bit antiquated) who
swear by their old Osann heads in spite of the fact that none have been manufactured for at
least 10 years.80

77 Charles Booth, Life and Labour of the People in London, vol. 4, 9 vols. (London: MacMillan & Co, 1892-

1897) 276.
78 Booth, Life and Labour of the People in London 273-78.
79 Cyril J. Rosenberg, Furs and Furriery (London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., 1921) 352,53.
80 David G. Kaplan, The Fur Book: A Practical Guide to Fur Garment Making, Maintenance, Repairing and

Remodeling (New York: National Cleaner & Dyer, 1950) 13,14.
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New fur cutting techniques
Faster sewing machines allowed for the development of more complex cutting techniques.
Rosenberg in Furs and Furriery, (the first English language book on fur technique) recounted that
machine produced seams had allowed fur cutters to use a greater number of cuts in order to
reshape a skin and to produce more complex tailoring81. Samet in his 1938 fur book, gave a
description of fur cutting:
The Fur Cutter, through the advance of large-scale production, has become a mechanical
demon whose ingenuity is automatic in some cases as well as mechanical in other instances.
The Sealine Cutter in our first scene is a whirlwind speed mechanic whose worth is based on
quantity production. The speed with which skins are examined for damages, matched for
quality and then cut into squares of furs and then cutting of the zig-zags – have added to the
popularity of popular-priced furs. How well I remember the days when the dripping dye of
the wet skins would cause a blood red stream on the cutter’s hands. When I saw these
scenes I used to call that “the bloody fur revolution of the sealine.” But the dyer has eased
this today with his blue-like leather.
The Hudson Seal Cutter. The advance in seal dyed rats found a step in advancement for the
progressive seal cutter. Cutting a Hudson seal, the cutter understands quality in order to
assort his grades in the garment with the choice grade in the back, usually. The dropping of
a triangular cut in the rump, called a tongue, is necessary, you know, in order to bring out a
square shape in the skin. In the Hudson seal the zig-zags are a little closer and sewed with a
finer seam. This all requires a bit more patience on the cutter’s part. The teeth-marks I once
wrote about must be “damaged-out” and carefully observed by the cutter, who knows how
in his tricky way of the knife to make his cuts ready for the operator. 82

Designs for fur garments
Furriers did not necessarily have to design their own styles. From the late 19 th century pattern
designed especially for use with furs could be bought from specialist pattern makers.

A major

source of these ready-made fur patterns was the monthly periodical American Furrier.

This

magazine described the latest fashions and sold patterns for the illustrated garments. An English
commentator, in 1936, disparaged this business:
This style business is like a patent medicine out of a bottle, because stylists and pattern
makers exist in considerable numbers in the United States. Any insignificant manufacturer
can go to one of these style houses and buy, for few paltry dollars, some shapes, and then –
lo and behold! a collection of over-styled garments is ready for a most receptive public, and
as every one of his competitors does likewise, you see a conglomeration of fur coats in most
manufacturers’ showrooms which have no originality or individuality. They all seem to
have a certain sameness about them, and in order to overcome this fault they cover their fur
coats with such baubles as ribbons, buckles, and belts; in fact, they put everything on their
coats except the kitchen stove.83

Despite such comments these pattern services remained important, and became even more
important when patterns had to reflect the way fur could be cut, sewn and shaped. By the late

81 Rosenberg, Furs and Furriery.
82 Arthur Samet, Oddly Enough: From Animal Land to Furtown (New York: Fur Education Society, 1938) 258.
83 A.G. Grubert, "My Greatest Disappointment," Fur World 21 November 1936.
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1930s there was a basic change in the basic ideas of fur garment construction. A 1940 article
reviewed these developments in the design and shape of fur garments.
A breach is being made with the past, and it allows us to envisage a new aspect of furriery
corresponding to the technical age in which we live. Old methods and ideas of the
framework of fur garments are being destroyed, and we work in a more honest atmosphere.
The general public, formerly profoundly indifferent to anything to do with the making-up of
a fur coat, has been shaken out of its torpor. It is now becoming widely realised that this
change in the very foundation of fur design is not due to the whims of a handful of furriers,
as, for example, the Association of London Fur Designers, although the fact that this
Association came into existence was an indication of the way the wind was blowing; but is
the inevitable product of our times. In the past, conflicting theories of furriery all helped to
confuse the main issue. Catch-phrases were common both by furriers and the customers
they served. “Fur coats can never fit properly!’; “Fur coats can never be slimming!”; “A fur
coat is not good unless it has ample overlap!”; “The armhole of a fur coat must be deep and
comfortable,” etc, etc.
All this had the effect of deflecting appreciation of the New Furriery which was dawning.
The vast improvements which have taken place in dressing and dyeing sections; the huge
increase in the quantities of furs sold have so preoccupied furriers that, instead of pressing
forward to tackle the fundamental problem of fur styling postulated by this unprecedented
transformation, we have remained content to borrow our styles from antiquity and to
perpetuate bad spacing within the pattern structure. That state of affairs does seem to be
over at last. A new conception of furriery, based on realities, has emerged, and with it has
come a new conception of fit. Just think of all that modern technique has contributed to
dress wear, and the rapidity of it s development!
One of the outstanding achievements of the New Furriery has been the abolition of the
blanket-wrap idea of a fur coat. Instead of cutting the shoulder lines and armholes from a
rectangular piece of paper, the new method regards the fur garment as a three dimensional
affair. In fact, the pattern framework can now be said to be built to a woman’s figure. The
advantages are obvious.: (1) Garments swing properly from the shoulders; (2) the back neck
curves snugly in exact proportion to the back width; (3) the shoulder seams not only follow
the correct angle, but, by being a little less than the shoulder length, allow movement
without drag; (4) the darts are so arranged to give the right curving to the figure; (5) the
position of the armhole is anatomically correct and neither forces lengthwise folds at the
back by being placed too near the front nor causes unsightly wrinkles over the bust because
its position s too far back; and (6) in itself it is neither too narrow or too wide; (7) it is cut
high so that the sleeve swings from it with a ball and socket-like action; (8) the correct width
on the hip line kills once and for all time the fallacy that a woman with large hips must buy a
larger-busted coat with disastrous results in fit; (9) our ladies’ tailors, who earned such
unassailable reputations, argued long and earnestly and used up much pipe-clay in
demonstrating such things as scye, but for years the average furrier was blissfully unaware
that the problem existed. And yet in spite of this, the industry developed owing to the good
craftsmanship with the skins we handled, just as beautiful work might be carried out within
a building of ugly exterior proportions.
We now find ourselves in difficult times which will demand the strictest economy of fur
material. Wide overlaps must be the first to go – they have ruined style for too long. If the
fitting qualities are right the front edge of the garment will hang true. A glance at the
accompanying diagram will show some of the radical changes which the New Furriery has
caused in garment construction (fig 3.8).
The bold outline is that of a well-fitting stock pattern with a two-and-a-half-inch overlap on
each front. The broken line formation is a pattern cut carefully to the old standards. It is not
a “horrible example,” but one of the best turned out to the old conception. Note the
following points:(1) The swinging-in at the centre back with a point halfway down the back as a pivot brings
about an improvement in fit and a saving in material. It widens the neck curve, but the
adjustment by means of a small dart serves the purpose of providing the right curve at
neck.
(2) The curve at the back shoulder point is counter-balanced in the sleeve.
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(3) The under-arm is high.
(4) Ample provision is made at the hip level.
(5) The perpendicular front edge with a dart to provide the requisite adjustment at the
throat.
Study the diagram at length and check the proportions with your own experience.
The New Furriery is the result of an economy impulse, that is, the desire to meet the needs of
the community at less skin cost. It has come to us striding arm-in arm with standardisation.
Many of us may have feared that individuality would be crushed out by standardisation in
furriery. But it does not work out so.
There have always been standards and it is a commonplace that repetition of the same
things for the same purposes exercises a civilising influence on men’s minds. Fur coats,
made of, say, musquash, all bear a resemblance, and for that matter so do all the clothes we
wear; but there remains sufficient scope for the individual woman to have her own
expression of personality in fur. The New Furriery should bring a well-needed tonic to
business with its call for maximum standardisation and maximum variety. 84

3.5

Fur knowledge and the Dunedin fur trade

The new methods of working fur spread quickly. Furriers either shared their knowledge, or had
their techniques examined and then copied.

Later chapters will show that early Dunedin

enterprises had to obtain their knowledge from overseas: - either by bringing people to Dunedin to
work, or by sending staff overseas to be trained. These people then past their knowledge and skills
on to local workers. An important feature of the Dunedin trade was that once the trade was
established further workers were generally recruited from local people rather than by bringing
trained workers in from overseas.
There are indications that fur trade literature was available and read in New Zealand, for example
in 1919, Fur World advertised that it had subscribers in Christchurch and Dunedin85. Other books
were available to local furriers: the Dunedin Public Library has a copy of Rosenberg’s book, and in
an advertisement in 1928 the Canadian Fur Salon quoted from Sachs’ recently published book Furs
and the Fur Trade.86
Bringing fur fashion to Dunedin
Newspapers, magazines and the cinema brought descriptions and images of the latest fashions to
Dunedin, and retailers quickly offered these styles to local consumers.
Members of the Dunedin fur trade often travelled to the United States and the United Kingdom to
buy and or sell skins and see the latest fashion developments. \

84 Technical Editor, "The New Furriery," British Fur Trade March 1940.
85 Fur World. Advertisement., "Subscriptions," Fur World December 1919.
86 Canadian Fur Salon. Advertisement., "Valuable and Authoritative Advice to Ladies Buying Furs!" Otago

Daily Times 17 May 1928.
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Figure 3.887
Comparison between old and new style of fur garment pattern

87 Technical Editor, "The New Furriery."
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It is not possible to tell to what extent these people obtained patterns for making fur items, or
whether they relied on people in their workrooms to produce designs.

Local furriers are also likely to have had access to The American-Mitchell Text Book of Fur
Designing, Pattern Making and Grading88 a book, published in 1935, which included the basic coat
block as well as patterns for a number of fashionable designs. 89 This book was published by
American-Mitchell Fashion Publishers, the publishers of American Furrier, the periodical which
illustrated the latest styles and allowed subscribers to purchase the patterns.

88 Francis C. Weigl, American-Mitchell Text Book of Fur Designing, Pattern Making and Grading (New York:

American-Mitchell Fashion Publishers, 1935).
89 During the 1970s and 1980s the writer observed this book in a number of workrooms and recently was

given a copy, previously owned by D.Ellis, an Auckland furrier who had entered the fur trade in the 1930s.
Ellis had stored this book in a specially-made leather pouch.
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Chapter 4
Rabbits: from pest to commercialisation

4.1

A pest is established

The early New Zealand settlers colonised a land that was devoid of mammals, and as well as
introducing farms animals, thought that they had some responsibility to introduce other creatures
to balance what they saw as an oversight of Nature. A report from the 1866 annual meeting of the
Acclimatisation Society of Otago illustrates this attitude:
There is not in the world a finer field for experiment than New Zealand. It is a land of rich
pastures eminently fitted for the abode of grazing animals. Not one known species of
carnivore, except the wild cat, exists on the island in a state of nature. The rabbit, the hare,
various descriptions of antelopes and deer, would find ample food and shelter on it, and
would not interfere with the domestic animals raised and reared under the fostering care of
man. They would therefore be free from predatory attack, and find a home in spots which
will not be occupied by man for generations to come.
Precisely the same may be affirmed of the rivers. With the exception of a few eels and small
fish they are tenantless. The species that abound in the fresh waters of the old world would,
in all probability, thrive well in our lakes and rivers. There are no voracious pike nor
Murray cod to prey upon them; both land and water are prepared to support life, but are
nearly as devoid of it as if creation had not done its work… 90

The introduction of the rabbit
Domestic and wild rabbits were introduced to New Zealand by the early settlers. Some domestic
rabbits did live ferally but did not pose a great threat to agriculture. The real problem occurred in
the 1860s when wild European rabbits were liberated in areas that had been recently opened for
sheep grazing. These wild rabbits supplanted the domestic breeds and rapidly colonised pastoral
farmlands, and in particular areas of Southland and Otago. Rabbits had been liberated in other
parts of the country, but did not thrive as well as those in Southland and Otago.91
A cheap source of food
Rabbits were liberated for altruistic reasons:
The “Lake Wakatipu Mail” of the 26th April says: - “It is proposed by the inhabitants of this
town to purchase from Messrs Burn and McConochie a dozen rabbits, and turn them out in
two favourable sites on the Lake, provided the miners and others will give them one year’s
fair play before hunting or shooting them.. The sites chosen are Bob’s Bay and near the saw
mills – localities suited for these animals. There will also be offered a reward, under the

90 "Acclimatisation," Otago Witness 26 May 1866.
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provisions of the Game Protection Act, in the event of anyone destroying any of them during
the above period.”92

4.2

The rabbit becomes a nuisance

By the mid 1870s these wild rabbits had become a problem for Otago and Southland farmers and
the Provincial and Colonial Governments were asked to help control the rabbit nuisance.
The Otago Provincial Council was the first to investigate the problem. In May 1875 it appointed a
Select Committee “to enquire as to the best steps that can be taken to suppress the evil known as the
rabbit nuisance.”93 In June, 1875 they reported:
1.
2.

That the evil may be kept down, or within limit, by repressive action.
That such action cannot be organised in an effective manner without Legislative
authority, and that such legislation might be based upon the following suggestions:(a)
That in settled districts wherein the machinery of Road Boards exist, the
same should be used for the election of a Committee as under, and for the
assessment of property, and the collection of rates.
(b)
That such a Committee may be elected or appointed in districts, outside of
Road Board districts, for the purpose of dealing generally with the rabbit
nuisance.
(c)
That all these Committees should have compulsory rating powers given to
them, so they may be able to take due action when the Road Board system is
unable to be used.
(d)
That these Committees should be authorised to create a fund, the proceeds
thereof to be devoted to purposes decided upon for the destruction of
rabbits, and that they be empowered to offer rewards and to pay for each
rabbit skin produced, and caught within the boundaries of the district over
which such Committee has control, a price for each skin, or otherwise
reward the catcher and destroyer of rabbits.
(e)
That the Government should be required to pay such Committee a bonus of
d. per skin so collected by them.
(f)
That the Committees shall have power to sell or export such skins for sale,
and that the proceeds thereof shall form part of the common fund of such
Committee.
(g)
That such Committee be authorised to introduce weasels or other animals
necessary for the purpose of putting down the nuisance.
(h)
That gunpowder and shot obtained by any such Committee for the
purposes of re-distribution should have the duty paid upon it refunded by
the Provincial Government, and that such Committees be empowered to
issue the said powder and shot.
3 That the evidence taken shows that the landed estate of the Province under lease to the
pastoral tenants is becoming much depreciated in value wherever rabbits are found to exist,
and that such depreciation in value of the public lands being a matter fraught with serious
consequences, is, therefore, one demanding the earnest and immediate consideration of the
Council.94
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These recommendations were not adopted, but the ideas expressed became the basis of both action
and inaction over the ensuing years, and in particular questions as to who was going to be
responsible for rabbit control, who would meet the cost and should the commercialisation of skins
and the introduction of predators be permitted. The Provincial form of government was under
threat of abolition by Central Government when this report was prepared, therefore the Otago
Provincial Council was in no position to implement the recommendations.
In late 1876 the Otago Provincial Council, just before the abolition of the Provincial Councils,
prepared a report for the Colonial Government about the rabbit problem in Southland. 95 This
report was presented to Parliament in May 1876, and in response the Colonial Government formed
a Select Committee to further investigate the problem not only in Southland, but throughout New
Zealand.

This Committee considered that they had consulted widely and found that all

submissions agreed that there was a rabbit problem and that it required control, but that there was
little agreement on who should fund and control pest destruction especially in areas where farms
were leased from the Crown. The Committee recommended:
The mischief already done is most serious, is increasing, and unless some effectual remedy
be adopted, is likely to increase.
The Committee recommend that a Bill should be introduced into the Legislature, without
delay, to establish an inexpensive machinery, by which the owners or occupiers of land may
be compelled to keep in check the increase of rabbits on their holdings…..
They further think that a grant of money for the purpose of introducing weasels, as a natural
check, into the country, would (if the object were attained) be of very great service.96

When the report was presented to Parliament arguments immediately arose about who should pay
for rabbit destruction.

There was some concern expressed that the report favoured the large

runholders (squatters) who would have trouble controlling the rabbits over the vast expanses under
their control, whereas the small farmer could easily control the rabbits on his land.

When the

report was first presented to Parliament, Mr Lumsden said:
Witnesses of a certain class were examined, and witnesses from another class who ought to
have been examined were not called. The existence of the rabbit nuisance was not disputed
by the farmers; but they thought that, if any legislation took place, it ought to apply to the
runholding districts only, for the farmers contended that they were quite able to cope with it
in settled districts. It was a very important subject, and the petitioners thought that in any
legislation the agricultural districts should be omitted, because the farmers would deprecate
being taxed to suppress a nuisance which did not disturb them. 97
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But as Mr Hodgkinson pointed out, any legislation would be about compelling destruction rather
than raising taxes to pay for it:
The farmers were under the impression that they were to be taxed by some general colonial
law for putting down the rabbit nuisance for the benefit of the squatters and that caused so
many petitions to be sent to the House. It was not proposed to anything of the kind; but it
was intended to establish machinery of a very inexpensive kind for the purpose of
compelling people to kill rabbits on their holdings in order to suppress the nuisance. 98

Three weeks later the Report was still contentious, and Mr Joyce complained:
It was an altogether one-sided report, and, instead of being called the report of the Rabbit
Nuisance Committee, should have been called the report of the Squatting and Land
Monopoly Nuisance Protection Committee. The Committee had entirely failed to perceive
or make any mention of the real cause of this rabbit nuisance existing. They entirely
overlooked the fact that when these rabbits were introduced and found their way into
agricultural districts they became no nuisance at all, because there were plenty of people to
keep them down; but when they got to districts where one person held some 40,000 or
60,000 acres of land in his own hands, they did become a nuisance, because there was no one
to destroy them except the few shepherds whose numbers were reduced to a minimum by
the use of chained watch-dogs round the boundary fences to prevent the sheep straying
from one run to another. The nuisance which is really destroying the country was the
squatting and land monopoly nuisance. To his mind, the rabbits were likely to prove the
greatest blessing the part of the country affected could have; because they would have the
effect of putting a stop to this other much greater nuisance. 99

A Rabbit Nuisance Bill was introduced. Some thought the destroyed rabbits could be put to some
use. The Hon Mr Menzies told members of the Legislative Council:
In Victoria, where rabbits were a very serious nuisance some years ago, they had been
destroyed to such an extent that, as he was informed, a very profitable trade was now being
carried on in curing the meat and skins of the animals. If landowners in the South Island
could kill 20,000 to 30,000 rabbits a year, he did not see why some establishment should not
be opened for curing the meat, on the understanding, of course, that such establishment
could only exist in those districts which railways passed through or near. 100

But others thought that legislation would not eliminate rabbits, but it would create its own
problems. At the Legislative Council, the Hon. Mr Waterhouse said:
…he would feel great pleasure in supporting the Bill, if he believed it was calculated to
enable farmers and others to overcome the nuisance. But he felt, with reference to the Bill
very much as Lord Palmerston did in regard to the wine that was sent him by an amateur
manufacturer as a certain cure for gout. After tasting the wine, Lord Palmerston said that on
the whole he preferred the gout. In the same way he (Mr Waterhouse) should rather have
the rabbits than the Bill.101
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Despite the doubts the Rabbit Nuisance Act was passed in 1876. The Act required landowners to
actively keep rabbit numbers down, or face prosecution, despite the fact there was only a limited
number of methods of combating the rabbits. These labour intensive methods were shooting,
trapping, digging up burrows, using packs of dogs or laying poisoned oats. It was also thought that
the introduction of natural enemies, such as stoats and weasels would be a cheap way of controlling
rabbits, and these predators were introduced during the 1880s.102

4.3

A market is established

Richardson’s report had given this some consideration to off-setting the cost of rabbit destruction
by selling the skins and the meat, but at the time there was little demand for either:
So far as any return may be calculated on from the sale of skins, it may be said that winter
skins are only of any value, and that experiments connected with the sale have in this colony
hitherto proved a failure.103

Richardson’s report also considered using rabbits for meat:
The establishment of curing and preserving machinery has been suggested, but it has been
stated in opposition that such a system would not answer unless 5,000 rabbits a day could be
procured, and the nature of the country and distance to be traversed preclude the possibility
of putting the cleaned rabbit in the hands of the curer within twenty-four hours after being
caught – which is absolutely necessary – to say nothing of the operation being confined to
the winter season, when the skin is most valuable and the meat most likely to be suitable for
curing. Beside the average expense of killing, skinning, and preserving the skin is 4d each,
there is to be added the expense of curing and tinning, which would be about 3d a pound
additional.104

Mr W. Smith from Kaikoura, described, to the Committee, his experience with selling skins:
67 …- The market is not at all steady. At first very good prices were obtained, but the value
seems to be less now. I may say that some time ago I employed a man to kill rabbits in a
paddock of 1,500 acres, and took the skins from him at 4d each, or 4s a dozen…..
86. Have you shipped many skins home yourself? – About 5,000, for which I have not yet
received account sales.105

A description of rabbiting in the 1870s by W.R. Barnes illustrates the costs associated with pest
destruction.
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I landed in New Zealand in the month of April, 1874. At that time rabbits were protected. I
worked my way up-country until I reached the Teviot, where I remained for four years. I
had not been long on the Teviot when sheep station holders and farmers were paying men
to kill the rabbits, as they increased so fast, and were doing a lot of harm to the crops and
grass. I think I was one of the first men to be paid for rabbit killing. Another chap and I took
n the job of trying to clear Allen’s Hill, a few miles up-country from the Teviot towards the
Dunstan. We got 4d per skin, with powder and shot at cost price. It was not an easy job.
We worked for over two months, but at the end of that time there seemed to be more rabbits
than when we started. Where they came from was a mystery. The place I am speaking of
was at the foot of the Old Man Range. After a snowstorm I have seen thousands of newlyborn rabbits dead. We did very well trying to clear Allen’s Hill. We made over 10s per day,
and never worked on Saturdays. I went down to Invercargill, and was working in the
Waianiwa Plains fencing. The plains were alive with rabbits. I have myself dug 30 rabbits
out of one chamber. They only burrowed about a foot underground. What they lived on I
do not know as the place was bare of grass; but there must have been millions there. I said
at the time the rabbits would eventually starve themselves out. Several men that I knew got
a start in life with the money they made rabbiting.
I must tell you this little story that I often laugh over. My mate and I went to Riverton one
evening to a political meeting where there were two candidates speaking. The first one
spoke of the progress of the town, but considered the rabbit pest was becoming a great
nuisance to land owners, and if something was not done soon the country would be ruined.
When that candidate finished speaking the other one said it was quite right about the
rabbits; but what he himself was most concerned about was what are we going to do with
the 50,000 children that are coming along in Otago? He seemed quite excited about it, when
a member of the audience said: “Don’t worry, Mr. I’ve got 10 and we must send all the little
bounders rabbiting.”106

Rabbit meat and skins were to become the basis of the fur trade, and a controversial way of paying
for rabbit destruction.

Whilst the meat and the skins went to two different markets, a number of

businessmen involved in the rabbit fur trade had interests in both fields and initially the meat trade
was, for them, the more important. Therefore the rabbit meat trade went hand in hand with the
development of the fur trade.
At the time when the rabbits were first recognised as being a nuisance New Zealand sheep farming
was based on wool. The meat had little value as there was no practical way to transport large
quantities to potential markets in Europe. Some meat was preserved by canning, but many sheep
carcases were either rendered down or left to rot. Export figures from 1883 give some idea of the
relative importance of wool versus preserved meat: £3,014,000 worth of wool was exported whilst
only £69,000 of “meat by-products” was exported in the same period.107
The first method used to preserve rabbit meat was canning. The following report describes this
type of operation and how it was considered that these operations hampered rabbit destruction:
This is accounted for mainly by the establishment of rabbit-tinning factories, which hold out
inducements to owners and others to preserve rabbits for months previous to the opening of
factories, thereby causing themselves much loss of feed and disturbance of stock, as well as
106 W.R. Barnes, "Some Old-Time Recollections," Otago Witness 11 December 1928.
107 D.S. Condliffe, New Zealand in the Making: A Survey of Economic and Social Development., Second ed.
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requiring the department to be continually urging on the work of destruction. This was
brought to my notice very clearly on several occasions during my tour of inspection. While
admitting the factories when at work, say from February till the beginning of the poisoningor breeding-season, are a help towards the destruction of rabbits, at the same time I have no
hesitation in saying that, owing to the existence of these factories, the means of destruction
are relaxed, and a very large increase takes place during the two or three months prior to the
opening of these factories, which otherwise would not be allowed to exist. The certainty of a
fair return holds out such inducements to both owners and professional rabbiters that they
try every means to shirk the work of destruction, and thus the evil is from year to year
continued.108

One such works, the Woodlands Packing and Canning Co was described in the Cyclopedia of New
Zealand:
The Meat Preserving Works at Woodlands are said to be the first established in New
Zealand. They were worked for years by the New Zealand Meat Preserving Company, and
the premises were leased by Mr Oldham in 1901. There are a good many large wood and
iron buildings in connection with the establishment, which stands on part of 125 acres of
land in the township. The most modern plant has been erected and the annual output
amounts to 10,000 cases of canned rabbit, 4,000 cases of meat and 20,000 cases of frozen
rabbit. About one hundred persons are employed in the industry, exclusive of trappers,
carters, and agents.109

The frozen meat revolution
The nature of farming and consequently the New Zealand economy was dramatically changed
following the successful introduction of the frozen meat trade. Following the pivotal first frozen
meat shipment on the ship “Dunedin” to the United Kingdom in 1882 (which also included frozen
rabbits) meat exports flourished. More land was opened-up for sheep meat farming and a transport
infrastructure built to move stock to freezing works and ports. In 1889 £3,976,000 of wool and
£783,000 of frozen meat was exported.

In 1900 this had changed to £4,749,000 of wool and

£2,123,000 of frozen meat.110
More intensive farming created more pasture for the rabbits as well as for the sheep, and rabbit
numbers increased and more of the country was colonised. The landowners were not able to stem
this new tide of rabbits and as these rabbits competed with the sheep for grass the sheep carrying
capacity of the land was reduced. This is illustrated by the effect of rabbits on of two large estates
in Southland and Otago – the Castlerock estate of 70,000 acres carried 50,000 sheep prior to the
arrival of rabbits – sheep numbers then decreased to 20,000 and in one year over 300,000 rabbit
skins were collected. The sheep numbers at Moa Flat estate were reduced from 120,000 to 20,000
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and at the Mount Nicholas station sheep numbers dropped from 20,000 to 2,000 in four years. 111
Farming became uneconomic and Otago farmers abandoned 1.3 million acres of leasehold land,
although two-thirds of this land was later re-leased at lower rentals.112
The frozen rabbit meat trade
The increased number of rabbits along with the acceptance of frozen meat and the improvement in
the transport infrastructure changed the economic value of the rabbit.

By the mid-1890s the

exporting of frozen rabbit meat had become viable, and the exports of frozen rabbits grew from
25,241 carcases in 1894 (when statistics were first published), to 6,501,997 carcasses in 1900 113 (Table
4.1).

Initially most of these frozen carcases were exported through Invercargill, however an

increasing number of carcasses were exported from Dunedin after R.S. Black and White and Co
started operating from Dunedin and the railway line from Dunedin to Alexandra in Central Otago
advanced into rabbit country. The line reached Ranfurly in 1898, Omakau in 1904 and Alexandra
in 1906.114

In 1900 Dunedin overtook Invercargill as the major export port for frozen rabbits

(Table 4.2), although Invercargill dominated the export of preserved rabbits (Table 4.3).
A number of people saw the rabbit meat export opportunities and entered trade. These businesses
normally involved purchasing and collecting the carcases, grading and packing them in cases,
sending the cases to a freezing facility for freezing, and then organising the exporting and selling of
the meat. Generally these firms did not own their own freezing facilities.
John Taylor was an early Southland meat trader, who operated from Mataura. Taylor was born in
Scotland in 1852 and arrived in New Zealand in 1876 where he initially worked as a shepherd.
From 1882 until 1891 he operated a butchery in North East Valley, Dunedin. After visiting London
he returned to New Zealand in 1893 with “the express purpose of at once starting rabbit
exportation”.115
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Table 4.1116
(a) Rabbit meat exported during the year, 1894 to 1900

Frozen
Year

Quantity

Preserved
Value: £

Weight: cwt

Value: £

1894

25,241

464.00

8,696

12,466.00

1895

53,654

1,046.00

8,906

13,952.00

1896

357,730

7,021.00

12,193

17,115.00

1897

2,229,056

46,398.00

10,278

14,398.00

1898

4,251,596

93,836.00

3,799

4,989.00

1899

4,880,494

113,432.00

5,894

7,503.00

1900

6,501,997

154,075.00

3,183

6,593.00

(b) Numbers of frozen rabbits exported, by Port, during the year, 1894 to 1900

Invercargill

Dunedin

Other Ports in the

Ports in the North

South Island

Island

1894

23,321

1,920

1895

43,366

10,264

24

1896

292,053

45,493

20,184

1897

1,572,134

402,714

254,208

1898

2,946,555

732,306

571,885

1899

2,757,639

1,706,192

416,663

1900

2,958,091

3,399,212

144,694

850

116 Source: "Rabbits and Rabbit-Skins Exported 1894-1900," Appendix to the Journals of the House of
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(c) Weight (cwts) of preserved rabbits exported, by port, during the year, 1894 to 1900 117

Invercargill

Dunedin

Other Ports in

North Island

South Island

Ports

1894

7,202

1,484

1895

7,014

1,806

1

1896

9,556

2,634

3

1897

6,517

3,592

2

1898

1,736

2,056

7

1899

4,480

1,414

1900

3,059

124

117 Source: Department of Trade and Customs, "Rabbits and Rabbit-Skins Exported 1894-1900."
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Taylor’s operation was described in 1905:
This depot was established by Mr Taylor in 1894 he being the first to start freezing rabbits in
Southland for shipment to London as profitable articles of export. The factory is capable of
preparing 5,000 rabbits per diem; they are frozen at the adjoining freezing works, and the
annual shipments average 250,000 forwarded direct to London by the New Zealand
Shipping Company and Shire Lines. Mr Taylor has succeeded in creating an excellent
connection in the Home market, and his depot is one of the most prosperous in Southland;
and he is equally successful as an exporter of mutton and beef.118

Much of the plant was destroyed by fire in 1906, and by 1910 Taylor had retired. 119
As frozen rabbit exports grew, preserved rabbit exports declined, however this decline was not
great enough to extinguish the canning industry and a market for preserved rabbits remained until
well into the 20th century. Some of this canning knowledge later formed the basis of the central
Otago fruit canning industry.
Frozen rabbits traders in Dunedin
In Dunedin, W.J. Tonkin was one of the first to recognise the potential market for frozen rabbits. He
was born in the United Kingdom and came to New Zealand via Australia. Tonkin started exporting
frozen rabbits in 1897120 and although he died in 1909, aged 52121 his firm, Tonkin and Co.,
continued to operate until around 1925, with Henry Turner as manager.

Turner had been a

manager and partner from 1910, and after the demise of Tonkin and Co, he went on to pioneer fruit
exports from Central Otago.122
Australian rabbit traders took note of the growing New Zealand exports and two of these traders
moved from Melbourne to Dunedin to exploit and develop the New Zealand market.

Mr R. S.

Black started exporting from Dunedin around 1897 and in 1899, Mr G.R. Story was sent to Dunedin
by White and Co., of Melbourne. It was these two traders who were pivotal to the subsequent
development of the fur trade in Dunedin.
An Otago Daily Times editorial, in 1898, described the growth in the rabbit trade:
The exportation of rabbits from this country has assumed such dimensions that it has quite
got beyond the experimental stage, and has now become an important industry. From
inquiries we have made we are enabled to give some facts which throw a new light upon the
vexed question of rabbit destruction. The principal exporters of frozen rabbits in the city
state that in places where trappers caught great numbers of rabbits last winter, the results
owing to the scarcity of rabbits have been so disappointing this season that these areas had
118 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 1091.
119 D.C.W. Muir, ed., Mataura: City of the Falls (Mataura: Mataura Historical Society, 1991) 202.
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122 Who's Who in New Zealand and Western Pacific, ed. G.H. Scholefield (Wellington: T.T. Watkins Ltd,
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to be abandoned, compelling the trappers to ply their calling further afield. The result is that
rabbits have to be carted long distances to reach the railways, whereas last year the trappers
did not require to go very far from the railway to keep the export supply going. By the
north line rabbits come from Benmore and neighbouring places; by the Shag Point and
Dunedin railways another large area of country is trapped; while the Otago Central railway
conveys rabbits brought to it all the way from Blacks, Blackstone Hill, and Ophir. By the
Lawrence railway another large area is trapped extending inland from Roxburgh, while
rabbits from most of the country between that district and Queenstown come by way of the
Invercargill-Kingston line to be frozen in Bluff. In short, by all the branch railways between
the Waitaki and Invercargill rabbits in tens of thousands are pouring into the various
freezing works. One exporter informed us that his is at the present time in receipt of
between 15,000 and 20,000 rabbits per day, and is paying to trappers between £800 and
£1000 per week. He has 24,000 traps out giving employment to about 500 trappers. Last
year his export of rabbits was 700,000, while he anticipates sending away about one and ahalf million this season. By this exporter alone about eight trucks of timber are used per
week to make the boxes in which the rabbits are frozen and exported, while in railage he
pays over £100 a week. Another exporter states that he has already this season put through
over 260,000 rabbits. About 500 men are kept going trapping, and about £700 a week is
distributed amongst them. One exporter estimates that the total output of the colony this
season will reach 6,000,000 rabbits, while another estimates the export at 5,000,000. Taking
the smaller estimate, at 3d each for rabbits the sum that will be distributed amongst trappers
will exceed £60,000, and it is considered that the total amount coming into the colony as the
proceeds of the rabbit export industry this season will be between £1000,000 and £150,000.
The industry, the exporters maintain would have attained still greater dimensions if the
facilities had been better. As a matter of fact, it has been difficult to obtain the shipping
space required, and in consequence the freezing works are all nearly full. Recognising the
importance of the industry, one firm has ordered a freezing plant which will be set up in
time for the commencement of next season’s operations, with a capacity of 20,000 rabbits a
day. From the nature and extent of the rabbit export industry it affords a considerable
amount of employment, not only in trapping the rabbits, but also in carting them to the
railways, in the manufacture of the export boxes and in the handling of the rabbits generally.
In the back country every wheeled vehicle has bee pressed into service, and in many cases
vehicles have been ordered expressly for the purposes of conveying rabbits to the railways,
which also are benefiting by the great trade that has sprung up. It is also claimed that the
farmers are benefited, not only by having their land cleared of the pest, but further by
obtaining employment for themselves and their sons in the work of trapping and carting the
rabbits.
All those who are engaged on a large scale in the rabbit export business are loud in their
complaints at the manner in which rabbits are handled on the railways. A large buyer from
the Home country who bought some £20,000 worth of rabbits last season, interviewed by a
contemporary recently, complained that the railway officials handled rabbits as though they
were manure. It is asserted that the rabbits are allowed to be exposed to the sun and
weather at the country sidings, - no provision being made in the way of storing them till the
train can take them away, - and when taken away they are dumped in any dirty truck that
comes easiest to hand. Complaints are made to us that because of the culpable negligence of
the Railway department in handling rabbits exporters are put to great loss, and the rabbits
fetch a less price in the Home markets than they would do. The department has been asked
to endeavour to meet the requirements of the industry in a measure, but all representations
have been calmly ignored. That may arise from open hostility to the industry on the part of
the Government as recently avowed by the Minister for Lands at Kurow, or it may be that
the Minister for Railways is so wanting in resource that he is unable to grasp the new
situation that has arisen. The importance of the rabbit industry demands that the Minister
should make some reasonable attempt to carry rabbits destined for freezing and export with
some regard to sanitary considerations, even if the Government are hostile to the industry.
In contrast with the attitude of our own Government it is pointed out by those interested that
some of the Australian Governments give people engaged in the trade every inducement.
The freezing works in Victoria are owned by the Government, who freeze the rabbits for less
than the actual cost. At the same time inspectors with a large staff of men under them are
employed at the freezing works to grade the rabbits before they are frozen for export. In this
way Victorian rabbits receive the Government stamp, and in consequence realise a higher
price in the London market. The same is done in New South Wales, but not on so large a
scale.
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As regards the efficacy of trapping in the direction of permanent abatement of the rabbit
pest, there remains much to be said, and only the experience of the future, should the export
trade continue, can actually determine the question. The exporters contend that trapping on
a big scale can and does check the rabbit pest in a wholesome fashion. The marked scarcity
of rabbits over the country trapped last season, they maintain, amply demonstrates that
wholesale trapping opposes a serious barrier to the incursions of the pest, and in
consequence of the sweeping character of that check the rabbits have to be sought at everincreasing distances form the railways. The farmers themselves, to a very great extent, bear
out that view of the matter, and the general consensus of opinion amongst those who ought
to be qualified to express a reasonable opinion leads to the conclusion that this important
industry that has so quickly attained a position of great importance should at least not be
hampered by unwise and untimely interference on the part of the Government. The
Railways department might without seriously outraging its inherent conservatism, make
some attempt to fit up trucks, in a manner that has be suggest to them by the exporters for
carrying rabbits without bruising and destroying them. In view of what is being done in the
neighbouring colonies, it is a question whether the Government should not take an active
interest in the industry, and appoint some of their inspectors to inspect and grade the rabbits
as they are delivered at the freezing works. Whether the trapping induced by the rabbit
export trade will prove sufficient to deal with the rabbit pest in a more effective manner than
poisoning has done in the past cannot be determined as yet. We still hold to the opinion that
the winter trapping will have to be followed up by summer poisoning, and there are large
areas where poison must be the chief agent in the destruction of the pest. Were most of the
farms, however, enclosed with rabbit netting, the landowners could well be left to deal with
the pest in any manner they choose. As matters stand it is not easy to obtain an authoritative
opinion, for conflicting interests lead to the expression of views diametrically opposed. But,
at least, we think, the rabbit export trade might allow a fair trial. If the Government
continues to have doubts on the point it should make an effort to get reliable information to
guide it in coming to a decision. To that end it will be well that it should appoint some
competent and unbiased person or persons to furnish it with an exhaustive report upon the
whole question.123

In 1898 Story described his operation:
The rabbit export trade.
Interview with Mr Story
The export trade in rabbits has assumed very large proportions, and as it bids fair to still
grow in importance matters affecting its development cannot fail to be of consequence to
many of our readers. Recently the largest and one of the most successful firms concerned in
this branch of commercial enterprise in Melbourne, Messrs White and Co. have made
arrangements for extensive operations in this colony, and have instituted a branch here,
being represented by Mr G.R. Story. There can be no doubt whatever that the manager for
Messrs White and Co. understands the business he has in hand, and that he brings to it an
amount of energy and enthusiasm that must eventually be fruitful of results, in the
production of which material advantage is likely to accrue to a good many people in this
part of the colony. He can talk upon all matters with a fluency almost equal to that
displayed by the Hon. J.G.Ward when replying to a debate on the Financial Statement under
the pressure of the “time limit”. A representative of this journal had an interview with Mr
Story on Tuesday morning, of which interview the following is a report; the few questions
that were asked by the reporter being omitted as unnecessary to the elucidation of the
subject:The Home Market.
Mr Story said: I have just been on an eight months’ tour in the old country on business, and
my special business was to inquire into trade as it relates to Australia and New Zealand.
Our business as White and Co. has been conducted for the last five years with Victorian
rabbits. During the last year we were by far the largest shippers from Victoria, our exports

123Editor, "Editorial," Otago Daily Times 2 May 1898.
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being about 700,000 rabbits for the 12 months. I went over to London to inquire as to the
prospects of business, and I found that the New Zealand rabbits were coming forward in a
very bad state indeed. The New Zealand rabbits are very much better than the Victorian
ones, and ought to be worth a penny a piece more in the London market, owing to their
quality, but they are badly handled, badly cared for, and last year in many cases they were
very carelessly packed. I do not mean to say that all the New Zealand packers did their
work badly, and it would be invidious to mention the names of the bad packers but they
spoilt the market for the good packers, and it is not too much to say that on the whole the
name of “New Zealand rabbits” was fairly stinking in the market. A large number of the
wholesale people at Home approached me on the matter, and said, “If your firm will go over
to New Zealand and pack in the Australian style and up to the Australian standard, you will
be able in time to revolutionise the business and redeem the name of New Zealand rabbits”.
Well, upon my return I of course laid the matter before my firm, and the result is that,
although rather late in the season, they have sent me here to inquire into and do business on
their behalf.
Operation in New Zealand.
We are expecting to do a large business here, and to that end we have secured plenty of
accommodation at the Port Chalmers Freezing Works, and are indeed already getting a fair
quantity in, although we have only been in operation here for about three weeks. We are
receiving about 2000 rabbits a day now, and that represents in value 250 a week at present;
but we hold in hand orders equal to about 1000 per week, and supplies must be increased to
enable us to fill our orders to fully that extent. In connection with this I may mention that
we have brought over from the other side a gentleman who is thoroughly acquainted with
the Victorian methods of grading to control this department so that there may be no
prospects of mistakes or failure. As to the difficulties connected with the trade, the main
difficulty here is that the policy pursued by buyers has virtually given a premium to bad
trappers, or to carelessness on the part of trappers. That is to say, an all round price has
been given for rabbits, so that the man who is careless gets the same price for his rabbits as
does the man who takes the greatest care and who prepares the rabbit so that they may be
well fitted for human food. In Victoria some time ago we inaugurated a system of payment
by results, giving a larger price for rabbits that are really first class – that is, prepared in a
first-class manner and sent to us fit to be put on the market, and the result was that our
trappers gradually improved in the preparation of rabbits until now the rabbits are sent in
an almost perfect condition. Of course that result has been helped materially by the
Government having arranged that all rabbits packed in Government freezing works should
be passed by their inspectors. We make our arrangements so that we pay the trappers a big
price for all rabbits passed and a very small price for those that are rejected by the
Government. We cannot pursue the same plan here, because you cannot overthrow an
established custom in a new country right off, and so we are going to give the same price as
other firms are giving at the stations – that is the same all-round price; but in addition we are
giving, through our agents, bonuses to trappers who will take care to prepare the rabbits
according to our directions.
Preparation of Rabbits etc.
We direct our trappers in order to turn out the goods in a first-class style they must open the
rabbits well up, in the first place, thoroughly clean out all the intestines and sever the jugular
vein behind the ear, so that the rabbits may be bled. If blood is retained in the body after
freezing the flesh turns dark, almost black in colour, but when the blood is removed by the
process mentioned the flesh remains white, clean and presentable. The practice here has
been to make a very small vent, with the result that the inside of the body of the rabbit, when
the weather is close, gets muggy and sweaty. Another point that trappers should observe is
that rabbits, as soon as they have been killed should be hung in a cool place to set. We
expect if we can train the rabbiters to follow these directions that we shall be able to continue
the trade over the whole year, summer and winter. In Australia even with the thermometer
at 109 and 110 in the shade, we are able to carry on the trade just as briskly and with as good
result as in the depth of winter.
I may mention that there is a good deal of room for improvement in the methods of
handling rabbits by the railway department and that is desirable they should give
encouragement to the trade. The whole of the arrangements here for the carriage of rabbits
by rail are very crude when compared with what is done in Victoria. On the other side we
are provided with louvered-ventilated cars, and as they are painted white to resist the heat
and have the air freely circulating through the ventilators, the rabbits are kept cool even in
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hot weather. This is a matter of importance from a revenue-earning point of view to the
railways, as the traffic from the exports of rabbits, especially if largely increased, would be
very considerable. Over the New Zealand railways last year it is estimated that 5,000,000
rabbits were carried, and that would represent fully 7000 tons of train freight, and for the
present season a material increase is expected.
Our firm is open to take practically unlimited supplies – that is, any quantity that can be
obtained. The market is to some extent limited in London, but it must be remembered that
every fall of 1d in price extends the number of customers by many thousands, as it brings
the food within reach of a larger class of people whose wages are on a lower standard. To
some extent also it is affected by season. Four years ago we could hardly sell a rabbit in
London from May to August, at any price, but by constantly placing rabbits in good
condition on the market, the English prejudice with regard to season has been gradually
undermined, and we have a fairly steady demand right through those months, although at a
lower price.
The English covert-shot rabbit has been practically knocked right out of the market. During
the past two seasons the people have become used to eating trapped rabbits, and are
refusing to buy, except at a very low price, rabbits marked with shot. I saw shot rabbits in
Liverpool market at 7d per pair, while ours were selling at the same time at 17d to 18d per
pair wholesale. Those offered at 7d were of course badly shot.
I may say I estimate the loss to New Zealand trappers through their carelessness in
preparing the rabbits at 1d a piece, which on 5,000,000 rabbits would amount to as nearly as
possible 20,000. We – that is White and Co. – pack in Victoria under a special brand, and
here we are going to pack our best rabbits under the same brand when we have induced the
trappers to take special care, and can send them Home in s thoroughly sound condition, and
we shall warrant the top brand equal to Victorian rabbits. We hope gradually to get as good
a name, or even a better name, for New Zealand rabbits than we have got for our Victorian
rabbits, which are looked upon as the leading brand in the London market.
At the moment we are very busy establishing agencies all over the country, and are anxious
to make arrangements with reliable men all over Otago as soon as possible, for as soon as we
have everything in working order here we shall extend our operations to Southland, and
shall have a centre there, though at present we are concentrating our efforts in Dunedin.124

Not to be outdone, a week later R.S. Black described his operation.
The rabbit export trade
Another interview
The question of the export of rabbits being of general interest a representative of this journal
obtained another interview with a member of one of the firms that have taken this industry
in hand in Otago. Mr R.S. Black, who came from Melbourne nearly two years ago and then
established a branch business here, gives us the following account of the trade that is done in
rabbits and the obstacles that are encountered in connection therewith.
Mr Black said: After practical experience in Victoria in dealing with the rabbit export trade I
came here two seasons since for the purpose of carrying on business in Otago in precisely
the same style as is done in Melbourne. My main object was to improve the quality of the
goods delivered in the London market. To that end I brought with me a trained expert from
Victoria and have since then imported another, who brought with him credentials from the
Victorian Department of Agriculture, which controls the rabbit, export industry there. It is
worth remembering, in the first place that the rabbit industry brings in a quarter of a million
of money to the South Island per annum, free of interest which is certainly a very desirable
thing. I exported from New Zealand alone last season over a quarter of a million rabbits
besides large quantities from Melbourne, and I never had a claim from the insurance people,
nor a complaint from my own; in fact, Messrs Robert Isaacs and Co. of Liverpool wrote

124 "Rabbit Export Trade; Interview with Mr Story," Otago Daily Times 26 April 1899.
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stating that my rabbits were the best ever sent to England, and in several issues of the Fish
Trade Gazette the ‘Horseshoe’ brand was quoted at 2s per couple. My reason for stating this
is to show that New Zealand rabbits did well at Home, and yet none of these rabbits were
bled. I consider bleeding a matter of opinion as if trappers follow closely my instructions
which are printed and sent everywhere as early as February 1898 they will have the honour
of beating the world.
My first trouble I found to be with the trappers. The trappers in opening rabbits seem
determined to make only the smallest and therefore the least effective vent possible, and to
secure an improvement I at once issued circulars throughout Otago giving minute directions
as to the best means of dealing with rabbits. My idea of proper treatment is: Kill the rabbit
by pulling its neck so that a cavity is caused; pair by interlocking legs so that rabbits are
belly to belly; then hang for about half an hour, when the great heat will have gone and the
blood will run to the cavity in the neck; paunch cleanly, taking all entrails out and only
leaving kidney and liver in; opening not to be more than 4in and to be opposite kidneys, as if
too near the brisket the liver protrudes and gets dirty and the rabbit is opened too much the
action of frost discolours the flesh. Above all let the rabbits hang after being paunched until
cold and properly set as when warm rabbits are packed into a hanging crate or cart they
taint at the bone and turn green immediately. I feel confident that I was the first exporter in
New Zealand who went in for hanging crates on the railways, and also for carts fitted to
hang rabbits in whilst being conveyed from the trapper to the train. I commenced this
system in March 1898, with one cart, and now have no fewer than 20 carts which with the
horses are worth over £1,000 so that the expenses connected with proper carrying on of this
traffic are by no means a trifling matter.
The next trouble, and a very considerable one, was with the railways authorities. This still
practically remains to be struggled against. Some improvement has been affected but it has
been done entirely at our own expense. I may say I interviewed the railway people in
November 1897 with reference to louvered trucks and myself and others have agitated the
question consistently ever since but the Minister will not recognise or assist the industry in
any way. Certainly judging from this very practical matter of administration the Minister of
railways does not deserve the praise that has been so often bestowed upon him, and if
Conservatism is a disinclination to move with the times and to help forward an industry that
is of much consequence to working men in this colony then the present Government deserve
to be called in the opprobrious sense of the term Conservative. The exporters have just to
struggle on and trust that the railways some time will be run on commercial lines; but a very
large revenue is at hand and all that is required is better facilities, for which the trade are
willing to pay. I lost this season over 30,000 rabbits, and the major portion would have been
saved if carried in a proper ventilated truck. In my opinion, however desirable it may seem
it will not be found preferable to continue exporting rabbits from New Zealand all the year
round. The reason for this is that at certain seasons the rabbits are unfit for export, and there
is no outlet for the good rejects here as there is in Melbourne, where several thousands are
sold daily. As to the use of the Australian crate here, two exporters have the sole right to
use, manufacture or sell these crates in New Zealand, and consequently no one else can do
so. I, under advice from Home, use only the New Zealand crate as it is quicker packed, costs
less for freight, owing to being smaller- eight holding as much as nine Australians. It is less
liable to be affected by any fluctuations in temperature, and consequently is best for railing
from London. As information respecting actual expenditure in connection with the trade
seems to be of interest I may say I am paying out over £700 a week and on Saturday packed
12,000 rabbits, so the trade is worth fostering, particularly when it clears the ground of a pest
without cost to the landowner. The very fact of men like myself coming from Victoria
proves that trapping soon lessens the quantity of rabbits in any country. To show how far
reaching our operations are and therefore the extent of country that is as we claim
beneficially affected thereby, I may mention that in one case I am carting rabbits for a
distance of 40 miles to the nearest railway tracks. Of course I hope that the attention that is
now being directed to this question will tend to improve the mode of handling both by
trappers and railway. As the matter now stands, the one blames the other, and we pay the
piper. The trouble in the past was caused by exporters allowing inexperienced men to pack
in the country districts. My rabbits are all packed at the freezing works after being carefully
graded by experts of long experience125.

125 "The Rabbit Export Trade," Otago Daily Times 29 April 1899.
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F.J. Sullivan, the fourth main trader, appears to have operated a freezing plant and dealt in frozen
fish and rabbits. During an exchange with T. Mackenzie at the 1895 Tariff Commission sittings in
Dunedin inquiry Sullivan gave his background.
838 Mr Mackenzie: Well Mr Solomon, I never heard your name before in connection with
this industry? – My name is not Solomon; it is Sullivan, and I am an Irishman. I have been in
this business [fish selling] for eight years, and I thought everybody in New Zealand knew
my name – Sullivan. My cases are going all over the colony, more or less, all the year round.
839 Struck out.126

In 1900 Sullivan was referred to as the “the pioneer” of rabbit meat exports, and that he was also
involved in developing frozen fish exports. Again, in 1912, the Otago Daily Times referred to him as
a “well-known fish and rabbit exporter”127. He died in 1914 aged 56128 129.
Sullivan, in 1912, outlined some of the problems he faced in the industry, problems which were the
same as the ones outlined by Black and Story over a decade earlier.
Frozen Rabbit trade
English Market uncertain
Improved methods advocated.
Mr F.J. Sullivan the well-known fish and rabbit exporter, returned to the Dominion to-day
by the Manganui. Mr Sullivan , who has been absent since July last toured extensively
through the United Kingdom, the Continent of Europe, and Australia, and reported to a
Southland Times reporter that he had had a most enjoyable time.
When spoken to regarding the frozen rabbit industry of which he was one of the pioneers,
Mr Sullivan said that when he left New Zealand last year matters could hardly have been
worse than they were, and more than 50,000 crates had to be carried over. Since then the
outlook had improved somewhat, but it was yet very uncertain, and he said that New
Zealand would have to play second fiddle to Australia, especially New South Wales whence
rabbits are exported in very large quantities and where better attention is given to the mode
of killing the rabbits, and systematic grading is carried on. In New Zealand better prices are
obtained for skin than in Australia and this causes the rabbiters here to assume a more
independent attitude, and in consequence the “get up” of the New South Wales article is
much superior to that of New Zealand. Apart from that, in New South Wales no rabbits that
do not fulfil the exacting conditions required of them are allowed to be exported. New
Zealand rabbiters have been warned again and again regarding this, but it seems to have
little effect. Until we conform to similar conditions to those which obtain in the
Commonwealth, Mr Sullivan is emphatically of [the] opinion that our rabbits will command
a market only after the Australian supply has been exhausted. As an instance, Mr Sullivan
mentioned what was required in regard to the “get up” of a rabbit which was carefully
observed in Australia. After breaking of the neck the rabbit should be immediately bled by
inserting the full length of a small knife into the neck up towards the brisket (the same way a
pig is killed), and 15 minutes should be allowed before gutting, which allows sufficient time
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for the blood to leave the carcase. If rabbits are not bled the blood remains in the body, and
when gutted the interior remains covered with blood which collects in the brisket, and thus
attracts flies. It also causes the rabbits to become sweated and stale, so that it is impossible
for them to arrive at the works in good order. It is absolutely necessary that this course
should be followed if New Zealand is to benefit by the rabbit industry. In England, Mr
Sullivan said, New South Wales rabbits were invariably white-fleshed, while New Zealand
rabbits, owing to wrong treatment were red-fleshed, so that it was easy to see which was the
most attractive article. Mr Sullivan stated that the industry was a most important one to
New Zealand, and it had not been looked after in the manner it deserved, and in
consequence a good deal of money had been lost by English buyers, who were now chary of
having anything to do with rabbits from the Dominion. Mr Sullivan concluded by
expressing a hope that an improvement would be noticeable this year, otherwise he would
give a very small chance to the industry continuing 130.

Exporters could have rabbits frozen at the freezing plant operated by the Otago Dock Trust in Port
Chalmers. The Otago Dock Trust had been established in 1881 to operate a dry dock at Port
Chalmers. In 1895 it built cool stores and by 1899 had expanded it to a full freezing works. These
facilities were used for the sheep trade and to freeze butter, rabbits, poultry, eggs and fish.
facilities were not fully used and were demolished in the late 1920s.131

The

In 1903, 50,000 cases of

rabbits passed through the freezer132.
J. Watson of Port Chalmers was another who exported frozen rabbits, but whose main business
focus was elsewhere. His main enterprise was a drapery store in Port Chalmers with branches in
Dunedin, but, Watson, operating as Cowan and Co., had depots at Port Chalmers and Mataura, and
at one time he also leased the Otago Port Trust freezing plant. 133
over the Cowan business and based it in

In 1910 C.D. McConnell took

Mataura.134

The sheep meat freezing companies also handled rabbits.

At Burnside, the New Zealand

Refrigerating Company claimed to have handled “1,000 crates- equal to 25,000 rabbits” in one
day135. Similar amounts had been going through the Southland Frozen Meat Company’s plants at
Mataura and Bluff in 1898136.

Decline in rabbit meat exports
The quantity of rabbit meat exported declined from 1901, as did the price the trapper received. In
March 1901, the Department of Agriculture reported:
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The export of frozen rabbits has assumed very large proportions, and the increased numbers
of hands employed in trapping, especially at the beginning of the season, seriously interferes
with the gathering of crops. At the commencement of this season exporters announced that
the price to the trappers would be reduced; in consequence many of the trappers at once
stopped sending their rabbits, preferring to take the skins off them. A good many stopped
entirely, however, with the result that the pest increased on many farms. 137

An Otago Daily Times article reported that trappers in Lawrence thought current prices were
unfair. They unanimously resolved:
That the price of rabbits from now to the end of the season be sixpence per pair on the
ground, as this meeting is of opinion that the present price does not provide a fair
remuneration to the rabbit-trapper for his labour. This meeting also desires to bring under
the notice of the local buyers that the price demanded is being paid in other districts, and
there is therefore, no reason that the meeting is aware of why that price should not be paid
in this district. This meeting binds itself to sell only the skins during the remainder of the
season unless the demand made in the resolution is agreed to by the exporters. 138

Demand and prices did not improve and rabbit trappers appear to have had to rely on selling just
the skins. The Department of Agriculture reported:
It will be seen that the number of skins exported has largely increased, with a corresponding
decrease in frozen rabbits. This was anticipated in the last report. Several reasons may be
given for the falling-off in the export of frozen rabbits, such as lowering of price by
exporters, increasing prices for skins, unsuitable weather for trapping, also that many
landowners are refusing to allow trappers on their lands.139

By 1903 the Department of Agriculture thought that the pest destruction efforts were becoming
effective:
All reports show a decrease in Otago and Southland. This is borne out by the expressed
opinions of those members of the public who are recognised authorities on the matter. From
my own personal observation I notice a marked improvement in many parts; but, of course,
there are still some places and localities where the desired reduction has not yet been
achieved.

The Department, in 1904, considered that rabbit numbers had again decreased owing to farmers’
pest destruction efforts:
It is anticipated that there will be a steady decrease from this onwards. The number of
owners who see the fallacy of trapping is becoming greater every year. Just as soon as the
rabbit is looked upon solely as a pest and not as a marketable commodity its disappearance
may be looked for.
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But the rabbits recovered:
Inspectors are almost unanimous in their reports that a serious increase took place last
season, and the following reasons are given: (1) That the winter and spring work was not
thorough enough; (2) the season being mild, the rabbits bred all winter; (3) the absence of
heavy spring rains to flood the nests.

And, there was an increase in the number of skins exported.
By 1906 frozen rabbit exports had dropped to less than three million carcases. There was a recovery
in 1907, a drop in 1908, followed by a steady increase until exports peaked at around 3½ million
carcases in 1911 (Figure 4.1).
Canning of rabbit meat had continued over this period and in 1919 it was reported that there were
rabbit canning works in Waipiata, Alexandra, Cromwell, Woodlands, Winton and Burnside 140.

The impact of the Great War
During the 1914-18 war, rabbit skins and rabbit meat did not have shipping priority and so could
not get space on the limited amount of shipping available. This shipping shortage was the result of
extra demand for space for food and military supplies and was compounded by ships which had
been sunk not being replaced fast enough. The smaller number of ships were often able to pick up a
full cargo in Australia and so did not need to pick up cargo in New Zealand. As a comparison – in
1913, 635 vessels with a tonnage of 1,699,807 tons cleared New Zealand – in 1917 fewer, but larger
vessels (547) with a tonnage of 1,381,882 tons were cleared. 141
In July 1917 the Otago Daily Times editorial reported that it would take fifty “steamers” just to clear
the produce already in store, yet the New Zealand Government expected that only seventeen would
become available within the next two months142.
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Figure 4.1
Number of frozen rabbits exported 1894 to 1920 143
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The situation was worse in Australia, where it was thought that it would take over 500 steamers to
clear their stocks144. This shipping shortage persisted well into 1919.145

The export of rabbit meat was not a high priority, and the Government did not requisition the
product. The Imperial Government did require some rabbit meat and the rabbit meat exporters
problems were compounded when the industry failed to properly negotiate the contract. In
December 1916, the order was supposedly received by the New Zealand Government, but there
were problems passing it on to the exporters.

In 1918 the Department of Imperial Government

Supplies described the situation:
Negotiations have at various times been conducted with the Imperial authorities with a view
to obtaining their consent to purchase the output of frozen rabbits available for shipment
from southern ports, and a number of conferences were held between rabbit-exporters and
representatives of the Government with a view to arriving at terms satisfactory to the
Imperial authorities in this connection.146

There was more to it, as an attachment to a despatch from the Governor, Lord Liverpool sent to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, the Right Hon W.H.Long in April 1917 shows.

This

memorandum from the Acting Prime Minister explained the rabbit meat situation and that the price
offered was too low:
….the high values of rabbit-skins had considerably appreciated values of rabbits generally;
and it will be further gathered from that memorandum that the price stated for canned
rabbits – viz. about 8s per dozen tins – was contingent upon the New Zealand Government
requisitioning rabbit-skins in addition to frozen and canned rabbits. The proposal was not
acceptable to the Board of Trade, and, having in view the fact that the season’s work is now
in operation, to now revert to it would entail very serious dissatisfaction among all
connected with the business, seeing that forward contracts for supplies have been made.
His Excellency’s Ministers have been and are fully desirous of meeting the wishes of His
Majesty’s Government in this matter, and are not in sympathy with the creation of high
market values for rabbits, seeing that they constitute a pest in the Dominion, but the position
is now strongly influenced by the high ruling market conditions for skins, and as a result, for
frozen and canned carcases, and by the fact that the considerable number of person engaged
in the industry created by the exportation of rabbits and rabbit-skins have to meet the
increased cost of living consequent upon the war.
Exporters’ statements indicate that under existing conditions, cost of labour and of material
for canning, they consider they should receive 11s per dozen tins f.o.b. A corresponding
price for rabbit would be 22s per crate f.o.b. covering all grades.
In view of the position as regards refrigerated shipping-space, His Excellency’s Ministers
respectfully suggest that the Imperial Government, after consideration of the position as set
forth in this and previous memoranda, finally fix f.o.b. prices at which it is willing to
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purchase both canned and frozen rabbits. The New Zealand Government will then notify
those concerned that it is prepared to purchase at these prices. 147

The industry thought they were in a negotiating process, when in fact the Imperial Government had
made a firm offer that was not negotiable. The exporters had stockpiled meat in the expectation of
a firm order but nothing happened and in October 1917 the New Zealand Government was asked to
help, but to no avail148.

In February 1918 a deal was concluded for frozen rabbit at 19s per crate

with the condition that:
It was stipulated by the Imperial Government that shipment of rabbits was not to be made in
the space usually set aside for the shipment of beef, mutton, and lamb requisitioned, but that
all rabbits should be shipped in the balance of the 5-per-cent space usually allotted for the
shipment of sundries from freezing companies on private account. 149

The lack of shipping space created a problem, and by 31 st March 1918, only 4,133 crates had been
sent and there were 105,637 crates awaiting shipment.150
By June 1918 25 per cent of the 1917 pack had been shipped and a deputation of rabbit exporters
asked the Acting Prime Minister J. Allen to assist in getting shipping space so the backlog could be
moved. They pointed out that they had been disadvantaged by the misunderstanding over the
Imperial order and that large quantities of the 1917 crop were in demand in Europe, but were still in
storage because of this shipping shortage.151 The Otago Daily Times reported:
The loss to exporters on the stocks still held amounted to over £500 per week, and they
therefore respectfully urged that preference be given in shipping these goods. With this in
view, space might be allotted in the first insulated ships leaving the dominion. The space
required to clear the whole of the stocks in hand would be equal, roughly, to 60,000 freight
carcases, which could be taken in one ship, or at most two ships. At present the exporters
were mounting up indebtedness to storage companies and banks day after day, and there
was the risk of deterioration; and they had to stand that risk through no fault of their
own.152

Eventually a total of 91,480 crates were exported, but:

147 "Despatches from the Governor-General of New Zealand to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,"

Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives, vol. 1-A1 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1918)
13.
148 Anderson, "Export of Rabbits," New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Wellington: Government Printer,

1917), vol. 181.
149 "Department of Imperial Government Supplies: Review of Operations Covering the Period from the 1st

April, 1917, to the 31st March 1918," 15.
150 "Department of Imperial Government Supplies: Review of Operations Covering the Period from the 1st

April, 1917, to the 31st March 1918," 15.
151 "Export of Rabbitskins: Deputation to Acting Prime Minister," Otago Daily Times 29 June 1918.
152 "Export of Rabbitskins: Deputation to Acting Prime Minister."
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….in some instances the condition in which the rabbits were shipped was so unsatisfactory
that 10 per cent of the value of the shipment was withheld when making payment of the
proceeds, until such time as a report had been received from London regarding the state in
which the rabbits had arrived at their destination. 153

Not all the frozen rabbits collected were shipped, and eventually a “large quantity” was taken out
to sea and sunk.154 The order for canned rabbit meat was more successful and 34,639 cases were
shipped in the period to the 31st March 1919.155

4.4

The establishment of the rabbitskin trade

Only rabbits that could be brought to carcase packing factories before the meat was spoilt could be
used in the meat trade. Most rabbits could not reach these factories in time so only their skins were
able to be marketed. The skins were stretched in wires, dried and then either sold directly to skin
dealers that travelled around the countryside, or consigned to stock and station agents, who would
then auction the skins at their regular produce sales.
It appears that the skin trade first emerged in Wellington, as the first available set of export
statistics, from 1872, show most skins were exported from there. Until 1875 most skins were
exported from Wellington, followed by Christchurch, but in 1876 Dunedin and Invercargill had
become the most important export ports (Tables4.4, 4.5 and 4.6).

In 1878, 92% of skins were

exported from Invercargill, but in 1881 Invercargill share had been reduced to 26% and Dunedin’s
share had risen to 47%. From then on Dunedin continued to get a greater share of the skin trade,
and in 1900, 86% of the skins were exported from Dunedin.
Skin exports peaked in 1893, when just over 17 million skins left New Zealand. Skin exports
slumped, and this slump was exacerbated from 1896 onwards when the frozen rabbit trade
developed. More rabbits were killed, but the frozen rabbits were exported “frozen in skin”, and so
these skins did not enter the local skin market. This trend is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

153 "Department of Imperial Government Supplies: Review of Operations Covering the Period from the 1st

April, 1918, to the 31st March 1919," Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives, vol. 2-H38
(Wellington: Government Printer, 1919) 10.
154 "Rabbits," Otago Daily Times 20 November 1919.
155 "Department of Imperial Government Supplies: Review of Operations Covering the Period from the 1st

April, 1918, to the 31st March 1919," 10.
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Table 4.4
Number of rabbit skins exported by port and in total, 1872-1887156

Year

Wellington

Lyttleton

Dunedin

Invercargill

Other ports

Total
exported

1872

14,060

1,476

4

14

15,554

1873

35,516

1,200

1874

38,530

17,474

500

56,504

1875

79,118

18,712

13,312

111,142

1876

76,542

53,802

90,428

90,060

800

311,632

1877

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

918,236

1878

67,128

98,320

131,728

3,654,033

3,951,209

1879

258,405

789,152

1,825,265

2,511,684

5,384,506

1880

453,957

335,169

2,940,733

3,775,757

7,505,616

1881

1,104,920

959,736

4,023,445

2,242,712

1882

1,374,483

2,034,204

4,733,652

1,056,498

9,198,837

1883

771,911

1,743,784

6,454,809

921,301

9,891,805

1884

889,470

1,316,850

7,082,796

425,519

93,030

9,807,665

1885

1,277,287

2,318,270

4,952,572

282,130

337,855

9,168,114

1886

557,582

3,898,782

3,694,296

367,704

27,890

8,546,254

1887

356,064

762,556

10,609,046

901,770

114,016

12,743,452

36,716

183,872

8,514,685

156 Compiled from: Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand, (Wellington: Government Printer, 1872-1887).
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Table 4.5
Number of rabbit skins exported by port and in total, for years ending 31 March 1888-1893157

Year

Wellington

Lyttleton

Dunedin

Invercargill

Other ports

Total
exported

1888

337,988

762,556

9,986,752

896,691

141,884

12,125,871

1889

313,441

198,870

10,801,641

750,448

528,777

12,593,177

1890

583,198

37,848

7,929,493

876,820

867,858

10,295,217

1891

512,373

86,798

9,538,272

2,308,130

867,000

13,312,573

1892

939,788

1,114,154

9,707,048

1,913,482

851,049

14,525,521

1893

793,721

337,075

12,183,745

1,976,030

774,623

16,065,194

Table 4.6
Number of rabbit skins exported by port and in total 1894-1900158

Year

Wellington

Lyttleton

Dunedin

Invercargill

Other Ports

Total
exported

1894

819,613

193,708

10,582,969

2,336,190

334,805

14,267,285

1895

683,962

104,800

11,170,092

2,928,791

341,669

15,229,314

1896

599,078

90,679

7,902,859

2,069,927

165,069

10,827,612

1897

422,677

80,235

6,254,998

1,137,570

203,854

8,099,334

1898

330,344

54,676

5,578,601

560,841

83,472

6,607,934

1899

343,664

40,908

6,570,889

877,951

58,316

7,891,728

1900

218,744

37,020

4,900,845

411,092

123,192

5,690,893

157 Statistics for exports by port for this period were only available for year ended 31 March periods. "Rabbits

and Rabbit-Skins Exported 1894-1900."
158 Compiled from: Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand.
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Figure 4.2
Export of rabbits from 1872 until 1922, showing the total export harvest made up of rabbit skins,
rabbits (frozen in skin), and rabbits (frozen other). 159

159 Compiled from: Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand. and Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand.
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Rabbit skin auctions
Rabbiters from all rabbit prone areas now sent their skins to Dunedin where large numbers were
sold by auctions.

The main auctioneers in Dunedin were; Reid, McLean and Company, the

Farmers’ Mutual Agency, Wright Stephenson and Company, Stronach and Son (later Stronach
Morris), the Farmers’ Agency, the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Company, and
Donald Reid and Company. These auctioneers formed an association, in 1897, named the Dunedin
Stock Agents’ and Wool and Grain Brokers’ Association, which later included National Mortgage
and Agency Company (which joined after buying the Farmers Agency Company in 1904) and
Dalgety and Company. Only organisations which bought and sold on behalf of others rather than
on their own account could belong to the association. 160
Auctions were held weekly. - for example, in 1902 the Otago Farmers’ Co-operative Association
held their rabbit sale each Monday and the Farmer’s Agency Co. advertised that their Monday sale
included rabbit skins, hides, and tallow. 161
Eventually these firms held combined auctions, where each of their catalogues were auctioned at
one time at a single site, under the auspices of their Association, but the skins were still kept
separate and were viewed at the participating firm’s premises.

Members of the Association

participated in the skin auctions throughout the period of this study, but the auctions were only a
small part of their overall business.
An independent broker, Waters Ritchie and Co. also ran skin auctions, but did not join the
Association. This firm of auctioneers, grain and produce brokers was established in 1903 by John
Biggar Waters, Thomas Thompson Ritchie and Thomas Scoular.

Waters and Ritchie had

backgrounds in agricultural produce. Waters had previously worked for Murray, Roberts and Co.,
A.S. Paterson and Co., and A Mortizson and Co.

Ritchie had worked for Donald Reid and Co.,

National Mortgage and Agency Company Ltd., and at Mortizson and Co. Scoular had a slightly
different background, as he had previously worked at Kempthorne Prosser and Co. 162

160 John H. Angus, Donald Reid Farmers Ltd; a History of Service to the Farming Community of Otago

(Dunedin: Donald Reid Otago Farmers, 1978) 41.
161 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co., Ltd., 1902) xxvi, xxvii.
162 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 277, 78.
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Rabbit skin exporters
The development of the meat trade heralded a change in the way rabbits were sold into the
international market. Until the early 1900s the exporting of rabbit skins was managed by general
farm produce dealers and merchants. Descriptions of these firms from the Cyclopedia of New
Zealand give an idea of the range of goods they handled:
W.R. Cameron and Co: Exporters of Dairy Produce, Wool, Sheep and Rabbit Skins…. The
firm is a large buyer of dairy produce, from the various dairy factories, and of rabbit and
sheep wool, which it exports to the various markets of Great Britain and Australia. 163
Murray, Roberts and Co.:… transact business throughout New Zealand with farmers,
graziers and settlers generally, to whom they make advances on security of stock and wool –
either in bales or in the sheep’s back. They supply their customers with general
merchandise, seeds of the finest quality, wool packs, fencing wire, and any other necessities.
Wool, grain, sheep, and rabbit skins, hides, frozen meat, other produce are received on
consignment or otherwise for shipment to London, where they are realised to best
advantage.164
Kirk, J.H. and Co.: Wool, Skins and Rabbit-skin Merchants.165
Neill and Company, Ltd. are large importers of wines, spirits and general merchandise of
every kind in which they deal, and on account of clients they are shippers of wool, tallow,
rabbit skins, and other produce.166

One exporter, Remshardt and Company, gave more details of their rabbit operation in the
Cylopedia of New Zealand:
Mr Remshardt was, in conjunction with Mr McDonald among the first to establish the rabbit
skin industry in New Zealand, and to introduce careful classing of the skins. The proprietor
having made a particular study of this trade, besides opening communications with
European, American, and Eastern firms, it is not surprising that enterprise and industry
have been rewarded by the development of an extensive business.
Some idea of the extent of the firm’s export trade in rabbit skins alone may be gleaned from
the fact, that 800 to 1200 bales containing several millions of skins are shipped every year.
Messrs Remshardt & Co who purchase largely at Dunedin auction sales as well as privately,
are so well known as buyers at these stores that they receive consignments from customers
in all parts of Otago as well as from Southland, Marlborough, and Wellington, and
sometimes from the province of Auckland; they are also large buyers and shippers of wool,
sheepskins, hides, horsehair, flax, frozen meats, and other similar lines. 167

Remshardt appears to have ceased operating until around 1913 as they were not listed in Stone’s
Directory after 1913.

163 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 345.
164 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 349.
165 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 348.
166 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 350.
167 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 353.
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A number of other firms advertised that they were rabbitskin buyers.
Arthur MacDonald, had been a partner in Remshardt and

Co.168

These firms included:

and was listed as a rabbit and

wool buyer until 1909. In 1902 J.N. Merry & Co. advertised that they were “Wool and Skin
Merchants, Rabbitskins a Speciality.”169 They were no longer listed in Stone’s Directory after 1909.
More specialised firms entered the rabbit skin market prior to the First World War. These frims
concentrated on skins rather then meat. George Turner and his brother Joseph began their business,
Turner Brothers, in 1908. George Turner had started working as a 13 year old at C.E. Remshardt
and Co, and later joined the staffs of Mr Arthur McDonald, Mr Edward Thomas, and Messrs J.A.
Merry and Co.170

In 1917 they advertised that they were “exporters of rabbitskins, sheepskins,

wool, hides and horsehair”.171
J.K. Mooney & Co, successfully entered the skin business in 1912. Its founder, George Stewart, had
started working for White & Co in 1901, and within four years was promoted to foreman. He
formed the new business with James Mooney, a manager at White and Co (Mooney was also the
nephew of Story’s wife) with the aim of trading in skins of all types, and wool. Shortly after the
business was formed, Mooney retired because of ill health, and Stewart took on another partner, a
Mr Airey of Lawrence. Ten months later Airey’s shares were bought back by Mooney, who had
now decided to re-enter the business. However, a few months later Mooney again pulled out, and
returned to work for his uncle, at White & Co. Despite Mooney’s departure, Stewart kept trading as
J.K. Mooney & Co and with finance secured from T.T. Ritchie of Waters, Ritchie & Co., Stewart was
able to take advantage of the improving rabbit skin prices172.
These newer businesses specialised in a smaller primary product sector and similarly sold into a
more specialised international market niche. The bigger rural traders expected to predominantly
deal with the land owners, or via the auction system whilst these new skin dealers bought from a
range of predominantly landless rural inhabitants, as well as through the auction system. The
rabbit meat buyers also dealt with a similar group of people, and it was through these relationships,
as well as a need to diversify, that firms such as R.S. Black, and White and Co. became involved
with rabbit skin exporting and trading other primary produce. For these two firms the skins trade
eventually became more sustainable than their meat activities.
All these firms also gained expertise in dealing with the sector of the international fur trade that
specialised in rabbits (as well as firms from other niche markets) and consequently built up
168 Cyclopedia Company, The Cyclopedia of New Zealand: Otago and Southland Provincial Districts. 353.
169 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, xxxv.
170 "Mr George T. Turner: Tributes to His Memory," Otago Daily Times 8 February 1940.
171 Wise's New Zealand Post Office Directory, (1917) 2203.
172 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 21-23.
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relationships that displaced the more general merchants from rabbit skin exporting.

The larger

firms then tended to concentrate on the wool trade.
It is now not possible to quantify their actual trading mix, but various advertisements in local
newspapers show the diversity of rabbit dealers activities. For example, Black, in 1910, advertised
that he bought “rabbits” for meat and “rabbit skins” and that he also sold rabbit traps. In 1912 he
had a stand at the Dunedin Winter Show, where he displayed deerskins, goatskins, hare and rabbit
skins as well as frozen rabbits and traps173.
gloves”.174

In 1917 he also advertised “Furs, coats, collars, rugs,

Similarly White & Co also adverted for both “rabbits” and “rabbit skins” 175, and that

they also sold rabbit traps176, but unlike Black they did not enter the dressed fur or garment sector.
Rabbit skin prices and demand could be volatile. If the average price of skins exported is taken as a
market indicator then as Figure 4.3 shows average prices improved in 1899 (and so the quantities of
skins exported increased); prices slipped in 1900, then gradually increased until there was a larger
supply in 1905 but prices dropped to below 1901 levels. Prices moved to a higher band around 1907
with a price and quantity peak in 1910, followed by a correction and then a further price increase
that lasted until the outbreak of the First World War. Quantities dropped to their lowest level
during this period in 1913, and even lower in 1914 before recovering slightly in 1915.

The Great War, 1914 to 1918
Trade patterns changed during World War One. Once war was declared the New Zealand
Government adopted Royal Proclamations preventing trading with the enemy (Germany, and later,
Austria-Hungary, Turkey and Bulgaria). As the war progressed the Government also initiated
measures for “conserving for use within the British dominions all foodstuffs and other raw
materials required for the proper and efficient conduct of the war”. The export of a number of raw
materials and products was prohibited. By the end of 1914 wool, hides and sheepskins were only
allowed to be exported to the British Empire or Allied countries. Over the course of the war these
regulations were changed and modified, but the central idea of directing all necessary resources to
the war effort remained paramount177.

173 "Winter Show Report," Otago Daily Times 5 June 1912.
174 R.S. Black. Advertisement., "Furs, Coats," Otago Daily Times 17 April 1917.
175 White and Co. Advertisement, "Rabbits Wanted," Otago Daily Times 6 June 1910.
176 White and Co. Advertisement, "Rabbit Traps," Otago Daily Times 21 July 1910.
177 New Zealand Government, The New Zealand Official Year-Book 1918 (Wellington: Government Printer,

1918) 412-30.
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Figure 4.3
Average price of rabbit skins exported 1873 to 1922, in £ sterling178 179

178 During this period the £NZ and the £Sterling were at parity
179 Calculated from: Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand. and Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand.
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At the request of the Imperial Government, the New Zealand Government requisitioned and
purchased the 1916-1917 and the 1917-18 wool-clip. They also commenced buying sheepskins in
February 1917 and hides and calfskins were purchased from March 1917 until March 1918 180. Of
these raw materials, wool was in the greatest demand, as large quantities were required for making
uniforms and blankets for the military - in 1915 it was estimated that between 250 and 300 miles of
khaki were woven each week and that “50,000 tailors and tailoresses” were making the material
into garments181.
production182.

The coarser New Zealand wools and pulled wools were favoured for this

Hides were required for footwear and other leather items.

The rabbit dealers who were also trading wool, skins and hides benefited from Government
requisition for wool and hides, but had trouble exporting rabbit skins. Rabbits were non-essential
products and whilst their export was not restricted, non-essential products did not get priority
when it came to allocating space on the limited number of ships leaving New Zealand. Initially this
was not a problem, and there was an increase in the number of rabbit skins exported in 1915.
However there were signs that the market was changing as there was an increase in the number of
skins exported to the U.S.A. In 1916 total rabbit skin exports were lower, but exports to USA again
increased as did average prices, and in 1917 the United States took even more skins whilst exports
to UK were even lower. Average prices increased in 1918, the quantity exported increased and the
U.S.A. became the major buyer. The trade in rabbit skins appears to have been caught up in an
embargo on direct export of rabbit skins to the United States.183 Black travelled to the United States
in 1918, at his own expense and managed to get this embargo lifted. 184
Both average prices and quantities dramatically increased after the war ended, and the United
Kingdom re-entered the now booming market.

The International Fur Market
Initially most rabbit skins were exported to the United Kingdom where they entered the large
London fur market (Figure 4.4).

In 1910 the 7.7 million skins exported from New Zealand

constituted only a small portion of the over 82 million raw rabbits handled in London. The biggest
quantities came from Australia (over 56 million skins), followed by Belgium (nearly 14 million
skins).185

180 New Zealand Government, The New Zealand Official Year-Book 1918 436,37.
181 "Clothing Kitchener's Army," Otago Witness 1915.
182 "English Wool Trade," Otago Witness 25 November 1914.
183 "Export of Rabbitskins: Deputation to Acting Prime Minister."
184 Helen Black, Sunshine and Shadow (Dunedin: John McIndoe, 1947) 225.
185 "Britain's International Fur Trade," Fur World August 1915.
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Destination of rabbit skins exported during the years 1878 to 1920 186

186 Compiled from: Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand. and Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand.
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The London fur trade was an entrepot market. For example, of the 56 million skins imported in
1914, nearly 24 million raw skins and 1.4 million dressed skins were re-exported to the USA.

Over

10 million skins were re-exported to other countries, with Belgium and France being the major
buyers. Belgium had a substantial specialised rabbit dressing industry so many of these skins went
there for processing only, and were then exported. In 1914 Britain re-imported 2.7million dressed
rabbits187.

An irony of the process was that the better New Zealand rabbits often made a round

trip – New Zealand to London; London to Belgium for dressing; back to London for manufacture;
and finally back to New Zealand for retail sale. As will be seen later, Dunedin rabbit merchants did
not miss this irony.
The great rival of the London fur trade was the German fur trade, located in Leipzig, a trading
centre on the traditional trade route between western and eastern Europe and Russia. A patriotic
Fur World report (in 1915) described the pre-war scene in Leipzig:
In the years immediately preceding the outbreak of hostilities, the Germans exerted a
growing influence on the trade, an influence not confined in its source to Germany, but
extending to Germanic elements in our own country, and events in the last few years have
indicated that a greater dominance was desired by the Teuton. It will, for instance, be
remembered that early in 1914 a strong (though, fortunately, futile) effort was made by
Leipzig to kill the London Fur Sales, and to remove the centre of influence to Leipzig. 188

This effort involved a German boycott of the London sales in an attempt to get furs sent direct to
Leipzig for further distribution.

Leipzig’s central position in Europe and its links to Russian skin

supplies and French fur and fashion trades meant that by 1914 it did control nearly half the world’s
distribution of furs189.
Apart from geography, the Germans had other advantages over the London trade. Their banking
community provided better credit facilities than did the London bankers, and the British suggested
that the Germans also received unspecified Government subsidies.

Importantly, Leipzig had

superior processing technology, and owing to German superiority in industrial chemistry
development and manufacture this was particularly evident in dyeing furs. The Germans were also
the leaders in inventing and manufacturing of fur dressing machinery. It was also claimed that
these advantages were enhanced by access to cheap labour and:
It is also adduced by some observers that the character of the hospitality extended to foreign
buyers when on a buying visit to Leipzig was an astute move for retaining the interest and
friendship of those visitors, for it must not be forgotten that small things frequently play an
important part in business.190

187 "Britain's International Fur Trade."
188 "Germany and the British Fur Trade; Prospects of the Future," Fur World December 1915.
189 Probably measured by value.
190 "Germany and the British Fur Trade; Prospects of the Future."
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The First World War disrupted these trade patterns, relationships and the structure of the
international fur trade.

Throughout Europe men were mobilised and German workers were

expelled from Allied countries191.

Financial dealings were halted.

The Germans tried to

circumvent restrictions by dealing through neutral countries, and in 1916 Fur World claimed that
German skins were being sold at the recently formed New York auctions192:
Indeed, there is a belief, based on an apparently solid basis, that the last named Auctions
[New York and St Louis] have been initiated largely through Teutonic influence and money,
as much, at least, from a desire to injure Britain as for business reasons.

Some American fur traders considered that the war was a great opportunity to supplant the British
and Europeans as the premier source of furs. Auctions began in New York and St Louis and skins
from Canada, Australia and Russia were redirected to these American auctions so as to avoid the
dangers of shipping to and from London. According to Mr L Lumb (a Canadian), the Americans
took advantage of the Canadian suppliers by mixing the better Canadian skins with “coarser”
American skins in order to improve their selections rather than selling Canadian skins in separate
lots. Consequently, the Canadian Fur Auction Company opened in Montreal in 1920 193.
The Americans recruited German dressers and dyers and duplicated German dyeing techniques
and technology.

Millions of skins entered the U.S.A. just as the Americans mastered the modern

dressing and dyeing techniques, and at the time when there was a buoyant consumer market ready
to take fur items.194
4.5

Opposition to the commercialisation of rabbits

From the start it was realised that rabbit destruction would be expensive.

Richardson’s report of

1876 highlighted the “evils” of the rabbit occupation, its cost to the farmer, and the “expense
attending destruction”:
The expense of exterminating the rabbit is becoming a very serious item. Take for instance a
run where, three years since, scarcely a rabbit was to be seen: there are now sixteen men,
with 120 dogs employed. Costing the lessee 2d for each rabbit skin and 10s a week for each
man. On this run the average number of rabbits killed weekly is between 4,000 and 5,000,
and, though 36,000 were killed last year, yet the report is that there in no appreciable
decrease. On another run, we learn that 16,000 rabbits were killed during the first three
months of the present year, at a cost of 2d per skin. On a third, the expense each week
averages £27, and 50,000 rabbits have been killed since last year. On a fourth we find nine
men employed, with sixty dogs, killing at the rate of 2,000 a week. This enumeration might
be indefinitely extended. It only remains to state that in some cases as much as 3d a skin is
paid, and even a horse and provisions are found; in others powder and shot, averaging 2d
per charge, are given in addition to 2d per skin. It is to be remembered also that in some
instances dogs are fed on sharps, and occasionally mutton (as feeding on rabbits is apt to
191 "Paris Fur Trade," Fur World November 1914.
192 "Notes and Comments.," The Fur World February 1916.
193 "From Frozen Wilds: The Furs of Canada," Otago Witness 13 April 1926.
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give distemper), and, owing to demand, have risen to high prices, varying from £5 to £15
each. It is generally considered that seventy to one hundred rabbits a day may be reckoned
a fair average, supposing the man to be well supplied with ammunition and dogs, which in
almost every case are provided by the runholder. So far as any return may be calculated on
from the sale of skins, it may be said that the winter skins only are of any value, and that
experiments connected with the sale have in this colony hitherto proved a failure. It is also
to be borne in mind that, great as this expense is, a diminution in the number of rabbits will
not very sensibly decrease it, because, though the men employed may be fewer, the wages of
each, or the price per skin, would probably be increased, owing to the lesser number of
rabbits that could be killed in a day.195

Whilst selling the skins partly offset the cost of pest destruction, it created a group of people who
were dependant on the continuation of such a trade, and this dependency presented a quandary;
where did the trappers’ true interests lie – pest destruction or pest exploitation? By the 1880s skin
prices had increased and the business was thriving.

Skin exports grew from 3,976,409 skins in

1878, to 5,384,506 in 1879, and to 7,505,616 in 1880.196
A landowner, R.F. Cutherbertson, summed up the dilemma in his submission to the Rabbit
Nuisance Committee in 1881:
When rabbiters take up a run for the purposes of their trade they only work on special
portions, reserving others as breeding grounds for next season, and thus propagate the
pest.197

Farmers needed the rabbiters, because as B.P. Bayley, the Superintending Inspector of the Rabbit
Act pointed out in 1884, there were only a few number of ways to destroy rabbits, and all methods
had their limits:
While referring to the various modes of destruction, I may state that I am not in favour of the
use of large packs of dogs; one or two well-trained ones with the gun may be utilized, but,
when the large packs are used, for every rabbit killed as many more are distributed over the
country, stock are disturbed, often worried, and all natural enemies destroyed. It also tends
to create and establish the professional rabbiter, whose interest it naturally becomes to
conserve the means of his livelihood and destroy all enemies of his industry. Systematic
poisoning in winter, followed up by the natural enemy, must eventually be the real solution,
and, if poisoning could be adopted in summer with same effect as in the winter months, the
most efficacious method would be secured, and the professional rabbiter could be dispensed
with; but, as long as a class are employed whose livelihood depends upon the pest they are
paid to destroy, so long will they in their own interest farm the same pest for their
benefit.198
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The motives of those who could make money from the pest were constantly questioned. The Gore
Rabbit Inspector thought:
The system of paying for skins must cease if landowners would clear their holdings. This is
what leads to rabbit-farming.199

A different view of the role and benefits of using rabbiters was given in a June 1884 Otago Witness
report from the Lake County in Central Otago:
The Rabbit Industry.- Aided by the fine weather the local rabbiters are making hay while the
sun shines, to use a metaphor, which is pretty generally understood. The hard frosts are
making bunny take to poison freely, and skins are coming in great numbers. As work of any
description will be very scarce in this district for the next six months there is quite a small
army of men available to make war upon the bunny, which, together with a fair price for
skins, promises to be a severe one for the pest….. If it were not for the rabbits there is reason
to fear that the population of this district would be greatly reduced in numbers, for the
completion of the public works and the stagnation in mining matters will limit the
employment of labour to bounds very much below the average capabilities of the district,
and although there is no cause for any permanent of disastrous alarm, all present indications
point to a depression of some duration.200

The problem hinged on the cost of rabbit destruction. The farmers were not prepared to pay for
poisoning when they could get a rabbiter to catch rabbits at no direct cost. The Chief Rabbit
Inspector in his 1892 report considered that by avoiding the direct cost the landowners were
undermining rabbit destruction efforts:
I regret, however, that in many instances the officers of the department do not receive that
support which is expected from owners of rabbit-infested lands in their endeavours to check
the evil. This is accounted for mainly by the establishment of rabbit-tinning factories, which
hold out inducements to owners and others to preserve the rabbits for months previous to
the opening of the factories, thereby causing themselves much loss of feed and disturbance
of stock, as well as requiring the department to be continually urging on the work of
destruction. This was brought to my notice very clearly on several occasions during my tour
of inspection. While admitting the factories when at work, say from February till beginning
of poisoning- or breeding- season, are a help towards the destruction of rabbits, at the same
time I have no hesitation in saying that, owing to the existence of these factories, the means
of destruction are relaxed, and a very large increase takes place during the two or three
months prior to the opening of these factories, which otherwise would not be allowed to
exist. The certainty of a fair return holds out such inducements to both owners and
professional rabbiters that they try every means to shirk the work of destruction, and thus
the evil is from year to year continued.201
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Rabbit Inspectors and the Rabbit Nuisance Act
The Government included provisions in the Rabbit Nuisance Act to compel and encourage land
owners to keep rabbits under control. The Otago Daily Times called the Act “infamous” and
discussed the Clause 9 which:
…is in the act of 1892, and it has remained unrepealed through all the amending acts passed
since. But the arbitrary construction now put upon the word were not at first resorted to; it
is only within the last few years that the inspector has been made a kind of rural Czar,
without check and with liberty to cause people to be fined even against the strongest
evidence of their innocence.202

The attitudes of the inspectors employed to ensure settlers kept rabbit numbers down did not help.
This was demonstrated by letter from a rabbit inspector to a farmer written in 1900:
I was down your road last week and I seen a Hell of a lot of rabbits in them mine tailings
behind your house and no work going on to keep them the neighbours tell me that you was
down in the pub and that you was drunk for four days last Christmas and you haven’t done
a dam thing about them rabbits since last time I stirred you up they tell me you are saving
them up so as to have a few bob to go to the Show and probably get drunk again for another
four days. NOW TAKE NOTICE that me being an inspector under the said act hereto
require you to forthwith and to commence rabbit destruction work immediately, in default
of which you’ll go to Gaol which will probably be a bloody good thing as far as your
concerned. This is the last bloody warning your getting. 203

Farmers took strong exception to the powers of the inspectors, and maintained they were
controlling the pest. An Otago Daily Times editorial in 1900 discussed a petition that farmers were
going to present to Parliament:
The salient feature of the petition is that Parliament will be asked to amend the Rabbit
Nuisance Act in the direction of giving magistrates discretionary powers in administering
the Act. The petition emphasises the fact that ever since the Act has been in force clause 9
has placed in the hands of the inspectors power which no accuser should hold, making them
both complainant and judge of the award. That is so, and the wonder is that a stronger
outcry has not been made against the Rabbit Nuisance Act long ago. Individual Farmers’
Clubs have, it is true, made representations to the department in the direction of having the
Act amended as indicated, but hitherto nothing like combined action has been taken. In the
past history of the rabbit pest the circumstances were different. Every farmer found it to his
own advantage to clear the rabbits off his land without special pressure from the officers of
the department; and the Act gave the inspector ample power to bring careless landowners to
book. Now, however, it is a moot point whether rabbits are a nuisance, in view of the
lucrative export trade in frozen rabbits that has sprung up. The land owners now feel that
the rabbits have a market value, and that it is a sheer waste to wantonly destroy them by
poison at a time when they can be turned to profitable account. The petition makes mention
of the following facts:- “Your petitioners realise that more stock could be carried on the land
were there fewer rabbits, but they are not insensible of the facts that there is infinitely more
wisdom in trapping at certain seasons of the year than pursuing a policy of wanton
destruction by rendering valueless carcases which are worth from 5d to 6d per pair.” The
petition also accentuates the fact that trapping rabbits for export has had the effect of
thinning the pest considerably. As a matter of fact the principal exporters find a difficulty
this season in filling their orders, and indications are not wanting that the export will shrink
in volume simply because the rabbits are not obtainable in such quantity as before. Yet in the
face of a general consensus of opinion against them the inspectors of the department have
202 "Current Topics: The "Infamous" Rabbit Act," Otago Daily Times 3 April 1897.
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insisted upon poisoning after the trapping season had fairly commence. The rabbit question
has assumed so altered a phase that the time has certainly arrived when prosecutions for
failing to destroy rabbits should be conducted as all other civil actions are conducted in our
courts of law. As the Act stands any inspector can vindictively persecute a landowner, who
has no redress. No matter what evidence the landowner may produce, the magistrate is
compelled to convict, and inflict the penalties imposed by the Act, if the inspector swears
that the defendant has not destroyed rabbits to his satisfaction. Now such arbitrary powers
as the Act confers upon rabbit inspectors ought not to be given to any official, and the Act
ought certainly to be amended. It must be said for the inspectors, however, that, as a body,
they have exercised their powers with discrimination; but clearly they should no longer be
empowered to compel landowners to poison rabbits when trapping for export is in full
swing, or on the eve of commencing.204

The Act was not amended, but the pressure for change continued to grow. In April 1901 a letter to
the Editor of the Otago Daily Times sparked a further heated debate about rabbit control:
Judging from the tone of public opinion there is no doubt whatever that a change will
require[d] to be made in the act and its administration very soon. For years the act has been
viewed with much disfavour, and there is a growing feeling of irritation between the
inspectors and the landowners, caused chiefly by many of the inspectors not having
sufficient knowledge of what is their duty under the act, and great want of tact. I
understand that the rabbit agent is instructed to visit or inspect every property in his district
at least once every month, or 12 times during the year. So many visits suggest the idea that
the agent is acting the part of a detective, expecting the farmer to commit a crime. Fancy the
colony being loaded for all time with a law like the Rabbit Act, without making an effort to
find a substitute. The act has certainly not accomplished the work it was created to do, and
why should it not be repealed? The friction it is causing at present goes to show that it is an
undesirable law. Circumstances have quite changed since the first Rabbit Act came into
force. The rabbit pest was then a new thing. Landowners did not know from experience
what a scourge the rabbit could be, and on that account many of them were careless about
destroying rabbits, and had to be forced to do it. Now it is quite different, as all owners of
land in infected districts know how destructive rabbits are, and that they must keep them in
check or be ruined by them…..205

The Editor of the Otago Daily Times responded the same day, and discussed the situation, which
had been “intensified” by the frozen rabbit meat trade.
The administration of the Rabbit Nuisance Act has been the occasion of no little friction
between the landowners and the officers of the Department of Agriculture from time to time,
and that friction has been intensified since the large export trade in frozen rabbits
commenced. The provisions of the Act are far too stringent, and unless the inspectors
exercise the greatest possible tact there is no end of heart-burning caused. As a
correspondent, whose letter appears elsewhere, points out, circumstances have materially
changed since the Act was framed, and the time has at last arrived when its provisions
might with advantage be very considerably altered, although we can hardly go so far as our
correspondent when he submits that the Act should be repealed and all inspectors paid off.
Laying poison for rabbits has not been an unmixed blessing, but still the Department of
Agriculture clings to the fond belief that the systematic laying of phosphorised pollard is the
panacea for the evil. Apart from the destruction of native and imported ground birds which
it causes, the laying of poison is a practice that ought to be discouraged where other equally
effective means of coping with the rabbit pest can be brought into operation. Within most of
the area served by the railway system in the colony trapping for export does impose and
effective barrier to the undue increase of rabbits, and to insist upon poisoning during the
currency of the trapping season, as most of the inspectors do, seems a violent exercise of
204 Editor, Otago Daily Times 29 May 1900.
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questionable authority rendered possible under the provisions of an arbitrary statue, which
is altogether out of touch with the democratic spirit supposed to underlie legislation in this
colony. From the last annual report of the Department of Agriculture we note that the
export of rabbits for the 1899-1900 season has risen to 5,152,877 as against 4,214,962 for the
previous season. Concurrently the onslaught made by the department, in spite of protesting
farmers, shows a like marked increase, for the number of skins exported reached a total of
7,744,638, as against 6,504189 the previous season. An increase in the export of skins of
about a million and a-quarter in a single season gives some idea of the activity of the
inspectors and their agents throughout the colony. This wholesale slaughter of rabbits has
not been accomplished without considerable friction, but the department may point with
triumph at the results of its efforts to administer a wholesome check by means of poison. In
the principal rabbit-infested districts the owners and occupiers of land have protested in
vain against being compelled either to lay poison during the trapping season or to submit to
the infliction of a substantial penalty by the nearest magistrate, who has no option in the
matter. Our correspondent thinks much of the friction is caused through a misapprehension
on the part of the inspectors concerning their duty. Instead of relaxing the too arbitrary
provisions of the Act to meet the altered circumstances, the rabbit agents have been
instructed to inspect every property in their district at least once every month. So many
visits, our correspondent thinks, suggest the idea that the rabbit agent s playing the part of
the detective, as though the farmers were committing crime. Surely something less than a
dozen visits of inspection in the course of the year would suffice to ascertain whether
reasonable measures are being taken to reduce the rabbits on any estate. It is further pointed
out that when the present Act was passed the rabbit pest was a new thing, and landowners
never anticipated that it would assume such dimensions as it has done. They had little or no
personal experience in the matter, and consequently did not apprehend any serious
consequences from neglect to destroy rabbits. It was necessary under the circumstances to
compel indifferent landowners to take the necessary steps to keep the pest in check for the
protection of their neighbours. Now the whole aspect of the question has changed.
Everybody in rabbit districts has had ample opportunity of studying the matter at first hand,
and only a small minority of very careless landholders would allow the rabbits undisputed
sway over their properties. The grazing value of the land precludes the idea that any but a
few improvident people would neglect to take such measures of self-protection as
experience and common sense suggest. Our correspondent thinks a way out of the difficulty
might be found in the systematic and general use of wire netting. Not one in ten, he says, at
the present time would neglect to check the spread of rabbits on his land, and the careless
minority ought to be forced to fence their rabbits just as everybody has now to fence in his
cattle and sheep. At an earlier stage of the settlement even that was not considered
necessary, and landowners had to fence out their neighbours’ stock. It is evident that if
every farmer had a rabbit-proof fence round his land the rabbit question would disappear,
and the need for rabbit inspectors cease. If any man chose to farm the rabbits on his
property then he could do so without detriment to his neighbour. Our correspondent says;
“Suppose the Rabbit Act repealed and the army of inspectors got rid of, the large sum spent
annually in working the department might be used for the purpose of assisting the farmer
purchase rabbit-netting.” That, he thinks, would be money well invested, while the money
spent on the Rabbit department is money lost for ever. To a certain extent that is true, for,
despite the large annual sum expended on supervising the destruction of rabbits by
landholders (for it is the latter and not the inspectors who kill the rabbits), there is no
indication that the pest has in any appreciable degree been abated because of the efforts of
the officers of the department. On the other hand, while the South Island continues to be
overrun with rabbits, the pest is steadily increasing throughout the North Island. While we
cannot go so far as to advocate the abolition of the Rabbit department altogether, we believe
that the present expenditure might be considerably reduced, and a portion of the money set
apart as suggested by our correspondent. Clearly the whole of the land of the colony cannot
be enclosed with wire netting with advantage. While it would be a good thing for the
Government to assist the farmers with loans of money to purchase wire netting in
agricultural and the best of the grazing districts, much of the rough, high country would
have to be left out, so that there would still be work for the rabbit inspectors to do. Such an
abatement of the rabbit nuisance as enclosing the individual holdings would mean, would
almost entirely get rid of the friction at present existing. Besides, there would be something
to show for the expenditure, which is certainly not the case at the present time. A return
showing the total amount expended on inspection and poisoning Government lands since
the Rabbit Nuisance Act first came in to operation would be instructive. The magnitude of
the sum most of which has been practically wasted, would be an eye-opener to those who
still think the old way the best of coping with the rabbit pest. A very much less amount
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would afford a practical solution of the question by helping the farmers and others to
enclose their land with rabbit proof fencing, from which a lasting gain would accrue 206.

Rabbit numbers had been reduced and were kept under control in some areas of the country –
especially in the North Island where the environment did not suit rabbits and where their numbers
had not been particularly high to start with. A correspondent from the North Island replied to the
editorial:
The Wairarapa, it is true, was some years ago swarming with rabbits, but what is the
position to-day? I write as a settler on the spot, with a personal knowledge extending over
many years, and say unhesitatingly that the rabbit pest has long ago ceased to be a difficulty
– that, in short, there is scarcely a single property in the district today carrying one less head
of stock because of rabbits. The splendid sheep district of Hawke’s Bay is under the charge
of a Rabbit Board, whose boast it is that they administer the act with a vigour far exceeding
that of the Government. And what is the result? The rabbits are “nowhere”….
And why is Otago and Southland in such a miserable mess to-day? Solely because in an evil
hour the settlers conceived the ruinous idea of trapping and export, which the department
has, with almost criminal weakness, allowed them to carry out. The Government is not for a
moment justified in allowing any settler to have rabbits on his land up to such a number as
would enable a trapper to make a living without wages by selling his rabbits at any prices
which have ever been paid in New Zealand. To fail in grasping this is to give away the
whole position, and that is exactly what has been and is being done at heavy loss in Otago
and Southland. I venture to say that that part of the colony to-day suffers the heavy penalty
of carrying a million fewer sheep than it otherwise would but for the rabbit difficulty,
besides a substantial shrinkage of wool and mutton on the existing stock….207

In reply to this ‘South Islander’ disagreed with ‘North Islander’s’ assessment of the North Island
situation and added:
I have now disposed of three out of four of your correspondent’s assertions. There remains
the fourth – that Otago and Southland are shocking examples, raising the pious wrath of this
cunicular Pharisee, “solely” because they trap for export. Here we have over and over the
same old fallacy that you have so often exposed, but to which ignorant northerners who can
write to the papers, but can’t learn the elementary facts of the matters on which they write,
are so perennially impervious – the fallacy, namely, that we trap and don’t poison. There
are two differences between the means adopted in the north and south respectively (I
include Nelson and Marlborough in “the north” because theirs is a North Island climate) –
namely (1) they can grow the natural enemy in swarms, which we can’t; (2) to their
poisoning, which we too carry out to the utmost (see and Otago or Southland inspector’s
report in the paper I have quoted), we ADD trapping, and thus by the only means in our
power counteract the enormous disadvantage represented by the unsuitability of our climate
and conditions for the increase of the natural enemy. The cardinal mistake is - that we trap
for profit, and not as a means of helping us to reduce the pest. That is not only untrue, it is a
foolish and gratuitous libel upon our settlers. We trap because poison used at long intervals
does not keep the rabbits down satisfactorily (we tried it, as your article says for 20 years,
and we are – where we are); while poison USED CONTINUOUSLY is a miserable and
hopeless failure. The latter fact simply admits of no controversy; every inspector in either
island, and Mr Ritchie himself, would own it forthwith. We only trap what the poison fails
to kill; and we poison thoroughly before and after trapping – or, if not, the inspectors alone
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are to blame, for there are no more would-be delinquents in that respect here than there are
(as the reports admit) in the north, though there are, of course, some everywhere…..
We therefore trap as well – that is when rabbits have ceased to take the poison well – and so
save the grass of hundreds of thousands of sheep; and the reason we pay the trappers by
results and not by weekly wages is that the former is found by experience to get rid of six
rabbits for every one the wages man can (or says he can) get. Export trappers live a hard
life, are at work long after nightfall, and again long before daylight; that kind of work cannot
be bought for wages, and, if it could, owners would probably be prohibited by act of
Parliament from insisting upon it, while anyhow they could not effectively oversee
operations over wide areas of country at any such hours. The only way to get the maximum
of rabbits that have escaped poison successfully killed – our prime and only object in the
whole business – is to pay by results. Fortunately for us it is also the least expensive…..
..there is one fallacy, with more lives than a thousand cats, that no amount of killing seems
to injure, and to that I may give one passing word in conclusion. It is persistently alleged
that the export industry, besides being the livelihood of large numbers of persons who once
tramped the roads or idly lolled at home, actually yields an annual cash profit to
landholders themselves. I have been fighting the rabbits for half a lifetime, and I know of
few indeed such cases. In my own, I should be amply satisfied if anything I get in the
trapping season would defray one-third of the annual cost to me of the poisoning, etc,
during the remaining portion of the year. 208

This letter elicited a reply from ‘Middle Island’ who asserted that rabbits could be completely
controlled by poisoning and rejected ‘South Islander’s’ claims about the natural enemy and
trappers:
…let me quote “South Islander”; “The plain truth is that we cannot grow the natural
enemy”. To make this sentence complete the words “as fast as the trappers can kill them”
should be added.
I willingly admit that trappers work hard, early, and late, and are blest in the sure and
certain hope (cetares haribus) of better pay next season. So long as trappers can find people
sufficiently blind to their own interests to give them ground to trap, I am well pleased.
Much money is thus actually bought into existence, and finds its way where most needed.
So far so good. But, Sir, should you ever so far forget what is due to those countrymen who
are not rabbit farmers, as to countenance any attempt to prevent such keeping their land
clear by poisoning when they see fit, you will be lending your influence to coerce law
abiders to fall into line with those who are, in fact, lawbreakers, and, furthermore, who
would be treated as such now were it not for the space you have allowed to every incipient
rabbit farmer to wail and shine and gird at the department when its officers sought to do
their duty. What chance had the department of successfully conducting its work when
paragraphs and letters animadverting upon and openly inciting to violence against its
agents and inspectors found space in your columns! How can there be such a thing as an
“industry” in proscribed vermin? Yet you, in common with the rest of rabbit farmers, make
use of that poor suffering word.
I repeat, I am delighted to see so much employment given in so many ways by the rabbit
factories; but let the trappers rest content, and not kill the golden egg-laying goose. The
department is not perfect, but surely any change in the way of weakening the power of its
representatives would make it an anomaly for the whole 12 months, and not only the six, as
it is at present. So strongly do I feel on the subject of men deriving benefit from what is
always a source of danger and annoyance to their neighbours that I should like to see an act
passed whereby any person proved to have received money or monetary consideration for
the right to trap his land should be liable to a penalty of not less than £100 for the first
offence and gaol for any later conviction. I am quite aware some runholders may receive
cheques to easily cover the fine. What about the wretched neighbours of such? Unless there
be some previous understanding, candidates at the next general election may be compelled
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to pledge themselves to secure some alterations in the terms of the Rabbit Act. From
whatever hasty and ill considered legislation we may have suffered in the past, God save us
from such as is likely to be passed by the class of men who would ride to power on the back
of vermin.209

“South Islander’s” replied and disagreed that poisoning without trapping would work, and cited
the case of Earnscleugh where departmental officers had unsuccessfully tried to control rabbits by
poisoning only.210
Around this time the price for rabbits for the meat trade declined, and the rabbiters were not keen
to trap. An Otago Daily Times report described this new situation:
Referring to the rabbit-trapping industry, the Tuapeka Times says:We understand there is a strong feeling among the farmers in the Tuapeka West district that
the rabbit trappers, for purposes of their own, are not using their best efforts to destroy the
rabbits, but are, on the contrary, holding back for a later period of the season, until, as they
expect, the prices go up. The result of such tactics is that the pest is increasing, a new stock
being added to those already at large. In addition they are prolonging the trapping up to a
point in the season that will seriously interfere with poisoning operations, if not render such
work entirely fruitless in the broken winter weather. So serious has this become that the
settlers are deliberating about holding a meeting, with the object of taking concerted
measures to stop the trapping from the 15th June to the 15th August, after which they will
commence poisoning. Another practice to which objection is taken is that of rabbiters taking
up more ground than they are capable of properly trapping in the time at their disposal,
with the result that the rabbits become as numerous as ever, while the farmer is very little, if
at all, benefited.211

With so many conflicting opinions it was no wonder that the Government could not find a final
solution, but in the meantime it did change the harsh provisions of the Act. The amended Act was
described by the Department of Agriculture in their 1902 Annual Report.
[The Rabbit Nuisance Amendment Act, 1901] considerably curtails the powers of inspectors.
Any owner can now produce evidence in defence. Formerly the case was decided upon the
evidence of the Inspector. If in his opinion the lands were infested, all the owner could do
was to bring evidence in mitigation of the penalty. 212

The rabbit numbers in Otago and Southland remained high despite the Rabbit Inspectors efforts to
persuade and compel landowners and occupiers to reach their standard of destruction.

Sir W.R.

Russell (Member for Hawke’s Bay, where rabbits were under control), said, when introducing the
second reading of further changes to the Rabbit Nuisance Bill in 1903:
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….I readily admit that there are certain districts in New Zealand where the stockowners are
resolute not to exterminate the rabbits. They believe that the system of trapping and
exporting rabbits is more lucrative than growing sheep, and they believe that a system of
trapping during certain months in the year will keep the rabbits sufficiently in check. For
my part, I do not believe it, because I think where there is a traffic in rabbits and rabbitskins
there will be a certain period of the year when the rabbits will not be kept in check at all.

Mr McNab (member for Mataura, where rabbits were not under control) then corrected the
honourable gentleman’s statement:
I come from the district where rabbits first came to in the colony, and I suppose I have had as
much experience as any honourable member with regard to them, and I never heard of any
part of this colony where rabbits trapped and exported in the way in which it is done in the
southern part of this colony was profitable to the owner of the land. I say that as a
landowner in the district which is the headquarters where that business is carried on. All
landowners say is this: that the price put on the head of the rabbit is such that the rabbits are
kept down lower than they have been kept down when the Act was in operation, and
poisoning was being carried on. Not only do landowners say they are kept down at a figure
that cannot be compared with the figure that it took to keep them down half as well as now
under the former conditions. To give an illustration: A gentleman in Southland who is
manager of a very large property, and whose principal has given evidence against the
present legislation to the present Minister of Lands, told me that before trapping for export
came into operation it cost that one estate £700 a year to keep down the rabbits, and they
were not kept down. Under the present position of matters – which has not arisen from any
legislation, but through the custom of the district – not only did it cost him nothing to keep
the rabbits down, as well as he desired them to be kept down, and that was far better than
they had been kept down before, but if he had desired to do so he could have got from any
person at any time £100 a year for the privilege of keeping them down. That was the
difference in the expenditure on that property alone - £800 per annum. I do not justify any
person asking for money for the right. I would make the law such that they dare not do so
under the present condition of matters….

The Minister of Lands, the Hon. Mr Duncan replied:
… I would like to inform the last speaker that in the district from which I come, Waitaki,
they had as much to do with the rabbits as the district he referred to. I have known men
holding areas of perhaps four thousand acres, enough to carry about two thousand sheep
who would not allow any one to trap rabbits on their properties unless they paid £40 or £50
a season for the privilege….

The resulting changes in the Act lowered the degree of compulsion the Rabbit Inspectors could
exert. In 1907 the Department described the problems with enforcing the Act:
As soon as a large landowner is proceeded against his neighbours, friends, and employees
attend the Court and give evidence in his favour, sometimes more or less coloured, to the
effect that ‘reasonable and diligent steps’ have been taken. 213

The Report went on to describe that two large Southland landowners were unsuccessfully taken to
Court before the export season, but:
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...since the export season commenced, trappers have been catching from 100 to 150 rabbits
per man, daily, and owing to the quantity of rabbits coming forward, the freezing-works
were blocked, and had to decline to receive rabbits for a fortnight, from the 15 th to the 29th
April.214

In 1912 the Department of Agriculture reported that coercion would not work:
The business of trapping for export is firmly established. Coercion by statute is inapplicable
in view of public opinion and of what may be termed the vested interest in the rabbit. 215

The Department continued to be exasperated with the attitude of the farmers.
Many persons look only to the immediate returns, and shut their eyes to the fact that the
sheep-carrying capacity of the land is reduced out of all proportion to the money received.
When these people come to realise that the outlay involved in destroying rabbits would be
many times compensated for by the profit from the additional sheep which the land would
be able to carry, improvement may be looked for. 216

The number of rabbiters declined during the Great War as many of them had enlisted and this
hampered pest control. However, the rabbit inspectors still maintained that commercial interests
took precedence over rabbit control and E.S. Pope, the Secretary of Agriculture, Industries and
Commerce wrote in 1917:
To put the matter quite plainly, the Dominion would undoubtedly be better off if the export
of rabbits were absolutely prohibited. There is no doubt that in the districts where
commercial trapping obtains, so long as the present profits and employment are afforded by
trapping, serious efforts to bring the pest under complete control will only be made by the
most enlightened and energetic landowners, where as many others will remain content to
see rabbits flourish so long as they yield a measure of employment and revenue.217

J Brown, the Divisional Director of the Fields Division added:
Agitation in some quarters was rife that Inspectors were making demands which could not
be complied with on account of shortage of labour, but it was found that this appeared to be
I many cases only an excuse, as when trapping started more men were available than were
blocks to operate on. Much was said about suspending the Act for the duration of the war
and putting Inspectors on to “productive work,” but it is certain these officers are employed
at very useful work in their present occupation, if the true interests of the Dominion are to be
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considered. It should be apparent to all right-thinking farmers and others that if a high state
of production is to be maintained the rabbit nuisance must be firmly controlled, because so
long as the country continues to export large quantities of frozen or canned rabbits and
skins, just so long will the vastly more important export of wool, frozen mutton and meat,
and dairy-produce suffer.218

The following year (1918) the situation was much the same, and:
…. where trapping for export is in favour a very unsatisfactory position prevails. Where this
is so, coercion by statute does not have the necessary and desired effect. Public opinion and
vested interests really act against effective control.
.....It would appear that the only solution of this question is to absolutely stop export of
either carcases or skins. This opinion is generally held by all right-thinking people, and by
some Magistrates, that if such were made worthless the rabbit-infested country would soon
be producing its legitimate and full quota of wool, beef, mutton, and dairy-produce. Settlers
would devote themselves then more at the right season of the year to coping with the pest.
Many farmers put forward the excuse that they do not want rabbits, and that they never
derive any profit from them, yet they fail to take proper steps to destroy or get rid of them.
It is contended that an Inspector should receive all the support he requires, and it is
considered his hand should be further strengthened by amendment of the Act in the
direction of a return to somewhat of its original form. In the majority of prosecutions the
fines imposed are not severe enough. If the fines are heavy it has a great moral effect not
only on the particular defendant, but on owners in the whole surrounding district. 219

It was thought that an increase in the powers of the inspectors to penalise would encourage rabbit
control and so, at the end of 1918, the Rabbit Nuisance Act went back to Parliament for amending.
The Bill, as well as a number of others was rushed through the House because of “a feverish desire
to complete the programme prepared by the Government”220 prior to the departure of the Prime
Minister and Minister of Finance for Great Britain and the Versailles peace conference (which
would have begun before their arrival). The Editor of the Otago Daily Times added:
The whole proceedings recall the worst occurrences of the kind under the system of party
government. The Legislature as a whole must share with the National Ministry the reproach
for the performance of its business in this fashion. It is its duty to examine carefully the
proposals which are submitted to it, and it is within its power, if it entertains a just
conception of its duty, to insist that no Bill shall be passed until it shall have had the
opportunity of considering fully what the effect of the measure will be. A few members
raised feeble protests against the methods that were adopted, but they received little support
from the others, and the consequence is that the Statute Book for this year will consist of
measures, some of them of great interest, forced through Parliament at the highest possible
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speed and translated into law in circumstances which forbade the possibility of the
Legislature acquiring a reasonable grasp of their contents. 221

During the debate members had highlighted the concern about the increased powers of the
inspectors. Mr Forbes (Hurunui) stated:
Anybody who comes from a country district knows that rabbits are increasing, and it is
necessary something should be done, and that is why increased power is sought to be given
to the Inspectors. The responsibility itself is upon the Minister of Agriculture to see that the
Inspectors are men who will carry out the Act with common sense. ….

Mr Wright (Wellington Suburbs and Country District) spoke next:
How any man who professes to be a democrat can pass legislation which will make a Rabbit
Inspector an autocrat baffles my comprehension. I always understood that Liberalism
respected the rights of the individual against officialdom.

He went on to complain that the Inspectors could be political appointees, since they were appointed
by the Minister and so may not enforce the Act fairly. Dr A.K. Newman (Wellington East) gave as
his contribution a rendition of a well known ditty of the time:
Of rabbits hot, of rabbits cold,
Of rabbits young, of rabbits old,
Of rabbits roast, of rabbits boiled,
Of rabbits tender, of rabbits tough
The Lord be praised, we’ve had enough.

The House had had enough and the Bill was passed. Correspondents to Editor of the Otago Daily
Times immediately condemned the hasty legislation, the extent of the power given to the
inspectors222, and the added costs placed on farmers if the provisions were rigorously enforced:
The present Act is made tolerable only by the commonsense and sound judgement of the
officials. If the Act were put in force it would simply lead to disaster, and to the subsequent
repeal of the law. This is no time, when there is mourning in nearly every home, and when
there is trouble everywhere, to bring in harassing and stupid legislation. 223

A.R. Young the Divisional Director if the Live Stock Division of the Department of Agriculture,
Industries and Commerce, in 1919, reported:
The scheme of reorganization instituted in the Department and recently brought into effect
has made this Division responsible for the administration of the Rabbit Nuisance Act and the
Noxious Weeds Act. ….
A further amendment made was by repealing the penalty sections of the Act, and
substituting a new section increasing the maximum fine for a first conviction and imposing a
minimum fine for each subsequent conviction. Greater powers are also given under the
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amendment to the Inspector. While it is admitted that the powers given may be drastic, the
country, as regards the rabbit pest has become in such a condition – partly, I fully believe,
through the weakness of the clauses so repealed – that more drastic powers had become
absolutely necessary if certain districts were not to be given over entirely to the rabbit.
While it was necessary that greater powers as stated should be provided, it is not to be
accepted that the Act will be administered in other that a strictly fair and impartial manner
and with the utmost discretion. The rearrangement of the inspectorial staff provides for
direct control and supervision from the four chief centres, and the officers appointed to
control these districts are officers who can be relied upon to carry out their duties with
absolute fairness, and bring their own practical knowledge and sound common-sense to
bear in the control of both the Rabbit and Noxious Weeds Acts. The landowner who carries
out his obligations in controlling these pests to the best of his ability will have nothing to fear
from the Department, but an energetic forward movement has become imperative, and I
trust that future results will clearly show that good work can be done without unduly
harassing the land occupier, and to his ultimate good and the good of the Dominion. 224

The Assistant Director of the late Fields Division added:
Unfortunately, it cannot be said that the state of the pest has shown any improvement or
diminution, but rather there has been a very decided increase both in the North and South
Islands. Several causes have been accountable for this, and scarcity of labour, owing to war
conditions, has principally been put forward by dilatory owners and others as one of the
main causes for this increase. Still, it is always to be noticed that at a certain time, when
trapping for export and canning becomes payable men can be found in numbers to take up
the work of destruction. In Central Otago freezing and canning works have been
established, and as these no doubt bring in a large amount of revenue locally they are
naturally looked upon as a benefit by all and sundry. Consequently owners find a great
difficulty in procuring men at the proper time for laying poison. The latter do not care to
enter on such work, preferring to wait a few months, when they know they can make much
larger wages by trapping. Many owners appear to make this want of procuring men a
strong excuse for not attending to their rabbits, but at the same time they do not hesitate to
accept a bonus from interested parties for the right of trapping on their land. This has also a
serious effect on other kinds of labour on account of the high wages made. The controversy
of trapping versus poisoning and other ways of destruction still continues and it is often
suggested that the export of carcases and skins of rabbits should be strictly prohibited. It is a
question for consideration, but difficult to bring into equitable practice on account of heavy
vested interests. Landowners seem slow to see the vast harm done to their properties by
allowing the pest to become numerous, and they fail to recognize that it would be far more
payable and pleasing to have clean properties, and have beef and mutton and other produce
growing on the same land on which the herbage is now being eaten out and polluted by
rabbits.225

The Rabbit Inspectors continued to be frustrated, especially since the value of skins and meat
continued to influence the land-owners’ attitude to destruction. The 1919-20 report stated:
On the whole the year was not a favourable one for suppressing rabbits. Early and excessive
breeding occurred owing to the mild winter and early spring, while the continuous wet
season later interfered considerably with the work of destruction, and this together with the
extra insincerity of many landowners, has caused the increase of the rabbit pest at an
alarming extent. No doubt the high price ruling for skins last year was a further incentive to
many dilatory and short-sighted property-owners to save rabbits as much as possible in
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anticipation of receiving substantial remuneration from the pest this season, although
greatly to the detriment of their flocks. It is now a recognized fact that bonuses have been
freely demanded and paid, some of which are on the percentage basis and others by lump
sum. Unfortunately, the work of destruction is greatly controlled by rabbit-exporters, skinmerchants, and a large gang of professional rabbiters, all out to make the most of the
position, which is surprisingly tolerated by owners of infested lands…….
The recent big drop in the price of skins and the closing of at least some of the rabbit canning
and freezing works came somewhat as a bomb-shell to those interested.226

Greater effort was required.
4.6

A plan so cunning….the natural enemies of the rabbit

From the first appearance of the rabbit as a pest it had been hoped that their numbers could be kept
down (at little or no cost) by the predation of its natural enemies. At first it looked like a cunning
plan, but as time was to tell (as well as this section) the best laid plans can backfire.
Of these supposed enemies, cats, ferrets, stoats and weasels, only the cat existed at the in New
Zealand at the time when rabbits were introduced. Cats had come to New Zealand along with the
first European arrivals, and some soon went feral and lived off native birds. 227 Once rabbits
became too numerous the farmers tried to control them by increasing the population of feral cats by
collecting large quantities of cats and releasing them into rabbit prone districts. 228 Cats were
thought to be effective killers of rabbits as well as mice, rats and native birds. A Mataura resident
advocated and described the use of cats, in 1873.
About three years ago, I was afraid my property would be destroyed by these innocent little
pests, as they were making sad havoc with the grass. I have now no fear of them, as I find
by turning out cats amongst them they soon disappear in large quantities. A good large cat
can kill the largest rabbit that Southland can produce, so I do not see the necessity to bring
from England so many natural enemies for their destruction, when we have the very best
means within our grasp for keeping them under.
When the rabbits are very plentiful, I would advise those interested to place an old bachelor
out in a tent amongst the thickest patches of them, and let him raise cats on rabbit flesh until
they are strong enough to shift for themselves, then forsake them. If this system is pursued
there will be no need to trouble the Government and the whole community about them. 229
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Cats were less effective once the rabbit population exploded. They were frequently caught in
rabbiters traps and along with wild pigs and wekas they were killed by eating the entrails of
poisoned rabbits.230
Packs of dogs were used to destroy rabbits, but alas, there were problems:
Using packs of dogs for the destruction of the rabbit has in many instances been found a
greater plague than the rabbit itself. In my opinion they often help to distribute them
throughout the country. In some places in the South Island dogs used for hunting rabbits
have gone wild, doing great damage among stock, as well as destroying ferrets and other
natural enemies or the rabbits.231

It was thought that the introduction of members of the weasel family, the true natural enemies of
rabbits, would be the best way to control the rabbits.
But there were warnings that ferrets would do more harm than good as a British correspondent
warned:
If so, you may bid goodbye for ever to all your brevi-pinnate birds, as well as to others of
your native species, which, of course, have not instincts whereby they can protect
themselves against such blood-thirsty enemies, to say nothing of pheasants and the like
which breed on the ground and have been introduced at so great a cost, and your poultry.
In this country you will remember that it has been necessary for generations, or centuries, to
make war against polecats (and the ferret is only a tame polecat), which are the most
detested beasts we have, and in consequence they have been in most parts nearly extirpated.
In New Zealand – being thinly peopled – they would doubtless, if once let loose, obtain
mastery over everything living, and it is ridiculous to suppose they would confine their
destructive powers to rabbits.232

Another commentator suggested that badgers would be better:
When the country has been taken possession of, I believe the introduction of animals which
are natural enemies to the rabbit will be found necessary. The stoat, polecat, marten, and
weasel, and all their tribe, would no doubt, if abundant, soon kill the rabbits; but the
introduction of such inveterate destroyers, not only of poultry and game, but also lambs, is
most objectionable. The only animal which is perfectly harmless and inoffensive, and at the
same time an indefatigable destroyer of rabbits, is the common badger. He does not kill
game or poultry. He is even too slow and lazy to catch a rabbit, but he is gifted with a keen
scent, and when he leaves his hole at night in search of food, he devours every nest of young
rabbits he comes across.233
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Despite these and other warnings moves were made to obtain ferrets, stoats and weasels and
introduce them into the rabbit prone areas.

It was again an endeavour where unbounded

enthusiasm over-ruled considered thought.
Initially ferrets were thought to be the best answer, and numbers were imported and released.
It having been generally admitted that the introduction of the natural enemy of the rabbit is
the only thorough solution of the pest, endeavours have been made in that direction.
Several shipments of ferrets have been procured from Melbourne, and small lots are
expected regularly by sailing vessels from Great Britain.
It is proposed to establish breeding depots in both Islands for 5the distribution of the
animals on Crown lands. I am of the opinion that the best results could be obtained by
engaging the assistance of the Acclimatization Societies to this end, every convenience to
manage the affair properly being at their disposal.
Other enemies, such as the stoat and weasel may be introduced, if found practicable. 234

Ferrets did kill rabbits, but in 1883 it was thought that more killing power was require, and that
stoats and weasels would augment the ferrets:
Inquiries tend to show that the stoat and weasel, if they can possibly be imported, would be
the best agents of destruction to turn out on these wastes. A good bonus has been offered to
any one who will introduce a certain number of these animals in a healthy condition, and I
am informed that one man has proceeded to England with the purpose of making an
attempt.
The importation of ferrets (statement attached) has not been attended with the success that
was anticipated, disease during the voyage having carried off, in many instances, the whole
of a shipment. This makes the cost of those delivered reach a high average; and it becomes a
question whether it would not be more economical to offer a certain sum, say12s per head,
for all that could be bred in the colony; and, as a number of private individuals own ferrets
simply for the purpose of selling the increase, others would, having a certain sum insured
for what they could breed, take up the industry, and thus an inducement would be offered
for breeding them, which does not exist at present.
It seems to be the general impression that the ferret is doing god work, and experience
shows that they must be turned out in as large numbers as possible to be serviceable. When
liberated only a few at a time, their numbers are not sufficient to cope with the increase in
rabbit; consequently the ground has to be hunted over, trapped, or other means of
destruction adopted; while this is being carried out the numbers of ferrets and natural
enemies must be destroyed; yet, with every exertion, some considerable time must elapse
before their destroying power will be sufficiently increased to counterbalance the fecundity
of the rabbit.; and experience shows that considerable loss is sustained from disease and
other causes after they have been turned out. To be thoroughly serviceable a hardier animal
is required, especially for the colder portions of Otago. 235

A letter to the Otago Witness told that Western District and Pastoral Association did not believe that
stoats and weasels were natural enemies of rabbits “and that they would, in a short time, prove a
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greater pest than that they are expected to cure.” The correspondent quoted British newspaper
reports that described the process of shipping stoats and weasels to New Zealand and what he
thought would be the result:
By the present mail I am favoured with files of English papers, from one of which – the
Lincolnshire Chronicle of April 23 – I cut the enclosed, as follows:- “About 100 stoats and
weasels, which have been caught with considerable difficulty in different parts of
Lincolnshire by a mane named Allbones, a vermin catcher, of Brigg were yesterday
conveyed by him to London, en route for New Zealand, they having been purchased by the
Government of that country for the purpose of destroying the rabbits which overrun the
Colony. As the journey out will occupy about 45 days, 1500 live pigeons have been shipped
for the consumption of the animals during the voyage. A consignment of about the same
number was taken out last year by the same man; but during a storm all but 10 of the stoats
and weasels were washed overboard. These 10 were liberated as soon as they landed, and
within a few hours one of them destroyed seven ducks several miles distant from where it
was set free. A price of 5s per head was offered by Allbones for the stoats and weasels to be
taken out, so that the cost of the animals to the New Zealand Government will be
considerable.”
This will not be the news of the most consolatory character to the farmers of the Western or
any other Agricultural or Pastoral Association; but forewarned is forearmed. These
bloodsuckers have not arrived yet, and it is to be hoped the Government will be deterred
from their distribution until they take the advice of those who are really acquainted with the
nature and habits of these animals. It is well known at Home, at any rate, and by naturalists
anywhere, that these animals are bloodsuckers merely, not, carnivorous, and that having
gorged himself the weasel or ferret will sleep off his debauch. As an instance of this a friend
of mine here I found patiently awaiting the return of his ferret out of a rabbit-burrow. I told
him he had better return in 48 hours. This he did, and found the ferret had awakened, but
not left the burrow. Much might be said upon this subject did you space permit; but of this I
feel assured, that the rabbits obtained a perpetual lease when they were favoured by the
notice of the Government.236

In 1884 it was reported that there were problems with the way ferrets were being liberated:
A great mistake is made by owners when turning out ferrets. In some cases it is done
without their being hardened off or fed upon live rabbits prior to their release. In this case
certain loss of the greater number inevitably occurs. Another error is turning them out in
small numbers on ground thickly infested; in the latter case, the ordinary means of trapping
or dogging is resorted to, and the ferrets, together with other natural enemies are destroyed
simultaneously with the rabbit. …
Owing to the heavy losses sustained, and the unsatisfactory results obtained after arrival,
the importation of ferrets has been discontinued, and the course of purchasing by
Government all bred in the colony at so much per head adopted. The private demand for all
procurable ferrets last year has been so great that only two or three lots were purchased by
or offered to the department.237

Ten mongooses were also imported for breeding in the Blenheim, and an unsuccessful attempt was
made to breed them with ferrets.238
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The 1885 Rabbit Nuisance Report described the release of the stoats and weasels from Allbones
shipment as well as subsequent shipments. These animals were released around Lake Wanaka,
Lake Wakatipu, Waiau and Asburton. The idea was to use these animals in the “far interior” where
trapping and poisoning was difficult. More stoats and weasels were to be imported. 239 Ferrets
were still being released, but there were problems:
Very few of those who are trying ferrets as an expedient either clear their ground sufficiently
of rabbits or turn their ferrets out in sufficient numbers on any one block so as to give the
ferret a fair chance against the number of rabbits. A few turned out her and there, where
rabbits are numerous and constant work is required is of little service. A procedure which
manifestly must militate against the fair increase of or benefit derived from turning out these
animals is, I regret to say, caused in some instances through property-holders, who should
know better, indiscriminately purchasing, at a low price, mixed lots of ferrets, without
ascertaining where from or how obtained. This offers a premium to rabbiters to trap, and
sell at a figure which cannot possibly pay the breeder.240

By 1888 ferret farming had become quite an enterprise:
Authority having been given to purchase all ferrets bred at a certain price, ferret-breeding
has been largely gone into, with the result that over 3,000 ferrets have been bred under the
conditions of contract.... Independently of these , over four thousand have been liberated by
private owners…
The reports received of the benefits derived from ferrets are generally very satisfactory, and I
fully anticipate that the number bred and released next summer will establish beyond doubt
the usefulness of the ferret as a factor in destruction of the rabbit. 241

The following year the Rabbit Nuisance Report included the number of ferret-breeders in the rabbit
districts. In the Otago/Southland districts242 there were fifty-six breeders.243 This systematic
breeding of fur bearing animals may have pre-dated fur farming attempts in Canada and the
U.S.A., although the ferrets were not being bred for their fur. 244
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Farmers and the Department of Agriculture put great faith in these animal’s ability to predate the
rabbits and in order to build up feral populations hunting these animals was prohibited. Cats were
given legal protection in 1886, stoats, weasels and mongooses245 in 1890, and ferrets in 1931.
Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens) was impressed by the locals’ attitude to the rabbits and their natural
enemies, when he visited Bluff in 1895.
In New Zealand the rabbit plague began at Bluff. The man who introduced the rabbit there
was banqueted and lauded; but they would hang him now, if they could get him. In
England the natural enemy of the rabbit is detested and persecuted; in the Bluff region the
natural enemy of the rabbit is honoured, and his person is sacred. The rabbit’s natural
enemy in England is the poacher, in Bluff its natural enemy is the stoat, the weasel, the
ferret, the cat, and the mongoose. In England any person below the Heir who is caught with
a rabbit in his possession must satisfactorily explain how it got there, or he will suffer fine
and imprisonment together with extinction of his peerage; in Bluff, the cat found with a
rabbit in his possession does not have to explain – everybody looks the other way; the
person noticing would suffer fine and imprisonment, with extinction of peerage . This is a
sure way to undermine the moral fabric of a cat. Thirty years from now there will not be a
moral cat in New Zealand. Some think there is none there now. In England the poacher is
watched, tracked, hunted – he dare not show his face; in Bluff the cat, the weasel, the stoat,
and the mongoose go up and down, whither they will, unmolested. By a law of the
legislature, posted where all may read, it is decreed that any person found in possession of
one of these creatures (dead) must satisfactorily explain the circumstances or pay a fine of
not less than £5, nor more than £20. The revenue from this source is not large. Persons who
want to pay a hundred dollars for a dead cat are getting rarer every day. This is bad, for the
revenue was to go to the endowment of a University. All governments are more or less
short-sighted: in England they fine the poacher, whereas he ought to be banished to New
Zealand. New Zealand would pay his way, and give him wages. 246

It was soon realised that the natural enemies alone would not control rabbits, and whilst they
continued to be protected and encouraged more emphasis was placed on encouraging farmers to
carry out systematic poisoning, and compelling them to keep numbers down. Damage done by the
natural enemies to other wildlife was not considered.
But attitudes were changing and by 1925 New Zealander’s were beginning to realise that native
birds should be protected. This new attitude was described by the Forest Service:
It is pleasing to note that reports from every region throughout the Dominion denote in most
cases an increase in the native avifauna. The state of affairs has without doubt been largely
brought about through the efforts of that active body “The New Zealand Native Birds
Protection Society,” whose work and propaganda has reached all corners of the Dominion
and created a feeling towards the preservation of our native birds which has previously been
remarkable by its absence. The Service, realizing the value of and relation of bird-life to the
forest, gives its whole-hearted support to this society, and officers use every opportunity to
stress the need for perpetuating our native birds.247

245 Mongooses were actually introduced, but soon died out.
246 Mark Twain, Following the Equator; a Journey around the World, vol. 1 (London: Harper & Brothers,

1897) 268,69.
247 "State Forest Service, Annual Review of the Operation of the National Forest Policy, Together with the

Annual Report of the Director of Forestry for the Year Ended 31st March, 1925," Appendix to the Journals of
the House of Representatives, vol. 2-C3 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1925) 16.
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The next step was to make a link between ferrets, stoats and weasels and the destruction of native
birds. By 1929 the Forest Service had realised that stoats and weasels were seriously damaging the
avifauna:
The nests of our native avifauna are seriously endangered by the habits of stoats, weasels,
and rats. Stoats and weasels are protected under the Rabbit Nuisance Act, 1908, but
consideration should be given to the removal of protection within forest areas, as these
animals are undoubtedly forest vermin. By removing protection and permitting the sale of
skins if is probable that a reduction in these animals could be quickly achieved. Rat-skins
have a market value in the fur trade overseas, and are now receiving attention from the
glove trade. A consignment of these skins has recently been shipped abroad in order to test
the market referred to.248

These animals readily adapted to the New Zealand environment and spread well beyond the rabbit
plague areas.

They preyed on the rabbits, but it was eventually realised that their impact on the

rabbits was far outweighed by their impact on native species. In 1936 their protection was revoked
by Order in Council.249 Within a few years small numbers of stoat, weasel and ferret skins were
offered at the rabbit auctions.
The farmers continued to have great faith in the natural enemies’ ability to destroy rabbits, and
repeatedly asked the Government to reintroduce protection. At a conference of South Island rabbit
boards a remit was past asking for the restoration of protection. The Otago Daily Times reported:
A similar motion was carried at the last annual conference in 1936.... The Minister had
replied advising the association that the decision to lift the protection on stoats, weasels, etc,
was made only after mature consideration, and it was regretted that action on the lines
desired by the association could not be agreed to. The decision was originally made because
of the harm that these animals did to bird life.
A remit was presented to the conference by Mr C.J. Spain, delegate from the Manuherikia
Rabbit Board. The Minister had made a wholesale application of the Act without
considering the prevalence or otherwise of native bird life in any particular district, Mr
Spain said. It appeared that the Act was passed as a result of pressure exerted by various
acclimatisation societies, whose interests alone had been considered.
The extent to which the natural enemy was being destroyed could be seen in any stock
agent’s sale room where the skins of such animals had been offered for sale. In recent
auctions there was a considerable amount of trading in these skins of the natural enemies of
the rabbit, Mr Spain continued. An inspection of stock agent’s rooms in Dunedin had shown
there were approximately 1000 skins of these animals offered at each sale. The Minister had
stated that the lifting of the protection on the stoats and weasels would not alter the position
as far as the natural enemy of the rabbit was concerned, but the present commercial value of
the skins disproved that fact.

248 "State Forest Service: Annual Report of the Director of Forestry for the Year Ended 31st March, 1929,"

Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives, vol. 2-C3 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1929) 9.
249 "Revoking Orders in Council Declaring Certain Animals to Be Natural Enemies of the Rabbit," New
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Seconding the motion, the president (Mr A. Rittson-Thomas) said that in the North Island it
was considered that the natural enemy was absolutely useless. Members of the North Island
boards were strongly in favour of destroying all weasels and stoats. Personally he was in
favour of the remit, as these animals kept the rabbit pest in check.250

250 "The Rabbit Pest; Protection of Natural Enemies," Otago Daily Times 10 August 1937.
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Chapter 5
The furskin market 1918 to 1939
5.1

The international fur and skin scene after the war

In December 1918, the Editor of the Fur World greeted the fur trade’s prospects after the Armistice
with some trepidation.
Reasons for the present slackness amongst fur retailers, and the consequent uneasiness
amongst other sections of the trade, are not far to seek. The sudden change from war to
peace conditions caused, of course, something of a shock. Millions – for there were millions
– of men and women all over the country have been put out of work or have had their
earnings drastically cut down. Naturally and inevitably this has had a bad effect upon
practically every distributing business in the country. After a short interval, however, when
civil employers have complete their preparations for taking on hands, there will be lots of
well-paid work again, although the days of the enormous earnings of munitioners and
others have gone, probably for ever.251

The demand for fur garments which had increased during the war period (1914 to 1918) did not
wane and in June 1919 skin prices continued an upward trend, aided by the return of overseas
buyers to the London auctions.252 Prices were even higher in September 1919 when the Fur World
editor commented:
Prices are soaring in America, and values are at astonishingly high levels. This is due to the
abounding popularity in the States, which has made the demand for furs increase to a
degree unexpected even by the most optimistic.253

The New Zealand rabbit trade
During the period 1914 to 1918 the rabbit skins had become more valuable than the rabbit carcass
and this changed the economics of the rabbit trade. As the Otago Daily Times reported in May
1918:
The two factories handling rabbits in Alexandra worked broken time last week. Several
rabbiters “downed tools” at the beginning of the week (our correspondent reports) and did
not go to the hills, their action being in protest against the price they were receiving for their
catches. Their dissatisfaction was due to the rabbitskin market having taken a sudden rise to
£2 10s per 100 skins. Under such conditions, the rabbiters prefer to skin rather than sell the
full carcase at a lower figure. Big cheques are being made at this job, £20 a week being said
to be quite an ordinary achievement.254

251 Editor, "Pessimism and Fur," Fur World December 1918.
252 "The Spring Sales," Fur World June 1919.
253 "The 1919-20 Season," Fur World September 1919.
254 Editor, "Editorial," Otago Daily Times 27 May 1918.
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Rabbit prices continued to increase.

On 24 September 1919, the Otago Daily Times reported

“phenomenal prices for skins”:
That Brer Rabbit is king was evidenced by a visit, which a Daily Times reporter paid to the
fortnightly auction sale of rabbitskins which was held yesterday. Here prime winter doe
skins were realising up to 17s 6d per lb, or equal to 3s each. Bucks brought up to 10s 6d per
lb, equal to upwards of 2s each. The average price of all varieties offering – which included
good, bad, and indifferent – was from 10s 6d to 11s per lb. The sale showed an advance of
from 3d to 1s per lb for some classes of prime skins, and a slight decline for poorer sorts.
The market was what might be termed irregular, especially as regards inferior sorts. 255

Two days later the Otago Daily Times reported on a London rabbitskin sale:
At the rabbitskin sales record prices were paid, there being as much as from 100 to 125 per
cent advance. There was strong American competition. Three hundred pence (25s) per lb
was paid for New Zealand furriers’ sorts. 256

The pros and cons of the rabbit demand were discussed in an October article:
The rabbit, for many decades a familiar creature with most residents in the South Island, has
become unduly prominent during the past few months in Otago. There are two reasons for
this. The first is that there has been a decided increase in the number of rabbits in this
provincial district, and second is that there has been a decided boom in the fur trade.
Several causes account for the numerical increase. Among others is that of the scarcity of
labour, to which the Department of Agriculture attributes it. There is no denying the fact
that dilatory owners of land have advanced this excuse when challenged by the
department’s inspectors to explain why insufficient steps have been taken to comply with
the requirements of the law. There are not wanting those who state most emphatically that
trapping, as a means of destruction has not been an unqualified success. There is an
impression also that the high prices ruling for rabbitskins have been a difficulty in the way
of extermination, since many people are interested financially in the traffic, and it is
suggested that their influence is exerted against the annihilation of what has become, or been
styled an industry257.

This article went on to describe trapping methods, (in gory detail) and the work of a rabbiter.
Never in the history of the dominion have prices ruled so high for rabbitskins as they have
during the past few months. This has necessarily been conducive to increased effort on the
part of rabbiters to turn brer rabbit into profitable account. Quite a variety of methods are
adopted to destroy the creature, which is so much disliked by landowners – disliked with
every good reason. The principal methods are those of trapping, poisoning (strychnine or
phosphorus), shooting (shotgun or pea rifle), ferreting and destruction by dogs.
Destruction by trapping is certainly the most remunerative as far as the rabbiter is
concerned. Some particulars as to the modus operandi may prove interesting. There may be
some who are disposed to assert that little or no skill is necessary in setting a steel spring
trap to catch a rabbit. This assertion is true as far as the actual pressing of the spring and the
adjusting of the tongue is concerned; but there are those who, although they have been

255 "Rabbit Is King," Otago Daily Times 24 September 1919.
256 Press Association, "Money in Rabbitskins," Otago Daily Times 26 September 1919.
257 "The Rabbit Industry," Otago Daily Times 20 October 1919.
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trapping for years, have never acquired the knack of successfully catching the timid little
creature by means of traps. To understand this aspect of the question thoroughly it is
essential that one should understand the habits of the rabbit. Anyone who traverses the
country roads of Otago or Southland, or visits the principal rabbit-infested areas, cannot fail
to notice that bunny is a gregarious creature, and, therefore, lives in colonies. These colonies
are generally situated in a gorse hedge, on the side of a hill, at the top end of a gully, or on
the dry bank of a stream. The rabbit never fails, to make his home in the driest and warmest
spot obtainable. He is particularly fond of sandy soil to burrow in. There are two reasons
for this. The first is that this class of country is easily tunnelled, and the second is that land
containing a large percentage of sand is warm and generally dry. During daylight the
burrow or colony is bunny’s home. If he does venture out during the day he is careful not to
journey far from his home. Anyone unacquainted with his habits would be disposed to
think that traps set in the vicinity of the inhabited burrows, or of the spots which give
evidence of being very freely traversed by the rodents, would be certain to give satisfactory
results. The expert trapper would not fall into this error. He knows that as soon as dusk
settles down the rabbit scampers clear away from his domicile in search of food. His
rendezvous may be a mile or more away, but it generally happens to be a portion of the
country where grass is sweetest and most plentiful. Here it is then that the trapper sets his
traps. Apart from the fact that the rabbit is an excellent judge of good pasture, he is, when
he has taken the rough edge off his appetite, of a rather inquisitive disposition. It is this
curiosity on his part, which leads to his undoing. The smell of the freshly turned earth in the
“scrape” made by the trapper in which to secrete the set traps attracts him and when he
discovers the spot, after having a look round to see that there are no natural enemies in close
proximity or no suspicious sounds, he sets to work to scrape the soft earth which the trapper
has placed on the sensitive part of the trap with a view to satisfying his curiosity, and the
result is, as is hoped by the trapper, that the jaws spring up and Master Bunny is held fast by
one or more legs. The frightened creature springs in the air and gives one or two severe tugs
at the chain which holds the trap, before he gives tongue to those terrifying yells which
heard quite a mile away on a clear, frosty night, and communicate to all within hearing that
man’s ingenuity has triumphed over the animal’s curiosity. The experienced trapper,
however, is too shrewd to “count his chickens before they are hatched”. He realises also that
there is “many a slip betwixt the cup and the lip”. He knows too well that the rabbit has
always got “a fighting chance”. It may be that he has been caught by the toes. In that case
he is not long in securing his freedom, at the cost, of course, of the loss of his toes – a loss
which, after all, is not a serious handicap. It is at any rate a minor detail compared with the
loss of his life, which he is always prepared to sell dearly, if struggling or jumping when he
is held fast by the jaws of the trap count for anything. Then again, a stone or some hard
substance may have got between the jaws of the trap, and thus prevented them from
exerting that vice-like grip which is essential to the retention of the victim’s leg until the
owner of the trap makes his periodical rounds. These contingencies are all against the
trapper, and in favour of the rabbit.
It is only those unfamiliar with trapping who consider that the trapper’s calling is an easy
one. The trapper’s day commences at least an hour before daybreak. His first duty is to get
his horse or horses in, and see that they are fed. He next boils the billy and has a drink of tea
before commencing his day’s work. His first business after this is to visit his traps – a branch
of his work which must be accomplished at the very latest before sunrise. If the rabbits are
not removed shortly after day light appears, hawks, which are always in evidence, will have
rendered useless many skins and carcases. Stray dogs, too, are not averse from annexing a
rabbit or two which may happen to [be] in the clutch of traps. Again, it is necessary to
remove the rabbits as early as possible from the traps if only for humane reasons. Probably,
however, the trapper’s view of the matter is utilitarian. If a rabbit has been a few hours in a
trap, the leg has been almost completely severed, only the sinews remaining. During a
frosty night, or if there is a dry wind blowing the sinews become brittle, and when the rabbit
espies the trapper approaching he makes a super-effort to free himself with the result that
the sinews not infrequently snap and the creature scampers away minus a leg, a defect
which does not appear to affect immediately the rate of speed at his command. The
trapper’s aim, then, is to get round his traps as quickly as possible. The modus operandi is
comparatively simple. He catches the rabbit round the loins with his left hand and presses
his foot on the spring of the trap and when the animal is released catches it by the head, his
fingers underneath the jaws and thumb on the back of the head between the ears, and bends
the head at right angles with the body, at the same time giving it a downward pull. This
severs the vertebrae. The method of killing is humane as it is possible to be. If the carcase is
intended for human consumption a sharp blade of a pocket knife is then inserted in the
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breast so as to touch the heart, or sever the principal arteries. This is what is called bleeding.
A carcase so treated has a bleached or white appearance, and from a rudimentary point of
view is infinitely superior to a carcase which has not been so treated. As each rabbit is
destroyed its carcase is either put into a receptacle carried on the horse or else held by the
legs and carried to a given point. If the carcases are intended for the exporter they are hung
on a wire fence or on a pole placed horizontally until they are thoroughly cold. Before they
are hung up, however, an insertion is made with a sharp knife in the victim’s skin outside
the stomach, a slit is made, and with the fingers and thumb of the right hand the viscera are
quickly ejected. If the carcase is not required the skin is peeled off and the carcase is either
buried or left to decompose on the surface of the ground. The latter course is rarely adopted
as hawks and other pests are attracted and they prove a source of annoyance to the trapper,
for they resort to destroying the trapped bunny on their own account to the detriment of
both skin and carcase.
Wild cats, the progeny of originally tame felines, are very numerous in some districts, and
are tolerated by the farmers because of instincts antipathetical to rabbits. These get caught in
the traps set for rabbits, and it is a ticklish task to liberate ferocious creatures of this
description, but the trapper generally achieves his object if he is so disposed. The trapper in
many cases does not view the presence of the cat from the same standpoint as the landowner
does. He looks upon it as his natural enemy, and not infrequently settles the question by
dealing it a heavy clout on the back of the head with the most accessible weapon. The
trapper just as frequently finds weasels, ferrets, stoats, thrushes, blackbirds, and starling
held fast by the cruel jaws of the traps. It is not an uncommon thing to find a trapper
extricating a bird by performing the crude surgery of cutting off the hopelessly fractured
limb. Hence it is that one-legged birds are a common sight in some country areas. Instances
of birds devoid of both feet, a consequence of such merciful amputations, are not unknown.
The humane treatment extended to innocuous species of animals and the feathered race does
not support the theory that rabbiting tends to coarsen the nature of those engaged in it. So
far it appears to make them insensible to the sufferings of the rodent only, but the consensus
of opinion, founded upon sentiments of self-preservation, and enforced by legislative
enactment, points to the rabbit as the landowner’s natural enemy, to be implacably
combated by every means. There is, then, in the minds of those engaged in the rabbit
trapping industry no cruelty, but general sanction rather for the ruthless slaying of rabbits
by whatever means are available. Let moralists declaim as they may as to the effect on the
national character, a large body of youthful New Zealanders – it is frequently youths and
young men who are engaged in the industry – will continue with blood-imbued hands, and
a dexterity and insensibility, born of long familiarity, to dislocate the cervical vertebrae of
every rabbit they are fortunate enough to trap, and, before the victim is cold, to peel off this
pelt in the space of about 15 seconds; or, with a different objective, they will at the same
juncture, as impassively as ever stab the quivering animal in the region of the heart, or slit
open the abdominal cavity and extract the viscera with a vigorous jerk that would cause a
budding medical practitioner to stand aghast.
Having assembled his carcases on a wire fence the trapper will in all probability return to his
hut or tent, there to prepare and partake of a hasty breakfast. If he is fortunate enough to be
located near a main road an agent’s collecting cart or van will pick up the rabbits and convey
them to the nearest railway station or preserving works. This relieves the trapper of further
trouble, but if he is working in the backblocks he will perhaps have to convey his “catch” to
some receiving depot or to the railway siding. This accomplished, he must then shift his
traps to an adjacent block of land, as an expert trapper never allows his traps to remain on
one piece of ground for more than 24 hours. The setting of the traps should be completed
before 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and the trapper gives his traps a wide berth until dusk.
The unsuspecting rabbit, obeying his natural instinct, stirs out of his burrow about sundown,
commences to investigate, is attracted by the freshly turned up earth, and sets to work with
those burrowing paws of his, with the result that he is caught, and sets up that piercing
shriek of pain that is music to the trapper’s ears. The trapper then makes his appearance,
lantern in hand, and passing along his line of traps removes the rabbits and resets each
sprung trap. This bright moving light may be observed, pausing anon here and there, going
backward and forward over the same ground, until close on midnight, when the trapper
retires to have a few hours sleep, only to rise again before daybreak and go through the
same routine.
A great majority of those engaged in the pursuit of rabbits are farmers’ sons and others
whose elders make their living from the land. The country boy acquires a working
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knowledge of the knack of catching rabbits at a surprisingly early age, and at 12 years often
emulates in expertness the adult trapper from whom he learned the principles of the calling.
Something has been said of the deteriorating effects of this occupation on the physique of
boys engaged in it. However that may be, it is certainly a very rigorous calling during
winter months, and an easy and pleasant one at no time. It is not calculated to develop a
race of sluggards. Very early must the boys - they generally work in pairs – be astir in the
morning in order to traverse their line of about 25 or 30 traps, carrying home the skins and
rabbits, have a hurried breakfast, and walk a couple of miles to school. Maybe 15 or 20
rabbits would be a fair catch on this occasion. Many of the animals are carried home, in
order that the carcases after being skinned and properly cleaned may be cooked and fed to
pigs and poultry. The backblock farmer will tell you that there is no better egg producing
food, and that to build up “Denis”, before topping him off with grain, nothing equals rabbit.
Boiled rabbit is a largely used farmyard food in our country districts in the autumn, winter,
and spring months. It is no uncommon sight to see eight or 10 rabbits briskly boiling in a
kerosene tin or oil drum over a fire at the rear of a bush home.

Rabbit skin boom
In October 1919, R.S. Black supplied the Otago Daily Times with a report that reviewed the local
demand for rabbits and told of how much money could be made from rabbiting.
How will you keep them down on the farm? need not be a question while the high price of
furs prevails. The farmer’s boy can make more in a few weeks trapping than he can earn in
a month in a factory or store. And while he is trapping he is out in the fresh air, living life in
the open; the woods and fields and streams are his familiar places, and there is both health
and profit for him in the fur-trapping business. Contrast this with the lot of the city boy and
store clerk. Is there a choice between the two?258

The Fur Record reported that at the start of London autumn sale in November 1919 “advances have
been recorded over the extremely high prices realised in May”259, but as the sale progressed it
“failed to keep up the early results, especially in regard to the more expensive goods” 260.
At the beginning of 1920 prices continued to rise and good money could be made from selling
rabbit skins:A traveller in Central Otago hears wonderful tales of cheques made by rabbiters these days.
Some of the rabbiters are becoming employers of labour. One man is employing a lad from
town to help him. He gives the lad £6 a week and found. The rabbiter’s cheque runs from
£40 to £50 a fortnight, leaving him a handsome return from his labour. Three pounds per
day is now considered a very ordinary return for a rabbiter. 261

Export statistics show that the average price for a raw rabbit skin reached an all time high in the
1920 export year. But late in the year prices for all furs dropped!

258 "Colossal Fur Sale," Otago Daily Times 29 October 1919.
259 "The Autumn Sales," Fur World November 1919.
260 "The Fur Sales," The Fur World 1919.
261 Editor, "Leading Article," Otago Daily Times 7 April 1920.
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Fur prices drop internationally
Fur prices did not stay at record levels for long. Prices started to drop in the United States:
The wave of wild speculation in the fur trade which had started during the war years
reached it s height during the opening months of 1920. The skin market became a vast
gamble. Men became rich overnight, and anyone who bought raw skins made huge profits.
Skins sold and resold several times without the goods being seen or examined. Prices of
garments shot up beyond all reason. A Hudson Seal coat of good quality had sold for $200
before the war. In September 1919, the same garment brought $700 and in January 1920 it
brought $800.
In the early part of April 1920, a break occurred in the fur market. Overnight prices of skins
fell 50 percent below their former value. Orders were cancelled, buyers stopped placing
orders. The banks shut off credit, and bankruptcies of smaller manufacturers mounted
daily. By April 25, more than half of the ten thousand fur workers in New York were out of
jobs262.

This price drop then had an impact on the London fur trade:
The American market is so closely connected with ours that the fur trade depression in the
United States had had a not inconsiderable effect upon those on this side whose business is
connected with the buying and selling of pelts. 263

The effect of the drop in price on Dunedin traders
The price drop affected anyone who was holding stock bought at boom prices. In Dunedin, J.K.
Mooney & Co, was one such firm which consequently had “a serious setback”. They were able to
recover with the support Charles Todd, a local wool and skin dealer, who was later to leave the
trade to pursue his interests in the motor industry264.
Black lost £80,000 when skins were held up by a shipping strike and reached their destination after
the market had “flopped”.265 Black remained in business and later in the year announced:
I have not bought any rabbitskins in the country for over six months because of the
threatened collapse of the market, so I have all the more money waiting to buy at present
values.266

This drop in rabbit skin prices, was serious in terms of the 1920 price level, however the new level
was still about three time higher than the pre-war price level, and ended up stabilising around the
1918 level. With small fluctuations it stayed at this level until 1924.

262 Philip S. Foner, The Fur and Leather Workers Union: A Story of Dramatic Struggles and Achievements

(Newark: Nordan Press, 1950) 93.
263 "The 1920 - 21 Season," Fur World September 1920.
264 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
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265 Black, Sunshine and Shadow 226.
266 R.S. Black. Advertisement, "Trappers," Otago Daily Times 1 June 1920.
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Boom and bust in the rabbit canning business
Rabbit canning factories thrived during the rabbit boom. The Otago Daily Times reported the
success of one in Waipiata:
The township of Waipiata, on the edge of the Maniototo Plain, is a very busy place at
present. The rabbit factory which was opened some 12 months ago is now a thriving
institution, putting through some 10,000 rabbits a day. About 60 men are employed in the
works canning rabbits and preparing them for canning. Within the last few weeks a digester
has been added to the plant, and cull sheep are turned into manure. The offal from the
rabbits is also put through the digester. Four or five powerful motor lorries scour the plain
picking up the rabbits off the fences where the rabbiter has placed them. They run as far as
the Styx, some 30 miles down the plain. An up-to-date motor garage has been added to the
company’s plant, and in the event of a breakdown in any of the lorries, a motor cyclist
mechanic is soon winging his way out to repair it. The local factory is paying out £500 a day
for rabbits, and the wages bill is £1500 a fortnight. Truly, the rabbit has made a wonderful
change in the township of Waipiata.267

But the consumption of canned food had changed. A commentator explained that during the war
when fresh meat was scarce and expensive there was a market for canned meat in the major British
market. Fresh meat was now available, and although it was more expensive than canned meat,
people favoured it.268

This drop in demand, and the drop in skin prices, affected the rabbit

canning factories, and the Waipiata factory closed. One supporter, the National Mortgage and
Agency Co.:
..burned its fingers about the end of the first war when rabbit prices came down with a
crash. Advances on rabbit skins were made to the Waipiata Rabbit Factory at a time when a
bale of skins was bringing from £200 to £300. Then the bottom dropped out of the market
and the price crashed to £20 or so per bale. The Dunedin Manager, who had been extremely
keen to secure rabbit skin and tinned rabbit business for the Company, had acted without
consulting Head Office and must have been a worried man indeed. The factory had
actually been doing extremely well and its proprietor made a profit of almost £ 12,000 in his
first season. As a result, too much was advanced and the Company lost £2,000 or more
when the enterprise folded up.269

The Cromwell Canning Company also had to close in 1921.
The annual meeting of the Cromwell Canning Company was held in the Athenaeum Hall,
Cromwell, recently. Eighteen shareholders were present, Dr Shore (chairman of directors)
presiding.
The fourth annual report stated that it had been found necessary, after only three weeks’
manufacturing, to close down the works owing to the big drop in both canned rabbits and
rabbitskins. Operations therefore ceased on April 17 last year, and the works still remained
inactive. During the year returns for consignments had been coming to hand slowly, owing
to the full market, and prices realised were far from satisfactory. The company suffered a
loss in both canned goods and skins. There were still returns for 1299 dozen canned rabbits
in London and 1077 dozen canned rabbits in America to come to hand, no doubt being held
in expectation of a better market. Owing to the entirely changed conditions of the rabbit

267 Editor, "Leading Article."
268 "Canned Rabbit: Why the Home Market Is Dull," Otago Witness October 24 1922.
269 Parry, National Mortgage and Agency Co., of N.Z. Ltd.: The Story of Its First Century.
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industry the directors had issued a circular to all shareholders asking if they would be
agreeable to accept fully paid-up shares for their present holdings in a new company yet to
be formed for the purpose of the manufacturing of butter etc. … 270

New entrants in the rabbit skin business
As well as the clearly defined rabbit skins buyers such as R.S. Black, J.K. Mooney and Co, and White
and Co, there were a number of others firms that during the 1920s and 1930s advertised that they
were rabbit skin buyers. These firms dealt primarily in wool and skins, as well as rabbits and
opossum skins.
Wilson and Canham Ltd, C. Lee manager, was first listed in Stones Directory in 1914.271

Wilson

and Canham Ltd advertised that they were “wool, hides and sheepskin exporters” and were based
in Auckland, with branches throughout the country.272 Lee appears to have left and set up his own
skin business around 1925, but this did not appear to last very long. 273
Michael Thomas Kennelly advertised as a rabbit merchant in 1919 274, and his wool and skin
business lasted until his death (aged 52) in 1932 275. Kennelly had previously been a manager of the
wool brokering firm New Zealand Wool and Skin Co.276
A.S.B. Smith started operating his wool and skin business around 1925, but to what extent he dealt
in rabbits was not able to be determined.277
Two firms established after the First World War did become important participants in the fur trade.
R.T. Simpson started operating as a skin buyer in the mid 1920’s and also was involved in fur
retailing. He is discussed in later sections.
The Dunedin Wool and Skin Company Ltd was formed in 1926. The two major shareholders were
E. Kennedy and A.G. Neil and the objects of the company were:
To carry on business of wool and skin merchants, buyers, sellers and exporters of rabbit
skins, opossum skins, calf skins, hides, tallow, wool, pelts, fur and skins of any
description.278

270 "Cromwell Canning Company," Otago Witness 17 May 1921.
271 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co Ltd, 1914) 103.
272 Wise's Post Office Directory, (1917) 2005.
273 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co Ltd, 1925) 760.
274 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co Ltd, 1919) 661.
275 Michael Rombouts, Catholic Death Notices in the Otago Daily Times 1861-1950 (Dunedin: Rombouts,

1998).
276 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co Ltd, 1922) 508.
277 "War Home Guard Commander Dies," Otago Daily Times 23 November 1965.
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This Company was listed in Stone’s Directory until the mid 1930s, but no other information was found.

The firm of Irvine & Co Ltd was formed in 1922 and it did become a prominent exporter of
“rabbitskins, opossum skins, hare skins, sheepskins, wool, hides, tallow, horsehair and cow
hair.”279 It advertised in 1925:
As a strong and prominent New Zealand (Otago) firm, intimately acquainted with the wool,
hide, and skin industry, and with a world-wide knowledge of market requirements
overseas, we are in a position to give the finest possible advise and service to furred-skin
consumers abroad, and at the same time promote the best interests of this potential country
in the South Pacific Ocean. The manufacturer who deals direct with us and avoids buying
through agents and others at auction centres - to where our reputable packs are also
consigned and catalogued – is assured of a larger and more constant supply of our faithfully
graded, well-selected and thoroughly conditioned skins, which are keenly sought. Dunedin,
where our headquarters are located, is the only skin and hide market of any consequence in
New Zealand, and is also the chief port of export for these products.280

At the time the firm was formed the main shareholders Fairbairn Henderson Ltd (1750 shares) and
D’A. T. Irvine (250 shares). Fairbairn Henderson Ltd was involved in the insurance business and
controlled by J.R. Fairbairn a well known Dunedin businessman.281

Changes in the international rabbit trade
By 1920 a change in the rabbit market was beginning to become obvious. Increasing numbers of
skins were being exported to the U.S.A. The disruption of the European market during the war
years had resulted in a huge drop in rabbit exports to the United Kingdom. However during 1917,
1918 and 1919 this drop in exports to the United Kingdom was ameliorated by increasing exports to
the U.S.A. After the war exports to the United Kingdom increased, and by 1920 had reached pre
war levels. However they then remained at that level, whilst exports to the United States increased.
It appears that after the war a number of American firms decided to buy direct from New Zealand
rather than return to the old system of buying through London. American buyers visited Dunedin
and formed alliances with local buyers. J.K. Mooney concluded an agreement with the New York
firm of Messrs Isaac Schoen & Sons, which is examined in a later chapter. Mr Max Leibmann from
New York also dealt with J.K. Mooney and during his visit to Dunedin in 1922, he described the
situation to an Otago Daily Times reporter:

278 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest.January-June (1926).
279 New Zealand Today: An Authentic Illustrated Description of the Industries & Commerce of New Zealand

and the Government's Policy for the Development of the Dominion's Rich Resources, Scenery, Sport, & Other
Attractions F the "Brighter Britain of the South", ed. Vivian E. Page (Wellington: Department of Industries and
Commerce, 1925) 170.
280 New Zealand Today: An Authentic Illustrated Description of the Industries & Commerce of New Zealand

and the Government's Policy for the Development of the Dominion's Rich Resources, Scenery, Sport, & Other
Attractions F the "Brighter Britain of the South", 170.
281 "Mr J.R. Fairbairn Was City Business Leader," Otago Daily Times 28 January 1957.
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Till the outbreak of the war the New Zealand skins were all sent to the open market in
London, and the American buyers filled their requirements there, but after 1914 shipping
difficulties arose, and these resulted in a direct trade with America being instituted ….
Mr Leibmann emphasised the importance of direct trade with America. A considerable
quantity of skins went to the London market, and were there bought to fill up the shortage
in America, the direct trade not meeting the needs. Quite 90 per cent of the New Zealand
skins, he considered, eventually went to American manufacturers. It was, of course, not to
the advantage of the New Zealand rabbiter that this indirect method of supplying America
should continue, the method of marketing depriving him of the full benefit of the prices
given. His arrangement with Messrs J.K. Mooney and Co. meant more satisfactory business
for himself, particularly from the fact that an excellent system of grading had been adopted,
and it was possible to order on brands and know exactly what was coming. In London the
skins had to be bought at auction, and a firm had to take whatever was in the “lot,”
including much that might be quite unsuited to the American trade. Direct importation
meant better value to New Zealand, and better value to America. He himself wanted to
avoid the London market as far as possible.282

The British traders appear to have retained the pre-war trade methods. Black, in 1925, tried to
change the attitude of the London buyers who appeared to be loathe to deal direct with Dunedin
exporters. In a full page advertisement in Fur World he stated:
It is a perpetual source of wonder to the Rabbit Skin Exporter of New Zealand that the
British Furrier or Hat Manufacturer does no write direct to the Supplier. Even if preferring
to buy second or third hand, a letter to the Supplier, giving him information as to quality of
skin required, also style of stretch preferred, whether greasy or blood stained skins if well
furred, are of much less value than those that are well cleaned and free from bloodstains
would help to improve the article and keep the Exporter in touch with “Home”
requirements. Goods could be bought on grades and landed fresh from the Trapper. It only
requires mutual confidence. The Banking facilities are good and easily arranged. Call on
the Union Bank of Australia, Limited, 71, Cornhill, London, and they will be pleased to
show you how easily arrangements can be made, or Messrs Anning & Cobb, of London,
could do your buying at his end of the World. They know our grading and could arrange so
that you get what you require fresh and quickly.
Why is the Englishman so conservative? This is an English firm. We put up a Standard
Brand. America buys huge supplies on the Brand and integrity of the New Zealand
Merchant.283

This plea was not successful and as Figure 5.1 illustrates the American buyers increasingly
dominated the rabbit trade.

282 Otago Witness, "Rabbitskins Furs;

an Important Industry. America Looks to New Zealand," Otago

Witness 15 August 1922.
283 Black R.S. Advertisement., "Rabbit Skins," Fur World (1925).
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Figure 5.1
Number of rabbit skins exported 1919 to 1939, showing exports to the United Kingdom, U.S.A.
and other countries.284
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Fluctuation in rabbit prices
Rabbit prices remained low in 1922, but collections remained high levels, as an August auction
report showed:
Large catalogues were submitted to a full attendance of buyers. The bidding was somewhat
erratic, and a decline of about 10 per cent was manifest in the better grades of skins. Inferior
sorts were about on par with last sale.285

This contrasted with a report on the June London rabbitskin auction, which was published the
following week which showed prices had selectively increased, but were still expected to stay low.
At the auctions held on 1st inst the supply was the smallest for nearly two years. The sales
opened with a strong demand, both from hatters and furriers, and prices rose sharply fully
20 per cent, and with an advancing tendency were quite 30 per cent higher on average at the
close, the lower grades, springs and out-goings, marking the most improvement, whilst the
finest grades were practically unaltered. New Zealand’s were a small but fair collection, the
greater proportion being good late winter and out-going quality. Prime thin pelted did not
sell, but 1st winter does and bucks realised 15d to 20d above last sales quotation, early and
late winters, in-comings, and autumns 15d , spring and out-goings 8d to 10d, and racks 6d to
8d, whilst kittens and suckers improved 3d to 4d per lb……
Since the sales on 1st inst., extensive purchases have been made by American buyers in the
colonies, with the result that prices have been pushed up to a rather dangerous height. More
recently, however, owing to the heavy and increasing supplies brought on the markets in
Sydney, which now total nearly five times the amount for the corresponding period last
year, values have reacted sharply, and are about 25 per cent lower. At auctions fixed for 26 th
July in London the quantity available will not exceed 900/1,000 bales, a large proportion of
which will be common grades. We expect prices to be a shade easier, compared with June,
but as regards later auctions, say September and November, a very considerable reduction
appears probable in order to clear the large supplies which will then be available. 286

Rabbitskin prices improved in 1923, and were firm in 1924, despite greater numbers of skins
becoming available. In 1924 the Otago Daily Times reported:
Like the poor, the rabbit is always with us. By some he is looked upon as a curse, and by
others in quite the opposite light. It cannot be said that the high prices which have ruled for
rabbitskins during the past few years have had the effect of reducing the pest – for as such
are rabbits regarded by not a few, especially large landowners. The opposite may be said to
have been the case, as many small farmers augment their returns from their holdings by
trapping, and in other ways destroying the bunny for the sake of his skin, and occasionally
for the sake of his carcase, which finds a ready sale in towns and cities……
A visit paid by a Daily Times reporter to a prominent exporter’s store recently shows that
the rabbitskin trade is by no means a diminishing one, although buyers admit that the
quality of the skin is, so far, not so good this season as it has been in former years. This is
probably due to the mild winter, which has doubtless militated against the thickening of the
fur, hence the poorer quality. Blemishes are still distinctly noticeable on what should now be
prime winters. These blemishes, or spots, show up prominently enough on the skins, but
they show up much more on the clip. This can be better understood when it is mentioned
that the best class of skins, known as “furriers,” are used for the manufacture of ladies’ fur
coats. Some of these have the fur clipped, and what are known as “sealette” and such like
coats are produced. When a black spot shows up on the clear pelt, it can be clearly assumed
285 Dunedin Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbitskin Market," Otago Witness 15 August 1922.
286 National Mortgage and Agency Company, "London Rabbitskin Sales," Otago Witness 22 August 1922.
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by those in the trade that there will be a blemish on the furry side, and a consequent
depreciation in value.
In the early part of the season skins did not come in as freely as was the case last year, when
a severe winter was experienced. Another cause of this shortage is that some of the
principal skin merchants have been indulging in cash buying in the country, and as these
merchants do not come into the auction room, and consequently tend to keep the numerical
strength of the catalogue down. Against this, however, it may be mentioned that an
increasingly large number of parcels of rabbitskins are sent from the North Island to the
Dunedin auction sale, which, by the way, are the only sales of their kind in the dominion.
An idea of the number of North Island skins coming to Dunedin may be gained when it is
mentioned that a recent catalogue of one of the principal selling brokers consisted of onethird North Island skins. The importance of these sales to this part of New Zealand may be
gauged from the fact that at last week’s auction sale 450 bales, distributed among the nine
selling brokers were disposed of. The aggregate weight of this catalogue was 175,000lb, or
slightly over 78 tons. Averaging the weight of these skins at six and a half to the pound it
means that over a million and a half were included in the catalogue.
The prices during the past three years have been satisfactory to vendors and one peculiarity
is that the Dunedin market this year has been above London parity all along, and from 40 to
50 per cent above the prices ruling in Melbourne and Sydney. At last Tuesday’s sale first
winter bucks and does, which are the highest grades of skin on the market, realised up to
86ds which is equal to £6 16s per 100 skins. Low grade skins have been gradually going up
in price during the past year or two, hatters and racks having increased in value from 50 to
100 percent. Furriers varieties are in a par taken all round. In this connection it has to be
remembered that whereas doe skins were at one time in greater demand than buck skins,
and consequently realised higher prices owing to better quality and greater quantity of fur
which they carried, and also to the thinner pelt, the position is now reversed and buck skins
are worth from 6d to 10d per lb more than doe skins. This is explained by the fact that the
Home and American demand is for skins suitable for the manufacture of fur coats, necklets,
etc. The doe skin has not got the toughness or the weight of that of the male, and does not
detain the fine stitching that is necessary for the making up of the garment. Doe skins may
rise in value again, when the European money markets have become stabilised. At present
the French and the Germans are the only people who can successfully and economically
treat light pelted furs, and they are not at present operators on the markets to any
extent…287

In 1924 the number of rabbit skins exported peaked (Figure 5.1) and were never to reach such a
high level again. Prices were also recovering, although they did not reach the high average prices
received in 1920 (Figure 5.2)

Rabbitskin price recovery
In 1925 the average price of rabbit skins exported increased (see Figure 5.2), but the quantity
exported dropped slightly (see Figure 5.1). A report on the first auction in June stated:
….good sized catalogues were offered to the usual bench of buyers. Bidding was brisk and
an appreciation of 2d to 3d took place in good winter sorts, while other classes were on a par
or slightly better than last sale.288

287 "The Rabbit Industry," Otago Daily Times 1924.
288 Dunedin Stockagents' Association, "Rabbitskin Sale Report," Otago Daily Times 3 June 1925.
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Average rabbit skin prices 1914 to 1939 289
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Two weeks later:
The total quantity offered to-day was large, being quite equal to last sale’s heavy offering.
The market opened at about 2d below previous rates, but improved towards the finish, and
prices generally can be quoted at par to 2d below last sale.290

The 1925 season was reviewed by the Otago Witness in April 1926:
Figures are now available which show that the fur season for 1925 has at least been a
satisfactory one. In an interview with Mr Gerald I. Black, manager for R.S. Black (Ltd), our
representative was informed that the number of rabbitskins exported from the Dominion for
the year 1925 was 19,386,204, valued at £845,426. In 1925 the prices were very firm, but
towards the close there was a drop of from 20 to 25 per cent in hatters’ quality. Skins, which
were bringing 51d to auction during the major portion of the season, dropped to 37d.
“This,” said Mr Black, “is a good figure, and if rabbitskins do not come below that price
vendors will not have much to complain about.”
In 1922 “runners” and “smalls” brought from 9d to 10d per pound in London, and during
the major part of last year this class of skin brought from 35d to37d in the same market.
Towards the close of the year from 28d to 32d was the ruling figure, which indicated a
distinctive downward tendency.
Another feature of last years’ market was that during the early sales first does were worth
more than first bucks. Today the position was reversed, and bucks were worth more than
does. In January, 1922, first does were worth 100d per pound in London; today they were
worth between 96d and 100d, and in the interim the market had not fluctuated to any extent.
291

Despite the hyperbole of promotional advertisements placed by Dunedin rabbit traders the
following extract gives an idea of what a leading exporter thought of his place in the fur world.
White and Company Ltd told readers of a book prepared for the New Zealand and South Seas
International Exhibition:
As the largest exporters of rabbitskins in this outpost of Empire, with our headquarters
situated at Dunedin, the Rabbitskin market of the Dominion, our hearty salutations are
hereby broadcast to Trappers, Agents, Manufacturers and Competitors, here and abroad,
who by intelligent application of improved and modern methods in the capture of rabbits
and their general treatment for commercial usage have helped to build for New Zealand and
industry of far-reaching magnitude.
Exports for 1924 were 18,500,000 skins of a value of £739,000
On our part, we claim that our grading of rabbitskins for 25 years, under the well known
mark ”W & Co (N.Z.)” has won for us a world-wide reputation for honesty and the
maintenance of standard which has become a synonym for highest commercial ethics, so
that our pack is bought on description and gives satisfaction throughout the fur-using
world. Similarly, our grades of wool, branded “Wakio” and “Wairau,” are sought after and
purchased by leading European and American manufacturers. 292

290 Dunedin Stockagents' Association, "Rabbitskin Market Report," Otago Daily Times 17 June 1925.
291 "The Fur Trade: Past Season Reviewed," Otago Witness 27 April 1926.
292 New Zealand Today: An Authentic Illustrated Description of the Industries & Commerce of New Zealand

and the Government's Policy for the Development of the Dominion's Rich Resources, Scenery, Sport, & Other
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1926: Average rabbit prices increase and exports decrease
In 1926, rabbit skin prices increased; however, there was a slight drop in the number exported. An
August auction sale report stated:
Somewhat smaller catalogues were offered on Tuesday, of which a large proportion was
comprised of spotted and outgoing sorts. For some time past, owing to the absence of
Continental competition, does have been practically unsaleable in London, and at the last
sales held on July 21 there was an almost total lack of inquiry. This was to some extent
reflected in the sale here, and best winter does can be quoted at 6d to 12d lower that last
sales rates. There was, however, a good demand again for bucks and prices for these were
very firm to slightly dearer. Spotted and outgoing grades were somewhat lower, but,
naturally, the quality of these grades is not as good as at the previous sale 293.

Internationally, Fur World considered that:
…raw fur prices have remained, on the whole, surprisingly steady during the year, and
indeed, have registered decided advances in certain instances. Continued troubles in China
have greatly disturbed that section of the trade, but the market for Canadian, American, and
Russian furs has remained good and active. The home demand has probably not been quite
up to average, but America, despite a prolonged fur workers’ strike, has been a heavy buyer
at the Sales, while Germany, in her progress along the road to economic normality, has taken
her share, too. France has suffered from a series of financial and parliamentary crises during
the year, but, apparently, without detriment to her appreciation for beautiful and costly
pelts. Certain other European countries have also been good buyers in proportion to their
means.294

1927
Average rabbit skin prices peaked again in 1927, but the peak was lower than the previous high in
1920. However, the quantity exported dropped considerably and this was mainly caused by fewer
skins going to the United States. (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2)
During the previous couple of years the United States had been a significant buyer of rabbit skins,
and this market was described in a July issue of the Otago Witness:
Enlightening statistics on the value of the rabbitskin industry in America are contained in
the latest issue to hand of the Fur Trade review, which supplies a great deal of information
concerning the trade in the United States and Canada, which might suggest that the industry
might be given more serious consideration in New Zealand. In Canada there are 15 old
established chinchilla rabbit farms which supply great quantities of skins for the foreign
market.
In March of this year America imported a total of 8,909,215 skins of coneys and rabbits,
valued at 2,396,383 dollars. For the three months ended March, 1927, the imports of coney
and rabbit skins totalled 23,748,603 of a total value of 6,391,439 dollars.
The dyeing and processing of rabbit skins in the United States constitutes an important
branch of the fur industry. Between 50,000,000 and 60,000,000 skins are used annually for
the fur trade – more than all other kinds of furs combined. Almost every conceivable

293 Dunedin Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbitskin Report," Otago Witness 10 August 1926.
294 "The Fur Trade in 1926," Fur World 1 January 1927.
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imitation of more valuable fur has been achieved on the rabbitskin, as well as all the fancy
shades. This has all been accomplished by means of dyeing and processing. 295

Dunedin’s part in the rabbit trade was outlined in an article later in the year:
… Some interesting data concerning the industry is provided in a report supplied to the
Government by a well known Dunedin shipper, who passed a copy of the report on to a
Daily Times reporter this week.
Speaking of the place of rabbits in the South Island the writer says: “They are now no longer
pests, for farmers’ sons are eager to secure the trapping rights of blocks of land for the
winter, for which season they can rely on making from £30 to £40 per week. Many young
men, to my personal knowledge, who could barely earn a living by working poor land for
their fathers have from the results of their trapping been able to buy splendid farms, and are
now prosperous, running fine motor cars in the place of “the old junkers” that were the
ambitions of their youth……
The writer says: “I make at least 36 grades of skins, from the small runners and suckers,
which sold at 17 ½d per pound on September 13, to the prime winter does at 10s 6d per
pound.
The demand from America is irregular and intermittent, and runs on the stouter winter
pelts. The top prices paid for winter bucks was 12s 1d per pound on June 7, but values here
have now fallen to an average of about 8s 10d per pound at the Dunedin auctions of
September 27.
The German and French demand is for the best quality thin-pelted winters known as prime
or super does, prices for which have suffered only slight fluctuations from 10s to 10 9d per
lb. The values ruling at the Dunedin sales in September were in the vicinity of 10s 6d per lb.
According to the report, production in the South Island has decreased by about 40 per cent
during the past three years, and over the same period there has been an increase of over 30
per cent in the North Island. From January, 1927, to August 31, 1927 the total exports for
New Zealand were 1,201,766 lb valued at £317,789. This represents a reduction of about 22
½ percent on the previous year’s figures for the same period. This year 71 per cent of the
skins exported have gone to America, 23 per cent to the United Kingdom and 6% to the
Continent.
The best skins in the South Island come from that part of Central Otago stretching from
Middlemarch to Lauder. The quality is poorer in the districts around Alexandra, Clyde,
Cromwell, and also in Southland, where only the mountainous regions produce the best
quality. The North Island best quality comes from the mountain country of Masterton,
Taihape, and King Country. The poorest are to be found in Waikato.
A large percentage of skins sold are more or less damaged by hawks before the carcasses are
skinned. Shot holes, bruises, bloodstain, and bad stretching all detract from the value, with
the result that a great many skins realise only about on half of what they would have
brought if the rabbits had been trapped or poisoned and flayed properly. Last year out of a
total of 1,087,431lb of skins offered at Dunedin about 136,000lb were damaged. The report
concludes by saying: - “However, the get-up and condition of New Zealand skins surpasses
that of almost any other country, Australia in particular. 296

295 "Rabbitskin Industry: Value to America," Otago Witness 19 July 1927.
296 "Rabbit Skin Industry," Otago Daily Times 27 October 1927.
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The workings of the market are illustrated by the auction reports. In October:
Smaller offerings than usual were catalogued for yesterday’s sale, the bulk of the skins
comprising outgoings. There were not many lots of good winter skins on the sale.
Competition was fairly spirited, and the best grades of winter does were very firm to 2d per
lb dearer, and best winter bucks very firm at last sale’s rates. Outgoings can also be quoted
on par with late rates.297

In November:
The offerings at this week’s auctions were considerably less than the previous sale.
Competition was again very keen, prime and first winter does advancing 3d to 6d per lb,
and second and late winter does 6d to 10d per lb. All grades of winter bucks were slightly
easier, whilst lower qualities ruled at previous rates. 298

1928: the edge of a price precipice
The rabbit skin market started to weaken in 1928. The demand from the United States did not
recover and slightly less skins were exported than in 1927.
The market was easier according to a June auction report:
Large catalogues were offered at yesterday’s rabbit skin sale to a full attendance of buyers.
Bidding was not so keen as at last sale, and the market was considerably easier. The decline
can be quoted as follows:- Early winters and second winters, 8d to 12d; incoming winters
and all grades of autumns, 6d to 8d; racks and low grades, 2d to 3d. Full winters met with a
keen sale, and sold at prices which were a shade firmer than last auction. 299

Prices were “very firm” at the following auction:
Bidding was again very spirited, and values all round were very firm at previous rates. The
better grades of winter does and winter bucks can be quoted 1d to 2d per lb higher.300

Lower prices in 1929
British demand for skins started a steady decline in 1929 and lower prices may have contributed to
the smaller quantities of rabbit skins that were exported.
Demand for rabbits was selective and prices slipped, especially on the lower grades. In June:
There was a full attendance of buyers at yesterday’s sale when large catalogues were
offered. Bidding was not so keen as at the last auction and values were lower by ½ d on

297 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 12 October

1927.
298 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale."
299 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 8 June 1928.
300 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Report," Otago Daily Times 4 July 1928.
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racks and summers, 2d to 3d per lb on autumns and incomings, 2d per lb on winter, and up
to 3d per lb on spotted sorts. Prices being paid are still satisfactory. 301

But when better skins were offered there was demand – for example at the late June sale:
Quantities offered yesterday were much the same as at last sale, with a bigger proportion of
good winter skins. There was a very keen demand for all grades, particularly clear pelted
winter skins, and these can be quoted generally 6d to 9d higher. The biggest rise was shown
for good bucks, which up to date have been comparatively neglected. Low grades and
autumns were very firm at last sale’s rates. 302

Raw skin prices started dropping at the London Autumn sales held in October and by the end of the
year international fur prices were in turmoil - but no one realised at the time how low prices could
actually end up going.

A price correction was expected as an Eastwood and Holt report shows:

These Auctions have been the poorest on record since April, 1920, and marked the effect of
the menacing financial position which has been smouldering throughout the summer, but
quite apart from the general financial stringency in Europe, the outcome was further
aggravated by evils peculiar to the fur trade. The resulting general declines, both in value
and demand, are the natural corollary to the inflated values and over trading of the past
years. The causes are too deeply rooted and varied to expect any quick general recovery.
Some articles have undoubtedly seen their lowest levels, but many particularly those which
have not shown weakness until this auction – may well decline further before becoming on a
parity with the new relative values now being established. 303

Turmoil in the fur trade
Despite the price drops of 1929 the London based magazine Fur Record took an optimistic view of
the situation at the start of 1930:
Recently came the collapse, which is an inevitable in trade and finance if investors and
speculators play the fool, as war is inevitable in politics if nations or capitalists adopt
methods of undiluted economic competition; and now we are cleaning up the mess. It is an
unpleasant task, but necessary and hygienic; and whilst we are about it we must put the
credit drains and other sources of past inflation into proper order. Luckily, investigation is
proving that the world is not in half as bad a state as the pessimists who yesterday were so
hopeful of getting rich at some one else’s expense but are now groaning with
disillusionment, want us to believe.
Why should any sound firm, or even any honest firm that has been shaken a little by the
idiocy of speculators in New York or elsewhere, be affrighted by the outlook?
First, fur in all it s forms, as coats, ties or trimmings, is more popular than ever, everywhere.
Second, raw fur skins are obtainable at more modest prices than for years – Chinese goods,
for instance, are now back at pre-war prices. Judged by experience this must mean an
expansion of demand. World trade is improving, and England is about to get at least her
fair share of it. Russia is being opened up actively to modern industry and business; and her
squabble with China is not likely to last many weeks. The French, American and English

301 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 12 June 1929.
302 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale."
303 "The Autumn Sales: Reports and Future Prospects," Fur World 16 November 1929.
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governments all have large schemes which will mean the indirect circulation of more money
amongst just those classes on which the bulk of the fur trade in all lands now lives. 304

At the fur auctions in London in March 1930 there was still uncertainty and prices declined, but not
quite as much as some expected. Eastwood and Holt reported:
Most of the really large operators refrained from heavy purchasing as the declines they
anticipated did not materialise owing to the amount of support forthcoming from the
smaller buyers anxious to satisfy their immediate needs. The result as a whole is more
satisfactory than most people had dared hope for, and although there is a long list of
declines, many are less severe than expected. We consider that the confidence engendered
calls a halt to the constantly falling markets born of inactivity, but the degree of stability
must not be mistaken as a preface to quickly rising markets. Business is likely to be slow and
difficult for some time to come, and there are yet some articles which have still to find a level
which can be described as safe. Moreover, it is also possible that there may be some further
weakening of prices of raw articles when all the fresh supplies have come forward. 305

The New Zealand rabbit situation was described in the Fur Record by R.S. Black (who was also, at
the time the mayor of Dunedin):
There has been a steady decline at every sale in London from 10 to 15%; but the November
sale put the ‘tin lid’ on it, by dropping from 30 to 40%. The result is that all exporters are hit
heavily, especially as the slump came after all the season’s goods had been purchased.
Whether there are lower depths to be reached or not, one can hardly say; but one feels it is
possible that once financial stringency is eased, there will be stronger buying, and a more
cheerful outlook.
Our rabbit skin export trade has gone down another 24% in 1929; but in spite of this, skins
are not bringing the money we would like, nor the money we paid for them.
We fur traders of New Zealand sincerely trust that the folks in England will be getting
plenty of work to do, and consequently be in the position to spend some money on fur coats
or necklets. It is difficult to understand why there was such a collapse in the rabbit skin
market, unless the excitement in Wall Street and the upset caused by the Hatry shortage,
were factors in the position.
The unemployment question was supposed to have been solved by the Government giving
everybody employment within a certain time. Thousands have been employed by the
Government, but there are still quite a lot without work.306

Rabbit exports from New Zealand to the United States remained steady in 1930, but exports to
London continued to decline. Average prices were considerably lower than those of 1929. Just
before the June sales the following report from London was published:
Messrs White and Co. have received a cablegram from Messers Anning and Cobb, London,
that 2700 bales of rabbit skins were offered at the sales, and 1400 bales sold, besides 3700
bales withheld from sale.
Germany abstained from buying. The market is very depressed, all furriers’ descriptions
being neglected.
304 Eastwood and Holt, "What We Think: Prospects of 1930?" Fur Record December 1929.
305 "The Winter Sales: Reports and Future Prospects.," Fur World 1 March 1930.
306 R.S. Black, "The Situation in New Zealand," Fur Record February 1930.
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Hatters descriptions 10 per cent to 20 per cent lower. Sold only 25 per cent of New Zealand
offerings. Prime and first and second winter does unsaleable. …..
Owing to over 5000 bales still lying in London unsold, it is anticipated that the market will
fall still further on the arrival of new season’s skins. 307

This trend was followed by the local auction:
Comparatively small catalogues were again offered at yesterday’s dale. A severe drop in
prices was expected in sympathy with the 20 per cent decline at the London sales last week,
and while at yesterday’s sale prices for most grades were definitely lower, the demand was
a good deal better than was anticipated. Generally the market can be quoted lower by 3d to
4d per lb. There was a good demand for good winter bucks, which sold at about 70d per lb,
with does at about 60d.308

The situation was no better two weeks later:
Larger catalogues were forwarded for yesterday’s sale, although offerings are still
considerably less than during last season. Reports from London and other centres are still
depressing, and the low prices which have been ruling recently have not resulted in any
increased business being done. At to-day’s sale the demand was lifeless, and prices for low
grades were 2d lower, whilst other grades, particularly spotted sorts, were 4d to 6d lower,
with the exception of first and prime bucks, which were very firm. 309

The average price for rabbit skins had now dropped to around the 1916 level, and worse was to
come. International fur prices were still low at the end of 1930. Eastwood and Holt summed up the
November London autumn auctions:
The generally expected declines both on fine furs and many of the more important staples
have now been registered, and should not be considered a matter for regret, for it is only by
way of low prices that a reasonable degree of safety and stability will be re-established. An
important and, perhaps, larger clearance of goods than was generally looked for has been
effected, and apart from the purchases made of immediate needs, many buyers saw in the
lower range of price the opportunities for investment for which they had waited. The
outlook generally is for improved trade on the lower levels established, but general recovery
of price must continue to depend on the lifting of the world depression, which must
necessarily be slow even when it commences.310

Two of the founders of the Dunedin rabbit industry died in 1930. T.T. Ritchie, of Waters, Ritchie
and Co, died in April and G.R. Story of White and Co. later in the year.
Both businesses continued under new owners: Waters, Ritchie and Co was reformed as a limited
company in 1931 when E.N. Binney, W.A. Montgomery and E. Varcoe took over the business311.
307 Anning and Cobb, "London Rabbit Skin Sales," Otago Daily Times 5 June 1930.
308 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 11 June 1930.
309

Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale."

310 "The Autumn Sales, Reports and Details," Fur World 15 November 1930.
311 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest January - June 1931.
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J.B. Waters, one of the founders of the original company, then formed J.B. Waters Ltd, and took over
the grain, seed, and seed cleaning section of the old firm312.
White and Co was purchased by Syd Taylor, who had started working there as a boy. White & Co
continued to be an important exporter of rabbit and opossum skins under the direction of Syd
Taylor.313
1931: the depression deepens
In 1931 the depression deepened and fur prices continued to fall. Fewer skins were being
marketed, but at the lower prices there was still good demand for fur garments. It was a buyer’s
market, but a market where buyers were apprehensive and they worried that they may have
bought prematurely, since prices might drop even lower.
In February it was reported:
There was a further fall of approximately 15 to 20 per cent. at the Hudson’s Bay Company’s
sale, but at the new level the tone of the market seems to be greatly improved. Comparison
with the October sale recalls that the attendance today is very much greater, and that there is
now a feeling of animation, even of optimism, which was lacking before.
The demand for furs exists, but buyers still hesitate to commit themselves, partly owing to
the general financial situation, and partly because they can still conveniently postpone their
purchases until April. The next two months will be devoted to the preparation of models in
Paris and other fashion centres, and no real demand for furs will arise until the
manufacturers begin to work seriously during the summer. 314

Prices declined further at the March 1931 Sales315. It was pointed out in May that “..with prices at
present low levels goods cannot fail to attract interest, for the public will doubtless appreciate the
relative cheapness of furs to-day, and will themselves, we hope promote the long awaited, and long
foreseen, revival of trade.”316
The average rabbit skin price declined slightly in 1931, and the quantity of skins exported again
declined owing to lack of exports to the United Kingdom, however the number of skins exported to
the United States grew slightly.
The 10 June rabbit auction report stated:

312 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies."
313 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 33.
314 "The Winter Sales," Fur World 2 February 1931.
315 "The Winter Sales."
316 Fur World, "The London Market," Fur World 16 May 1931.
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Comparatively large catalogues were offered at yesterday’s sale, and competition was again
very keen. Low grades were slightly cheaper than at last sale, but American competition
from several buyers kept prices up for other sorts and all grades of autumns, incomings, and
winter bucks sold extremely well. Owing to the absence of foreign competition for does
these sold at considerably lower prices than bucks, but the average price now being obtained
should be quite a payable one for trappers. 317

At the next auction, on 24 June there were more skins but only American interest:
Catalogues at yesterday’s sale showed a considerable increase in previous sales quantities.
There has so far been very little inquiry from countries other than America, and as so far the
London market has shown no sign of improvement the bulk of the demand at yesterday’s
sale had to come from American buyers. There was again a very keen demand from this
course for winter bucks, which sold extremely well at prices slightly higher than last sale’s
rates. Similarly, good autumns and incomings were firm, but winter does were about 3d
lower. There was a poor demand for spotted grades of autumns and incomings, and these
were anything from 3d to 12d per lb lower. Inferior sorts were 1d to 3d lower. 318

There was still demand for fur garments and international fur trade remained optimistic, but skin
prices remained low:
Not withstanding the unprecedented economic situation this Autumn, it is satisfactory to be
able to report that the Auctions attracted a good attendance of buyers from all the principal
fur using countries.
In the matter of supplies, the fur trade is more fortunate than most other trades in that it has
no vast accumulation of raw materials overhanging its markets. On the present occasion the
fur collections were decidedly below normal in quantity; this was particularly observable in
the case of North American staple furs. Owing to the wide spread practice of buying from
hand to mouth, stocks everywhere had been considerably depleted; consequently,
competition throughout the Sale was good, and very few lots were withdrawn. Prices
computed in sterling were, generally speaking, firm in comparison with previous rates.
As supplies will not increase until the new season’s catch is obtained, the trade should be
able to rely on values being maintained in the immediate future. 319

1932: prices remain low
In 1932 the international situation had not changed much. In May Fur World reported on the
London Spring Sales.
(C.M. Lampson & Co. Ltd.) showed a further decline of some 15 to 20 per cent. in values, a
result which although disappointing to holders of stocks, was offset by the thought that the
new low levels should tempt the public to buy, and thus give present purchases a reasonable
chance of going into consumption during the coming season. It was a manufacturers’, rather
than a merchants’, sale, for the small man was well pleased with his few lots bought at
unprecedentedly low levels. As was the case just after the market broke in the first instance,

317 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 10 June 1931.
318 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale."
319 L.F.T.A., "The Autumn Sales," Fur World 21 November 1931.
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the catalogues filled up with many small purchases, rather than the steady sustained buying
of the big international houses.320

The fur brokers, Henry Kiver and Co also gave their view on the reason for fur values and they
started by highlighting the increase in value of some skins.
The main feature was the heavy advance in the value of silver fox, amounting in average to
35 per cent. The offering of this article was much smaller than in January and the demand
was very keen. With this almost isolated exception, and a few articles such as mink, marten
and blue fox, which maintained former values, the Sales registered all round declines of
varying severity. The combination of restrictions, currency, dislocations and general
financial tangle, amounting almost to chaos, has stultified International buying power, and
created an atmosphere in entire contradiction to trade sentiment, forcing on all a situation
totally unwarranted from the actual fur demand viewpoint. The only remedy for this
widespread financial disease is world co-operation, and it would not seem reasonable to
expect any material improvement until such co-operation takes place. This, unfortunately,
has now been a long outstanding problem, which whilst unsolved, means continued
dislocation and uncertain values and enforces on everybody concerned with the trade a
policy of caution. Any improvement in the international financial situation is, however,
certain to be promptly followed by better trade. 321

In 1932 New Zealand rabbit skin prices and the quantity of skins exported reached the lowest levels
since 1917. The report of the 7 June auction told the story:
Comparatively small catalogues were offered at yesterday’s sale, but, unfortunately, owing
to recent adverse reports from London, prices generally showed a substantial drop. At the
London sales held on May 25 only 10 per cent was sold out of an offering of 1,200 bales, and
this lack of demand was reflected at the sale yesterday. Low grades, such as summers, etc,
sold at from 1d to 2d per lb, whilst autumns and incomings were lower by 3d to 5d per lb.
Winter grades also showed a substantial drop, best bucks and does bringing from 26d to 30d
as against 36d to 40d last sale.322

At the next auction:
Small catalogues were offered at yesterday’s sale to the usual attendance of buyers. There
was a fairly general demand, and winter grades sold about on par with last sale’s prices.
New grades, such as summers, milky, etc, were again neglected and showed a further drop
of about ½d per lb.323

Near the end of 1932 the uncertain fur market was described and analysed by Fur World:
Time and again during the last few months, very short periods of increased trading have
occurred in the London fur market, and each, to a greater or lesser degree, has been
welcomed as the precursor of a return to more normal conditions. But every succeeding
boomlet has proved to be but a flutter, dying away almost before the general trade became
aware of its existence. It is significant that in every case these short lived revivals have been
sponsored by the merchants and dealers, and have received but little active encouragement
from those in immediate touch with public demand. It should now be apparent, therefore,
that, under the present circumstances, a revival with any permanency can endure only if

320 "Spring Sales," Fur World 2 May 1932.
321 Henry Kiver and Co., "The Spring Sales," Fur World 4 June 1932.
322 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale Report," Otago Daily Times 8 June

1932.
323 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale Report."
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backed by the consuming section of the trade, for, no matter how confident in themselves
manipulators felt that some particular fur or furs are worthy of patronage by the public,
unless the final consumer is in a position and ready to pay for the finished product, the
feckless exploitation of the skin market can only result in losses to the trade as a whole.
Meanwhile the anticipation during the Sale of a wider enquiry for goods later in London has
materialised, resulting in a much bigger turnover being done by the merchants, but in
general, goods bought and sold today for immediate consumption are being handled on a
very small margin of profit indeed. Thus, whilst it is highly satisfactory to note that the
majority of purchases in the open market now are made with a view to the legitimate supply
of an active demand, business still remains of so risky a nature to the dealer that no lasting
benefit can be derived from this revival of confidence in the manufacturing and retail end of
the trade unless some readjustment is made in the relative values attaching to the popular
furs of the moment at origin, and at the secondary markets. For whilst prices of certain skins
to the merchant have advanced very considerably both in the Auctions and since, the ideas
of his customers have not, in case as yet, fully reflected these advances. The raw skin dealer
is in this way faced today with the alternatives of doing business at an uneconomic rate, or
of remaining entirely inactive.
The increase in values in the skin market here in this country is due, of course, to the
somewhat short supply of articles in demand, together with close competition amongst
dealers for the custom of comparatively few buyers actually open for goods, which makes
these latter by inference appear much more numerous than in fact they are. It is doubtful,
however, whether the increase of supply for immediate delivery would help the situation, as
demand from the consuming section of the trade is not yet sufficiently strongly established
to withstand any sudden flooding of market, which would result where the apparent needs
of the merchants all filled at one from abroad. 324

1933: signs of recovery
A hesitant recovery began in international fur markets in 1933. At the start of the year it was
reported from London:
The Sales attracted a full attendance of buyers, the largest in recent years. Most of the
European countries were represented, and there was keen competition for all furs in fashion.
There appears to be more animation and a better feeling in the trade generally then of late,
and there are signs of returning confidence. Chief interest centred in silver fox, white fox,
red fox, blue fox, Russian ermine, fisher, Russian lynx, and mink, all of which show
advances compared with last sale. Other articles of importance, such as marten Canadian
lynx, American ermine, and squirrel remain unaltered; musquash and cross fox are slightly
lower, but beaver, otter, skunk, American opossum, and Australian opossum declined more
heavily. The principal buyers were France, Germany, Italy; America was less in evidence
than usual; the home trade bought moderately325.

There was concern that the low rabbit skin prices would deter trapping and consequently rabbit
numbers would not be kept under control. An Otago Daily Times article discussed the situation
and also described the way the skins were graded.
At one time the Otago and Southland provinces of New Zealand were the play grounds of
“Brer Rabbit” and his cousins, and incidentally, were the cause of many pioneering settlers
being ruined. Introduced in Southland some time before the frozen meat industry was
established, the rabbits, by 1881, had practically taken possession of that province and the
high country of Otago to the Molyneux River. In one district alone some 1,000,000 acres of

324 "The London Market," Fur World 5 November 1932.
325 Politzer and Co Ltd. Philips, "The Winter Sales," Fur World 4 March 1933.
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Crown lands were thrown back on the Government. During this period scores of men were
vainly endeavouring to stay the onward march of the pest, the skins having practically no
value. Later, on when skins were realising a certain amount cash, rabbiters undertook the
killing in return for skins and carcasses. In the early days, Central Otago was overrun with
rabbits, and practically eaten out in places, and the vermin remained unconquered for many
years. Happily, a change was imminent, and the war against the pest became fast and
furious. Once the lure of high values for skins attracted men eager to handle the shekels
ruling for well-saved pelts, the rabbity country was quickly cleared. Naturally enough, as
the rabbits invaded the country the stock-carrying capacity diminished and farmers were in
desperate straits in regard to feed. For example, an area of rabbity country in Central Otago
carried, with more or less difficulty, some 2000 sheep, but when rabbits were eliminated,
pastured with comparative ease, 8000 sheep. Then, too, in the Mackenzie Country, there has
been an increase of some 90,000 sheep within recent years, due in great measure to the
disappearance of the pest. Their toll, indeed, has been terrific.
To-day prices of rabbit skins have, as is well known, tumbled in unison with other
Dominion products, and there is not the lure of high prices ruling for skins as of yore. The
question naturally crops up whether the rabbits will once again be a menace to pastoralists.
It would be folly to view our one-time enemy with equanimity. At the moment rabbits are
making some headway on the highlands in parts of Otago. Experience should have taught
us that the menace cannot be ignored. At the present time, although prices for skins are
lower than any time since the war, trapping is giving employment to a fairly large number
of men who would otherwise be amongst the unemployed. It is interesting to note that the
peak year for values was 1919, when prime winter does reached the astonishing figure of
240d per lb, equivalent to 3s 4d per skin. Some time prior to 1929 (when prices for skins
slumped) they realised on an average, throughout the year £5 per 100 skins, a price which
proved a keen incentive to the destruction of the wily pests. Trappers and poisoners enjoyed
the time of their lives harassing the rabbits. In some years, prior to 1929, the average
offerings at the fortnightly sales held at Dunedin exceeded 100 tons of skins, which at the
prices then ruling meant a very substantial distribution of cash to an army of trappers, etc,
and undoubtedly many men acquired their farms and grazing areas from their earnings in
the days when skins were in such high demand.
Although London has hitherto been the chief export market for rabbit skins, absorbing very
large quantities from New Zealand and Australia every year, we find that during recent
years there has been a great development with America of direct-order business. During
1919, exports of New Zealand rabbit skins to America amounted to 1,647,878lb weight.
Although American furriers make use of most grades of New Zealand skins, buyers there
appear to take special interest in winter bucks for furrier purposes. Owing to the extra
thickness of the pelts, and the special nature of the American machinery these rabbits are in
greater request than thin-pelted does. The latter class of skins appeals rather to Continental
furriers.
The development of the direct order business with foreign countries was not without its
effects on the rabbit skin industry. The marketing of skins according to the various grades is
of the utmost importance in order to ensure competition among local export buyers and the
representatives of foreign countries. We find now a gradual standardisation of rabbit skins,
while brokers handling skins see that they are classed to standard grades when offering
them at auction. Owing to the one-time prevalence of rabbits in Otago, the trade in skins
developed abnormally, and fortunately on modern lines, and Dunedin is recognised to-day
as the centre of the New Zealand fur trade. Needless to say, the trade in skins is of the most
speculative nature, fortunes having been won and lost as a result of shipments to London
and elsewhere. The business has a lure of its own.
Generally speaking, it can be said that all grading of skins is done according to the markings
in the pelt, and the feel of the skin to the touch. An expert is able to decide the thickness of
the fur, and say whether the skin is from a buck or a doe. The markings on the pelt decide
the stage or development of the fur. These variations in marking are fairly consistent,
changing throughout the season from the immature rabbit to the fully grown animal. The
young quarter-grown rabbit skin is known to the trade in the spring season as a “runner,”
and after a short period elapses it becomes a “light rack,” and in the early autumn it is
deemed a prime or “heavy rack.” If the rabbit is skinned at this stage, and the pelt dried, the
back of the skin will be quite black. As an “early autumn,” the new fur has started to grow.
The back is clean, and the old fur appears as a band of black along the middle of each side of
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the skin. With the advancing season the new fur grows downwards towards the belly
through the “late autumn” and “incoming winter” stages, until, as an “early winter,” the old
fur is distinguished by a small black patch only on the belly. This disappears in due course,
and the skin is then termed a full winter skin. On cold, exposed country, such skins will be
free, or almost free, from spots on the pelt, and will be classed as “prime” or “first winter”
bucks or does. Warm, sunny days, however, in the middle of winter will quickly cause the
skin to “go off,” so to speak, and black spots will appear on the pelt, each spot representing a
blemish on the fur. In winter grades of skins, these spots indicate the quality of skins, and
incidentally test the expert knowledge of buyers. In a mild season, with unusually genial
weather conditions, there are not infrequently some quick changes in the characteristics of
the rabbit’s pelt. Quick changes occur from the full winter stage to a “second winter,” and
“out-going, “and eventually a “spring,” all the grades being determined by the presence of
spots on the pelt.
The season plays queer tricks with the rabbit. Theoretically, we would expect to find rabbits
caught in mid winter to be coated with what in the trade is known as full or prime winter
skins. Not so, however. Given warm climatic conditions during the ordinary cold season,
Dame Nature takes a hand. One finds that many rabbits pass the mid-winter stage, or else
“jump” it, and “outgoings,” “springs,” and even “milky does,” are frequently caught, to the
great annoyance of the rabbiters.
Although opinions may differ in respect to the value otherwise of the rabbit industry, there
is not doubt it has, in the past been the cause of a great deal of foreign money being
distributed in New Zealand. In 1900 the value of rabbit skins shipped for the Dominion
totalled £41,689, and for some years there was an annual output of skins valued at over
£50,000. This figure jumped to £132,773 in 1910, to over £600,000 in 1920, and averaged over
£500,000 per annum until 1925, when export of rabbit skins exceeded a value of over
£843,400. In view of the fact of low wool values, and the difficulty which sheep owners have
of paying men to cope with the rabbits, a rise in rabbit skin prices would be most welcome.
Payable prices for skins would prove an incentive – indeed, the only incentive – to trappers
and others, and help to stay a menace which still threatens much of our pastoral country. 326

The April, 1933 Nazi initiated boycott of the Jewish businesses in Germany, had an affect on
European fur markets. Jewish merchants and skin processors were very prominent in the Bruhl, the
centre of the German fur trade in Leipzig and following these incidents many of them left Germany
and re-established their businesses in the safety of neighbouring countries – Holland, Belgium,
France as well as Italy and Britain327.

Political and economic problems in France and Italy also

added uncertainty to European markets.
The price of rabbit skins started to improve as a report on the June 7 th sale was heralded as a
“Boom in Rabbit Skins”
In view of the serious increase in rabbits during the last few years it is particularly gratifying
(says a report from the Dunedin Stock Agents and Wool Brokers’ Association) to see rabbit
skins once more at a price which should provide an incentive to owners to make serious
efforts to rid their lands of rabbits, and which should incidentally provide a payable
occupation for many rabbiters who during the last two or three years have found trapping a
precarious livelihood.
So far as rabbit skin prices are concerned, the depth of the depression may be said to have
been reached about this time last year and as a matter of interest we give below a
comparison between prices realised for similar grades at the sale on June 7 last year and the

326 R.A.S.C., "The Rabbit Skin Industry," Otago Daily Times 13 January 1933.
327 "The Spring Sales," Fur World 20 May 1933.
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sale yesterday. The quantities of skins now coming to hand show a considerable increase
compared with last year.328

First winter bucks
Second winter bucks
Second winter does
First winter does
Early winter bucks
Early winter does
Incoming winters
Late autumns
Early autumns
Dawny autumns
Racks
Summers
Milky
Runners

June 6, 1933,
d.
117
96
49
60
99 ¾
52
72 ¾
59
40
23
15 ½
11
10 ½
9¾

June 7, 1932
d.
27 ¾
18
16
24
18
18
16 ½
12 ¾
7
4
3¾
1½
1½
1¾

The sale report continued:
Large catalogues were forward for yesterday’s sale. Competition was again very keen for all
autumn incoming, and winter grades, and, compared with last sale’s rates, prices for good
sorts showed an advance of fully 50 per cent. Other grades were 30 per cent higher. Buyers
for American account were the principal operators, and paid up to 118d or nearly 10s per lb
for best winter bucks.329

J.K. Mooney and Co Ltd. considered that prices had jumped too high and placed the following advertisement
under the sales report:
J.K. Mooney and Co., Ltd., 258 Vogel street, Dunedin, the consistent cash buyers who have
through their American friends upheld the market for the last three years, wish to notify
their trapper friends in general that the inflated prices at yesterday’s sale were practically
caused by various operators selling forward. They advise them with full confidence that
according to New York, yesterday’s prices generally cannot hold. Therefore, quit your
holdings while the boom is on, and sell to our country buyers or consign direct to our stores
within the next fortnight. All communications to Box 54, Dunedin. Telegrams: “Mooney
Dunedin”.330

The high prices attracted more skins for the next auction on 20 June, and consequently prices
dropped:
Very large catalogues were forward for yesterday’s sale, the total offering probably
amounted to between 90 and 100 tons. The last two sales have shown a sensational rise in
prices and under the strain of heavy offerings it could not be expected that the extremely
high level of last sale could be maintained. Recent cabled reports have anticipated a severe
decline, and this was realised to some extent at yesterday’s sale, when all winter grades,
especially bucks, showed a drop on an average of 35 per cent. Low grades were 20 per cent
lower. Prices, of course, are still much higher than anyone expected at the beginning of the
season, and with good bucks selling at between 70d and 90d per lb, trapping must still be a
328 "Boom in Rabbit Skins," Otago Daily Times 7 June 1933.
329 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Yesterday's Sale," Otago Daily Times 7 June 1933.
330 J.K.Mooney and Co.: Advertisement, Otago Daily Times 7 June 1933.
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remunerative occupation. The sale was not finished at a late hour in the afternoon, and will
be continued this morning.331

This market correction gave some confidence to buyers, and the new price levels were sustainable,
as the September auction report shows:
Fair-sized catalogues were again forward for yesterday’s rabbit skin sale, the bulk of the sale
being spotted and outgoing sorts. There was again a good demand on American account for
bucks and the market opened with prices for outgoing sorts, particularly, well in advance of
last sale’s rates, but eased later. Generally, bucks can be quoted very firm on last sale’s
prices. There was an improved demand for does at prices 3d to 6d higher than last sale. 332

More skins were exported in 1933 than in any of the previous four years, and the quantity exported
to America was starting to overtake the exports to Britain.
5.2

Continuing opposition to the rabbit trade

During the 1920s the Department of Agriculture continued its war on rabbits and on those who
profited from the rabbit trade. However despite the distaste for rabbit trade the Government did
not restrict it. The rabbit was responsible for employing many men, many rabbits were on Crown
lands, so any added pest destruction costs would impact the Crown to a greater extent than the
farmers, and the rabbits may not have been responsible for all the damage attributed to them.
Southern Pastoral Lands Commission
The deterioration of lands populated by large numbers of rabbits was visibly obvious.

This

deterioration was the subject of a Commission of Inquiry, formed to:
…ascertain whether the pastoral Crown lands of the Land Districts of Canterbury, Otago,
and Southland are being utilized in the best manner, and whether the pasturage of the said
lands is deteriorating; and, if so, the cause of such deterioration, and how best to remedy the
same and improve the conditions of settlement of the said lands.

The Commission determined that the causes of deterioration and the depletion of grass lands were:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Burning the tussock, especially at the wrong season of the year.
Overstocking with sheep.
Continuous grazing for seventy years without attempt at improvement.
Allowing rabbits to become extremely numerous. (This latter is the most potent cause of
all.)
(5) The tenures under which the land has been held, and some of the conditions of such
tenures.

The Commission found that there was “great unanimity” regarding the rabbit problem. It was
considered that it was against trapper’s interests to reduce the pest, and that many natural enemies
of rabbits were also killed in the traps.

The Commission linked burning tussock and overstocking

to the depletion of the land and to the lowering of it stock carrying capacity. They however blamed

331 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale Report," Otago Daily Times 21
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the rabbit for being the biggest cause, when their evidence clearly showed that the farmer’s
modification of the land not only allowed sheep to graze, but also produced ideal rabbit country.
This process was described:
With the exploitation of the tussock-grassland for sheep grazing, the grazing-animal – a
factor unknown in primitive New Zealand – came into play. Unaided the sheep would
probably not have made much difference in the composition of pasture excerpt by eating out
the few specially palatable species, and so allowing those particularly aggressive – perhaps
the tussocks themselves – to occupy the small amount of ground provided. But the sheepfarmer early found out that none of the tussocks except the blue-grass (Agropyron scabrum)
was palatable, but that if they burned they, in their young leaves, would provide abundance
of palatable feed. Consequently, throughout the grasslands year by year the tussocks were
set ablaze, and year by year they were exposed to an increasing multitude of sheep. Nor
was the burning confined to that season of the year when the tussock burned. Needless to
say this indiscriminate burning and, in many cases, extreme stocking led to great changes in
the grasslands. Of these changes the most momentous were the following: (1) The increase
of unpalatable plants on the ground laid bare by burning; (2) the exposure of actual bare
ground to erosion. On the credit side was the incoming of foreign grasses and herbs of
higher palatability than any members of the original pastures. Had it not been for this
invasion of exotics the pastures would have been in far worse condition at the present time.

Despite this it was all the rabbit’s fault!
Amending the Rabbit Nuisance Act
As a consequence of the Southern Pastoral Lands Commission the Rabbit Nuisance Act was again
amended to exert more pressure on the landowners in order to compel them to address rabbit
destruction. The rabbit trade was also targeted as it thought that the only way to eradicate rabbits
was to stop the export of skins and carcasses. There was some enthusiasm for this idea during the
debate:
Mr Burnett (Temuka), praised the Rabbit Inspectors work and added:
I will say candidly that if I were Minister of Agriculture I would absolutely prohibit the
export of rabbits or rabbit skins. I would make it illegal to do rabbit-trapping in any shape
or form. We want to discourage rabbit farming in everyway.

Mr A Hamilton (Wallace) urged a tough stand:
This subject of Inspectors is a fairly burning one in my district. In a sense the Inspectors
have frightened the farmers more than the rabbits have. ….
Rabbit- trapping will never deal effectively with the rabbit pest. That method ought to be
discouraged instead of being encouraged. A large industry is being built up from rabbittrapping. I believe that the methods advised by the Commission were poisoning, netting,
digging out, and the encouragement of the natural enemy of the rabbit. If people deal with
the pest along those lines I think it will result much quicker in the extermination of the
rabbits than the adoption of the trapping method.

Mr Lysnar (Gisborne) also wanted trapping banned:
… Some suggestion has been made as to the exportation of rabbits and skins and the
stoppage of that trade. If this matter were put on a proper basis, then the rabbit would not
be a profitable article of export; and it is the fault of the Boards if they allow them to get to
that stage. It might be advisable to consider the question of passing legislation to absolutely
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prohibit the export of skins &c, because at present there are portions of districts that are
being nursed for that purpose beyond all possible doubt. I understand that power is given
in the Bill indirectly to stop that sort of thing, by making regulations to that effect. That is a
step in the right direction, but it should have been put more strongly, and the law should
absolutely state that districts cannot encourage the spread of the pest for the purpose of
promoting an export trade in skins.333

The Hon. Mr Nosworthy, Minister of Agriculture spoke next, and stated in his speech:
I know that there are influences at work against the Department and the carrying out of the
provisions of the present law, and I know also that, as the honourable member for Bruce has
said, rabbit-farming is going on. It is only by giving almost extreme powers to a Minister,
who realizes the importance of the business, that it will ever be possible to suppress the
rabbit in the country. It is a question of grave importance, much more grave than
honourable members realize, with the exception of those who come from rabbit-infected
districts.334

From the fur trade’s point of view an inconsequential compromise was reached: - the Act included a
provision for the Minister to regulate the trapping of rabbits, purchase, sale and exports of rabbits
and rabbit skins by Order in Council335, but this was not subsequently used.336
More opposition to the Rabbit Nuisance Act
The hasty legislation of 1918 that had given Rabbit Inspectors arbitrary powers, and the tenor of the
1920 Amendment encouraged these Rabbit Inspectors to pursue prosecutions. Many, especially
those in risk of prosecution considered that the Rabbit Inspectors had too much discretion in
determining whether rabbit destruction work had been satisfactorily carried out. A letter to the
Editor in the Otago Daily Times described the situation:
There is not the least doubt that the farmers and runholders are being victimised by
inspectors who officiously anxious to appear enthusiastic are only too eager to get a
conviction. Worse than this, the farmer is ordered to come to court to explain why “he has
not killed his rabbits.” In any other case where a man is accused of not abiding by the laws
he is given a chance to plead his case, and say he is not guilty if he so chooses, but the rabbit
inspector has merely to say that he has seen proofs that the rabbits on such- and- such a farm
are too numerous, and without any more ado the farmer is convicted and fined, and
probably deprived of the only few pounds he has left to attempt to cope with the pest. 337

The following day, the Otago Daily Times carried a report on Roxburgh prosecutions that
illustrated these problems:
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A great deal of public interest was displayed in these cases, many of the defendants being
farmers of long residence in the district, men who for years had been using systematic
means of keeping their holdings clear of the rabbit pest, and the court was packed during
the hearing.338

Mr W.A. Bodkin appearing for the defendants suggested that:
…his Worship might effectively deal with these cases by merely convicting the defendants
and ordering them to come up for sentence at the October sittings, so that in the meantime
they would have the opportunity of carrying out the work to the satisfaction of the board
and inspector. He suggested this course firstly, because for the majority of them it was their
first offence; secondly, because they had never deliberately disregarded the notices of the
inspector, but had endeavoured to comply with them in the manner found by experience to
be the most effective; thirdly, because in form a (Rabbit Nuisance Committee) board they
had proved they were anxious to carry out the law in keeping the pest in check; fourthly,
they were practically all Crown tenants, who during their tenancy had improved the land by
double and treble its carrying capacity; and fifthly, because the defendants were not guilty of
a deliberate breach of the Act but rather of an error of judgement in so far as in
endeavouring to comply with the notices of the inspector they failed to satisfy him. 339

The Act meant that the magistrate had to convict, but he could set the penalty. The magistrate Mr
F.C. Levvey pointed out:
…that if the law was not observed and the rabbit pest not kept in check it would eventually
result in the entire destruction of Crown lands. In administering the law he found that in the
majority of cases it was being disregarded, and he found it necessary to inflict substantial
fines as a deterrent to others, and for that reason he was inclined to increase penalties rather
than reduce them.340

In this case Levvey was prepared to give them a chance to satisfy the Rabbit Inspector, and if they
did so by October a heavy penalty would not be imposed, but they would be convicted and ordered
to pay court costs.
The controversy raged, and was hotly debated in the Letters to the Editor of the Otago Daily Times.
The President of the Otago Branch New Zealand Workers’ Union, J.E. MacManus considered that
the whole Act was based on “stupid” assumptions:
In my judgement the un-British clause 2 is not the only blemish in the Act. The Act stupidly
assumes that poisoning is the only method of destruction. It ignores the many methods
from trapping, hunting with dogs (and some rabbiters have packs of 60 dogs), etc. Why,
when Earnscleugh Station was abandoned, in spite of poisoning methods, because of rabbits,
and when the Government spent vast sums of money on poisoning methods, and also
abandoned the undertaking as a failure, it is well known that the subsequent establishment
of freezing and rabbit canning works enabled the trapper to do what the poison carts could
not do. It is well known that the Government reserves are breeding grounds for rabbits, as
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the Government does not poison rabbits on roads and reserves. But the trapper will go on
any ground so long as the rabbit is there.
It is well known that to poison rabbits costs money, and many a station owner “has gone
broke” through it, while the station hand has received poor wages. But just as men go to the
ice clad Yukon or the malarious swamps of New Guinea in search of gold, so men go
rabbiting in any climate or locality where the rabbit is found. The methods of the rabbiter
varies as the requirements of the locality justify. I believe the canning factories and freezing
works did much to keep the rabbits down to reasonable limits. I believe if the Government
were prepared to establish canning factories, freezing works, and tanneries, and give the
rabbit-catcher the world’s market price for skins and carcase, the occupation would prove
attractive enough to keep the rabbits down to such an extent that, as a pest, the rabbit would
become a memory. I suggest that a conference should be held at which the New Zealand
Workers’ Union, representing the rabbiters, should confer with the representatives of
farmers, freezing works, and canning factories, and if this is done surely the common sense
of all parties affected will frame practical proposals not only to keep the pest down, but also
to substitute something satisfactory to all parties for the stupid legislation which violates our
British ides of justice, and has been satisfactory to no one. The poison cart methods of the
Government make the sheep owner pay for destroying the rabbits. The trapping methods
make the rabbit pay for its own destruction.341

A “Fur Trader” replied, and explained that MacManus did not have a workable solution:
Can Mr MacManus show me a single block of land where the rabbits have been cleaned out
with traps? If freezing works and tanneries were established at every railway station in
Otago the effect would only be to increase the pest. Why? Because these concerns cater only
for the winter rabbits, and do not deal with nesters and runners in the spring and summer,
and thus the natural increase is not interfered with. Any man will let you kill his rabbits in
the winter when he can get it done for nothing; but how many will give you a job in the
spring when it is a question of paying? If the same amount of energy as is put into the
killing of the rabbit in the winter were exhibited in the spring and summer the pest would
soon be a thing of the past and our rabbit inspectors would be looking for a change.342

And the Department of Agriculture in their 1921 report gave their perspective on the problem:
It was freely contended by many landowners, rabbit-exporters, and rabbiters, that the high
prices ruling for rabbits and rabbit-skins last season would have a great effect on the sale of
the pest during spring and summer. This, however (although abnormally high prices were
reached), has not been borne out. As a matter of fact no material improvement appears to
have taken place, and the pest is still very numerous over a large area of country. Until
united systematic and thorough action is adopted by landowners generally we will continue
to be faced with the same unsatisfactory conditions. Unfortunately, many landowners seem
quite indifferent to the ravages of the pest, and their greatest trouble seems to be best how to
evade the provisions of the Act until some one comes along and offers to do their rabbiting
at no initial cost to themselves.343
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Lobbying to change the Act
The number of prosecutions and the level of the fines magistrates were imposing resulted in
considerable lobbying to change the Inspectors arbitrary powers.

In July 1921 the Hon. W.

Noseworthy, the Minister of Agriculture toured Otago and he:
…had a busy time, and spent many hours nearly every day on the rabbit question. He has
given the closest attention to the whole subject, which he recognises as an extremely difficult
one, particularly in view of the fact that the conditions are widely different in various parts
of the dominion, and even in each province.344

Nosworthy’s attitude to the rabbit problem and clause 2 was reported in the Otago Daily Times
prior to his leaving Otago:
Mr Nosworthy has made a definite pronouncement in regard to this matter. He states that
when the amendment was drafted it was intended to meet cases in which farmers and
runholders were deliberately evading their responsibility, and the maximum penalty was
fixed at a high figure in order to meet the case of the holder of large areas, and was not
intended for the small runholder or the farmer of 200 or 300 acres. He accordingly
recognises that the Act is liable to misinterpretation, and has promised to introduce another
amendment to put matters on a clearer footing, and also to give every person prosecuted the
right to defend the action.
This does not mean, however, that the Minister takes a light view of the rabbit pest. On the
contrary, he is fully determined that, if it can be done, the rabbit must go. Interviewed
yesterday, he said that he intended to retain in the Act the power to compel the “shirker” to
do his duty. The farmer must abide by the Act, and keep the rabbit in check.

Nosworthy discussed the problem combating rabbits on leasehold land.
…Mr Nosworthy said he had no doubt that the leasehold tenure had had a very bad effect.
One of the great troubles had undoubtedly been “these confounded leases,” and he
proposed to ask the Government to grant the purchase of the freehold on the deferred
payment system in areas suitable for settlement. No man would spend or could be expected
to spend, large sums of money on property held on lease, especially short lease, when the
land was infested by rabbits and denuded of pasturage. Some of the properties were even
held on year to year leases and mining leases, and were really no better than breeding
grounds for the pest. .He was quite satisfied that the farmers and runholders did not want
the rabbits, and he did not look upon them as rabbit farmers. There were cases in which
they did not realise the danger of the rabbit and the necessity for the taking of extreme
measures to get rid of them.345

Trapping was again condemned:
…..He had come to the conclusion that the trapping system must be condemned. More
effective measures were necessary, and it was part of his duty to find out what measures
should be. He was persuaded of the necessity of poisoning and experts agreed that where
the natural enemy was conserved and the rabbits got down the natural enemy would keep
them down.
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Asked if he considered it advisable to compel farmers and runholders to face the heavy
expense entailed in clearing their properties in the present abnormal times, the Minister said
that very many simply could not do so. They could no get advances from the banks or the
financing concerns, and he was not going to place them in the position of having to face
heavy fines they were unable to pay. It had not been intended that these heavy fines should
be imposed except in cases of deliberate evasion and neglect. In future a more reasonable
attitude would be taken, but he would point out that this did not imply that laxity would be
permitted. He agreed that to get rid of the rabbit would necessitate elaborate and very costly
methods. 346

Nosworthy pointed out that he had the power “put a stop to trapping”, and that:
There was no doubt that its commercial value had led to its presence in greater numbers
than would otherwise have been the case.347

Otago farmers had another opportunity to give their views, when Reakes, the Director of
Agriculture, discussed proposed amendments to the Rabbit Nuisance Act, at the Farmers’ Union
Conference at Dunedin in September 1921. A range of views were expressed. Mr Leary (Lawrence):
… the present method of trying to cope with the rabbit pest had been in operation for the last
30 years or so, and very little had been achieved. They had met that day to devise some
means of controlling the rabbit nuisance, and it seemed to him that it was all a question of
money. If a man had the money he could keep down the pest, and it was much better to use
the money for that purpose than to mulct the farmer in heavy penalties. One suggestion
which had been put forward was that the Government should buy the skins all year round –
that it should have the monopoly of their purchase, and that it should be illegal to sell them
to anyone else. By this means the tendency to “farm” the rabbits in certain districts would
be obviated.348

Mr R. Skinner (Greenfield):
… believed that although the rabbits had always been with them there were fewer rabbits today than there were formerly. This was due to a variety of causes, but he was inclined to
give the greatest credit to the natural enemy of the rabbit. Trapping was an evil in many
respects, but it was necessary. It seemed to him that a good idea would be to offer a big
bounty for spring and summer does, and thus encourage the trappers and others to
exterminate them.349

Mr John Christie (Clutha) :
….they must first agree whether the rabbit was pest or not. They set up a rabbit canning
factory in Central Otago, and there was no doubt people there began to lean to rabbit
farming. When the price went down, however, they[y] looked at it differently, and now
they were talking of turning it into a diary factory. The rabbit would always go to the
property which had the best food to offer….. If a man was a persistent offender he should
be compelled to fence with netting so that he kept his rabbits to himself. His branch was
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opposed to trapping, except occasionally in order to save a crop. Trapping simply culled the
rabbits and increased the trouble.350

Mr S. Greer (Maniototo):
….there was not a rabbit farmer in Central Otago – with the exception of one man he could
think of who held a mining license over 25 acres. Every farmer would be only too glad to
get rid of rabbits. Trapping was necessary in certain localities. Where the rabbits would not
take poison a trapper in comparatively short time could get two-thirds to three-quarters of
them. He thought every method by which they could kill rabbits should be at their disposal
all the time. Farmers in his district thought that more work should be done against the
rabbits in the spring….. His branch was strongly in favour of clause 2 being amended. If the
magistrate had been more reasonable there would not have been so much friction, but clause
2 had something to do with it too.351

Mr D.J. Ross (Palmerston):
….he did not think the farmers were altogether sincere. Why did they no meet together and
arrange among themselves to co-operate in combating the rabbit pest? He agreed that
trapping was necessary on occasions, but trappers often let the little ones go. When they
paid as much for the little ones as they did for the big it made a great difference. 352

Mr Robertson:
… recalled the fact that in the first place the Government had protected the rabbit, but after
they had begun to multiply the Government had quietly unloaded the responsibility to the
farmers – (Laughter.) The Government should do its share, and if it was right to use the
public funds for the destruction of the kea surely it should do the same with regards to the
rabbits.353

Reakes addressed the farmers and assured them that:
…the department was very much in earnest as to the necessity for getting rid of the rabbits,
and if farmers would assist the department he believed it could be done with complete amity
and effectiveness.354

He also assured farmers that the Rabbit Nuisance Act would be amended and clause 2 removed.
Mr Hughes (Tokorahi) submitted a resolution regarding clause 2, and also that:
..where property is an agricultural or a mixed agricultural and pastoral one, the inspector be
instructed to adjust his work to prevent the harassing practice of insisting on owners
clearing the land when shearing and harvesting operations are being carried out and labour
is unprocurable;…355
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Rabbit Nuisance Act amended
The Act was amended in 1921 and the words “to the satisfaction of the Inspector” and “in the
opinion of the Inspector” were removed from section 2. The debate in Parliament followed the
course of previous debates, with members generally agreeing that some provisions were “unBritish” but some still thought that only harsh measures could successfully combat the rabbit
problem.356 The Bill passed. The Minister of Agriculture also agreed to remit some of the heavy
fines that had been imposed.357
The battle continues
The Department of Agriculture, tried to reconcile trapping and pest eradication. In its 1922 report it
stated:
In working out a new policy those representing conflicting interest should be brought
together in discussion, and, given a genuine desire on both sides to do the best possible
under existing circumstances, such a discussion should bring about good results, and enable
a new and more co-operative line of action to be adopted. The main points to be dealt with
would appear to be – (1) The adaptation of the present lucrative trade in rabbit-skins to
assisting practically and financially in the gradual eradication of the pest so far as is
practically possible; (2) stringent control and regulation of rabbit-trapping; (3) the formation,
outside Rabbit Board districts, of settlers’ rabbit associations for bringing about simultaneous
poisoning and concerted action generally; (4) the establishment of a system under which
rabbit-netting fences will be utilized with Government co-operation to the fullest extent
rendered possible by financial considerations; (5) a readjustment of the departmental system
of inspection. A representative conference dealing with the rabbit question on these lines
should mark the beginning of a valuable step forward. Under present conditions the
Department has to depend upon its powers in enforcing the Rabbit Nuisance Act and its
amendments, and very good work has been done, especially where settlers have shown the
right spirit of co-operation. I am glad to day that this good spirit has been shown in a very
large majority of districts. What is wanted is still more co-operation and less necessity for
enforcement.358

The spirit of co-operation did not happen and in the 1923-24 Annual Report the Minister of
Agriculture reported:
The question of the rabbit-skin export industry in the South, however, is one needing to be
thoroughly gone into from all points of view, in order that a settled policy can be adopted
which will hold out a prospect of meeting the present unsatisfactory position from a rabbit
control point of view to the best advantage. Under present conditions the inspection staff is
placed in an extremely unsatisfactory position in these particular districts, and while its
officers are doing their best to carry out their duties efficiently, the conditions resulting from
the rabbit export trade undoubtedly exert an influence which renders the work of inspectors
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difficult to carry out on the lines one would like to see it carried out - namely proper cooperation of farmers and departmental officers359.

Whilst the fur trade maintained that the high skin prices resulted in a greater number of rabbits
being trapped, the Department of Agriculture considered that the high prices only encouraged
farmers to conserve the rabbits.
Victory signs
Skin prices had recovered from the drop in the early 1920s and presumably in response to this
increase there was a good incentive to trap rabbits. Skin exports peaked in this period and in the
1926-27 Department of Agriculture Report the District Superintendent in Dunedin was able to
report that rabbit numbers had decreased. He attributed this to a number of factors:
….although Southland inspectorates have not shown an improvement as compared with the
Otago portion of the district. This, to my mind is accounted for by more trapping in the
former and less trapping and more poisoning in the latter. Canning and freezing of rabbits
is going on in Southland, while very little of this is heard of in Otago. Some of the pastoral
country in Otago that was a few years ago literally swarming with rabbits is now in a very
creditable condition.360

He then went on to describe a range of other factors that had led to the diminished number of
rabbits:
There is no doubt about the wet spring and summer of 1926 following somewhat similar
conditions of 1925, assisted be the more general use of strychnine with carrots and apples in
winter, strychnine and oats in summer, together with considerably less trapping, whereby
the natural enemy increase and did good work, was responsible in a marked degree for the
satisfactory improvement manifested. The cutting-down and in some cases the total
eradication of overgrown gorse hedges which had not been dealt with for many years has
also made an apparent difference.361

Skin prices and the number of skins exported decreased the next year (1928), and the Department of
Agriculture reported there was a decrease in rabbits. Whilst still accusing farmers of “conserving”
rabbits the Department did report that the “cold, wet, spring and early summer months” had
assisted rabbit destruction by drowning young nesters.362
The Otago Daily Times gave its view on the passing of the rabbit, in July 1928:
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It is something of an achievement to reach the point attained to-day all over Southland and
Otago in what at one time appeared an insolvable problem. To the land-owner himself must
be given some share of the credit, and to the exceptional price for skins must also be
assigned much of the cause. Poisoning, trapping, the “natural enemy,” ferret netting by the
boys, shooting – every known means of warfare were simultaneously adopted – those who
wanted to get rid of the rabbit worked towards the same result, if not the same motive, as
those who were making their living our of it. However, there are indirect causes that may be
overlooked. One is that a country can become rabbit “sick,” and probably this cause has had
nearly as much to do with the remarkable decline of the pest this last four or five years as
any of those mentioned. 363

Also in July 1928 a Bill, aimed largely to consolidate the Rabbit Nuisance Act was debated, and
subsequently passed. At the second reading of the Bill the Hon. Mr Hawken, the Minister of
Agriculture commented on the demise of the rabbit, the rabbit trade and the hope rabbits would
become innocuous:
The rabbit nuisance has become, perhaps of much less importance of late years. We do not
hear quite so much about it; and certainly the curse of rabbits has been minimized to a very
large extent in New Zealand, especially during the last two or three years. No doubt the
price of skins has had a good deal to do with it. Rabbit-skins are selling at a very high
figure, and naturally everybody in a position to do so endeavours to collect as many skins
for sale as possible. That, of course, is hard on the rabbit but good for the farmer. Then
again more effective methods of poisoning the rabbit undoubtedly have had an effect.
Possibly also some obscure disease which is not fully understood may be affecting the
rabbits. Another important factor is, of course, the fact that enforcement of the Act has been
fairly continuous during the last two or three years. I want to impress this upon members;
that there are some who contend that the rabbits are a payable proposition, and that the wild
rabbit may be farmed for profit, there is this danger, and it is a danger which we should be
strictly on guard against; as the pest becomes less, landowners in certain districts, who have
very poor land – unfitted, possibly for sheep-farming – are tempted at times, especially
when skins are at a good price, to farm rabbits; and if a run, or even small areas of ground
which are infested with rabbits are not properly looked after, the rabbits from that land may
overrun a whole district. That is the danger. I am sure members will understand that in
putting forward this Bill the Government is to make it up to date, because we have, I believe,
reached a stage in the history of the rabbit nuisance in New Zealand when, if care is taken,
the pest will become of not much moment.364

The rabbit trade, however, could not be trusted, as Mr Burnett (Temuka) pointed out:
[the increase in sheep numbers in Southland] is largely the result not so much of topdressing, but to the disappearance of the rabbits, which is due to the increased price of their
skins, owing to the world-wide fashion of ladies to wear furs. Following up that point, to
make the skins more valuable, which some honourable members think should be done, is a
proposal with which I cannot agree at all, because one of the dangers ahead of this industry,
so to speak, is the paradox that the more you make it profitable the greater will be the
tendency for people to go in for rabbit-farming; and the result will be that you will never get
rid of the rabbit pest. In this country it has either to be wool or fur; and I think the great
majority of the people, thinking back over what wool and sheep products generally have
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done for the country, would give a very effective vote in favour of the continuance of the
sheep and wool industry.365

The Leader of the Opposition, H.E. Holland echoed these sentiments and added:
For the time being, while furs are fashionable, it may be that there will be an expansion in
the industry; but when the day comes that Royalty or some one else sets the fashion in
another direction furs will cease to be fashionable, and the profits now obtained from the
sale of rabbit-skins may disappear. This may easily result in the rabbit problem becoming a
much greater thing than it is to-day, ….366

Mr A. Hamilton (Wallace) was more concerned about the rabbiters’ intentions:
Some time ago, when travelling in a train, I met a rabbiter who was a little worse for drink,
and in talking to him on the rabbit question he said that he hoped that the price of rabbitskins would go down for a short while in order that there would not be so much trapping,
with the result that the rabbit would be able to increase in numbers. The present price of
skins made it hard for the rabbit to exist. There is no doubt we have in the community a
number of professional rabbiters, and they make a good living by that profession; but they
are people who require to be watched fairly carefully. 367

But, he immediately followed these comments with suggestions that the unemployed could profit
by rabbiting, whilst the farmers did not:
I am inclined to think that if some of the unemployed of to-day were to realise the value of
the rabbit they might go out trapping, with profit to themselves and benefit to the country.
The difficulty is that the person who feeds the rabbit gets nothing, while the person who
catches it at the proper time of the year gets all the profit. It maybe very well to say that the
farmer had no right to any value or to make any charge for the rabbit which grows on his
property; but it is not altogether fair that the rabbiter, who provides none of the food, the
fencing, or the rates and taxes, should get all the profit.368

And, Hamilton went on to discuss the Rabbit Inspectors.
…. There are those farmers who believe that when the rabbit has disappeared there is no
need for inspection and that the Inspectors have become a nuisance to the farmers. We find
that difficulty existing at the saleyards, where the Inspectors are a bit of a nuisance to the
farmers in connection with stock.
Mr FRASER. – Do you mean to say that the Inspectors continue inspecting when there are no
rabbits left?
Mr A. HAMILTON – The Inspector has to do something. There are other duties which he
attends to besides rabbit inspection, and we see them looking very carefully over the stock in
the saleyards and paying a lot of attention to it. It is sometimes an annoyance to farmers; but
possibly the farmers require to be annoyed sometimes to keep them up to the mark. 369
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Despite these concerns a further reduction in rabbit numbers was reported in 1929 370 and in 1930
the situation continued to be “satisfactory”.371

5.3

Fur trade recovery

After a number of years of price uncertainty the prices of furs on the international market began to
increase in 1934. This time the dealers expected the higher prices would be sustainable and they
looked forward to a better future:
The Hudson’s Bay Company’s Winter Sale opened on January 29, with the room filled to
capacity. It was the best attendance that Beaver Hall has seen for five years. Such as
auspicious beginning augured well, and hopes were justified. Instead of falling off after the
beaver and musquash were marketed, the attendance held on. The very force of the number
present created a confidence that can never be born of echoing walls.
As a rule, the January sale is attended by the small merchants from every corner of Europe,
and their presence accounted in great part for the success of this week’s event. There were,
as usual, a great many merchants from Italy, who were interested in a varied selection of
goods, especially foxes. There was quite an important delegation from Germany, and they
kept buying steadily, although not in any great volume. A more noticeable feature was the
fact that many of their customers, the small men from Central Europe, had come all the way
to London to buy, which they did for the first time last year. These small traders, many of
whom are complete strangers here, swelled the volume of purchases far beyond the most
optimistic of anticipations. Their assistance was greatly needed, however, for the defection
of the Americans was complete. Not only was the New York delegation absent, but one
heard of no cable orders to London merchants. The French were in splendid form on the
first day, though were less active on the second.
As the bidding kept up steadily, at times becoming brisk, one realised that merchants were
buying to fill real wants. It was no a speculative sale. The trade held off so long as the
market was declining, held off while it remained stationary all last year, and now it has
reached the stage of empty warehouses. The situation appears to be absolutely sound, and
operations are on a rising market.372

The June rabbit sales in Dunedin reflected this trend:
Large quantities were forward for yesterday’s sale, and all grades were keenly competed for.
Inferior and spotted sorts sold on par with last sale’s rates, and there was a gratifying
increase of 3d to 6d per lb in prices for does. There was a similar rise in all grades of
bucks373.

The market was tested two weeks later, and prices weakened slightly.
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Large catalogues were forward for yesterday’s sale, and the large offering did not result in
the substantial decline which was anticipated. The extreme prices recently realised for the
best bucks were not maintained, and firsts and primes were lower by 6d to 7d per lb. Other
grades of bucks were 1d to 4d lower. There was quite a demand for does at prices 1d to 3d
below last sale, and most other grades such as summers, racks, autumns, etc, were 1d to 3d
lower374.

Trapper’s concerns about the auction system
During the 1935 rabbit season a series of letters written to the Editor of the Otago Daily Times were
published which gave a rare view of how trappers viewed the auction system. By 1934 the Dunedin
auction system was well established. Trappers would send their skins to any one of the seven firms
that were members of the Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers’ Association that operated the
auction. Their skins would be graded (classed), amalgamated into lots and included in the chosen
firm’s catalogue for the auction. Each firm put up their own separate catalogues for auction and the
order that the different catalogues were put up varied from auction to auction. Catalogues for this
pre-1940 period were not able to be located, however if the practice was similar to post 1940
catalogues, it appears that the various companies had different ideas about grades and the order
lots should be put forward. This of course made it difficult to compare the results that a trapper
could get from the different auction firms, and this perceived manipulation was the crux of the
trappers’ complaints.
The first of the series of letters appeared in July:
I winder if there are others amongst your readers who are as dissatisfied as I at the results of
the rabbit sales up to now. For the past month those interested have watched with keenness
the steady increase in price due to the presence of American buyers. I am on a block situated
about 1500 feet above sea level in Central Otago, and sent a consignment of skins to one of
the stock firms to be sold in the sale of July 16. The skins in this consignment were all
poisoned between July 1 and July 10, and are, therefore, midwinter skins, and were taken off
an area of approximately half a square mile. When the returns were sent back by the firm
after the sale I was amazed to find that the skins had been classed into no fewer than 29
different grades. Anyone who has any knowledge of skins will agree that this is quite
ridiculous. It is evident that something will have to be done to protect the interests of those
who endure the discomforts of a camp in winter time in order to obtain these skins, ...
As regards the return I received from the firm, although there are 30 different classes printed
on the form, only five of these were allowed to remain, and the remainder were deleted or
altered in a hand reminiscent of a medical prescription in that it was impossible to
decipher….375

The writer also suggested that a levy be made on the skins so that an independent person could
ensure that skins were graded reliably. The next day there was an explanation from ‘One Who
Knows’:
First of all, I would like to suggest to “Bunny” that it is not altogether in the reclassing of
skins that any deficiency in the value occurs, but it may occur when the weights of the
374 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale Report," Otago Daily Times 20
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individual grades are entered on the chart for the purpose of rendering account sales to the
trapper.
With reference to the consignment of skins trapped by “Bunny” between July 1 and 10 being
classed into 29 different grades, I would say that this is quite possible owing to the variation
of the seasons. For instance, I am sure that skins caught off the same block at the
corresponding time last year would have shown quite a different classification, which would
have been to his benefit since last winter was more severe than this has been. As to his
suggestion, however, I endorse “Bunny’s” remarks, as the rabbiter has in the past and up to
the present had to rely solely on the efficiency of the firm’s employee handling his
consignments, and naturally has to take things for granted. The time is due when something
in the nature of strict supervision should be obtained in order to protect the interest of these
men who have to suffer no end of hardship in the endeavour to earn their bread and butter
in rabbit trapping.376

A couple of days later two more letters were published, firstly:
I heartily endorse the remarks of “Bunny” in regard the classification of rabbit skins. During
the seasons 1933 and 1934, I had ample proof of how classing affects prices to the trapper. In
order to test the market I sent to three different firms a consignment of the same skins. The
number of classes were 34, 26, and 14 respectively. The firm with 14 classes paid me 10s per
hundred more than the other two. I am sure after my experience that it is the number of
classes that is killing the price for rabbits. 377

Then:
Like “Bunny,” I am a rabbiter, and expect to get a fair deal with my skins. I sent a bag of
skins to a certain firm to be sold on July 2. When the returns came to hand I was amazed to
see that my skins had been classed into thirty different lots, and as these skins were caught
at the end of June, at a height of 1200 feet above sea level, they were high country winter
skins. How so many different lots could be made out of them I fail to see.
I sent another bag to be sold on July 16, and these were classed into twenty-four different
classes on the printed form, five of my lots were written in in pencil, and there was no place
on the list for prime bucks at all.
To make matters worse, on the first bag I sold five pounds were taken off for tare, and in the
case of the second bag four pounds. Now these bags were worn, and would weigh not more
than 2½lb at the outside, so that I lost 2½ of skins on my first consignment, and 1½lb on my
second consignment.
On paper, it does not seem a great deal, but if skins are taken at an average of 4s 6d per lb,
which is a modest estimate, it represents 11s 3d on the first bag, and 6s 9d on the second bag,
making a total of 18s. Who gets the benefit of this money? Certainly not myself.
I think that “Bunny’s” idea of the rabbiters appointing representatives is quite a good one, as
we would then get full value for our skins. Perhaps it is a bit late to do anything this season,
but I think that before next season opens a Rabbiters’ Union should be formed. Then and
not before, will we get full value for our skins. 378

The system did not appear to change.
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The rabbits place in the international fur trade
Whilst rabbit skins made up the largest number of skins used in the fur trade, they had little
prestige, and were not often considered in the fur press, or by the “real” fur dealers.

E.R. Cobb,

one of the principals of Anning and Cobb, a major London auction house, made the following
comments about rabbits and the future of the rabbit market:
In times like the present, when even Americans are economising, “bunny” is the cheapest
fur in the market, and it is having a really good run for its money. It is wonderful what can
be done with it. All these beautiful mink collars – coney mink I should say, or I shall have
trouble with the Vigilance Committee of the L.F.T.A. – will convince anyone that it has great
attractions. The Americans, too, I am told, try to imagine he has some connection with seal,
or is it only musquash?
In the spring of last year (1934), when they all had cold feet, in more sense than one, they
would only look at a rabbit if he was a thick pelted buck, while the soft pelted doe was
neglected at half the price. Anyhow, such a chance was too good to be neglected by the ever
watchful crowd in the East End of London, who swooped down and bought heavily.
Alarmed at the prospect of an entirely rabbit-clad nation, the dressers and dyers came to the
Rescue, some by raising their cost to a prohibitive level, and others by a masterly inactivity,
so that by the time September arrived the danger of invasion on a big scale was past and the
market relapsed into quietude. Towards the end of the year, the Americans, having reached
the conclusion that Roosevelt had come to stay, and so they were unlikely to be able to
afford anything better, have been quite active, and the market closes strong with every
appearance of further improvement in January. If the home trade wish to buy, even on last
year’s scale, they will probably find it difficult to do so without putting prices up
considerably379.

1935: sustainable price increases
Back at the real fur trade, the steadiness of 1934 led to glimmer of hope that a genuine improvement
in skin prices would occur in 1935. The London Winter auctions were better than expected:
The Winter Sales just concluded have shown more successful results than were generally
expected a few weeks prior to the Auctions. There was a larger attendance of foreign buyers
than at recent Sales, Italy and France being particularly well represented. The home trade,
France, and Italy were active buyers, and whilst Germany was mainly interested in
Australian opossum, blue fox, and skunk, there was a lack of American support, and only a
few buyers from the United States of America were present. In a large number of cases we
are able to report considerably higher prices than those ruling in our Autumn sales of last
year, and in a few cases only are declines to be quoted, which is indicative of better trade
conditions, and some return of confidence. Conditions at present ruling in the United States
of America remain somewhat disturbing, and the anticipated improvement in that country
has not yet materialised. This fact alone is sufficient to cause prudent business men to
operate carefully, and until conditions improve in America it cannot be expected that fur
markets can show real growth.380

In Dunedin, better than expected results occurred at the June rabbit sale:
Considerably increased quantities were forward for yesterday’s sale, and it was anticipated
that prices would be substantially lower than last sale’s values. Actually the sale opened
with prices for winter grades 3d to 6d lower, but prices firmed as the sale progressed, and
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were at the finish fully up to last sale’s rates and in several cases higher. All grades of bucks
were again sold in the vicinity of 90d per lb. 381

Two weeks later the prices were still firm:
There was again a large offering at yesterday’s sale, which would have been considerably
larger had it not been for numerous consignments being held over until next sale owing to
buyers’ insistence that no classing of skins should be done after 8am on the Monday
preceding the sale. As a result late arrivals could not be included in the sale. There was
again a very keen demand from American buyers for all grades, especially bucks, although
does also shared in the general improvement in prices, which on an average were fully 4d
per lb on all winter grades.382

Later in the year, after the London autumn auctions, the L.F.T.A. thought:
In spite of international complications and the setback in American business which had
become noticeable during September, the auctions were awaited with moderate confidence
due to the fact that the quantity of furs to be offered in the Autumn Sales was appreciably
smaller than at the same time last year, and that the general trade conditions during the
summer had been good. Such confidence was justified so far as the first week was
concerned, when good competition resulted in the sale of the major portion of the offerings
at very satisfactory prices. Later, however, buyers were disposed to withhold their support.
American interest was very keen for a few articles. French buying was evident, and German
firms were able to make use of freshly granted credits. Italy, unfortunately, could buy
nothing. The home trade gave strong support, a further indication of the increasing
popularity of furs in Great Britain. 383

1936: continued optimism
A report from the Hudson’s Bay Company auction in January 1936 showed that the fur skin price
recovery was sustainable:
…The beaver offering then was presented to a crowded room, and as the day wore on it
gradually became apparent that their former purchasing power was at last returning to the
various fur consuming countries of the world. Each succeeding collection sold without
difficulty, and prices tended to rise. Fancy prices were paid in the case of musquash, and
paid almost without comment. The demand came from many quarters of the globe – France,
Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Belgium, Spain, Argentina, Brazil, and the United States.
The Leipzig group was important in both numbers and influence. Business is proceeding
more smoothly there, as they are now managing to export 50 per cent of their imports of
skins, after having processed them in the interval. The Nazi Government has allotted about
RM2,000,000 to the Bruhl to be expended at the present London fur auctions.
Only two countries must be excepted from the list of keen competitors – Italy and the United
States. Owing to the war in Abyssinia, the Italian imports of furs are at a standstill, and the
important group of merchants and manufacturers who habitually attend these sales every
January was conspicuous by its absence.
An important group had been expected to come from New York, but when the Sales opened
only less than a dozen turned up. The American commission agents all had large cable
381 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale Report," Otago Daily Times 6 June
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orders to fill, however, beginning with beaver. Unfortunately, New York had misjudged the
market, and had not expected a rise in values, and accordingly all their limits were too low.
Germany, France, and Czechoslovakia began to operate, outbidding the Americans
completely. Practically all of the beaver collection sold, of which New York secured only a
couple of lots. Prices rose 15 per cent. This successful sale is in strong contrast to that of last
October, when prices declined 7 ½ per cent and 65 per cent of the offering had to be
withdrawn.
The exceptionally small collection of musquash was literally snapped up, and there was
none of the difficulty we have seen for several years past in opening the market, and in
disposing of the finer qualities. Owing to the drought in Canada last summer, and the
eagerness with which the Americans have been buying direct from the trappers, the offering
amounted to only 93,000 skins. The home trade bought about half the collection, the
remainder going to Germany and France, both competing strongly. The Americans made a
valiant effort to obtain the finer qualities suitable for seal dyeing, but failed completely. The
collection was soon sold out at an advance of 35 per cent in price 384.

Mr J.D.J. Forbes, managing director of London Fur Sales was interviewed, in April, regarding the
market and future skin prices.
The stage is set for a rise in the price of furs, in the opinion of Mr J.D.J. Forbes, managing
director of London Fur Sales, Ltd., but against this rise there is bound to be strong resistance
on the part of buyers.
Political factors.
Under normal conditions, Mr Forbes, would be tempted to predict a higher level of values at
the forthcoming Spring Sales, but conditions are not normal; far from it. One must take into
consideration the political factor which slowed down the recent silver fox auctions, and
which may similarly slow down those at the end of the month if the Great Powers have not
come to some working understanding before that time. Buyers cannot be persuaded to
invest heavily in furs if they have no confidence in the future, and this confidence has been
lacking ever since Hitler threw his bombshell into the complications of international affairs.
On the other side of the market, reports are continually being received of a shortage of
supplies, and of a brisk local demand which is making inroads into the fur collections before
they are offered in London. Advices from Canada and the United States attribute the short
crop of fine furs this season partly to the severity of the winter, which has prevented
trappers from bringing in their usual quota of animals, and partly to a decrease in the
supply. The latter may be a natural cycle in the life of wild animals, or to man-made causes.
For these several reasons the higher prices which trappers asked in the beginning of the
season, and which were so energetically resisted at the time, have now been accepted, and
are regarded as justified. This rise, coupled with the knowledge that an insistent demand
from the American manufacturing trade was reducing supplies still further, was fist
reflected at the Winter Sales in London, and more recently in Leningrad. Nor is the advance
confined solely to American, Canadian, and Russian merchandise. It applies also to goods
from China, Australia, and Central Asia. This has naturally led to a certain amount of
speculation in raw skins, which has hardened the market.
Further rise justified
“There is no doubt that a further advance in values would be justified”, Mr Forbes went on,
“but this is not an ordinary situation. It is full of uncertainties, to which is now added
anxiety concerning the value of the franc. The franc is weak at the moment, and if it falls
below its present parity the outlook will change again. French elections take place on April
26, the day before the opening of the Hudson’s Bay Company’s auctions. If the political
swing is towards the left, the new French Government will favour deflation. This will, I
think, give a fillip to trade, though possibly no immediately. Deflation always means brisk
business, and merchandise is safer if the amount invested is lower. On the other hand,
French buyers will hesitate when it comes to buying furs in sterling if the rate of exchange is
384 "The Winter Fur Sales," Fur World 1936.
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strongly against them. They will turn to cheaper articles, and be content with stocks on
hand until their domestic trade has adjusted itself to the changed conditions. They will be
one element in the general price resistance.”
Mr Forbes then considered the prospects for a good demand from Germany, but he hesitated
to make any predictions, although a definite improvement had taken place in the past
twelve months. The Bruhl cannot obtain sufficient credit for its needs, and the German
Government is still finding it difficult to carry out its financial programme.
Strongly averse
Here in Great Britain the home trade is also strongly averse to paying more. Take the case
of musquash, an article which definitely is in short supply. London merchants and
manufacturers complained bitterly of high prices until they were forced to pay them at the
Winter Sales. They only gave in because the strong continental demand for the extremely
small collection would not have left enough goods for them to fill their usual needs. They
resist every rise in price, and will continue to do so.
“I can quite understand the buyers’ attitude”, Mr Forbes admitted, “The advance accepted at
the Winter Sales has still to be passed on to the consumer. Naturally, they do not wish to
increase it before they know what the effect will be. They will turn to cheaper furs, silver fox
most likely, as it is slightly lower in value than it was a year ago. We have not forgotten the
way manufacturers turned to imitation and substitutes of every kind when prices rose to
unprecedented figures in the boom years before 1929. If they add too much to the prices of
their coats it will probably check the demand which has been coming back so slowly during
the past couple of years.
“We must examine both sides of the market to get a true picture of the situation. As I see it, a
thoroughly justifiable rise in value is going to meet with determined resistance.” 385

The prices of rabbit skins were still volatile. On June 12 it was reported:
Very large quantities were offered at yesterday’s sale and this combined with the easing in
prices at recent Australian sales resulted in a fairly marked drop in most grades at to-day’s
sale. There was again quite a good demand fro bucks, which can be quoted only 3d to 6d
lower than last sale’s high prices, but does were comparatively neglected and prices were 6d
to 18d lower. Inferior sorts were 3d to 6d lower and there was a bigger drop on spotted
autumns, etc.386

Two weeks later:
There was a very large offering of skins at yesterday’s sale. During the past week it was
generally expected that prices would show a further decline, but results of do-day’s sale
were considerably better than anticipated. Early autumns and a few inferior grades were
slightly lower, but other sorts showed little change on last sale’s rates. Winter bucks were
inclined to be dearer and generally the market may be quoted firm. 387

There was a large increase in the number of rabbit skins exported in 1936, prices had recovered to a
level comparable to 1928, and the American market was now the predominant buyer of New
Zealand rabbit skins.
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Whilst the increasing price levels were good for raw skin suppliers, retailers thought that there
might be some resistance to the new price levels for fur garments. A British retailer gave his
opinion on how increased fur prices would affect consumers when the higher skin prices were
passed on.
The advance in prices is certainly not justified by the demand for furs in Great Britain, says
Mr George Augustus Nicholas of Bruton Street W1. As it is based upon scarcity of supplies
it may stimulate business, however, by inducing the public to buy before present values are
marked up to the new level.
Mr Nicholas had just sold a musquash coat to a customer who was wise enough to make up
her mind at once. This was all very well while stocks of musquash were still to be had, but
presently there would not be enough skins to go round, and people would be obliged to fall
back on something else, probably squirrel and lamb. Squirrel is more expensive than
musquash, and so is lamb, but a poor quality of the latter may be had for the same money. It
will be impossible to duplicate the excellent wearing qualities of musquash for anything like
a similar value.
He thought that the public would be willing to pay more, as experience in the past showed
that, not only is it easy to sell on a rising market, but when prices are high business is good.
The low levels at which furs have been sold during the past few years have been quite
unwarranted, and moreover they have encouraged women to offer extraordinary low
figures when considering a coat. Even then they would often wait hoping to get a lower
price still. “The rise in values at least will put stop to this sort of thing,” Mr Nicholas
concluded, “and that will be all to the good”. 388

The fur buyer from Selfridge and Co Ltd., London, thought:
There is nothing to be frightened of in the new level of values, says Mr A.W. Alder, fur
buyer for Messrs. Selfridge and Co Ltd. In fact, they should be welcomed, as they will put
an end to the exceedingly low prices on certain articles that have been playing havoc with
the trade for some years. Musquash coats have sold as low as 6 guineas, but on the basis of
the new prices they will have to begin at 19 guineas.
“The public will simply have to get used to the new figures – and they will! People now
want furs, and they will have to pay for them,” he said. “Actually, the present level is
considerably below that of 1919, and also below that of 1929. As trade is good, there is
nothing to fear in the present advances”.
Mr Alder felt that the rise in the price of fox and other long haired furs was much less
significant than the rise in musquash, as the former were not greatly needed for present
styles. The advance in musquash, which was not just the result of competition between
eager groups of American buyers, but was based on an admitted scarcity, was distinctly
serious, as musquash made by far the best coat for the middle-class woman.
As we have reached a point where there is not nearly enough to go round, we must cast
about for something to replace it. Mr Alder thought the most promising substitutes would be
lamb and marmot. Country people simply would not buy lamb, as it was too much like
their own sheep grazing on the hillside, so they would have to put up with marmot, over
which he had no difficulty in concealing his enthusiasm! Coney was a much better
proposition, as a good quality wears and looks well. Perschaniki was another alternative,
and so was moleskin389.
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1937
The situation was positive in 1937 and Fur World reported there was “brisk optimism “at the
Winter Sales, held in February:
The Hudson’s Bay Company have just completed a most prosperous Winter Sale, which
opened on February 1 in an atmosphere of brisk optimism. There was an excellent
attendance from all parts of the world, and keen competition for a catalogue that was rather
heavier in quantity than for several years.
This success was fully expected for the strong demand for fine furs by cable from New York
at the beginning of last December showed which way the wind was blowing. Considerably
higher prices were paid at that time than at the Autumn sales. The chief regrets, now that
the event is over, are shared by the Americans and the home trade, who at times were badly
squeezed out of the market by Continental interests; the London buyers in particular were
not prepared to pay the higher price level that was reached for the majority of furs I the list.
International buyers
The well-filled hall contained all the leading international buyers who had come, not with a
watching brief this time, but prepared to spend a great deal. The Americans were there in
full force, in fact not since the beginning of the slump has the New York trade been so well
represented. Several important buyers were present form Buenos Aires, and their influence
was distinctly felt just as it was last January. A cosmopolitan gathering drifted in from every
corner of Europe, indicating how the exodus of fur merchants from the Bruhl is stimulating
this market. Yet, although their purchases in the aggregate swelled the volume of trading
appreciably, it was the old-timers from Paris and Leipzig who gave strength to the bidding.
The surprise of the sale was the arrival of the Italians. This was greatly appreciated, for
although they were comparatively few in number, and their Government had allotted them
only a little foreign exchange, their presence showed that they were ready to begin trading
again, and that the London market is indispensable. 390

At the Dunedin rabbit sales prices were firm at the June 11 sale:
Increased offerings were forward for yesterday’s sale. There was a very strong demand for
all winter grades, and the market may be quoted firm to slightly dearer for does and best
grades of bucks, and 6d to 9d higher for spotted grades of bucks. Inferior sorts, such as
summers etc were again 1d to 2d lower.391

The pros and cons of the rabbit skin trade was examined in an Otago Daly Times, four days later:
Despite recognition of the ubiquitous “bunny” as a pest of the first order the general public
as well as a great many farmers little realise the growing importance of the world’s most
prolific fur-bearing animal. Rabbit skins bulk large in the export trade of Otago, according
to the price they bring on the open market.
With prices high, rabbiting, by trapping or poisoning, is an eagerly pursued vocation, and
even when market rates decline as they have done frequently in the past few years there are
still expert men by the hundred in both Otago and Southland who regard it as a lucrative
and not over strenuous livelihood. The merchants’ view of the position is that price or no
price the rabbit skin has assumed a dominating position in the entire fur trade of the world,
so that it must always be a marketable commodity. The demand at the present time is very
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brisk, particularly for winter skins, which are distinguished by special quality consequent on
the rabbits anxiety, like most of the rest of us, to protect himself from the unkind attentions
of a severe winter.
Rising Prices
Dunedin may be regarded as the principal centre of the rabbitskin marketing industry in
New Zealand. Sales here usually fetch the best prices and, since the bulk of the skins
produced in the Dominion come from Otago and Southland, other provinces regard this as
the best selling centre.
All winter grades of skins are appreciating in price just now, and there is every prospect
before this season’s sales are concluded. With the best skins making up to 15s a lb. the
incomes of rabbiters, seasonal though they are, will more then likely be the subject of special
scrutiny by the income tax collector. It is probable, however, that many of those engaged in
procuring the skins will find that their returns keep them outside a taxable income, as they
confine their activities in this direction to the winter months only. It is understood that the
Land and Income Tax Department has scented a possible source of revenue in rabbiters and
is taking special precautions to keep a check on the larger sales of skins held this year.
It is estimated by one executive of a leading Dunedin firm that there are about 2000 men
engaged in trapping in New Zealand as a more or less full-time occupation, with half as
many again using the trap and the poisoned bait as a part time job. Most of them are in
Otago and Southland, and the great bulk of the business occasioned by the marketing of
their skins is carried on in Dunedin. There are, it appears, about 200 men directly employed
in the winter months, in this centre alone, grading and packing skins for export. Their
wages bill alone would amount to at least £1000 a week, and to that sum could be added an
amount that has to be paid in connection with the industry to a large number of clerical
workers. Rabbit freezing works give employment to from 50 to 100 men weekly throughout
the winter and it is estimated that their earnings would approximate between £200 and £400
a week. To these figures has to be added about £75,000 a fortnight, which is distributed
among trappers and small farmers after every sale held in Dunedin. To farmers operating in
a modest way, who have comparatively little other income during the winter period, these
periodical payouts mean a very welcome ready money. Altogether the revenue to New
Zealand from the sale of skins for the current year should be in the excess of £800,000, the
bulk of which is paid to country districts. But is not the full extent of the rabbit’s
contribution to the export trade of the Dominion, in as much as a not inconsiderable sum is
derived annually from the export of frozen carcasses.
Best Handling In World.
Grading and packing are important aspects of the industry in this country which have
received special attention of late years, and as a result of the careful preparation and close
attention to quality which are described by American buyers and manufacturers as the best
in the world, New Zealand product stands very high in the markets of the world – as high as
the skins of any other country and a good deal higher then most. Australia, for instance,
cannot compete with New Zealand on the score of quality although the Commonwealth’s
output is probably three times that of the Dominion. Special interest however, attaches to
the reputation New Zealand enjoys for a reliable, high grade product because of the fact that
the rabbit skin industry is centred in Dunedin.
The skins after being carefully picked over and graded are packed in bales of about 500lb
weight, which contain approximately 3000 skins each. At the fortnightly Dunedin sales the
skins are disposed of at public auction, with an average offering of from 450 to500 bales. In
addition, large quantities of skins are purchased direct from trappers in the country by
resident representatives of overseas manufacturers, the majority of whom are Americans.
Last year more than 95 percent of the year’s output was sold to American operators, and this
season the proportion is expected to be the same.
America the Chief Buyer
One prominent local firm last year shipped 1400 bales valued at about £160,000, but the
ramifications of American buyers may be gauged from the fact that New Zealand and
Australian exporters send about 15,000 bales of skins to New York every year. With rabbit
skins, like wool, there is a good demand even for low-grade products, a large percentage of
which are absorbed in the manufacture of felts of all kinds. All quantities, with the
exception f summer grades are used in the manufacture of clothing materials. In fact, it
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would amaze farmer, trapper and consumer if they could see for themselves the evolutions
and convolutions through which this furry products goes. For felting purposes the fur, after
being cleaned, is removed from the skin altogether, but the clothing manufacturer does not
stop at cleaning. He dyes and dresses the skins with an ingenuity appreciated only by
himself and follows up that operation with “conveying” and other methods of doctoring
which produce an infinite variety of forms, colours and garments. England, France,
Belgium, Italy, China and Japan are also exporters of skins, but the manufacturing side of
the industry has its greatest scope in New York, where many thousands of workers are
engaged in the hat –making, felting, dyeing, dressing and manufacturing trades, which
produce raiment of all kinds from rabbit skins for the clothing of an American population of
125,000,000, to say nothing of the large export trade.
Debit Side of the Account
While officially and not unreasonably regarded as a pest to be eliminated as speedily as
possible, the rabbit is a source of revenue to a large section of the community, not including
an optimistic Commissioner of Taxes. It provides an income for many people at a time when
ready cash is in very short supply and gives employment to city workers as well. But it is
safe to say that for every £1,000,000 of American or overseas money the rabbit has brought
into New Zealand, it has cost the primary industries £20,000,000. It is estimated that the
rabbit at the present time is costing New Zealand £12,000,000 a year, less the income from
the sale of skins and carcasses.
An Australian view of the situation is even more enlightening. It is estimated that if the
rabbit had never found it way into Australia the wool clip, which now averages about
£50,000,000 a year, would be doubled. Against this is placed and average annual income in
Australia from rabbit skins of £2,000,000. It is said that 10 rabbits will eat as much grass and
herbage as one sheep, and since last year no fewer than 1,000,000,000 rabbits were
slaughtered in Australia, the damage they do is almost inestimable. The loss of grass they
eat is almost equalled by the pasture they soil and otherwise destroy. 392

Despite the optimism about the rabbit trade prices took a “sharp drop” at the next sale in July:
On account of the boisterous weather experienced in various parts of the country offerings at
yesterday’s sale were not as heavy as the two previous sales. The proportion of good winter
skins has now reached its peak and some very choice lots were offered. Prices, however, did
not follow the quality of the sale, and took a sharp drop to bring them into line with
overseas markets, which have for some time been well below the figures obtained in the
local market. Winter bucks may be quoted at 9d to 13 d below last sale, does par to 9d
lower. The sharpest drop was noticeable in autumn and incoming grades were 15d to 20d
lower. Other grades, including broken, outgoing winters, and springs may be quoted at par
to 4d lower.393

Overall though, the statistics show that the prices for rabbit skins exported peaked in 1937 and that
the quantity of skins exported was dropping.

1938: market jitters
At the start of 1938 the situation did not look good for rabbit skins. The Otago Daily Times
reported:

392 "A

Pest and Its Price," Otago Daily Times 15 June 1937.

393 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale."
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A much less profitable season for rabbiters and those dealing in rabbit skins was announced
by brokers approached by an Otago Daily Times reporter yesterday. The market for New
Zealand skins has fallen away by as much as 50 per cent it was said. In America there was
no market at present, and forced sales in London have brought prices 40 per cent below
those ruling last year. The market for sheepskins also has declined fully 40 per cent since
April last year, and at present there are no selling channels open. The market for opossum
skins is in much the same state, and it was said that if the Government should decide to
declare an open season for opossums the results would be disastrous to the industry.
America has been the biggest buyer of New Zealand rabbit skins since 1918, and the extent
to which the Dominion has come to rely upon orders form that source is shown by the fact
that as soon as America ceases to operate there is no longer any market. That is the position
at present, the reporter was told. Last winter’s skins were eagerly sought after by New York
buyers, but the Wall street break and the home troubles of the United States were reflected
naturally in the demand for luxuries, and, of course, women’s furs constitute one of the first
luxuries to suffer. The high-priced skins for aristocratic furs – silver fox, musk, mink etc. –
depreciated in value by 30 to 50 per cent and rabbit skins, the lowest priced furs made into
garments followed suit in the natural course of events. The result is that to-day there are no
buyers for New Zealand rabbit skins in America. British buyers are of the same mind, as is
shown by the fact that the London sale scheduled for January 12 was postponed to March
16.
London Indications
London agents for New Zealand firms advised that forced sales have resulted I prices 40 per
cent below those ruling from June to July, 1936. It is obvious, then, that the prospects for the
coming season as far as trappers are concerned are very obscure. Whereas the mid-winter
skins of last year were worth from £8 to £8 10s a hundred, it appears a fair estimate that
prices this year will be 50 per cent lower. About £800,000 came into Otago last year from
overseas sales, and that money was distributed through trappers to trades people in the
country districts. It is certain that storekeepers and other trades people will feel the reaction
during the coming season. Probably as good an indication as any is the comparison between
the prices brought by light racks on the Dunedin markets from February and March of last
year and those being realised to-day – 48d a pound last year and about 14d to-day. This is
the type of skins used largely by glovers in the United States 394…..

A Fur World report from London told that:
During the closing months of 1937, world conditions had made a general decline in fur
prices inevitable, and for some weeks previous to the Winter Fur Auctions uncertainty as to
the results they would show had restricted dealing in nearly all articles. The sales were
therefore awaited with unusual interest and the demand for furs which they disclosed was
much greater than had been expected.
The proportions of offerings sold were substantial whilst declines in most cases were not
very severe.
Competition from abroad was less than usual although Central Europe, South America and
the Dominions made considerable purchases. The United States were again interested in
very few articles. The Home trade was a large buyer and evidently considers that renewed
business can be expected at the reduced prices now established. 395

394 "No Markets," Otago Daily Times 3 February 1938.
395 London Fur Trade Association Incorporated, "The Auction Sales," Fur World 5 March 1938.
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In March Germany annexed Austria, and international tensions increased. New Zealand rabbit
prices remained stable, but were much lower than those ruling in 1936 and the winter of 1937. An
early June rabbit auction report told:
At yesterday’s auction increased quantities were forward, competition being exceptionally
keen for all grades and descriptions, and practically all the offering was sold under the
hammer.
Exporters and furriers operated freely, best winter grades of autumns, incomings and
winters advancing 3d to 9d per lb; racks, summers etc barely maintained last sale’s values.
Prime winter bucks sold to 96p, first winter bucks to 93½ d, prime winter does to 64d, first
winter does to 63d.396

The situation was quite different in September. Winter skins had been sold, but as the world
political situation worsened the market was described as “erratic” 397.

International problems

worsened in September, when the Germans threatened to invade Czechoslovakia and owing to
world economic uncertainty the September 27 rabbit skin auction was postponed. Appeasement
and the Munich Agreement averted a European war, business recovered and the postponed rabbit
auction was held in early October. It was reported:
After postponement of the fortnightly rabbit skin sale listed for September 27, the quantities
offered at yesterday’s sale were slightly larger than usual for this time of the season, but in
spite of this a good clearance was made….
Although lower the market is definitely in a much stronger position than a fortnight ago,
when the soaring war risk rates brought business almost to a standstill. 398

1939: uncertainty and the descent to war
By 1939 it was clear that the economic clout of the American fur trade had made them the dominant
factor in the fur market – “in declines as in rises it is America which sets the pace, and, willy-nilly,
the fur trades of the rest of the world follow suit.” 399 This dominance was especially obvious in the
New Zealand rabbit skin market, where 80 percent of exports (quantity) now went to the United
States. The fall in skin prices in 1938 was attributed to Americas “disturbing influence”, but at the
start of 1939 it was considered the America was stable, and that Europe was “the cause of
anxiety”400.
The winter sales proceeded:
396 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Report," Otago Daily Times 9 June

1938.
397 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 14 September

1938.
398 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skinsale," Otago Daily Times 12 October

1938.
399 Editor, "Current Comments," British Fur Trade January 1939.
400 Editor, "Current Comments."
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The Winter series of Auctions, on this occasion, was held during a period of comparatively
quiet and stable political conditions. This may have influenced, to some extent, the generally
successful results attained. There was a good attendance of foreign buyers, although
Germany was not such an important operator on this occasion as in former years. France
and Poland however, bought considerable quantities of goods while Belgium, Holland and
other European countries were active.
A firm tone was in evidence throughout the Sale, and there appears every reason to expect a
continuance of same, provided nothing occurs in international affairs to upset the market
generally.401

Winter skins sold well at the June 7 rabbit sale in Dunedin.
There was a good offering at yesterday’s sale of approximately 50 tons. Competition
generally was keen and the demand continued throughout the sale, brokers reported
practically a total clearance. A good proportion of the offering was destined for the United
States with some purchases for the Australian trade. Local furriers also bought a few parcels
suitable for their trade.
As compared with last sale’s quotations hatters were firm, but the autumn grades generally
were cheaper. Good bucks advanced from 3d to 6d while does on the average ruled firm.
Winter bucks sold to 70½ d, winter does to 46d, early winter bucks to 68d and early winter
does to 40½ d.402

At the July auctions there was still strong demand:
A large catalogue of over 80 tons of rabbit skins were submitted at auctions yesterday before
a large attendance of buyers. Competition was exceptionally keen and well spread, brokers
making a total clearance at auction. The United States and Australia were purchasing, and
New Zealand furriers were also in the market for lots suitable for their trade. Bucks came in
for special attention at values fully 3d to 9d dearer then the previous quotations. Does were
quite up to the level of late rates, and in some cases recorded a slight increase. Hatters
grades may be quoted firm. Prime and first winter bucks sold 93d, first early winter bucks
to 86½ d, second winter bucks to 80d, prime winter does to 50d, and first winter does to
48d.403

Overall rabbit skin prices were steady in 1939 and there was a slight increase in the number of skins
exported. The one market change did become obvious in 1939 was the demand for skins by local
furriers who, because of import restrictions were now more dependant on locally sourced skins.
In August an Otago Daily Times article discussed the rabbit trade:
A subject that is proving of considerable interest to Otago runholders is the rabbit pest, the
removal of which is at present the subject of controversy following the advancement of a
new scheme for coping with the trouble. One of the most interesting trades, and one that is
world wide, is the fur trade, and it is interesting to note the part played by the rabbit in
providing articles of clothing for men and women of most countries.

401 C.M. Lampson & Co. Ltd., "The Winter Fur Sales," British Fur Trade March 1939.
402 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 4 July 1939.
403 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Rabbit Skin Sale."
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The present season has proved a fairly satisfactory one for the New Zealand rabbiter.
Although prices have not reached the high levels of 14 years ago, they have been fairly
profitable during 1938 and this year with the result that there has been a fair number of
rabbiters trapping and poisoning in Central Otago.
This year the prices for higher grade skins have shown a slight drop, but the lower quality
lines have shown an improvement. At the last Dunedin sale first bucks sold for 100d
compared with 109d last year, other bucks showing a similar decline. Does dropped fully
20d as there is not a great demand from the United States for these thin pelted skins and
Europe is proving a most unsatisfactory market on account of the international situation.
The hat trade in the United States is in a better position than it was a year ago with the result
that skins used in this trade are firmer. Prices improve as the quality improves, and as a
result higher values will be ruling at sales in the next month or two.
The American Trade
The United States of America is at present the home of the fur trade, and it is to the New
York market, a Dunedin broker told a Daily Times reporter yesterday that most of the New
Zealand skins go. There are two distinct branches of the fur business – the clothing trade
and the hat trade. Each takes a different type of skin and each uses the fur of the rabbit in an
entirely different way.
It is the clothing trade that people think of when the fur business is mentioned and this
branch is the best known. In New York huge fur factories cover a vast area, and thousands
of people are concerned solely in making coats, stoles, capes and necklets to the latest style
decreed by fashion. The Jew practically monopolies the fur trade in America just as the does
in most countries in the world. For a while the rabbit provided 70 per cent of the fur used in
the States, but this proportion has dropped slightly in recent years. Nevertheless rabbit
skins are still in great demand and are imported from all corners of the world.
In the United States furs a re worn far more than in New Zealand. In the winter time nearly
every woman has a fur coat of some description, for she regards it as almost a necessity.
There, most houses and buildings are centrally heated, and the women wear silk and cotton
dresses indoors. When they have to go out, they put on a fur coat, step into a car or bus,
and when they arrive at their destination slip off their coat. Very few American women go
into winter clothes as New Zealanders do. Consequently, fur is in great demand and a
ready market is open to the world.
A Sharp Contrast
There is a great difference between the clothing trade and the hat trades. The clothing trade
takes all the high quality rabbit skins and it is amazing what it does with these. Most of
these winter skins are coneyed, dressed and dyed and the finished article is a beautiful coat
that can be distinguished only with great difficulty from real seal. In fact, nearly all fur can
be imitated by carefully cutting, dyeing and marking. Rabbit coats with a variety of fancy
names are still popular with American women whose purses cannot ran to mink, squirrel
and other high-priced furs. The hat trade takes practically any quality of skin, for it
processes are entirely different. It is probable that there are many people who do not realise
that felt hats are made almost entirely form rabbit fur. Only the fur and not the pelts is used
in this trade, which employs the most ingenious machinery in preparing g the fur for the
manufacture of hats. As can be imagined the trade is a vast one, for men almost the world
over wear felt hats and women favour felt as fashions change. When women went in for the
buster and shingle felt hats became extremely popular and the hat trade enjoyed a great
boom.
The fur trade felt the world-wide depression less than practically any other industry, and
this was the case in New Zealand as much as anywhere else.
Rabbit is World Wide
When New Zealand runholders express so much concern over the rabbit pest, it comes as
rather a shock to learn the Great Britain export considerably more rabbit skins to the United
States each year than does New Zealand. And yet there is no question of a rabbit pest in
England. Rabbit skins from all over the world find their way to the American markets.
They even come from China.
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New Zealand’s export trade has declined in the past 15 years. In 1924 6500 bales of rabbit
skins were exported, whereas last year only 3500 bales left the country. High prices bring
about a big increase I the number of skins exported and it is in high prices, said the broker,
that lies the solution of the rabbit pest in Central Otago. Unfortunately, there is no way of
ensuring regular high prices unless by a Government subsidy, which would be too costly.
It is interesting to note that the rabbit is becoming more and more popular in Europe –
particularly Italy and Germany. It is not bred so much for its skin as for the meat it
provides, for both these countries are endeavouring to conserve as much as possible the
more profitable sheep and cow. The expulsion of the Jew from Germany and other
European countries has seriously affected the fur trade on the Continent for the Jew
practically controlled the whole business. His expulsion and the general uneasiness in
Europe have practically closed the Continental market to New Zealand.
Even though h comes in for much abuse from Otago farmers, it will be evident that the
rabbit is quite an important individual in the world to-day for he provides furs for women,
hats for both sexes, and meat for the armies of dictators. 404

A few days after this articles was published (3 September) Britain declared war on Germany – and
the New Zealand Prime Minister, Savage, declared that New Zealand would go where Britain went.
Where the British and allied nations would end up going was at this stage unknown and
unknowable. In October 1939 British Fur Trade thought “The paramount consideration, therefore,
is to win the war decisively in the shortest possible time” and asked:
How is all this going to affect the Fur Trade? At the outset there is bound to be a period of
uncertainty and of dwindling activity. Naturally the Government does not desire to cripple
business; on the contrary it wishes to foster all legitimate trade, both for the home market
and for markets overseas. To this end first things must come first. This may imply strict
control over all international business to conserve this country’s ability to buy abroad all
those necessaries – whether of food, fodder or munitions of war – that are essential to bring
us to ultimate victory. If certain restrictions on the importation and sale of certain furs
should become necessary – at any rate for a while until it is seen what can be safely allowed
and what must be controlled – it is certain that the Trade will accept them in a philosophic
spirit in the knowledge that its interests will be safeguarded by the unremitting vigilance of
the two Trade Association….
It is of the highest importance that all sections of the Trade should pull together at this time,
so that the wheels of commerce may be kept revolving and staffs kept employed. Despite
the dislocation in many line of business there will be plenty of people in receipt of regular
incomes and money will continue to circulate in the home market. As the British and French
Navies get more through control of the submarine menace, opportunities for overseas trade
should be maintained, if not increased, and thus it is to be hoped that the British Fur Trade
will not be deprived of its time-honoured role of being an international business, despite the
inevitable interruptions and inconveniences inseparable from the exigencies of war. 405

Auctions continued to be held in London in late 1939 and early 1940, but trading was difficult
because of exchange difficulties which required London to operate as an entrepot and re-export all
imported skins406. Efforts were made to continue normal trading:

404 "The Rabbit," Otago Daily Times 23 August 1939.
405 Scrutator, "The War Emergency and Its Influence on the Fur Trade," British Fur Trade October 1939.
406 "London Market Meets Difficult Conditions," Fur Trade Review 11 January 1940.
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Consignments of silver foxes reached the London market by air across the North Sea. Other
shipments managed to get through mine fields. It is surprising to witness the manner in
which London and foreign fur merchants snap up the somewhat limited supplies available
this season. Needless to say the quantities are much less than in previous seasons. The
combined offerings of the four auction company in January totalled 69,000 skins, compared
with 178,000 a year ago.
South America and Italy buy freely.
Silver fox is undoubtedly the most active article in the market at the moment, and with
prices down 25% from a year ago, there is more wider buying. The English trade is mainly
interested in the cheaper grades and, of course in the half silvers. New York bought
considerable quantities of fine quality, or what we call the flashy skins, here before quota
stopped all orders from America.
Russian Business Stops
Business in Russian furs in London is at a standstill. The Soviets will not accept payment in
sterling and the British Treasury will not release dollars. Afghan lamb shipments have been
received, but the trade considers prices too high, so these skins were largely to be offered in
the January Winter sales.407

At this stage the United States was not a belligerent, and its fur trade looked forward to good
business:
The outlook for the fur trade in 1940 is not very clear at the present, since there are many
unknown factors that are unusual and cause for no little uncertainty.
For instance the ending of the war I Europe during the coming year would upset all present
calculations and is a factor which all business men must constantly keep in mind. Such a
contingency forces merchants to proceed cautiously and future plans have to be made with
numerous mental and financial reservations.
Since the fur trade must buy its raw merchandise from first hands about seven to eight
months in advance of the time when this merchandise, in its processed and manufactured
form, will be presented to the public, the function of buying is consequently fraught with
more than ordinary risk while war prevails in Europe. Each day brings its news of losses
and destruction.
Danger in excess supplies.
The European war has naturally shut off to a great extent the normal markets in densely
populated European countries. America, free and unrestricted in its trade and commerce is
likely to receive a surplus of furs of all kinds, more than the country can consume. It is
probable that prices of peltries will remain depressed and that the trade will be stimulated to
greater efforts by these low prices, since it would seem that the American public will be in a
position next year to respond quite freely to the offerings of fur apparel at new low levels. It
might easily lead to excessive production.
An abundance of raw material at very reasonable prices offers the American trade the
opportunity of transacting a larger and more profitable business in the coming year than at
any other time since the boom year of 1927. Retail distributors have already expressed the
belief that they will be able to undertake and promote a larger fur business in 1940 because
of the reasonable level of prices that are expected to prevail. If this proves to be true, then
the setup for the American fur trade during the next twelve months should be ideal. On the
other hand there will be strong consumer demand and on the other there will be an
abundant and favourably priced supply. From an economic point of view this should prove
one of those years which occurs once in a decade when the fur business prospers. All will be
well so long as an excessive production does not lead to price-cutting and the destruction of
profit408.
407 "Silver Fox Active in London Market," Fur Trade Review 25 January 1940.
408 "Economic Position of Fur Trade Favorable to Expansion in 1940," Fur Trade Review 18 January 1940.
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Every cloud truly has a silver lining …..

5.4

Rabbit destruction in New Zealand during the 1930s

The battle between rabbit destruction and rabbit harvesting continued without resolution during
the 1930s. In 1931 the collapse in skin prices had resulted in less commercial rabbiting and the
rabbits were enjoying the lull in hunting and rapidly breeding. Controlling these fecund little
animals and motivating pest destruction was giving “some concern”.
This position is due to the seasonal conditions enabling rabbits to breed up quickly during
the spring and summer months, together with low prices for furs and the financial
depression which placed many settlers in the position of being less able to pay for the usual
suppression methods.
For several years prior to this one the high price of skins induced a considerable number of
experienced rabbiters to engage in the work of rabbit-destruction with little or no cost to the
landowner, but early in the present season the value of furs receded to a point where the
collection of skins ceased to be a payable occupation. Rabbit-control work at once became a
direct charge on the landowner at a time when very few of them were in a position to
employ extra labour.409

Rabbit numbers increased again in 1932 owing to a severe drought, and they were unable to be
contained because of the farmers’ financial position and the continued low skin prices. 410 A similar
situation prevailed in 1933 when the Unemployment Board initiated a scheme to provide men for
rabbit suppression:
A good many men were put on this work and it is undoubtedly of great assistance not only
to the unemployed, but to landowners as well. Where experienced rabbiters were available
and the owners exercised adequate supervision the scheme was quite successful, but where
inexperienced men had to be employed and the supervision was in any way lax the results
were not so satisfactory.411

In 1934 climatic conditions again favoured rabbit breeding, and initially low skin prices and the
financial situation compromised the landowners’ ability to pay for rabbit control, although there

409 J Lyons, "Department of Agriculture, Annual Report for 1930-31: Live-Sock Division, Report of J. Lyons,
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Printer, 1931).
410 J Lyons, "Department of Agriculture Annual Report for 1931-32: Live-Stock Division, Report of J. Lyons,
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411 J Lyons, "Department of Agriculture, Annual Report for 1932-33: Live-Stock Division, Report of J. Lyons,

Director," Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives, vol. 3-H29 (Wellington: Government
Printer, 1933).
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were signs that skins prices were increasing.412 The price did increase and the number of skins
exported increased, but not sufficiently to suppress the rabbits:
The favourable climatic conditions of the past year in combination with the very low prices
offered for carcasses and skins and the pecuniary embarrassment of many landowners have
together accounted for an unfortunate increase in rabbits in may districts throughout the
Dominion.413

Commercial value continues to undermine eradication
The situation had improved in 1936 and in 1937 the Department of Agriculture did admit that
rabbiting helped keep numbers down:
The improved position as regards rabbits may be attributed to, firstly, the high prices ruling
for skins and carcasses, secondly, the wet season in many localities resulting in the
drowning of young rabbits; and thirdly, the enthusiastic work of Rabbit Boards.414

But, in 1939 the commercial value of the rabbit was again the villain:
In many parts of Otago and Southland the rabbit pest is in a different category, for there the
commercial aspect has mitigated against rabbit-destruction to a marked degree. The work
appears to be spasmodic rather than continuous, and the amount of killing is determined by
the price of skins. Under such conditions it would seem to be impossible to exterminate or
even control the rabbit pest. It would appear that the Department, as the responsible
authority for the administration of the Rabbit Nuisance Act, must adopt more coercive
measures in southern provinces.415

In 1940 it was thought:
While many districts show some improvement, there are still far too many rabbits in the
Otago-Southland district, and it is regrettable that many settlers still allow the commercial
aspect to militate against the destruction of the pest.416

The outbreak of war changed the whole situation. New Zealand agriculture was geared to the war
effort, and in order to increase production rabbit numbers had to be reduced. During the 1940s the
412 W.C. Barry, "Department of Agriculture, Annual Report for 1933-34: Live-Stock Division, Report of W.C.
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Government took an increasingly active part in rabbit destruction, and this culminated in 1957 with
the de-commercialisation of rabbits.
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Chapter 6
Other fur bearing animals in New Zealand and their use in the fur trade

6.1

Opossums

The opossum skin export trade was of much less importance than the rabbit trade during the period
under study, however, by the late 1970s, it did become the most important item for trappers, skin
dealers, and the fur dressing industry.

The foundation for this later growth was laid in the early

part of the 20th century, when there was a great expectation that a fur industry could be based on
trapping opossums liberated in the vast mammaless expanse of the New Zealand forests.

Introduction of the opossum
The Government took a distinctly different attitude towards the commercialisation of opossums
than they did to rabbits. The Australian-sourced opossums had been introduced to New Zealand
under the auspices of the acclimatisation societies specifically to promote a trade in their skins.
They were introduced to Southland, in 1858, near the area where the rabbits had been first
liberated. Further importations were sanctioned by the Protection of Certain Animals Act of 1861
and the Animals Protection Act of 1880 (and its amendments). The peak period of imports was
between 1890 and 1898, when Acclimatisation Societies and the Government dispersed and
established the animals around the country. There were incidental imports in the 1915 to 1924
period, and after that it is thought there were no further importations.417
Limited opossum hunting was permitted in some regions, but generally the opossums were
protected in order to build up numbers so that a sustainable fur industry could eventually be
established. The move to allow hunting began in 1911 with law changes that deemed opossums to
be imported game418. Then in April 1912, regulations were gazetted that allowed for a limited
shooting season from 1 May to 31 July. This regulation allowed hunters to shoot up to 30 animals,
but prohibited the sale of the skins.419
All protection was removed from opossums in August 1912 and they could be “taken or killed
without restriction and their skins sold”.420 The skins were traded at the rabbit auctions in Dunedin
with little comment and generally only the top prices were published.
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Increasing numbers of skins entered the market and there was some concern whether too many
animals were being killed. There was some debate over whether the opossum was a nuisance, and
whether uncontrolled trapping could lead to extermination. In September 1912 it was reported:
Being firmly convinced that the removal of all protection from the opossum will speedily
result in its total extermination, and also being of opinion that many of the statements made
about the destructiveness of the little marsupial were not in accordance with fact, the Otago
Acclimatisation Society has during the past few months been prosecuting inquiries in the
South Otago districts with the object of getting some reliable information as to the extent of
the damage the animal really does to gardens etc. 421

The people surveyed thought that the opossum was not a nuisance. One settler wrote:
The opossum hunters cause far more trouble than the opossums, trespassing on my ground
at all hours of the night, shooting and trapping. Some seem to say the orchards suffer by the
opossum, but I definitely swear that my orchard has suffered more by the hunters than the
opossum.422

Even the skin merchants and dealers were concerned about the number of animals being killed:
A petition to the Prime Minister has been drawn up and signed by 17 representative hide
and skin merchants. It reads as follows We, the undersigned hide and skin merchants and
dealers, herby respectfully request and urge that the protection recently removed from the
opossums by the Hon. Minister of Internal Affairs, be again reinstated throughout the
dominion where such is applied for, and particularly in so far as the district of Otago is
concerned, and that for the future “The Animals’ Protection Act, 1908” be amended to
permit of opossums of all species being trapped as well as hunted or shot during the open
season, and that regulations be gazetted annually permitting of an open season for taking
and killing opossums during the months of May, June, and July, with a provision that all
skins taken must be sold within 30 days after the close of the season as above, and anyone
found to be possession of opossums (exclusive of pets), or their skins in undressed condition
thereafter, and during the remaining closed period shall be deemed to have committed a
breach of the regulations, and be liable to the penalties stated in the regulations.
Our reason for putting forward this application before you are:- (1) We are in a position
from practical experience to state that the acclimatisation of opossums in this dominion has
just now reached a stage which places it in the rank of a profitable commercial industry to
settlers and others concerned. (2) We know from interviews with persons living in parts of
this district where opossums are established that if any damage is done to the few fruit trees
here and there in gardens adjoining the bush the owners are more than compensated by the
value of the skins they are able to sell, and that whilst they wish an open season to be
declared they have no desire that the protection should be wholly removed. (3) We feel sure
that the Minister of Internal Affairs has not been fully apprised of the value of the opossum
as a commercial asset to this country, nor the conditions under which these animals live in
this district, where the percentage of harm which could be done is infinitesimal in
comparison with the benefit to be gained by reasonable regulation and protection. (4) The
winter months are the best for taking opossums, as their fur is then in its prime, but if
protection is not reinstated the animals will be trapped and killed throughout the whole year
be persons who would take what they could get, and this course would soon exterminate the
opossum altogether.423
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The Government did reconsider its position and in August 1913 424, reintroduced opossum
protection in the bush-covered regions of New Zealand425.

At what was probably the last major

auction of the era, in September 1913 “fair numbers” were offered, prices were “slightly higher”
and reached 10s 5d for “best blacks”.426
Commercialisation of the opossum
By 1919 it was thought that opossums could again be commercialised, so, in order to get an
objective view of the situation, the biologist Professor H.B. Kirk was asked to inquire into the
situation. His task was described by the Department of Internal Affairs:
The high prices at present ruling all over the world for furs have resulted in acclimatization
societies and others making strong representations to the Department for special legislation
dealing with opossums. With a view to obtaining definite information on many debateable
questions, the Department engaged Professor Kirk, of Victoria University College,
Wellington, to make a report. After exhaustive inquiries throughout the Dominion he
furnished a comprehensive and valuable report, which it is hoped to publish at an early
date.427

Kirk was asked specifically to investigate:
(1.) Whether the damage to forests is likely to outweigh advantages to settlers in being able
to earn revenue by trapping or taking opossums in new country
(2.) On what areas these animals could be liberated with reasonable security against their
overrunning and damaging State forests.428

Since the Acclimatization Societies had promoted the introduction of opossums they thought that
they had some proprietary right to the animals, and similarly the Government thought they should
also receive some fee from trapping. Complicating the matter was the fact that in some areas,
orchards in particular, the opossum was a pest and landowners wanted free reign to destroy them.
Kirk agreed that opossums should be taken and in his comprehensive report he considered that
opossums were not damaging the forests, and more could be introduced:
The opossum trade is already a valuable one, almost certainly no less than £15,000 a year,
and could be made many times more valuable if developed (Section X). To develop it the
following steps are recommended: The institution of an open season when this is
recommended by the rangers; the issue of licences to trappers, the license good only for the
open season; the institution of penalties for unlicensed trappers; revenue to be derived from
the license fee, and from the sale of trapping rights on Crown lands, perhaps from a royalty
paid by owners of opossum-bearing bushes; only registered dealers to buy skins; the
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revenue derived by the Crown to be devoted for some time to the development of the
opossum trade and to the conservation of forests by increased ranging.
Finally, the Great Alpine Range should be stocked as soon as possible, preferably with a new
stock of best Tasmanian brown or “black mountain” opossums imported for the purpose.429

Kirk acknowledged the help of the Dunedin fur traders, Stewart, Black, Waters and Ritchie (as well
as Acclimatization societies and others) in preparing the report.430
Kirk’s recommendations were generally accepted and legislation introduced to allow limited
trapping. When moving the second reading of the Bill, the Minister of Internal Affairs, the Hon. Mr
Anderson explained the system and what he hoped would be achieved:
….I have to point out that the purpose of it has been misunderstood by at least one
newspaper, in that it is asserted that the Bill is intended to protect opossums. On the
contrary, this Bill is intended to turn them into a marketable commodity. At the present time
in the Catlin’s district they have become a menace to the settlers, owing to the damage
caused to orchards and gardens. In some portions of the Catlin’s Bush, farther south, they
are coming on to the farms and to some extent destroying the turnip crops. In the Geraldine
district and other parts of New Zealand reports received indicate that these animals are
more or less of a nuisance, and the Department has had complaints from settlers asking to
be allowed to destroy opossums. Under the present law individuals can be given
permission to destroy these animals, but there is no provision to make use of the skins. I am
informed that a considerable trade is carried on illicitly in opossum skins. The Department
considers it would be wise to make use of these skins, and it is hoped to eventually establish
a good trade. It is calculated that at the present time £30,000 worth of opossum skins are
sold annually, and if the animals are properly farmed or looked after in the State bushes we
may be able to increase the business to £100,000 annually. In one case in the Canterbury
District where a farmer had a small bush, which was well filled with opossums, he let the
trapping and made some £500 out of the skins. It is intended in this Bill to take power to
license trappers and also dealers of skins. The greatest authority on the animal in New
Zealand is Professor Kirk, who has written within recent times a very elaborate paper on the
habits and general conditions pertaining to the opossum, and the possibilities of trade
connected with it. He says that, while the opossum may damage orchards, it does not
damage the bushes in which it lives. If that is so, quite a large portion of New Zealand,
especially in the Sounds district on the West Coast – the Fiord County – may eventually
become a very profitable field for trappers. He states that the breeding habits of the
opossum have not been studied. The Australian States have been communicated with, but
as very little information on the matter has so far been received, Professor Kirk, I understand
is at the present time further studying these animals. If this Bill passes it is proposed that
trappers and dealers in skins shall be required to obtain licenses on payment of prescribed
fees. The question will also have to be considered as the whether the State should not
receive a royalty upon the skins. I am asking for further information on this subject. From
present advice, however, it would appear that at present prices of skins a royalty might well
be asked as well as a license fee. The acclimatization societies will be asked to do a good
deal of the work in connection with this business and will receive a portion of the money.
The Bill provides for the regulations to carry on the work, the reason being that the
conditions are at present not known, and it may be necessary to alter the regulations at
various times until we reach a stage which will enable the business to be carried out
profitably by the State, the acclimatization societies and other engaged in the
industry……431
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The debate continued, and members discussed the impact of opossums on the fruit industry, how
much money could be made from opossums and whether they could turn out to be a pest.
Mr Witty (Riccarton). - I notice that there are four different sets of people who are going to
benefit from this Bill. Some one has suggested that this is a policy Bill, but I think it is a
“furry” Bill. The trapper is going to make money out of it; the dealer in skins is going to
make money out of it; the Government is going to make money out of it; and so are the
acclimatization societies; but there is nothing for the men who have been feeding the
animals all the time – that is, the fruitgrowers – because undoubtedly, these animals do a lot
of harm to fruitgrowers, not so much in Canterbury, as suggested by the member for Nelson,
but there are a good many of the animals even there. ….. 432
Mr Hockly (Rotorua). – Like the honourable member for Nelson, I look upon this Bill with a
certain amount of doubt and misgiving; and I do so in light or our experience in the past.
We know quite well that both birds and animals have been introduced to this country with
the idea of their being a benefit, and that they would deal with certain pests which
prevailed. We know what our experience has been with regard to the small birds that have
been imported, with regards stoats and weasels, and with regard to rabbits; and I am
particularly anxious in this matter from the standpoint of the orchardist. The fruit industry,
which is only in its infancy, is meeting with many drawbacks. The pests with which the
fruitgrower has to deal are constantly increasing, and we should be extremely careful not to
add another handicap to this useful form of horticulture. Take the question of the small
birds; we all know the large amount of money that has to be spent annually in order to
combat that pest. Small birds were introduced to combat the caterpillar, but they are now
regarded as worse than the caterpillar, and as nothing less than a pest themselves. Stoats
and weasels were supposed to deal effectively with the rabbits, but to-day we are constantly
hearing complaints that they pay too much to our hen-roosts. As far as rabbits are
concerned, I suppose when they were first introduced any one who attempted to poison
them wholesale would have been regarded as a Goth or Vandal, and yet to-day one of he
greatest pests the farmer has to cope with is the rabbits. It is a peculiar thin that once birds
and other animals are transported to New Zealand they multiply in an extraordinary
manner, and even change their habits. It may be said that certain of these animals that come
here are perfectly harmless when they arrive, but they are not long here when it is found
advisable in the interests of the country to destroy them. It does not follow, because certain
animals are harmless in their native habitat, that they will be harmless here. …. 433

In fact so much money could be made from opossum skins that some members thought that efforts
should be made to increase the stock of animals in the forests. After all opossums were not a
nuisance like the rabbit:
Mr Edie (Bruce).- I have made some notes of the subject of opossums, and I think the present
is an opportune time to bring the matter before the house. I went into the matter some time
ago with experts, and we satisfied ourselves that the country could draw £500,000 a year if
the forests in the south-west corner of the South Island, from Lake Wakatipu down to
Preservation Inlet, were stocked with opossums. I discussed the matter some time since
with an expert from Tasmania, and he told me that he had been amazed at the quality of the
skins obtained in New Zealand; he said that they were worth shillings more per skin than
the Tasmanian skins. If these forests I have mentioned were stocked with opossums they
would be a good hunting-ground, in which some of our young men could make a good
cheque every year.
Mr McNicol.- Do you believe in rabbits?
Mr Edie.- No; unless in the shape of rabbit-pie. The county in which I live has a good
opossum forest – the Blue Mountains. The opossums are there in large numbers, but they
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have to be killed on the sly, and men are making a living out of them on the sly. I would ask
the Minister in charge to change this Bill to take into consideration the advisability of
stocking the forest areas of the south-west corner of New Zealand with opossums.
The Hon Mr Anderson.- It has been done.
Mr Edie. - Very well, put in more. There are not enough there yet. They are only in some
corners, and it is like looking for a needle in a haystack to go in search of them. We want
them spread all over. I am glad that something has been done; let us have a little more. 434

The Bill progressed to the Legislative Council where the Hon. Mr Thomson had this to say:
…By some people these animals are credited with being enormously destructive. When they
come into orchard country they are destructive to the shoots of young fruit trees, and they
eat the fruit, but it is perfectly safe to say that for every £1 of damage the opossums do in this
country their value is probably £100 as fur-bearing animals, but people do not realize that
fact. I have gone into this question and obtained information from every part of the country
about them. I find that opossums do practically no harm in the bush; they live upon foliage,
but they are certainly not detrimental to our native bush to any extent……
I would like to give some idea of what the value of the opossum is to the country. The skins
that are gathered in Otago and Southland are finer than any that can be obtained in
Australia or Tasmania, and quite a short time ago they were fetching as much as 10s a skin;
this was before the phenomenal rise in the price of rabbit skins. When rabbit skins were
fetching from 1s 6d to 2s the opossum skins were being sold to dealers at 10s. The president
of the Otago Acclimatization Society estimated that in 1913 sixty thousand skins were taken
out of the Catlin’s district, the total value being from £25,000 to £30,000. I asked Mr R.S.
Black of Dunedin, who is a well-known exporter of rabbit skins, if that was an overestimate,
and he said it was not. Opossum skins have gone out of the districts as rabbit skins; but
when they come to be sold, especially in the American markets, they fetch high prices.
While possibly opossums do harm to orchards, I do not think they do any harm to the farms,
and I think they are a source of value to the country. 435

The first opossum season
The regulations for taking opossums were laid down on 5 May 1921, and the first auction held in
Dunedin in July 1921. The Otago Witness reported:
The first opossum skin sale which has been held in Dunedin for some years took place
yesterday. Competition was keen for all well-furred winter skins, but low-quality
descriptions had little attention, and prices obtained for these were very disappointing. Best
blacks sold from 7s to 8s 6d; medium, 6s to 6s 9d; supers, from 9s to 12s 10d; best greys, 7s to
8s; medium, 6s to 6s 9d; super, from 8s 3d to 9s 3d. The catalogues offered were as follow: Wright, Stephenson, and Co., 138’ Todd Bros. and Co., 657; National Mortgage and Agency
Company, 773; Stronach, Morris, and Co., 1145; Donald Reid and Co., 1606; Waters, Ritchie,
and Co., 5583; - total, 9902.436

The profit expectations of politicians and the actuality of trapping did not coincide, as a question in
Parliament, in late 1921, illustrates:
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Mr Malcolm (Clutha) asked the Minister of Internal Affairs, Whether he is aware that the
actual results of a season’s trapping of opossums by a settler on his own land work out as
follows: gross proceeds of sale of skins, £11 5s 4d; royalty on fifty-nine skins £2 19s, license
fee £2 10s, total £5 9s, leaving £5 16s 4d to the settler, from which railage and broker’s
charges have still to be deducted; and whether he will provide in the Bill now before the
House that a settler shall have the right to trap opossums on his own land without paying
royalty or license fees, and thus secure for himself the advantages of his labour and
recompense for any loss occasioned by opossums upon his property?
The Hon. Mr Downie Stewart (Minister of Internal Affairs) replied, An amendment to the
law would hardly appear necessary, as there is already power to make regulations for
taking or killing opossums in certain cases; and while this has hitherto applied only to
orchard areas or registered orchards, consideration will be given as to whether it should not
be made to apply to all privately owned lands, thus enabling the owner to take opossums
during the season without license. It is considered desirable, however, that the 1s royalty on
each skin taken should be paid.437

The State Forest Service was a major host to opossum populations and in 1921 this organisation
looked upon the opossum as a money earner:
The value of State forests as production centres for the natural propagation of fur-bearing
animals, game, and as recreation playgrounds is just beginning to be appreciated. ….
The increasing economic importance of the opossum indicates that in the protection of this
animal in State forests there is a great potential source of revenue. Efforts are being made to
co-operate with the Department of Internal Affairs and the various acclimatization societies
in developing the possibilities of breeding and harvesting this valuable fur-bearer. (At least
ten thousand opossums were taken in 1921 from State forests). 438

Kirk had recommended more opossums be liberated around the country and this was initially
permitted, but cancelled in 1922.439 Despite this, individuals did illegally liberate and disperse the
opossums so that eventually the opossums were spread to most parts of the country.440
The annual reports of the Internal Affairs Department and the State Forest Service reported on the
start of trapping. The Internal Affairs Department reported:
Opossums - For the first time provision was made for the taking or killing of opossums
during the month of June last year. Large numbers were taken, principally in the Otago,
Wellington, and Southland Acclimatization Districts, comparatively few being taken in other
parts of the Dominion. Special provision has been made to enable orchardists to destroy
opossums at any time in any registered orchard, and also in certain areas in fruitgrowing
districts, and in addition provision is being made to enable the destruction of these animals
on any land within half a mile of any orchard. The whole question is being very carefully
studied with a view to ascertaining relatively the possible value to the Dominion of the
opossum as compared with any damage likely to be caused to property of fruitgrowers and
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others by that animal, and in the meantime it has been decided not to authorize the capture
of opossums for the purpose of liberation in any district. 441

The State Forest Service reported:
The opossum has become a permanent denizen of our New Zealand forests, and promises to
be a very productive source of revenue to the State and profit to the community. During the
year over sixteen thousand skins, of a value of £5,337 were produced in and exported from
New Zealand. Of this number it is estimated that at least ten thousand were trapped in State
forests. Through its Ranger staff the Service was active in allocating trapping-grounds,
repressing poaching and trespass, and in advising on proposed releases for propagation
purposes. It is realized that opossum liberation in new country should be carefully
considered and all factors weighed before turning loose so fertile and versatile animal as the
opossum. In this connection the Service has closely co-operated with the Department of
Internal Affairs and certain acclimatization societies with a view to safeguarding the
community interest.442

Development of the opossum trade
A trapping season was permitted in 1922 and, compared to 1921, the quantity of opossum skins
exported more than doubled and the value of good skins increased. The Otago Witness reported:
The first sale of the season took place on the 21 st, when a total offering of 15,405 skins was
submitted to a good attendance of buyers. These skins were all taken in the district of
Otago, and, in the opinion of buyers, were the finest collection ever submitted in New
Zealand. The bulk of the offerings were secured on behalf of American operators, who were
very keen buyers for all descriptions of greys, and some very high values were obtained for
this variety, the top prices paid being 17s 9d each. As compared with prices ruling at the
first sale held last year, values for greys were 100 per cent higher, while blacks advanced 40
to 50 per cent.443

Waters, Ritchie, and Co. again put up most of the skins on offer. 444 The State Forest Service and
Internal Affairs were generally optimistic about the future of the trade despite some concerns.
Internal Affairs reported:
The prospects for the coming season are extremely good, but it is becoming evident that,
with the growing popularity of the industry some check will have to be provided against
trappers who have not sufficient knowledge of the manner in which skins should be treated.
At present the difficulty is partially overcome by arrangement, but if the industry increases
at its present rate, then it is evident that some check will be required with the object of the
preservation of these valuable skins. The Department is watching the whole question of
opossums very carefully, and the operations of each season are tending more and more to
keep the matter on a satisfactory basis, by providing against any anomalies of disabilities
founding the present system. With regard to the animals becoming a nuisance, this aspect of
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the matter is also being carefully watched, but in the meantime no authorities are being
granted to permit further liberation of opossums in any locality. 445

The State Forest Service was worried about the opossum turning out to be a pest:
An investigation into the habits of this animal shows that its adverse effect upon silviculture
is to be deemed a negligible quantity especially as it is easy to trap or poison, and the skin,
being a valuable article, will always pay for the work entailed.
During the 1922 season 381 permits to trap were issued and 54,357 skins, mostly from State
forests were harvested. Total royalties from skins and licenses amounted to £3,324, and one
third of this, £1,108, was paid into the account of the State Forest Service. The gross value of
skins taken, in their raw state would be not less than £20,000.446

A greater number of skins were exported during 1923, but there was a drop in prices. At the second
sale of the season the Dunedin Woolbrokers’ Association and Waters, Ritchie and Co. (not a
member of the Dunedin Woolbrokers’ Association), put up a total of 19,414 skins. 447 It was reported
that “bidding lacked life”.448 In their report Waters, Ritchie, and Co. reported:
There was the usual attendance of buyers present and competition was fairly keen at prices
on a slightly lower range of values, than those of the previous sale. The bulk of the
catalogue was made up of consignments from the West Coast and the North Island, the
greater proportion of which are the black variety of the skin. The quality of the North Island
skins cannot be compared with those of Otago and Southland; 449 so, taking this into
consideration, the prices obtained were satisfactory. 450

In 1923 the State Forest Service considered that opossums were not damaging the forests451, and
Internal Affairs reported:
The prospects for the coming season are extremely good, but it is becoming evident that,
with the growing popularity of the industry, some check will have to be provided against
trappers who have not sufficient knowledge of the manner in which skins should be treated.
At present the difficulty is partially overcome by arrangement, but if the industry increases
at its present rate, then it is evident that some check will be required with the object of the
preservation of these valuable skins.452 The Department is watching the whole question of
opossums very carefully, and the operations of each season are tending more and more to
keep the matter on a satisfactory basis, by providing against anomalies or disabilities found
in the present system. With regards to the animals becoming a nuisance, this aspect of the
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matter is also being carefully watched, but in the meantime no authorities are being granted
to permit further liberation of opossums in any locality.453

The number of opossum caught continued to increase, and in 1924 Internal Affairs was worried that
too many were being caught, as well as whether opossums were becoming a nuisance:
The Department is watching the whole question very carefully so that if there is any
indication of too great a thinning-out of the animals protection can be wholly restored, or if,
on the other hand, they become a nuisance, what further steps should be taken to thin them
out.454

The skins were coming largely from State forests, and the Service reported:
… There appears to be a growing feeling of antagonism towards the opossum in some
quarters, statements being made that it is destined to become a great menace to forests,
exotic plantations, orchards, gardens and native bird-life. While the consensus of opinion,
within this Service and among many authorities outside, is that the damage is negligible, it is
considered that some of the statements made against the animal are to a certain degree
correct, and during the present year it is proposed that a comprehensive survey of the
animal will be made.455

The comprehensive survey was not able to completed, and the following year the Service reported:
The trapping season 1924 shows a falling-off in the number of opossums trapped: 95,639
skins were taken, as against 109,905 the previous season. In some forests, previously the
best trapping-grounds, results were so poor that many trappers abandoned their areas. This
confirms previous statements issued by the Service that the opossum is easily kept down,
and will never become a menace. It is estimated that 70 per cent of opossum trapped during
the season were taken from State forests.456

Plateau in the opossum crop
By 1925 exports had plateaued at around 150,000 skins per year, and prices were steady. At the
first sale of the season 20,000 were offered to a full bench of buyers:
…competition was animated through out. As compared with the opening sale of last season,
prices obtained were from 2s to 4s per skin higher. The demand for blues and greys,
especially the clear pelted and well stretched lots, was very keen, and the prices obtained
most satisfactory. The following is a range of prices obtained: - Blues 10s to 18s each; greys,
10s to 17s each; blacks, 7s to 16s 7d each; browns, 6s to 10s 6d each; reds, 6s to 10s each;
slates, 6s to 8s 6d each. Small, damaged, faulty and badly stretched lots realised
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correspondingly lower prices. Over all, the average of the total offerings sold would be
about 10s 9d per skin.457

The number of people trapping fluctuated from year to year. In 1922 381 permits were issued; they
increased to 679 in 1923; dropped to 462 in 1924; recovered in 1925 to 720, and in 1926 reached
1,051.458 Not all those who wanted to trap could get permission to go into good areas such as State
forests, and there was some poaching and concern about over trapping:
The Conservator of Forests, Palmerston North, reports that 420 applications for permits to
trap in State forests were received and 264 permits issued. Three convictions for illegal
trapping were obtained in this region, with fines amounting to £20, plus costs, £10 3s. Prior
to the commencement of the 1926 trapping season instructions were issued to each
Conservator of Forests to keep a close watch over trapping operations, with a view to
safeguarding this promising industry from the danger of over trapping. The consensus of
opinion within this Service at the close of the season was that at least one close season
should be observed in order to permit the opossums to multiply, and a recommendation
upon these lines was made to the authority concerned. 459

Before the start of the 1926 season R.S. Black did not think prices would hold:
… Mr Black was not too optimistic. He did not anticipate that the prices would be on par
with those ruling last season. Fresh sources of supply not hitherto available, would
probably come on the market this season. In Victoria it was quite on the cards that a three
months’ season would be granted to trappers, and as not skins had been taken from this
State for a period of 14 years the “catch” was likely to be heavy. Queensland had not been
available for trappers for three years, and that in addition to New South Wales, and
Tasmania, so that these places were likely to be serious competitors with the Dominion.
Australia expected to get 3,000,000 opossum skins this season within her own shores, so that
the market here was likely to be seriously disturbed. It was not anticipated that prices
would fall below what would allow a fair margin to the trapper but the high prices ruling
during the past few seasons were not likely to me maintained. However, those engaged in
trapping rabbits and opossums during 1926 should still be able to earn big cheques. 460

The first sale of the season was positive:
The first sale of the season was held yesterday, when approximately 9000 skins were
offered. This was a much smaller quantity then is usually forward for the firs sale, chiefly
owing to the fact that the Otago season is a fortnight longer this year and closed only on the
15th with the result that many trappers have not yet sent in their catches. The quality of the
skins offered was generally not as good as is usual at this sale but probably this can be
accounted for by the absence of the usual quantity of Catlins and Southland skins, which
have yet to come on the market. The high prices which have ruled during the last year or
two have led to very intensive trapping, and it is certain that the number of skins taken this
season in Otago will be considerably less than last year’s total.
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Prices which ruled yesterday were a good deal better than were expected. There was a
particularly keen demand for blues and greys, up to 16s each being realised. Blacks and
browns were generally very satisfactory, the top price being 10s 2d. The next sale will be
held on August 13, and it is probable that the success of the first sale will result in larger
quantities coming to auction.461

At the next auction 23,000 skins were offered:
These came from all parts of the Dominion. Owing to poor reports received from the
London market, competition was no nearly as keen as at the last sale. Prices showed a
decline all round.462

Prices unexpectedly improved in 1927.
We held our opening sale of the season at our stores yesterday afternoon. In the absence of
American orders it was generally expected that competition would not be particularly active.
Contrary to expectations, however, there was a very keen demand, buyers operating with
great freedom for all grades except damaged and inferior, which were somewhat neglected.
As compared with the first sale of last season prices showed a decided improvement,… 463

By the end of the season prices were still “very firm”.

The good returns may have encouraged

poaching, and there was also some concern about skin quality owing to the small population of
animals that were originally introduced from Australia.
Unfortunately, trapping out of season was again rife, and many convictions were recorded,
while others could not be proceeded with owing to difficulty in securing evidence.
An offence frequently indulged in and difficult to prove, unless the offender is caught redhanded, is poisoning by the use of cyanide, a wholesale method of destruction of animals
and bird life which cannot be too strongly condemned. To combat this evil the efforts of the
Service have been directed towards a more rigorous control and inspection of trapping-areas
and trapping-lines.
The question of introducing new stock in order to improve the class and colour of the fur
becomes more important each year, as only by this means can a good quality high-grade
skin be assured.464

This question of introducing more opossums was raised in Parliament. The Acting Minister of
Internal Affairs stated that:
…from information received from a variety of sources it would appear that opossums are
inimical, either directly or indirectly, to bird life, and the Government does not feel justified,
on the information at present obtainable, in authorising the liberation of the animals in any
further areas. The matter is, however, being further considered. 465
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Some members questioned this, and one of them, Mr Waited added:
The opossum industry was carried on in the winter when there was a dearth of employment.
The skins would be always in demand. Furs would never go out of fashion. 466

And, Mr Hockly prophesised:
…the opossum would be a very great menace. They would be in the same position with
opossums as they had been with deer and rabbits. Opossums would cause terrible
annoyance and loss.467

The status quo remained. Trapping continued and there was keen bidding on good grades, but less
demand for lower grades at the first auction in 1928 468 and the market remained steady during the
season469.
Demand remained keen at the first two sales in 1929, but at the last sale of the season a high
proportion of North Island skins were offered and “the demand was not as keen as at the last sale,
and prices generally were lower”470

Prices fall
The world economic situation was heading into depression and prior to the 1930 season concern
was expressed about the expected price levels:
For some years opossum-pelts have found ready overseas markets and good prices have
been obtained for first-grade skins, but in common with all hides, the prices for this product
now show a falling tendency, and it would appear almost certain that the relatively high
prices secured by trappers during the past two years will not be maintained in 1930.

The Forest Service was also concerned with the diminishing quality of skins, the need to improve
breeding stock and the need to determine if opossums were causing damage:
In addition, an appreciable lowering in the quality and value will show a progressive unless
and until fresh breeding-stocks are released. Action in this direction must, however, remain
in abeyance until the habits of the animal and its effect upon its botanical environment are
more definitely ascertained ...471
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Slightly fewer opossum licenses were issued in 1930 (1,140 compared to 1,250 in 1929) and fewer
skins were officially stamped and exported.472 Prices dropped dramatically, right from the start of
the season, when 8000 skins were offered:
… In sympathy with the depression in foreign fur markets the demand was very limited,
and prices generally were 60 percent lower than last season. The quality of the offering was
only medium. The best demand was for blacks and browns, which sold comparatively well.
Blues and greys were not inquired for to the same extent. Inferior skins in all colours met
with poor demand, and prices were low.473

At the second sale of the season, 16,000 skins were offered and prices remained at the same low
level.474 Another 15,756 skins were offered at sale held by R.S. Black Ltd a week later. Prices
generally remained low and 5,759 skins were passed in. 475 A sale report described the results and
complained that whilst prices had dropped, the royalty expected by the Government had not:
The following are the detailed prices gained, the July figures being given in parentheses:Darks, 4s 10¼d (5s 9¾d); greys, 4s 2d (3s 10½d). This shows that whereas greys advanced
by 4½d per skin, darks declined 11½d. It would thus appear that the Government royalty of
1s per skin is somewhat unfair, against the system which has been advocated by brokers and
buyers alike, and which is the common practice in Australia, of charging 5 per cent on the
selling price of the skin. There were over 600 skins offered which did not bring as much as
1s. In such cases therefore, the trapper was catching the opossums for nothing and was
presenting the Government with the amount which was required to makeup the shilling. 476

In 1931 the number of licences issued dropped to 340, and the number of skins stamped dropped to
well under half of the previous years catch.477 Prices also dropped, and the situation was described
in the Otago Daily Times:
Considerably fewer licenses than usual were taken out this season, and those trappers who
did go out after opossums were hindered a great deal in their work by heavy snow in the
bust, so that catches generally were small. In sympathy with all other markets, prices at
yesterday’s sale showed a very substantial drop, compared with last year’s results.
Generally prices can be quoted as being 60 per cent lower. Blues and greys sold slightly
better than blacks, and super skins sold at up to 5s 11d. Very inferior and damaged skins
were neglected and in many cases brought insufficient to cover the royalty. The quality of
the offering was up to the usual standard of the last few seasons, but could not be classed as
good.478
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The price drop may also have been aided by the opening of an opossum season on Crown lands in
Australia, from which over 800,000 skins entered the depressed fur market. 479 As a consequence of
the poor 1931 season, the Acclimatisation Societies wanted 1932 to be a closed season 480, and the
Government agreed to this481.

A nuisance?
After years of promoting and defending the opossum industry the Forest Service realised, at the
start of the 1930s, that opossums might be damaging the forests. In 1930 it reported that they had
created an “experimental opossum-control plot” to investigate the issue.482 In 1932 they reported:
A disconcerting feature of this side of the work [pest control] is the increasing evidence
against the opossum as a pest in exotic forests. It noticeably favours certain pine species to
the exclusion of others, and it became necessary to obtain a special permit to deal with this
animal in certain areas, although a general closed season was being observed.
Four hundred were killed under this provision and a very low price of what would two
years ago have been a valuable parcel of skins made the operation a dead loss, except from
the forest protection viewpoint.483

Parliamentary speeches in 1933 show the range of opinions then in circulation regarding the
situation:
Mr ATMORE (Nelson) said he must challenge the assertion that opossum did not harm the
New Zealand bush. He knew of nearly five hundred opossums being trapped in one season
in a distance of a mile and a half of bush. What were they feeding on if not on the bush?
The deer were starting shingle-slides by destroying the shrubs which formerly held it.
Honourable members talked about putting opossums in the bush at higher regions. That
was where the shingle-slides started. There should be no protection for either deer or
opossums. It should be possible to use the money received for skins to compensate for the
outlay incurred in exterminating those pests. If the opossums and deer were kept the bush
could not be kept, and if the bush was not kept the birds and the water-supply could not be
retained. New Zealand bush was unique because of the freedom from animal depredation
that had always been experienced previously.484

Whilst the notion that opossums were becoming a nuisance was gaining some currency the damage
was not that obvious that and it was still considered that they should still be encouraged in order to
foster the fur industry, as the next speaker promoted:
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Mr PARRY (Auckland) said that if it was a fact that opossums destroyed the bush, and that
the bird-life, in consequence, disappeared, it was most remarkable that in the early days in
Australia, when opossums were there by the million, the Australian bush was alive with
bird-life. Many years previously there was a good deal of argument as to what was eaten by
the opossum – whether it was the old leaf of the tree of the young one. It was considered by
a number of old bushmen that from 75 per cent to 90 per cent of the leaves eaten were the
old leaves. It that were so it would appear that no very great damage was done by the
opossums. Opossum-farming under scientific conditions offered great possibilities in New
Zealand. In Canada and elsewhere fur farmers had become wealthy in a short space of time,
and if opossum-farming were conducted in New Zealand on approved lines, those engaged
in the industry would secure good returns, because it was well known that fur was
becoming scarce.485

The House went on to further business and the opossums were left to their business. The Forest
Service stopped highlighting its income from opossum skins, and in 1939 reported “…field
experience now puts it beyond dispute that this Australian animal is a serious menace to
plantations of certain exotic species.”486

Re-opening the opossum season, 1933
In 1933 the Acclimatisation Societies recommended that there should be an opossum season, and
one was declared from noon on 1st June to noon on 1st August. The Otago Acclimatisation Society
also claimed they were no longer getting a fair share of the opossum revenue:
Acclimatisation societies have a grievance in that the revenue they have received in past
years will no longer be paid over to them. The only portion – and it will be small – will be
the amount of the fines for offences. Without the revenue for fees and licenses, which in the
past has been given to them without question, the societies will not be able to do much
ranging, and this will mean that the animals will be taken in large numbers by unauthorised
persons. It will practically mean the gradual extinction of the opossum fur trade so far as
New Zealand is concerned.487

Not many people took official advantage of the season and only 597 trapper’s licenses were
issued.488

At the first sale of the season, a relatively low number of skins were offered and prices

were higher than during the last season in 1931:
A small offering of 4000 skins were forward for the first sale of the season, held yesterday.
No sales have been held since 1931, last year being a closed season, and it was confidently
expected that prices would be substantially higher than what trappers had to accept in 1931.
There was a very keen demand at prices considerably better than expectations, best blues
selling to 13s each, and blacks to 13s 10d. 489
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These prices remained steady at the next sale in August, when a record number of skins were
auctioned:
The second sale of the season was held yesterday, when approximately 35,000 skins were
offered, this being probably the biggest sale ever held in the Dominion. At the first sale in
July only a small catalogue of about 6000 skins was forward, and prices were higher than
seemed warranted by London reports. It was not to be expected that these extreme rates
would be maintained when heavier quantities were offered, but results of to-day’s sale were
considerably better than anticipated. Generally the quality of the offering was good, and,
while compared with the July sale prices for super skins were 6d to 1s lower, secondary and
inferior grades were firm to slightly dearer. Results of the sale can be considered very
satisfactory, and returns to trappers should be pleasing. 490

At the September sale the market was still buoyant, despite the bulk of skins coming from the North
Island and the large offering of 33,000 skins:
….generally the quality was inferior to that seen at the August sale. There was a particularly
keen demand for all grades, and prices on an average showed a sharp advance. 491

This increase in value encouraged poaching. It is not possible to quantify the amount of poaching
that went on, but the Member of Parliament for Otaki, Mr Field described the situation to his
Parliamentary colleagues:
Owing to the cyanide poisoning of the opossums that year, the chances were that for the
following three years there would be very few skins secured. Those people, who were
clearly lawbreakers, and robbed the law-abiding trappers, got to work long before the
season opened, mixed the cyanide with flour, and poisoned perhaps 90 per cent of the
opossums in any piece of bush in which the malefactors operated. Not only were opossums
killed by cyanide, but Native birds as well. A miserable £10 was the fine recently imposed
on one party of men who, by this means, had got away with many hundreds of skins, on
which they were escaping the Government royalty. The fine ought to have been £500. In
that case they were told, the Magistrate was considering the question of restoring all the
skins those poachers. If they were restored, it was simply a scandal. It was pleasing to
know that the Hon. the Minister was taking a real interest in the matter. 492

More skins, lower prices
The keen prices and good demand in 1933 gave encouragement to the trappers and just over twice
as many licenses were issued in 1934, and 252,556 skins were officially stamped. 493
At the first sale of the season, 15,000 skins were offered, and results were better than expected:
…. A fair portion was from the West Coast and North Island, as well as from Catlins and
Southland districts. The quality of the offering generally was not good. Some excellent
colours were catalogued from Catlins. In past years the Continent, particularly Germany,
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has been one of the largest users of opossum skins, and with the Continent out of the
market, a poor demand was expected. Actually competition was considerably better than
was anticipated, and a good clearance was effected at prices which, on average were 20 per
cent lower than last season.494

A record number of skins were put forward at the second sale in late August and it was thought
prices would drop further:
The total offering at to-day’s sale of the eight selling brokers will be at least 60,000 skins, as
compared with the biggest offering last season of 34,000 skins in August. To-day’s offering
is the largest quantity which has ever been offered at one sale in New Zealand and Dalgety
and Co. advise that they are afraid the comparatively good prices obtained at their July sale,
when they sold 9000 skins at auction, will not be maintained. In past years the Continent,
particularly Germany and Poland, have been the largest users of opossum skins, but cabled
information that Messrs Dalgety and Co. have received from London is to the effect that at
present the temporary restrictions on German credits are seriously affecting the trade in all
furs with that country, and this, combined with the heavy offering, will probably be
reflected in the demand at to-day’s sale. 495

The auction ran over two days496 and prices did drop:
The demand was rather better than anticipated, and the bulk of the skins was disposed of at
prices which, compared with July rates were generally 6d to 1s 3d per skin lower. Owing to
the absence of demand from Germany, competition for dark colours was comparatively
weak, and these showed the biggest decline. Blues and greys were in good demand, and a
good clearance of these was effected.497

Trappers were not pleased with these results and thought that the market was being manipulated
and “prices received by them were not a true indication of market values”. A complaint was made
to the Department of Industries and Commerce, Tourist and Publicity in October 1934.

The

department investigated, and concluded:
The information I have been able to secure clearly indicates that present low prices are due
to the weakness of the London fur market brought about to a large extent by Continental
conditions. The supply has exceeded the demand and prices have receded accordingly.

The Department’s memorandum described the mechanics of the selling system and described the.
auction held by Dalgety and Company held in Wellington on October 4, 1934, when only five
buying houses, J.K. Mooney and Company, F. Scaife, J.D. Bourke, J Simpson, and Davidson and Co.
were present. “Bidding was not brisk and was confined mostly to three buyers”. 498
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The report described how trappers could choose to sell direct to dealers:
The method of the dealers … in buying skins from trappers is to offer a cash price and take
delivery “off the trap”. These dealers are usually independent fur buyers who buy outright
and ship direct to London for sale at auction depending on receiving higher prices to
provide a margin for profit. As these dealers buy at agreed prices they will offer the lowest
price the trappers will accept, but in order to obtain skins their offers must bear some
relation to market values as obviously the trapper has the alternative if he considers the
dealers prices too low, of sending the skins to auction. In accepting the dealer offer the
trapper is relieved of royalty (9d), auctioneer’s commission (approx. 3d) and transport
charges to sale room, and these expenses should be taken into account in comparing prices
obtained at the sale room. The bulk of opossum skins trapped in New Zealand are
eventually shipped to London and sold at auction.499

Some trappers appear to have been unsatisfied with this answer, and took the matter further.

In

early 1935 the High Commission in London approached Anning & Cobb, a large London auction
house that specialised in auctioning New Zealand and Australian skins, for their advice and in
particular whether a greater return would be gained if skins were sold in London instead of via the
New Zealand auction system. Anning & Cobb replied that handling skins would pose a problem
and:
In addition, there are other reasons for which we feel impelled to recommend the local
market in New Zealand in preference. The London market is less of a speculators market,
under existing conditions than in New Zealand, where there are always a number of
Shippers who are quite ready to make a price. Here it is different. We have a large number
of people from the Continent, who are trading to-day under the utmost difficulties. They are
hampered by restrictions of Exchange, Licences, and Permits to Import, and the consequence
is, unless an article of Fur is actually required for immediate consumption, there is a lack of
speculative interest.
This was especially noticeable in the recent Auction, when the Dark Opossums were
unsaleable.
At the present moment, there is a very small speculative element, who care to take the risk of
buying them, holding them for an indefinite period, and we only need to point out to you
that nearly 100,000 Darks were catalogued at last month’s Auction, and we were unable to
sell a skin in the Sale. For Greys, however there was quite a good demand, and nearly
everything sold at very fair prices.500

A letter sent a week later added:
It is our considered opinion that there should be a Closed Season this year in New Zealand,
for the Dark Opossums, at any rate, if it is possible to differentiate between the Darks and
Greys. If not, it would be better to have a general close season all round.
We estimate that the present London stocks comprise about 200,000 skins, of which at least
150,000 are Darks. Many of these were shipped in 1933, but owing to lack of demand
owners have been unable to sell, and have consequently, been forced to hold. We do not
think 5% of the 1934 crop of Darks has actually gone into consumers’ hands, so that we think
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it is hardly likely that they would be saleable at much over 2/- per skin, if the Season is
open, and we do not suppose that such a low price would make it worth trappers’ while.
It is likely, too that some of the Australian States will have an open season, which they have
not done for some time, in which case values of Grey Opossum are bound to be materially
reduced, as, with the present restrictions in Exchange, etc., the Continent cannot purchase
anything like their former requirements, so that we shall be almost entirely dependent on
the demand from the Home Trade and America.501

Many trappers gave up trapping and only around half the number of trappers took up licenses in
1935, compared to 1934 and the number of skins entering the market dropped to 139,725. 502 At the
opening sale of the season there was “excellent demand for all light colours” but “blacks and
browns met with weak competition”.503 At the August 1935 sale it was reported:
At the second sale for the season, held yesterday, approximately 28,000 skins were offered.
The quality of the skins showed an improvement on the July sales, and a large proportion of
the offering was comprised of light colours. There was a very keen demand for all colours,
and, compared with July rates, blacks and browns were higher by 6d to 1s per skin, whilst
blues and greys showed a substantial advance of from 1s 6d to 2s per skin. Up to 16s 3d
each was paid for selected blues, and 7s each for blacks. 504

Despite these types of results 861 trapper licenses were issued the following year (1936) and the
crop increased to 206,112 skins.505 Again the season opened with good demand and prices for
blues and greys, and low prices for blacks and browns.506 At the August sale:
The second sale for the season was held yesterday, when the large offering of approximately
49,000 skins was offered. The quality showed a definite improvement on the first sale held
July owing to the larger proportion of southern skins forward for sale. There was a good
demand, and prices did not show a great deal of change on July rates. 507

In 1937 less trappers licenses were issued (655) and the number of skins stamped dropped
dramatically to 138,729.508 The August 1937 auction report stated:
At the second sale for the season, held yesterday, catalogues totalling 45,000 skins from all
parts of New Zealand were offered to a full bench of buyers. Though the quality was

501 Anning and Cobb letter to the High Commissioner for New Zealand. London, "New Zealand Opossums,"

Archives New Zealand: IC1 24/50/part1 and part 2 (Fur Skins: General File).28 February 1935.
502 Wodzicki, Introduced Mammals of New Zealand: An Ecological and Economic Survey 251.
503 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Report," Otago Daily Times 27 July

1935.
504 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 24 August

1935.
505 Wodzicki, Introduced Mammals of New Zealand: An Ecological and Economic Survey 251.
506 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 25 July

1936.
507 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Sale Report," Otago Daily Times 22

August 1936.
508 Wodzicki, Introduced Mammals of New Zealand: An Ecological and Economic Survey 251.
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considerably better than last sale, it did not compare with that of the corresponding sale last
season owing mainly to the weather conditions, which have this year been most
unfavourable, but also to the fact that with the fourth consecutive open season in most
districts, more unmatured pelts are coming forward.
The market can be quoted as weaker than the last sale for all grades, super and first quality
blues and greys declining 3d to 9d, seconds and lower qualities being relatively lower.
There was no change in demand for dark colours which continued weak, and these can be
quoted at 2d to 6d lower.
The following is the range of prices for main grades.
s. d. s. d.
Super blues
12 0 to 15 6
First blues
9 0 to 12 0
Second blues
7 6 to 9 0
Super greys
8 0 to 12 0
First greys
6 0 to 10 6
Second greys
5 0 to 7 3
Super blacks
6 0 to 7 0
First blacks
4 0 to 4 8
Second blacks
3 0 to 3 7
Super browns
4 9 to 4 8
First browns
4 2 to 4 8
Second browns
3 0 to 3 6509

Demand for opossum remained low and early in 1938 the Otago Daily Times reported:
…..Opossum skins unsaleable
Comment on the recent decision of the Otago Acclimatisation Society to inquire from
brokers and other societies regarding the advisability of declaring an open season for
opossums was made by another brokers approached by the reporter. “Such a decision
would be suicide for the trade” he said. At the London sale of January 27, only about onethird of the holdings was offered, and even that declined in value by about 25 per cent
compared with the values of the previous sale. And the total holding comprises from
180,000 to 200,000 skins, some stocks having been held since as far back as 1935. “Prices are
low enough now” this informant said; “but if the Government should decide to open the
season again the position would be still less encouraging. New Zealand opossum skins are
practically unsaleable at present, and that has been made apparent from the results of very
small offerings.510

The High Commission in London was again asked to investigate. In April, they reported that they
had received the following information from the London auctioneers:
It is quite correct that there are large stocks of New Zealand opossum unsold in London –
probably nearly 200,000 skins in all, of which about 80,000 skins are Dark.
After our letter addressed to you on 28 February 1935, there was a good demand for Greys
until October 1936, prices having an upward tendency, but since then it has been very
difficult to effect sales and withdrawals in Public Auction have consequently been heavy,
but there was no appreciable alteration in price until the end of last year, when in sympathy
with the general trend of the market for furs, prices receded fully 25% for the portion sold.
As during the last few sales, it has not been possible to sell more than a very small
proportion of the offerings, prospects for the immediate future are very poor.

509 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 28 August

1937.
510 "No Markets."
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With regards to Darks, sales were made with difficulty at low prices. There is still a good
deal of old stock on hand, some of which has been here for at least two or three years, and
though owners have been ready to sell at any reasonable price, we have not been able to do
so.
The principal reason for the lack of demand has been the increased restriction in Exchange,
etc. on the Continent, added to which this type of opossum is definitely unfashionable both
here and abroad. Under existing circumstances, we feel it would be a mistake to bring fresh
stocks on to the market.
We might mention that there is also a big stock of Queensland Opossums in London,
possibly as many as 1,000,000 skins as besides the Brokers hold many of the Dealers have
large stocks.
It had been confidently anticipated that the Queensland opossums would be used largely for
trimming purposes during the past year, both here and in America, but unfortunately the
manufacturers only used opossums to a small extent, owing to change in fashion, whilst in
America the “trade recession” effectively checked the demand. 511

There was no opossum season in 1938.
In 1939 an opossum season was observed, but only 328 licences were issued which resulted in an
official catch of 112,754 skins.512 The first auction of the season, in July, had to be cancelled owing
to the small number of skins available.513 The first auction of the season was held on 11 August,
when 15,600 skins were offered:
The unfavourable weather had a marked effect on the skins, which resulted in a lower
percentage of supers and first quality grades, while the general quality of the skins was
disappointing as a whole. Although conditions overseas are not conducive to buoyant
trading, the demand was keen, especially for good quality skins. A compared with the
closing rates of the 1937 season the best quality blues and greys were 1s dearer, and blacks
and browns on the average 9d. Thirds and damaged grades were sold at lower rates. 514

It was also reported by one of the auction company’s that:
Although overseas markets having been depressed, owing to disturbed conditions
internationally, it was pleasing to record that the demand at today’s sale was brisk,
especially for the best quality skins, and we cleared practically all of our offering under the
hammer. There were several overseas orders on the market, and a fair proportion of the
catalogue was bought for America, also some purchases were made for Australia. Recent
advices from London are not too reassuring, but it is expected later on that the Continent
will be in the market, especially for darks. 515

511 High Commissioner: London memorandum to Prime Minister of New Zealand, "Market for Opossum

Skins," Archives New Zealand: IC1 24/50/part1 and part 2 (Fur Skins: General File).1 April 1938.
512 Wodzicki, Introduced Mammals of New Zealand: An Ecological and Economic Survey 251.
513 Dunedin Stock Agents and Woolbrokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 15 July

1939.
514 Dunedin Stock Agents and Wool Brokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Sale: Prices Advance for Best

Quality," Otago Daily Times 12 August 1939.
515 Opossum Sale 11 August 1939 (Dunedin: Fur Agencies Ltd Archives, 1939).
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The next sale was held a couple of days after the declaration of war:
The second opossum sale of the season was held yesterday before a full bench of exporters
and furriers. There was a large offering of 35,000 skins drawn from all parts of the
Dominion. Competition was restricted due to hostilities having broken out, and exporters
were nervous as to the shipping of their purchases. American credits were curtailed, and it
was obvious before the sale commenced that buyers were working on definite limits.
The quality of the offering forward was excellent, some good parcels of supers and firsts
being submitted. The stretching of the skins, on the whole was well done, and trappers
generally presented their consignments in an attractive manner. A fair quantity of the
catalogues was passed at auction, but good clearances were made by private treaty
afterwards. Compared with the rates ruling in August values on average were 10 per cent
lower. Three-quarter-grown rough state, salted and weevily skins were difficult to quit, and
in some cases did not elicit a bid.516

At the final sale of the season, on Friday 13th October, 65,000 skins were offered:
The general quality of the skins submitted showed little change from the September sale,
and the “get up” of the skins was excellent, trappers with few exceptions presenting their
consignments in an attractive manner.
It was expected that the very large offering would cause a sharp drop in prices, as recent
cablegrams from London indicated that the market was quiet. The association was pleased,
however, to be able to report a strong demand for all grades, but values were inclined to be
erratic. Darks, reds, rusties, improved considerably, while blues and greys were on the
average easier. The results must be considered very satisfactory in view of the overseas
conditions, and returns should be profitable to trappers.517

The shuttle trade
There was one important feature of the 1937 export season that was subsequently to become very
important to the opossum trade: - United States buyers entered the market. During 1936, 4,808
skins were exported to the United States of America at an average price of £o.24 compared to the
average value of £o.39 for skins exported to the United Kingdom. 518 In 1937 American buyers took
20,173 of these low price (hence low grade) skins at an average of £o.23 compared to an average of
£o.40 for skins exported to United Kingdom.519 In 1939 nearly half the skins exported went to the
United States.520
A major part of the exports to the United States was used in the shuttle trade, where strips of fur
were attached to the inside of the shuttle of a loom as a buffer to put tension on the filling yarn as it
was woven into fabric. Ben Snowiss was an important innovator in this field. He had become
involved in this business in the mid 1920s and through his experiments had found that opossum fur
516 "Opossum Skin Sale: Large Offering Forward," Otago Daily Times 9 September 1939.
517 Dunedin Stock Agents and Wool Brokers' Association, "Opossum Skin Sale," Otago Daily Times 14

October 1939.
518 "Details of Exports, 1936-38," Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand,

1938. Part 1 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1939) 31.
519 "Details of Exports, 1936-38," 31.
520 "Details of Exports, 1939," Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand, 1939.

Part 1 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1941) 11.
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was one of the types of fur that could provide the right amount of tension. 521 Initially these shuttles
were used by silk mills located in Pattison, New Jersey, but later opossum skin use spread to other
types of mills. Only low grade skins were required for this trade, and initially skins were sourced
from Australia. Once Australian skins became difficult to obtain owing to short or closed trapping
seasons, New Zealand skins were substituted and they became the shuttle trade became an
important foundation to the New Zealand opossum trade from the late 1930s onwards. 522

Fickle demand for opossum skins
Despite the hopes of many outside the fur trade opossums did not become the basis of the New
Zealand fur trade in the period up to 1940. This is illustrated in Table 6.1 which shows the decline
in the price received and the variability in the number of opossum skins (officially) trapped and
exported from 1921 to 1940.

521
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Table 6.1
Trapping of opossum skins and export of skins, 1921 to 1940523

Year

Number

Number

Number of

Number of

Declared

Average

of

of

skins

skins

export

value per

trappers’

skins

stamped

exported

value

skin

licenses

stamped

£

£

issued

per
license

1921

176

143

25,180

16,349

5,337.00

0.33

1922

364

149

54,357

40,003

19,251.00

0.48

1923

679

161

109,005

88,679

36,332.00

0.41

1924

463

164

75,991

112,042

56,289.00

0.50

1925

720

202

145,475

151,280

86,358.00

0.57

1926

1,051

149

157,122

151,519

72,801.00

0.48

1927

870

160

139,279

143,479

81,743.00

0.57

1928

1,113

141

156,894

155,825

104,267.00

0.67

1929

1,250

128

159,878

155,497

101,898.00

0.66

1930

1,140

99

112,309

94,982

29,297.00

0.31

1931

340

131

44,659

50,465

10,260.00

0.20

3,065

540.00

0.18

1932

Closed season

1933

597

299

178,605

156,572

56,032.00

0.36

1934

1,285

197

252,556

240,758

67,885.00

0.28

1935

688

203

139,725

146,878

49,113.00

0.33

1936

861

239

206,112

204,840

78,608.00

0.38

1937

655

212

138,729

79,374

28,004.00

0.35

53,092

540.00

0.01

1938

Closed season

1939

328

344

112,754

82,970

24,386.00

0.29

1940

428

402

171,933

102,043

24,888.00

0.24

523 Source: Wodzicki, Introduced Mammals of New Zealand: An Ecological and Economic Survey 251.
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6.2

Rabbit farming

The farming of imported angora and chinchilla was started in 1928 and involved two Dunedin fur
traders, G. Stewart from J.K. Mooney & Co, and R.S. Black.
The Government had been lobbied to allow for the importation of the angora and chinchilla
coloured rabbits for some time, and in mid 1928 permitted the importation of these breeds:
After going fully into the matter the Government has decided to grant permission under
definite conditions, seeing that these rabbits are of a type unlikely ever to become a nuisance
even should any individual animals accidentally obtain their liberty. Moreover their
intrinsic value is sufficient to cause their owners to take every precaution to prevent them
from getting away.
Before any such animals may be imported it will be necessary to obtain a permit from the
Minister of Internal Affairs, and it must be clearly understood that this permit is only
granted conditional on the importer undertaking to keep the animals in close confinement to
the satisfaction of Government officers appointed for the purpose, and also to fulfil the
conditions laid down as to the procedure to be adopted prior to shipment. This procedure
will include the provision of certificates of health, and also the observance of precautions
necessary to prevent the risk of foot-and-mouth infection being conveyed by material such
as food, litter, etc accompanying the animals. A shipping permit issued by the High
Commissioner in London will be necessary before any shipments are made. 524

In August the Otago Witness published an article about this “new industry”525, and then published
further advice about farming the rabbits526. The Otago Daily Times then advised that J.K. Mooney
and Co. was importing stock and would be buying the wool:
…probably the first shipment of pedigree English Angoras to arrive in New Zealand will be
that to the order of Messrs J.K. Mooney and Co. of this city. This firm has a considerable
number now on the water, and has made arrangements for breeding on a very extensive
scale. They are already booking up orders for forward delivery, and are now supplying
New Zealand Angora rabbits from the farm of Mr Wilkins, at Milton. Mr Wilkins is an
expert in his line, and is managing the breeding side of this new venture. Messrs Mooney
and Co. hold out great hopes for the breeding of Angora rabbits in New Zealand. They have
already made arrangements to purchase or ship on consignment the wool to be shorn from
the rabbits they will distribute.527

The industry was given further encouragement by a J.K. Mooney & Co to the editor in October
1928:
Sir, - Since the Government lifted the embargo on the importation of Angora and Chinchilla
rabbits and it became known that we were importing some of these animals from England,
considerable interest has been shown in the possibilities of rabbit “farming” in New
Zealand. We would ask for the courtesy of your columns to explain some of the points
about which many people are very hazy. In the first place the Government regulations
require that the rabbits must be kept in captivity to the satisfaction of the Agricultural
Department. In England, where rabbit farming has been a profitable industry for many
years, the rabbits are kept in hutches, usually individual hutches, and we would impress
524 "Angoras and Chinchillas: Importation under Restrictions," Otago Witness 17 July 1928.
525 "The Angora Rabbit: A New Industry," Otago Witness 7 August 1928.
526 Brer Rabbit, "The Angora Rabbit: Farming for Wool in New Zealand," Otago Witness 21 August 1928.
527 "Angora Rabbits," Otago Daily Times 25 August 1928.
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upon any of your readers who are interested that if they think of running rabbits in
enclosures like fowls they may as well give up the idea immediately. They require
individual attention, which can be given them only if they are housed in hutches.
The Angora rabbit is farmed for its wool, which, if left unshorn, will grow fully 10 inches
long. The spinners, however, do not require a fibre more than 2 ½ inches to 3 inches in
length, and consequently the rabbits are shorn, usually with blunt-pointed scissors, four
times a year. Frequent grooming is necessary to keep the wool free from matting and
vegetable matter. First grade wool, which should constitute the bulk of the production, is
worth at the present time about 35s per lb. In England the average weight of wool clipped
from good stock is 10 ounces per head per annum, and the cost of feeding varies from 6s to
8s per head per annum. This shows a very profitable net return, and there is no reason why
New Zealand breeders should not be equally as well as the many profitable “rabbitries” in
England. Practically any green stuff can be fed, including all garden vegetables, hay,
lucerne, weeds like dandelion, plantain, and most household scraps. Breeding goes on very
rapidly, and one can usually look for three or four litters per annum from one does, giving
an increase of 12 to 14 rabbits every year for every doe kept. Even where large-scale farming
is carried on very little extra labour should be required. It is estimated in England that one
person should be able to look after 250 Angora rabbits as a full-time occupation, and on a
small holding of from five to ten acres of reasonably good land enough food can be grown to
support enough rabbits for a livelihood. In England many people maintain small studs of
Angoras or Chinchillas as a hobby. The breeding and care of Chinchillas are on similar lines
to the Angora, except that grooming is unnecessary, and the rabbit is killed for its pelt when
“in coat”. There is a stage in the development of the Chinchilla when its coat is as near
perfection as it is possible to get it. This occurs usually at from six to eight months, and it
should then be killed. The carcass of the “domestic” rabbit is looked upon in England and
America as quite a delicacy. There it is sold by the pound, and we saw some figures in an
American pamphlet giving the consumption of “farmed” rabbits in Los Angeles alone as
25,000 carcasses per week retailed at 25 cents per pound. The flesh is said to be white like
chicken. Apparently there one buys a leg of rabbit like a leg of mutton.
We see no reason why the farming of these imported breeds either on a large scale, or as a
side line should no be a good thing for New Zealand. They are too valuable to be let out of
captivity, and the Angora could not live if it did escape. The industry is a new one to New
Zealand, but has been long established in other countries, notably England, France and
America. The uses of Angora rabbit wool are extending as the production increases, and, by
recent mail, our London agents advised us that they could place “any quantity” of this
product at present prices. - We are, etc J.K. Mooney and Co.528

J.K Mooney & Co.’s pedigree stock of 65 animals arrived later in October529, and rabbit farms were
established at Milton and Waitati.530

In April 1929 R.S. Black advertised that he was selling

“World-famed Westwood Chinchillas [rabbits] direct from Westwood Farm, England.” 531
The success of rabbit farming was compromised by the economic problems of the late 1920s, as
described by the Department of Industries and Commerce:
Some two years ago the prospects of this industry looked so promising that large numbers of
these rabbits were imported from the leading English breeders and hundreds of persons,
mostly of small means, purchased rabbits at very high prices. Unfortunately the importation
of these rabbits was coincident with the development of the world-wide financial crisis

528 J.K.Mooney and Co., "Angora and Chinchilla Rabbits," Otago Daily Times 3 October 1928.
529 "Angora Rabbits," Otago Witness 16 October 1928.
530 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 55.
531 R.S. Black. Advertisement, "Chinchilla Rabbits," Otago Daily Times 20 April 1929.
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attendant with the collapse in prices of most commodities. The fur industry was one of the
first to experience a disastrous fall in prices, and chinchilla furs have in consequence been
saleable only at prices around those ruling for common wild rabbits.
The buying of Angora-rabbit wool by British firms ceased for nearly twelve months, leaving
our rabbit-breeders without a market for their wool or for their rapidly increasing stock.
Towards the end of 1929 the Commonwealth of Australia removed the embargo on the entry
of industrial rabbits, and this Department promptly advised breeders that this market was
available to them, and upwards of two thousand rabbits were exported to Australia during
1930. This afforded breeders some badly needed financial relief. During 1930 English firms
renewed the buying of Angora-rabbit wool, and breeders are now availing themselves of
this market. The best quotations are as follows: First-grade wool 30s per pound; secondgrade wool, 25s per pound; third-grade wool 9s to 15s per pound; fourth-grade wool 5s to 8s
per pound.
Growers, however, are in the hands of the buyers in England, as the wool is graded by the
buyer, and payment made entirely on the latter’s grading. There appears to be need of
organization amongst the growers to receive and grade their product at a central depot in
the Dominion, and to arrange payment on the basis of the grades established here.
The utilization of Angora-rabbit wool in combination with high count merino wool is
receiving attention at Bradford, and if is stated that 13 per cent of Angora wool has been
incorporated in merino wool for the spinning of yarns, and moreover, that fabrics woven
from these yarns have a very distinctive character and are likely to have a “fashion” appeal.
A demand for dress goods and hosiery containing considerable percentages of Angorarabbit wool would greatly benefit producers of wool in the Dominion. The right foundation
stock is everywhere available, and production could in a very short time meet very heavy
demands.532

The Department of Agriculture had a less optimistic view:
As regards industrial rabbits (angoras and chinchillas) the interest once taken in them has
now declined. Many who obtained permits to keep them have given up the business, and
very few fresh applications are now being received.533

Angora-wool prices remained stable for most of the next year, but started declining near the end of
the financial year.534
This stability has encouraged a number of additional persons to enter the industry, and
whilst these prices remain it can be said that persons suited to this particular kind of animal
husbandry can at least make a substantial portion of their living from this source. It is now
possible to make financial arrangements to obtain advances on parcels of Angora-wool sent
to England for sale.535

Again the Department of Agriculture had a different view of the industry:
The fur and pelt industry (Angora and Chinchilla) has not made any very pronounced
progress during the year, but with the permission granted to import additional breeds such
532 "Department of Industries and Commerce (Fourteenth Annual Report of the)," Appendix to the Journals of

the House of Representatives, vol. 2-H44 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1931) 19.
533 Lyons, "Department of Agriculture, Annual Report for 1930-31: Live-Sock Division, Report of J. Lyons,

Director," 15.
534 "Department of Industries and Commerce (Fifteenth Annual Report of the)," Appendix to the Journals of

the House of Representatives, vol. 3-H44 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1932) 17.
535 "Department of Industries and Commerce (Fifteenth Annual Report of the)," 18.
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as the Rex, Beverens, and Havanas, the promoters are looking for more favourable
results.536

Other types of rabbits, such as Beverens, Havanas, and Rex were also allowed to be imported.
The Department of Industries and Commerce reported, in 1933 that production was “steadily
increasing” and that:
It can be safely said that the farming of these rabbits on a small scale offers the means of
increasing the income of small holders, and that a considerable portion of their living may be
obtained from this source.537

The Department of Agriculture made an optimistic report in 1934:
A considerable number of permits to keep these rabbits, mostly Angoras, are still in force,
and in all cases the conditions set down are being well observed. If the present price for
Angora wool is maintained, there is a better prospect for those engaged rabbit farming, so
far as that breed of rabbit is concerned.538

The Department of Industries and Commerce reported that:
The production of this [Angora] wool in the Dominion interests a large number of small
holders, and the Department continues to receive inquiries from persons who contemplate
entering the industry. The number of rabbit-breeders is steadily increasing, but the
Department does not advise any one to take it up with the view to making it their sole
means of support.539

But, by 1935 rabbit farming had run its course. The Department of Agriculture reported:
Practically no interest is now being taken in the farming of Angora rabbits for wool and of
other breeds for pelts, and district reports indicate that a number of rabbit-farmers have
disposed of their stock owing to the time and trouble involved and the low returns
obtainable. The Department never fostered this industry, as it views did not coincide with
the claims of the promoters.540

The Department of Industries and Commerce took a more optimistic view:
The production of Angora-rabbit wool in the Dominion is stationary, and the industry is
suffering from the effects of a limited demand in the United Kingdom, together with a
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weakness in prices. Owing to the precarious nature of the market, the Bank of New Zealand
ceased making advances on wool consigned to English mills, and the failure of this support
has made it even more difficult for those engaged in the industry to carry on.
This comparatively new industry is of value in providing, under suitable conditions, partial
employment to people engaged on small holdings. 541

By 1936 this industry was all but finished:
The keeping of Angora rabbits for industrial purposes is practically abandoned, and very
few rabbitries are now in existence.542

6.3

The weasel family

Once the protection had been removed from the “natural enemies of rabbits” and it was realised
that they now needed to be controlled rather than encouraged, it was hoped that they would then
become attractive to trappers. The Internal Affairs Department hoped that a market for stoat skins
would emerge as this would encourage destruction of the animals:
With a view to testing the possibility of establishing markets, the Marlborough
Acclimatization Society obtained a quantity of the skins of these animals, and these have
been sent to England. The result of this is being awaited with particular interest, and if
attractive prices are forthcoming there will be an added inducement for persons to wage war
on the animals, which are undoubtedly making a heavy toll on bird-life. Reports clearly
indicate that the animals have spread at an alarming rate high up into bush country, where
the principal food available can only be birds and their eggs. 543

The following year the Department reported that “very low prices were obtained for the
consignment of stoat and ferret skins” and that in the North Island 5s of each £1 10s licence fee
would be used for bonuses “for the destruction of hawks, stoats, ferrets, polecats, and weasels”. 544
Skins continued to be collected and auctioned but it has not been possible to discover the number of
these skins that were auctioned prior to 1940. However demand and prices did increase during the
war years and during 1944, 25,107 ferrets and 2,434 stoat were offered for sale by J.K. Mooney and
the number of stoats offered had risen to 16,311 in 1948. 545
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6.4

Hares

Hares (lepus europeus) were imported and liberated in New Zealand in the 1860s and 1870s by the
Acclimatisation Societies and rapidly spread around the country where the land was suitable. They
populated areas where rabbits were not abundant, and in particular South Canterbury. 546 Hares
breed promiscuously, but as they are usually solitary, rather than social animals, their numbers did
not reach the plaque proportions of rabbits.547 They were hunted for their meat and fur, but only
small quantities were marketed, and they were not particularly important to the fur trade.
6.5

Foxes

Whilst the Government encouraged the introduction of some animals and birds it did realise that
some creatures should be kept out of New Zealand. In 1867 “An Act to provide for the Protection of
certain Animals and for the Encouragement of Acclimatization Societies in New Zealand” (known
as the Protection of Animals Act) was enacted. This Act prohibited the importation of “any fox,
venomous reptile, hawk, vulture or other bird of prey into the Colony”.548
This did not stop R.S. Black’s widow, Helen from attempting to introduce fox farming in 1939:
As I had conceived the idea of running a Silver Fox farm in New Zealand, and my prospects
of doing so were very bright, I was full of enthusiasm for my trip, as I could also gain, while
abroad, the necessary knowledge required for this industry; so I set sail in November, a few
months after the declaration of War.549

After an extensive and interesting trip she returned home:
…but my spirits were very much dampened when I received word from the Government
that I could not import any Silver Foxes. This certainly was a case of “Never count your
chickens before they are hatched.” It was a great blow as, although not receiving an actual
permit, I understood that I be permitted to commence the industry in New Zealand. What
an opportunity I would have had with the import restriction on furs! Silver Fox farms are
very much in evidence in England, America and Canada, many run by women. Why not in
New Zealand where the climate in Otago Central is ideal, and rabbit food abundant.550

6.6

Dogs

Dog (kuri) skins were the first animal skins used in New Zealand. This variety of domestic dog
(canis familaris) came to New Zealand with the first Maori settlers, but by the time Cook arrived in
1769 they had been over-exploited and were becoming scarce. Remaining kuri interbred with the
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varieties of dogs brought into New Zealand by early European visitors and settlers, and the pure
kuri may have died out by the mid-1830s.551
In pre-European times kuri skins were used for making and decorating cloaks, and for decorating
weapons.

As kuri became scarcer their skins were only used on garments of high ranking

individuals.552

6.7

Seals

A variety of seals live around the coast of New Zealand and sub-Antarctic Islands. From a fur trade
point of view the important seal was the fur seal (arctocephalus forsteri).

Seal skins were used by

pre-European Maori for cloaks553, and probably had other uses such as for shelter, footwear and
bags.
Captain Cook in 1775 took some seals and the skins were used to repair rigging. The large number
of seals around the coast of New Zealand attracted sealers from 1792 onwards.

Large-scale

exploitation stated in the early 1800s and the sealers were the first wave of European settlers to
come to in New Zealand. 554
An 1806 report prepared by Sir Joseph Banks described the seal business and its potential:
The importance of the seal fishery is yet little understood. All seals produce oil and skins of
some value. A certain portion of the seals in the southern hemisphere, called fur seals have
under the shaggy hair with which they are cover’d a coat of wool almost as fine as that of
the beaver, and much more valuable than that of the rabbit. This, by the invention of a Mr
Chapman can be separated for the hair that covers it and converted into a most valuable
raw material for the hat manufactory, and possibly a more advantageous article of revenue
when employ’d in that trade than any other of equal value.
The fur of this seal will, by coating over the sheep’s wool bodies of which hats are made,
convert them into what the hatters call fine plates, each of which pays a duty of two shillings
or three shillings to the Government. A seal, when worth ten shillings, will cover three or
four of these bodies, and they clearly will produce to the revenue as much as its sale price to
the fishermen, which it is presumed no other article will do.
More of this kind of wool would be us’d in the manufacture of hats if greater supply of it
could be obtain’d. At present the makers of shawls and other fancy draperies purchase a
part of the stocks at a high rate and convert it into various elegant and expensive articles –
one of which is a cloth, not a little resembling the drap de vigogne [swans down], and sold
almost as dear. But the fur is not the only valuable produce of the seal fishery; it is from one
species only that fur can be obtained, but every species, and sea-elephant in particular,
produce oil in abundance, and skins fit for the tanner.
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The island of Van Dieman, the south-west cost of New Holland, and the southern parts of
New Zealand, produce seals of all kinds in quantities at present almost innumerable. Their
stations on rocks or in bays have remain’d unmolested since the Creation. The beach is
encumber’d with their quantities and those who visit their haunts have less trouble in killing
them than the servants of the victualling office have in killing in hogs in a pen with mallets.
While this is the case the utmost encouragement should be given to those colonists who will
embark in search of the seals. They are at present, from the accumulated number, an object
of speculation to every nation that has ships. The Americans have lately visited Van
Dieman’s Land and kill’d great numbers of them. During the short interval of peace a
sealing vessel was fitted out from the Isle of France for the same purpose to Basses Straits.
These distant speculations, however, cannot be advantageous to foreigners. After the seals
have been once effectually disturb’d their diminished quantities will not then afford
sufficient encouragement to induce Americans or Frenchmen to interfere with our colonists;
but there can be no doubt that at all times hereafter seals will be attainable in great quantities
– as is now the case in Newfoundland – by stationary fishers, who know the courses they
take in their migrations, and can intercept them in their progress by nets and other
contrivances. Thus, if we encourage our new settlers to disturb as speedily as possible every
seal station they can discover, we shall receive from them an immense supply of skins and
oil, in the first instance; shall prevent the interference of foreign nations in future in the
sealing fishery; and secure to ourselves a permanent fishery hereafter, because it will be
carried out by means which none but stationary fishermen can provide. 555

Controls were not able to be imposed and the fur seals were indiscriminately harvested. The
number of seals killed was not reliably recorded but it was considered that the greatest harvest
occurred during 1814-15 when an estimated 400,000 skins were taken.556 By the 1830s number were
reduced to such a low quantity that sealing commercial sealing around the coast of New Zealand
became largely uneconomic.

By the 1860s there was a renewed interest in seals by fur trade.

Techniques had been developed for plucking the coarse guard hair, thus revealing the silky, dense
velvet-like under-fur, and garments made of this material became very fashionable.

As a

consequence there was increased demand for fur seals and they were indiscriminately hunted
worldwide.557
Protection for seals
Even though the population had been decimated there were still seals around New Zealand so
some sealing continued. In 1875 the Government decided to intervene, as described by the Hon. Dr
Pollen when the Protection of Animals Bill was debated in the Legislative Council:
..it [the Bill] had come up from the House of Representatives, where it had passed without
opposition and without much discussion. The attention of the Government had been called
by the Superintendent of Otago to the wholesale and indiscriminate destruction of seals that
took place on the southern coast of the Middle Island. 558 Even in these days he found that
sealing was a very important industry, the value of seal skins obtained on a small portion of
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the coast being £4,000 or £5,000 a year; and employment was furnished to a good many
Native and half-castes at Stewart Island. In fact the industry supported in comfort and
independence, a very considerable population. But the recklessness of these people was
such that they really required to be protected against themselves, as it were; and it was
feared the present indiscriminate destruction at breeding-time, when they were the easiest to
take, would lead to the entire destruction of the animal. The object of the Bill was to provide
that there should be a close season, and June, July, August and September were the only
months during which seals could be taken.559

But there was some opposition to the measure:
The Hon Mr NURSE was sorry to oppose the Bill, because his sympathies had always been
with the protection of animals. It would be remembered that he got seals expressly excluded
from the Protection of Animals Act on a previous occasion; first because the Act would only
protect the seals from law-abiding people, and those who wished to kill them would kill
them still in spite of the law; and it is a most absurd mistake to make laws that cannot be
enforced. At present three or more American whalers were fishing in Foveaux Strait, and
sealing and whaling were almost invariably combined. By protecting the seals they would
only be providing happy hunting-grounds for those Americans.560

He also pointed out that if seals were not controlled they would eat introduced salmon and hence
hinders the development of this fishery. Another speaker, the Hon. Mr Bonar thought that the seals
themselves provided a useful industry that would be destroyed by indiscriminate sealing, and that
the Government was strong enough to ensure the law was obeyed.561 The Bill was passed.562
The Government had trouble enforcing the law, especially since sealing was carried out in remote
areas of the South Island and sub-Antarctic Islands. A Parliamentary question and answer from
1881 illustrates the problem:
Mr MACANDREW asked the Government, What action, if any the propose to take towards
preventing the total extinction of seals in the New Zealand waters? He had seen a report
from the from the master of the “Stella” in which the attention of the Government had been
called to the reckless destruction of seals which was going on at the Snares, the Traps and
various other parts of the West Coast, and he wished to know what steps, if any, the
Government proposed to take to preserve this valuable industry. There was no doubt
whatever that some steps should be taken to prevent the destruction of seals – during the
breeding season at all events. Last year, he saw by a return, some 2,048 sealskins were
exported, which was a mere nothing. He believed that if the industry were protected they
would have a large export of sealskins from the colony. He knew there was a difficulty in
the matter, the difficulty of preventing the American whalers from destroying the seals; but
something might be done to prevent the shore parties from destroying them. In America
there was a stringent law on the subject, and persons there were punished very severely fro
destroying seals at a particular season.
Mr HALL, quite agreed that the manner in which seals were being destroyed at the present
time was very deplorable; but the law on the subject was as stringent as it could well be
made. The fault did not lie with the law; the difficulty was in getting information on which
to prosecute. He was afraid that the destruction would not be put a stop to unless a vessel
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were engaged for the purpose; and that was an expense he did not think the House would
consider justifiable. It had been suggested that perhaps the object would be attained by
leasing the Snares and other islands, as it would then become the interest of the lessees to
prevent the alleged destruction. That matter was now before the Government, and would
receive their best consideration.563

Later in the year the Government extended the prohibition on seal hunting from November 1, 1881
until June 1884.564 This prohibition continued until 1892 when there was an open season in July
and August.565
Seals were again an issue in when, in 1894, a Sea Fisheries Bill was introduced. In Parliament, Mr
Ward said:
Clause 40 and 43 provided for the granting of licenses to take and kill seals. The licenses
were to be disposed of by public auction or tender, and were not to be for more than
fourteen years, with provisions for renewal on valuation for a further period of seven years.
He might say that it had been found that the system of having a close season in connection
with sealing had not worked to the advantage of the people who were carrying on this class
of business. It had worked to the advantage of outsiders, who very often came in our
sealeries and killed seals during the close season. It was believed that by establishing a
system of leasing the fisheries by public competition the lessees would then live on the
islands and conserve and guard the seals.566

Sir R. Stout added:
So far as the seal-fisheries were concerned, he thought this system might be tried in the case
of the Auckland and Campbell Islands. If licenses were given for a sufficient number of
years it might have the effect of providing that the seals should not be wantonly destroyed,
as they knew had been the case. If this destruction were continued the result would be that
in a few years all fur-seals would be practically unknown. It would need very careful
provision to be made with regard to that.567

There was some concern about how the sealing and oyster catching provisions in the Bill would
affect native rights. Ward replied:
For some time past seals had been utterly destroyed by outsiders going to the islands and
killing them. It was just as much in the interests of the Natives as to the Europeans to
protect the seals. Of course, anyone who obtained a lease of the island for sealing purposes
would doubtless recognise the skill of the Natives, and, in his own interest, would no doubt
give them employment.568
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A Bill was passed, as described by the 1895 Marine Department report:
The months of September and October last were declared an open season for taking seals,
since time the season has been closed. By “The Sea-fisheries Act, 1894,” power is given to
make regulations for granting licenses to take seals and it is provided that any person taking
seals without a license shall be liable for a penalty of not exceeding £100 for every seal so
taken. No regulations have yet been made, and it has not yet been decided when an open
season shall be prescribed.569

Open season proposed
The season remained closed until the Marine Department signalled in 1909 that it was considering
having a seal season. 570 Regulations were gazetted in July571 and amended in November572, but as
the Department reported in 1910 the process was not successful:
Seals: Tenders were invited for the right to take seals on the Snares, Auckland, Campbell,
Antipodes, and Bounty Islands, but only one tender was received, and that was only for the
right in respect of Antipodes and Bounty Islands. After consideration, it was decided not to
accept it, and the close season has been extended until 30 th June, 1911.573

International protection
Whilst sealing had been brought to a halt in New Zealand waters it had continued in the North
Pacific and Behring Sea in response to the continued demand for fur-seal garments. By this time it
was recognised that these herds were in danger of extinction and international negotiations,
involving U.S.A., Britain, Japan and Russia were held in order to get some control over the hunting
of fur seals in the Pacific Ocean, the Behring Sea, and in particular the Pribilof Islands.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies informed the New Zealand Government about the
negotiations, and that they would affect New Zealand. This despatch referred to banning sealing in
the “Pacific Ocean” and the New Zealand took this to mean that the British were trying to impose
control on New Zealand sealing.574 The Governor replied:
In reply, I beg to inform you that, as already reported by telegraph, my Ministers regret that
they do not see their way to take the necessary steps by legislation or otherwise to make
good the undertaking into which his Majesty’s Government and the United States
Government propose to enter. The reason for this decision is that the Dominion of New
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Zealand, having kept its sealing-grounds closed for the past fifteen years, is unable to
favourably consider the question of a further close season of fifteen years. 575

There was a further despatch in August:
In conversation with Sir Joseph Ward on the subject, he expressed regret at being unable to
meet the views of the Imperial Government, but he undertook to favourably consider a
suggestion made by me – that all seals’ skins procured in New Zealand waters should be
branded, in order to diminish the likelihood of seals caught in proscribed waters being
passed off as New Zealand skins. Perhaps my suggestion may be worth of consideration. 576

A copy of Ward’s memorandum was enclosed:
The proposal to close our sealing season for fifteen years came to us when we had already
completed fifteen years of continuous close seasons, which closure had been made advisedly
in order to protect and preserve the industry. During the whole of that period many
representations were made urging the Government to remove the bar and open the sealinggrounds, which we regularly declined to do, intimating in some instances that after a further
period we would favourably consider the point when we were on the verge of opening the
season, and, with a view to having sealing carried on systematically, we publicly advertised
for tenders for the right to sealing at the Auckland Islands and at other parts under the
control of the New Zealand Government. We at the same time intimated that we proposed
to have our own officer, at the Auckland Islands at least, to see that the regulations under
which sealing could be carried on were being properly observed. So that the suggestion to
close for a further period of fifteen years would mean that for thirty years in all our sealinggrounds would be closed, so far at least as the people of this Dominion are concerned. I may
add that during the last fifteen years it has been frequently represented that, while the
sealing-grounds are closed to New Zealanders, outside vessels were visiting the Auckland
Islands and other parts for seals, and that poaching was being carried on to a very
considerable extent. Though we have no actual proof of this, there is a good deal of
circumstantial evidence which leads us to believe these statements are warranted. These
vessels which were in these waters ostensibly for whaling, did not come from Australia or
New Zealand, but from more distant countries; and the matter has given a good deal of
concern at different times to the New Zealand Government. Whilst anxious to meet the
wishes of the British Government, it will be seen that there are reasons which make it
difficult to do so in this particular instance. 577

This problem was resolved by specifying the actual area of the Pacific where sealing was to be
controlled and the final treaty was described in the 1913 Marine Department Annual Report:
The Governments of Great Britain, the United States, Japan, and Russia having entered into
a Convention in regard to the killing, hunting, and taking of seals in the seas within such
part of the Pacific Ocean as is north of the thirtieth parallel of north latitude, including the
seas of Behring, Kamchataka, and Japan, the Imperial Parliament passed an Act in 1912 to
enable effect to be given to the Convention. Section 3 of this Act provides penalties for using
any port within the United Kingdom for fitting out ships for illegally taking seals in any
prohibited area in the seas mentioned, and for the seizure of ships that are being fitted out
for the purpose, and the seizure of skins of seals illegally taken. The Act provides His
Majesty may by Order in Council extend the provisions of sections 3 and 4 to Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Newfoundland, on the Governor in Council
consenting to such extension being made. The Governor in Council has consented to the
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extension of the provisions referred to being made to New Zealand, and the Secretary of
State for the Colonies has been notified of this.578

Open seal seasons
The close season for sealing had been extended until 30 th June 1913, and it was then decided that
there should be an open seal season lasting from 1 st July 1913 until the 1st October 1914.579

This

was revoked in June, and the open season reduced to 1 st July 1913 until 30 September 1913.580
The Minister of Marine, the Hon. Mr Fisher described the regulations to Parliament:
No concessions or rights have been granted to any person or persons, or company or
association, by the Government, but regulations have been made prescribing the period from
1st October in one year to the 31st May in the following year to be a close season for seals.
During the open season, which for this year is from 1 st July to the 30th September, and in
future years from the 1st June to the 30th September, seals may be taken by any one, subject to
the regulations which have been made. The regulations provide that no female seals are to
be killed or taken, that no bull seals under twelve months old are to be killed or taken and
that a sufficient number of full-grown bulls are to be left in the rookeries for breeding
purposes.581

In 1914, the Marine Department reported that it:
…had not been able to ascertain the number of skins taken during the season, but 490,
valued at £529, were exported from the Dominion. It is proposed that there shall be an open
season this year.582

Seasons were again open in 1915 and 1916, then sealing was prohibited. In 1923 and 1924 there
were open seasons on rookeries in Campbell Island where 278 seals were taken in 1923 and 67 in
1924.583 There were no more open seasons until 1946.584
Dunedin sealers
Port Chalmers was the base for the sealing and whaling operations. In the late 1870s the Thomson
bothers became involved in sealing. They had operated costal freight schooners, but when they
could no longer compete in this market decided to use one of their vessels for whaling and sealing.
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In 1877 they landed 80 or 90 hair and fur skins, but on a subsequent voyage the crew were
shipwrecked on Macquarie Island. They were rescued by another Port Chalmers based sealing
outfit, Cormack, Elder and Company, and do not appear to have continued sealing. 585
The principal member of the Cormack, Elder and Company, was William Elder, who, from 1865
had operated a pharmacy in Port Chalmers.586 He became interested in whaling and sealing
ventures and organised the gangs, but did not himself travel to the southern islands. The main
business was oil from whales and seals, but some skins were collected. This did lead to problems
in 1889 when their vessel returned to Dunedin from the Auckland Islands with 78 seal skins. They
had anticipated that an open season would be held from 1 June 1889, and left before they knew that
the opening date of the season had been changed to 1 September, and they were therefore were
successfully prosecuted for poaching. After “a good deal of agitation” the Government eventually
allowed them to keep the skins and their vessel was not forfeited.587
Elder was for a time a member of the Otago Harbour Board, and was a director of Kempthorne
Prosser and Co.s New Zealand drug company. He died in 1896. 588
Joseph Hatch
Joseph Hatch was one of the last exploiters of the southern oceans, where he operated a penguin oil
works on Macquarie Island as well as taking seals for their oil and skins. Macquarie Island was part
of Tasmania, and not as well patrolled as the New Zealand sub-Antarctic Islands.
Hatch, the son of a furrier, was born in London in 1837. He moved to Melbourne in 1856 where he
worked as a druggist. In 1862 he moved to Invercargill to open a branch for his Melbourne
employers. He was instrumental in opening a further branch in Dunedin under the management of
T.W. Kempthorne.589
Hatch operated a pharmacy in Riverton where he became interested in shipping and sealing. He
returned to Invercargill where he opened a bone-mill and a sop factory. He also became involved
in exporting rabbit skins.590
Hatch wrongly anticipated the opening of the seal season in 1886, but in 1887 he decided to go
sealing at Macquarie Island, but his ship visited the Auckland Island first, where they discovered
some caste-aways. These people were rescued, but since Hatch’s vessel the Awarua was already
585 J.S. Cumpston, Macquarie Island (Melbourne: Antarctic Division, Department of External Affairs, 1968).
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carrying seal skins they headed to Melbourne rather than back to New Zealand where the crew
were lauded for the rescue, but back in New Zealand the Captain was prosecuted for poaching. 591
In 1899 Government of Tasmania banned sealing on Macquarie Island, so closing the loophole that
had allowed poachers to claim their skins did not come from New Zealand territory. 592 Hatch
continued in the penguin oil business until 1920.
Size of the seal trade
Seals were not plentiful from the 1830s onwards and as Table 6.2 shows the annual export of skins
peaked in 1876 and then declined.

591 Cumpston, Macquarie Island 131-33.
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Table 6.2593
Number of seal skins exported 1868 to 1920
Total number
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

exported
657
14 packages
269
755
2,012
1,602
1,061
2,767
3,417
1,503

Exports by port
Invercargill

Riverton

827

1,185
427

1,061
2,452
1,668

Dunedin

Other Ports

1,175

315
1,749
Export by port not published

2,484
111
1,671
2,648
2,016
619
1,259
733
190
353
253
100
142
Exports by port not published
374
350
24
50
Exports by port not published
1886, 1887,1888 No exports recorded

702
13
336

84
16
1,322
12
5
112
1,192
1896 to 1904: Closed seasons and no exports
21

220
490
710
1,876
1,380
10
328

Exports by port not published

652
1,311

58
565
779

601
10
328

593 Compiled from:

Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand., Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand.,
Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand. and Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand.
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Chapter 7
The tariff

7.1

The importance of the tariff to the fur trade

The Government’s tariff policy was the major external factor that shaped the development and
structure of the fur trade. This section examines the how this affected the fur trade and the manner
in which the Government dealt with imports and trade protection. The tariff was initially the
principal source of revenue for the Government. But it did have a side-effect of giving a degree of
protection to domestic manufacturers of products that were subject to the tariff.
In 1900, when virtually all fur items were imported, one tariff classification and rate existed for fur
items and one for raw fur skins. In 1921 furs were divided into three categories: - raw fur skins,
dressed furs, and furs made up into apparel. Each tariff item was given a different tariff rate and
these rates were periodically altered at times when the Government revised the tariff. Until 1938
there were no quantitative restrictions on imports, but in 1938 in response to a financial crisis the
Government introduced import restrictions. In 1939, further restrictions on imports were made and
no licences were issued for furs made up into apparel.
Tariff Review, 1918
The tariff had the greatest impact on the fledgling fur trade during the period of reconstruction and
readjustment following the First World War.
In late 1918 the Government realised that the war had dramatically changed the New Zealand
economy and society’s aspirations. The Government needed to provide guidance and legislative
measures to help the economy adjust to the peace-time circumstances and especially to find ways to
create employment for returned servicemen. The Government realised that not all these men could
find work in primary industry and that the majority would be seeking work in the secondary
industries located in towns and cities. The Government formed a Committee to seek advice from
interested groups and members of the public: the Financial Statement, presented to the House of
Representative on 26th November 1918 declared:
Honourable members will recognise that in the interests of the country every means should
be taken for obtaining information which will assist the Government in framing legislation
for the purpose of promoting the local industries of the Dominion. With this object in view it
is intended that the Industries and Commerce Committee should hold sittings during the
recess in various parts of the country, with the object of making inquiries and taking
evidence from persons who are well qualified to express an opinion as to the direction in
which legislative action should be taken. The Government by this means hopes to obtain the
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very best advice possible before bringing legislation in connection with this very important
matter. 594

The Committee duly held sittings throughout the country and presented a comprehensive report to
Parliament in 1919. Part of this report recommended changes to the tariff:
Your Committee was favoured with voluminous evidence in connection with the secondary
industries, and found that the welfare of almost the whole is threatened by competition from
abroad, especially Eastern countries. In the case of machinery the threatened competition is
mostly from the United States of America. In the opinion of the Committee the question of
secondary industries is largely bound up with the Customs tariff: and notwithstanding that
in many cases protection is now given, unless further assistance by duties or bonus is
extended (always having in view the necessity of keeping down the cost of living), it is
certain that some very desirable industries are in danger of languishing and possibly
perishing. New Zealand has for years adopted the policy of protecting the welfare of its
workers by insisting upon a good standards of living, and it naturally follows that if this
policy is to be pursued (and the Committee agrees that it should continue) it is obvious that
the community must be prepared to protect the product of the factory and workshop. It has
further to be considered that in most competing countries labour conditions are more
onerous and the standard of living is not so high as in this country. 595

The Committee made the following tariff recommendations:
(1.) The general tariff should be revised by Parliament without delay. The present tariff,
which was framed in 1907 is unsuited to the needs of the country, and often unfair in its
incidence.
(2.) Before increased protection on locally manufactured goods is given it should be the duty
of the Board of Industries and Commerce to ascertain that such protection will not result in
prices being unfairly raised against the general public.
(3.) A further measure of preference should be given on goods imported from the United
Kingdom; but no preference should be granted unless at least 50 per cent of the value of such
goods is of British manufacture, production, or origin. The present regulations should be
amended accordingly.
(4.) In the case of imported machinery which cannot be made in the Dominion, or in case of
new or patented machinery, such machinery should, for the encouragement of local
industries, be admitted free.
(5.) An “anti-dumping” law should be passed, on similar lines to the Canadian Act.
(6.) The proposed Board of Industries and Commerce should be a Tariff Board, with
advisory powers.
(7.) Steps should be taken to enter into reciprocal agreements with the several British
dominions. 596
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These recommendations showed that the Government now considered the tariff an instrument of
policy that could be used to directly influence the economy rather than being the main source of tax
revenue. In order to understand the full ramifications of the Committee’s recommendations it is
necessary to consider the history of how successive New Zealand administrations had treated the
tariff and imports prior to 1919.
7.2

Background to the Tariff

When Captain Hobson became Governor of New Zealand in 1840 his first priority was to secure a
source of income for his fledgling government. The only way he could quickly raise money was by
imposing a customs duty on a range of products imported into the colony.

Whilst this gave the

Colonial administration an income, it also affected the pre-existing local economy by increasing the
prices of two politically sensitive items: - alcohol and tobacco. The imposition of a tariff gave the
locals a salutary lesson in sovereignty and the resulting civil unrest focussed the Governors mind on
finding an alternative to the tariff. Governor FitzRoy, a “free trader”, in September 1844, buckled
under the pressure and abolished the tariff. He then attempted to finance the Government with
profits from land sales and a one percent income and property tax. The expected land boom did not
eventuate, so there was no income from land sales, and since the land titles had not been issued
there was nothing to tax. FitzRoy reintroduced the tariff in April 1845, and later in the year he was
recalled and replaced by Grey, who quite quickly doubled the tariff as part of his plan to put the
colony on a better financial footing. This move was not popular.597
The use of the tariff by Hobson, Fitzroy and Grey demonstrates problem of using a tariff to gather
revenue. The tariff is generally unpopular, but it is an easily managed and efficient way for a
government to gather income, especially in an economy where many transactions do not involve
money. It is collected as goods enter the country at a limited number of designated ports. However
it could be evaded by smuggling, the use of declarations, and avoided by substituting locally-made
products (unless these are taxed through an excise regime).
As New Zealand agriculture increased its efficiency less people were required to work the land, and
many rural families moved to the cities looking for work. This work was often found in factories
that needed to produce items that competed against imports.

By using a tariff to distort market

prices, the price particular imported product can be increased to match or become higher than an
otherwise uneconomic locally produced substitute appear competitive – until the rate of duty
changes. This in turn raises the debate over whether a cheap import is better for the stakeholders of
the state or whether encouragement of local manufacture of a more expensive item is better.
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Adam Smith wrote that protection versus free trade is classically a case of the State favouring
producers:
Consumption is the sole end purpose of all production; and the interest of the producer
ought to be attended to only so far as it may be necessary for promoting that of the
consumer. The maxim is so perfectly self-evident that it would be absurd to attempt to
prove it. But in the mercantile system, the interest of the consumer is almost constantly
sacrificed to that of the producer; and it seems to consider production, and not consumption,
as the ultimate end and object of all industry and commerce.
In the restraints upon the importation of all foreign commodities which can come into
competition with those of our own growth, or manufacture, the interest of the homeconsumer is evidently sacrificed to that of the producer. It is altogether for the benefit of the
latter, that the former is obliged to pay that enhancement of price which this monopoly
almost always occasions.598

In the New Zealand case, until the late 20th century the State felt that it was better for consumers to
be assured of jobs rather than cheap consumables. However, this attitude was modified by the
notion of the necessaries of life versus luxuries, and whether that which was not really necessary
should be taxed at the same rate as the necessaries. Complicating this was the need to decide at
what stage a necessary becomes a luxury (boots versus evening shoes).
Adding to this quandary is product quality and whether cheap and shoddy imports be allowed to
compete with locally made quality products, and conversely should cheap/not so cheap but shoddy
locally made products be favoured over well made imports? But, there is more to consider – such
as when, why and how should such decisions be made. Adam Smith commented:
Such are the unfortunate effects of all the regulations of the mercantile system! They not
only introduce very dangerous disorders into the state of the body politic, but disorders
which is it often difficult to remedy, without occasioning to a time at least, still greater
disorders. In what manner, therefore, the colony trade ought gradually to be opened; what
are the restraints which ought first, and what are those which ought last to be taken away; or
in what manner the natural system of perfect liberty and justice ought gradually to be
restored, we must leave to the wisdom of future statesmen and legislators to determine. 599

Such determinations were the basis of the tariff debates that raged from the 1840s until the late 20 th
century. Until methods of taxing individual’s income became a reliable and efficient way of raising
money, there was no question over the need for a tariff and since it was the main source the tariff
was adjusted, from time to time, in response to the Governments need for money. Thus the tariff
was adjusted in 1846, 1851, 1851 and 1868.
Colonial Industries Commission, 1880
By 1880 New Zealand had both a substantial rural and urban population.

Refrigerated transport

had not been perfected, so the farmers could export only non-perishable items. New Zealand was
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on the verge of industrialisation and the Government decided to gauge how they could foster local
industry. This inevitably ended up being an inquiry on how the tariff could be revised to encourage
industrial development. At this time of nascent industrial development, local industry operated in
two areas: – further processing domestically produced raw material, such as wool and leather; or
substituting locally-made items for imported items (e.g. turning locally sourced raw material into
consumer items, such as spinning wool in cloth and then manufacturing clothing.
In 1880 a Colonial Industries Commission was formed:
…for the purpose of inquiring whether any industries or manufactures that are or hereafter
may be prosecuted or carried out in our said colony should be in any manner promoted or
aided by the Government, and to examine into the best means of so aiding or promoting any
such local industries or manufacturers, having due regard to the circumstances of our said
colony. 600

The Commission held hearings in a number of towns around the country and presented its report in
July 1880. The report concluded:
Many persons, who, from the confidence with which they have invested large capital in their
ventures, and from the wide experience which they claim to posses of the operation of
commercials laws, might be assumed to be authorities upon the subject, urge the desirability
of imposing protective or even prohibitive duties upon manufactured articles, or upon
articles which they allege can be produced in the colony. Others again, engaged in precisely
the same trades, and appearing to be equally capable at arriving at a sound judgement,
advocate exactly the opposite course. The promoters of some local industries ask for
protective duties on the particular articles which they produce, whilst other promoters of
local industries show that protective duties on those very articles would inevitably crush
their hopes of success. It is impossible, however, to disguise the fact, which is, frankly
admitted in some instances, that those who make these representations are actuated more by
the natural desire to widen the proportions and increase the profits of their own occupations
than by any other consideration.
…… They [the Commission] think it right, nevertheless, to state that they are satisfied the
effect of the existing Customs tariff is distinctly though inequitably protective, in as much as
it affords artificial advantages to particular industries by limiting the market of those who
are dependent on them for their supplies. This is conclusively proved by the exceptionally
high rate of wages which prevails in those industries, and by the rapid diminution of the
imports of the class of articles which they produce. How far, or in what manner, this result
affects other industries does not yet clearly appear; but there is no doubt that, in the nascent
stage of the industrial energies of the colony, there is every danger of the protection of one
trade proving detrimental, if not positively destructive, to others. The Commission would,
therefore, recommend that great caution be exercised in making any changes to the Customs
tariff, except of course, for revenue purposes, lest, for the sake of hastening the prosperity of
a particular industry, or affording special advantages to a particular section of the
community, a blow should be unintentionally, but none the less effectually, struck at other
industries in the prosperity of which all sections alike are interested. Having referred
incidentally to the question of wages, the Commissioners think it right to mention here that,
from many quarters, the high rate of wages has been represented to them as one of the
principal causes that militate against the promotion of local industries. 601
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These findings were considered by Members of Parliament, and a Customs and Excise Duties Bill
was introduced in 1881. When introducing the second reading of the Bill, Major Atkinson said:
It is perhaps only a truism to say that the principle upon which the tariff of a country is
founded must very largely affect the moral and material prospects and the interests of its
inhabitants. But I am induced to say that in order to call attention of the House to a fact
which we sometimes forget, and which perhaps to some extent we have overlooked in
imposing our New Zealand tariffs. Almost the only object we have had in view hitherto has
been the raising of revenue. The circumstances of the colony have been such that we have
considered very little what was the effect of our tariff upon trade and other matters. Of late
years, however, we have so far considered the question as to relieve raw materials, and
certain other articles that would assist local manufactures, and we have proceeded from this
basis without any real question as to whether our tariff was a protective or free trade one.
No doubt, when it comes to be looked into our tariff does in many matters violate the
principles of free trade. There is no question about that at all.
…….. But I want to point out that in the Bill now under discussion we have not departed in
any way from the lines which we have been going upon for some years past; that is to
impose duties on such articles as will yield the largest revenue, and, at the same time, relieve
such industries as we can relieve satisfactorily. 602

Subsequent debate centred on the free trade versus protection argument and some tariff rates were
changed.
Tariff reviews and State intervention in industry
The whole issue was addressed again in 1882 and the range of tariffs was extended and the rates
revised. The tariff was next revised in 1888, when Atkinson was Premier. This tariff extended
protection to the clothing, shoe and engineering industries, and passed only with the help of the
Liberal Opposition.

The economist, Condliffe considered that this revision was pivotal in New

Zealand’s development as “The stage was set for new policies of State interference in industrial
matters generally”603. The Liberals won the 1891 election.
Under the Liberals the economic and social foundations of New Zealand changed dramatically –
refrigerated transport became reliable and the United Kingdom emerged as a large single market
for refrigerated meat and dairy produce.

The big estates were “busted” and this increased the

number and power of the farmers. The economic benefits of farm exports decreased the power of
the secondary industries, and especially those industries that did not directly contribute to farming.
This was also the period of universal male enfranchisement, and a time where female
enfranchisement was considered and gained. Political power moved to the cities where politicians
with liberal ideals dominated Parliament. More and more people became wage earners, and they
used these wages to purchase the necessities and luxuries rather than producing or making these
items them selves. International industrial progress was producing larger and larger quantities of
factory made consumer items, many of which were imported into New Zealand. More and more
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items were being added to the tariff lists and in 1895 the Government decided a complete review of
the tariff was required. The Tariff Commission’s report emphasis was on the level of the tariff, not
on protecting local industry.
The Tariff Commission Report stated:
In addressing themselves to the important duty confided to them by your Excellency, the
Commissioners have approached their task neither from the point of view of Protectionists
nor from that of Free-traders, but, strictly in accordance with your Excellency’s Commission,
have endeavoured to ascertain wherein the existing tariff unduly presses upon the
taxpaying public, and wherein it is possible to relieve that pressure by reducing the rates on
certain articles, and also where inconsistencies in the tariff might be removed, and they have
sought to render reductions recommended financially possible by imposing countervailing
increases on articles which may be properly classed as luxuries. 604

The Commission also endeavoured to clarify ambiguities caused by trying to fit the increasing
diversity of imported goods into existing tariff classifications. However, many of those who made
submissions to the Commission wanted the Commission to free up trade, rather than protect
industry. Farmers and especially dairy farmers now relied on machinery and in order to keep
down their costs they wanted get cheap machinery, and if it had to be imported then it should be
free of duty. In fact they wanted anything remotely associated with farming to be duty free. New
Zealand had many engineering firms, but often these owed their existence to the requirements of
the mining industry which was now in decline. The engineers wanted high tariffs to protect jobs
and the Commission favoured the engineers.
The Commission tackled the problem of luxuries and necessities when considering soft goods:
In soft goods, the Commissioners have placed silks, satins, velvets, millinery, trimmings,
and laces under the highest rate of duty, as being articles of non-necessity, and they
recommend what they think will be a great advantage to the public- namely, that articles of
daily use, and which are required by all classes, such as cotton goods and the lower class of
linen goods – namely hollands, forfars &c. – be admitted duty-free. This in itself is a relief to
the purchasing public to the extent of nearly £20,000. 605

Furs were included as luxuries and the rate of duty suggested was 30%.
Thomas Mackenzie, a free trade Commission member disagreed with the direction of tariff policy.
He thought: “that evidence, where offered in favour of protective duties, is inconclusive and
untrustworthy” because it was not challenged, was biased, and unbalanced since consumers did not
give their views on the tariff. He also thought that the Commission “kept in view the requirements
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of the Treasury” and therefore made tariff recommendations when their task was to just gather
evidence for the Government to use in determining the tariff606.
Later that year Parliament did debate the issue, and the debate ranged over revenue gathering,
protection, free trade, the necessaries, the legitimate requirements and the luxuries of life. The idea
of the tariff free breakfast table was soundly, as propounded by British free-trader, John Bright was
soundly debated. Sir R. Stout stated:
I am sorry to see the reduction of the tea duty. I think it is a great mistake, and I do not look
upon tea as a necessary of life at all. I look upon it as a luxury. You can have everything
you want without having tea, and if you want tea I do not see why you should not pay the
duty. I do not believe in this cry for a free breakfast table. You can get all you want for
breakfast without touching a dutiable article. You can get butter, fish, eggs, farinaceous
food, meat, and everything you want; and what more do you want.
…. I say the tariff should be arranged to protect an encourage the industries of this colony,
and I believe it is just as necessary to try to encourage those manufacturing industries as to
encourage the agriculture and farming industry. 607

G.W Russell, Leader of the Opposition disagreed:
(Stout) dissents from the doctrine of the free breakfast table and alleges that tea is not a
necessary of life. Now, there are very few houses in New Zealand, from the richest to the
poorest, where tea is not regarded as a necessary of life, and I think the test as to whether it
is a necessary of life is to be found in the extent and universality of its consumption….
With regard to the honourable gentlemen’s statement that his breakfast table is made of
duty-free goods, I interjected the question how he was going to have a free breakfast table in
connection with sugar, and he said sugar was not a necessity. We must not forget that he
comes from a land where the breakfast is made exclusively of porridge, and where they do
not use sugar in their porridge, but salt. 608

Still dissenting, T. Mackenzie said:
[Regarding the tariff on matches] Here we are going to have the people of New Zealand
robbed – robbed to the extent of £10,000 a year – for what purpose? To put into the pockets
of one or two manufacturers. And they would have been still further robbed, to put it into
the pockets of some tea-mixers, had the good sound common sense of the House not
prevailed against the Colonial Treasurer. Why should you go and protect an industry for
merely packing up things in the colony? Not a pound of tea is produced in New Zealand;
and do the people who mix teas here use a pound weight of New Zealand paper to pack the
tea in? No, they do not. But the Colonial Treasurer would have the people who use tea
charged a higher rate for their tea, in order to employ a few mixers. If any industries in the
colony are to be supported they ought to be industries that use the raw materials of the
colony; but to tinker at supporting industries like that of tea-packing and making matches
when the manufacturers import the tea, the stearine, the cotton and everything, and use no
raw materials at all is absurd. And yet, in order that people may put together things they
import, you are going to rob the people of New Zealand of thousands.
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I say that, in a country like this, we should pass a tariff for revenue purposes; and if
industries succeed under the tariff imposed for revenue purposes, so long as the revenue
does not suffer too much, as is the case respecting matches, I say that is wholesome and
right; but it is not right to support industries for putting together materials that are not
natural to the country. 609

The usual pragmatic compromise was reached and this left furs with a 25% duty, but it did
introduce the new tariff item, “Fur-skins, green or sun-dried” to the list of items that were exempt
from duty.610
Preferential tariffs
Preferential tariffs for items from favoured nations were the next development in the tariff system.
In New Zealand’s case these favoured nations were Britain and members of the British Empire. In
1895 the Customs Duties Reciprocity Act. which allowed for lower tariffs on some items imported
from Australian States received the Royal assent, and in 1907 this preference was extended to South
Africa. Imperial preference was introduced in 1903 in the Preferential and Reciprocal Trade Act. In
introducing the second reading of the Bill the imperialist Premier, the Right Honourable R. Seddon
gravely addressed the House:
Sir, the one, the sole object, is the good of the Empire, and to promote and solidify it. The
moment is one fraught with great importance. It do not know that in the history of our
Empire there has been a time when a greater demand has been made upon those who wish
the great Empire well – that they should fairly and fearlessly consider what is required, and
conscientiously do that which they conceive to be their duty. Sir, I believe it to be the duty of
every well-wisher of the Empire in this colony to facilitate the granting of preferential trade
to the Mother-country; and if we are the first to take the broader view and give a trade
preference within the Empire, then if is all the more to our credit. 611

Seddon gave the members a choice: “Are you prepared to make trade preference and a distinction
between your own blood, your kindred in the Empire, and alien nations?” 612
Massey, the leader of the Opposition had a different view:
What is proposed is to increase taxation. The honourable gentleman (Seddon) is using this
Bill as an excuse, as a pretext, for more protection, and for increasing taxation upon the
people of this colony. It is protection first with the honourable gentleman every time. 613

Massey could not support “the wretched huckstering proposals” contained in the Bill.
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T Mackenzie told that British industry and British workers were threatened by cheap rubbish from
America and Germany. Since Germany and the United States did buy much New Zealand product,
it was in New Zealand’s interests to favour British products, thus maintaining the living standard of
British workers, so that they in turn could afford to keep buying New Zealand mutton and dairy
products. He illustrated this with the case of fencing wire imports:
…Germany and America now contribute far more of that article than Great Britain does –
and if you take your fencing-wire from America and from Germany, and leave your own
workmen idle at Home, where will they find employment that will enable them to earn the
wages necessary to buy our mutton and butter and other produce which goes freely into
England.
….. I therefore say that it will be a mutual blessing to the workmen of Great Britain if we
continue as far as possible to take his good quality articles in preference to the foreign
rubbish,… 614

Mr Stevens made a very pertinent comment, the gist of which would resound through subsequent
tariff debates:
The doctrine which we have laid down for ourselves for many years in regard to Customs
impositions has been one which has involved the most rigid protection for our own
manufacturers. Against whom? Against what country? Why, Sir, against England. It is
against England that our tariffs have been established, and no one who has considered the
subject can have the slightest doubt on the matter. 615

This great debate raged through the night and into the early and not so early hours of the morning.
The Bill passed, but only a few items received preferential tariffs – furs did not. From the 1920s
onward British preference (or foreign exclusion) did become an important part of the tariff as did
protecting New Zealand industry from British imports whilst encouraging the British to take New
Zealand farm products without tariff barriers.

As will been seen later the base rate for

manufactured goods continued to remain high as the duty on British goods did not change, the
preference was established by increasing duty non-British goods. Preference was not extended to
lower taxed semi-manufactured items.
1907 tariff review
Parliament tackled the tariff again in 1907. This time the whole tariff was debated in Parliament –
item by item. And, once again the same issues were rehashed and re-debated. In introducing the
third reading of the Tariff Bill the Hon. Mr Miller, the Minister of Customs, summarised the intent
of the Bill:
At the initiation of the Bill I stated there were two governing principles which the
Government had in view when first proposing this alteration of the tariff; First and foremost
there was the taking off of duties on the necessaries of life and on articles which could not be
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manufactured in the colony, and next there was the encouragement of our local industries.
Those main principles, Sir, were kept in view during the course of the Bill through its
different stages. There have been some honourable members, however, who seemed to
think the encouragement of our local industries was of very little account, and it was urged
in some quarters that the men employed on them could be more profitably employed on the
land and elsewhere. Now, I think honourable members will agree with me that in a country
such as this, where the amount of agricultural land is limited, we must, if we are going to
make this land as it should be, work up our industries hand-in- hand with our agricultural
pursuits. 616

Mr Fisher pointed out that the urban population now exceeded the rural population, and paid a
greater portion of the Customs duties; he added617: “And yet we find honourable gentlemen
standing up in this House, representing little tinpot villages away in the backblocks, and they have
the temerity to tell us that they have the right to be heard on the tariff:”
Mr Hornsby gave his views on the importer’s case for low tariffs:
Sir, right through the whole business in connection with this Bill we have heard the wail of
the importer, the man who grows fat upon the proceeds of cheaply produced articles. He is
wailing because his preserves have been “flushed” and because he knows he will not be able
to make so much profit in the future – that some of his wealth supply will be cut off at its
source.

He later added that he had told such an importer: “Many of the lines imported to New Zealand are
made in the sweating of Europe.” And that:
We do not want them here, and I hope our new tariff will block them out. By what right do
we ask the working-man to put an inferior article upon his foot or upon his back? By what
right do we ask him to clothe his wife or child in inferior articles? Would it not be better for
any worker to pay a little more for and article that would last three or four times as long as
this rubbishy stuff? 618

He, as well as other members then described how Germany and America were building up great
industries behind protective barriers whilst the United Kingdom workers were kept wretched as
they tried to compete in a freer market. Other members pointed out that the cheap shoddy items
were coming from America and Germany – whilst others claimed the expensive but skilfully made
came from Britain (presumably by workers in wretched conditions, but not in sweat shops, who
with enough money would buy New Zealand mutton).
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There was a suggestion that Britain could be falling behind in technology, and by preferential
treatment they would be guaranteed enough trade for them to catch up, rather than falling behind
America and Germany.
The revised tariff did not change the duty on furs.
1917 review
In 1917 the Government adjusted the tariff by introducing a “preferential surtax on goods not being
produce or manufacture of British dominions”. This especially applied to clothing items (including
furs), where the previous general tariff now became the so called British preference, and imports
from all other countries had to pay an extra 12.5% duty. The Right Hon. Sir J.G.Ward, Minister of
Finance, explained:
I may say that under this proposal we shall obtain an increased duty, because a great
number of the articles in question come from countries outside the British Empire. The duty
that we shall get under this will be sufficient to give a distinct preference to the British
dominion. 619

Protectionism
The next inquiry was the earlier mentioned 1919 Industries Committee inquiry620. When this
inquiry was held the manufacturing fur trade was still very much in its infancy, but two of its
members, Mr Ronald S. Badger an importer of Christchurch and Mr H.W. Menere a furrier from
Timaru made submissions. Both pointed out that there was potential for local manufacturing and
therefore processed skins should be admitted at a lower tariff rate than made up garments. Badger
suggested 10% on skins 25% on British-made-up garments and 50% on foreign-made articles. 621
Menere also wanted lower rates for dressed skins, and thought they should be at the same rate as
raw skins: “I do not see why we should not get dressed skins in free, the same as raw skins, because
there is no one here to do the dressing”. 622 He also wanted cotton, silk lining material and sewing
machines free of tariff. He added “I employ ten hands, and if my requests are granted I could
employ a hundred. It would be a good industry.” 623
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Representatives, vol. I-12 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1919).
622 Stewart was operating a tannery at this time, and Menere had manufactured his skins. However the skins

were veg tanned, and this tannage is not the ideal way of processing skins. See next chapter for more details
of this problem.
623 H.W. Menere, Submission., "Report of the Industries Committee," Appendix to the Journals of the House of

Representatives I-12 (1919): 139.
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At the time the fur manufacturing industry was small624, but the clothing industry was well
established and employed a large workforce.625 Charles Myhre, President of the Christchurch
Wholesale Clothing Manufacturers’ Association suggested that despite a lack of women workers
tariff protection should be introduced in order to maintain the comparatively high New Zealand
standard of living, and therefore a tariff should “be at least quite equal to the difference between
wages in other countries and our own.”626
The Industries Committee reported that there was a “dearth of labour” would hamper industrial
development and considered that New Zealand was “a richly endowed but undeveloped country”.
The Committee thought that a great deal of money needed to be spent to develop this potential, and
made a “plea for self reliance”:
It should be the aim of the Government to impress upon the people that in all future efforts
at development of the country’s resources the policy of self-reliance cannot be too strongly
fostered. The demands made upon us by the Great War have surely taught us many useful
lessons. Our people were self-reliant during the greatest crisis the world has ever passed
through, and they proved their ability to provide funds the magnitude of which would have
staggered us in the years that are past. In asking that its proposals should be adopted, the
Committee urges the people of the country to assume in peace the attitude they assumed in
war.

The Committee recommended that hydropower and coalfields should be developed, a Board of
Industries and Commerce created, and the tariff changed:
In the opinion of the Committee the question of secondary industries is largely bound up
with the Customs tariff; and notwithstanding that in many cases protection is now given,
unless further assistance by duties or bonus is extended (always having in view the necessity
of keeping down the cost of living), it is certain that some very desirable industries are in
danger of languishing and possibly perishing. New Zealand has for years adopted the
policy of protecting the welfare of its workers by insisting upon a good standard of living,
and it naturally follows that if this policy is to be pursued (and the Committee agrees that it
should continue) it is obvious that the community must be prepared to protect the product of
factory and workshop. It is further to be considered that in most competing countries labour
conditions are more onerous and the standard of living is not so high as in this country.

The Committee favoured preference to the United Kingdom. It noted that Australia “has elected to
treat New Zealand as a foreign country by placing this Dominion on exactly the same footing as
Japan, America and other foreign countries” - despite New Zealand having extended favoured
treatment to Australia. . The Committee recommended that the ordinary tariff should apply to

624 Figures for 1919 were not available, but the Census of 1921 showed that nationwide 56 males and 85

females were enumerated as “furriers”. Census and Statistics Office, Results of the Census of the Dominion of
New Zealand: Taken on the Night of 17th April, 1921, Part 1: Population. (Wellington: Government Printer,
1921) 52.
625 The 1921 Census reported that nationwide 2,128 males and 5928 females were enumerated as working in

“tailoring and clothing”. Census and Statistics Office, Results of the Census of the Dominion of New Zealand:
Taken on the Night of 17th April, 1921, Part 1: Population.
626 Charles A. Myhre, Submission., "Report of the Industries Committee," Appendix to the Journals of the

House of Representatives, vol. I-12 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1919) 53,54.
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British dominions that do not extend preference or favourable treatment to New Zealand – and
therefore an attempt should be made to offer Australia reciprocity on certain products.
Australians had also been accused of dumping product in New Zealand, so it was recommended
that an anti-dumping law should also be enacted.
The Industries Committee Report was debated in September 1919. The report was generally well
received by the Government (Reform Party) and the Liberals, the two main political parties, but
protection was criticised by the Labour Party member H. Holland:
It may be admitted that there are certain industries that under existing conditions sometimes
need a measure of “protection” in their infancy; you will scarcely find an economist who
will stand for a Customs tariff. A tariff is only truly protective when it is prohibitive. If it
lets goods in it is not really protective. If it does not let them in it produces no revenue. It
does seem to me that it is sound economy to produce goods in this country when this
country is suitable for production, and leave it to other countries to produce the goods that
this country cannot profitably produce; and then to trade with those other countries, to enter
upon a system of exchange with those countries, supplying them with the goods that they
cannot and we can produce. 627

The tariff was not immediately changed – this had to wait until 1921, a time when the economic
situation had changed from the short lived post war boom to a post war depression. The tariff was
introduced “…to assist the revenue, which has been somewhat seriously affected by the financial
stringency from which New Zealand, along with other countries, but certainly less than other
countries, is suffering at present”628.
The Otago Daily Times editorial agreed and added:
The new tariff, being plainly designed to produce revenues, does not, of course reach the
stage of satisfying the demands of advocates of high protection. In the circumstances a
sensibly moderate course seems on the whole to have been followed. If the aim of the
Government as regards revenue is achieved without entailing any substantial increase in the
price of commodities the dominion may count itself fortunate. 629

In closing the third reading debate Massey concluded:
While we have been looking after the revenues of the country we have asked the House to
give a little protection to the industries of New Zealand, and I think we are justified in doing
so. I do not pretend to be a Protectionist, but I do think that under existing circumstances,
and seeing what is being done in other countries we were justified in asking for additional
protection for the young and struggling industries in our own land. I believe that in most

627 H. Holland, "Industries Committee," New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Wellington: Government

Printer, 1919), vol. 184, 465,66.
628 W. Massey, "Financial Statement," New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Wellington: Government Printer,

1921), vol. 192, 49.
629 Editorial, "The Tariff," Otago Daily Times 5 November 1921.
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cases what has been done by Parliament will do a great deal of good and give
encouragement to industry, which up to the present has been lacking. 630

The Customs Amendment Act, 1921 also allowed the Government to impose General Tariff duties
on British dominions (other than the United Kingdom) instead of the British Preferential Tariff.
This meant that since the Australian Government did not give preferential tariff treatment to New
Zealand they would no longer be included in the British Preference. However this Act also allowed
for the introduction of reciprocal tariffs.
The Customs Amendment Act, 1921 and later revisions were instrumental in shaping the fur trade.
At a time when the fur dressing industry was taking shape, raw skins remained free of duty. The
emerging fur manufacturers were given protection since the duty on British imports was not
decreased, and the general rate of duty was increased to 40%.

A new category and rate was

introduced – “Fur, dressed or prepared, but not made up” with a flat rate of 15%. This encouraged
the manufacture of goods in New Zealand, and also gave some protection to fur dressers, whilst
also ensuring their processing prices remained competitive with processors in other countries. A
1% primage was collected on all imports.631
4.3 Employment growth in the fur garment manufacturing trade
Employment in the fur trade increased under the umbrella of tariff protection. Whilst it is not
possible to determine a causal relationship between the tariff and employment, further sections will
show that politicians, fur trade leaders and other manufacturers believed that protection did foster
employment, and as a consequence they made decisions and acted in accordance with these beliefs.
The growth in employment in the fur manufacturing trade can be seen from Census figures.
Before 1919 the statistics regarding employment was collected in conjunction with the Census632
and these are presented in Table 7.1. At a conference of British Empire statisticians in 1920 it was
decided to dissociate industries from occupations, and to enumerate people by industry and this
method of tabulation was used in the 1921 and subsequent census. 633 Table 7.2 presents the results
for the “furrier” industrial classification.634

630 W. Massey, "Customs Tariff," New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Wellington: Government Printer,

1921), vol. 192, 49.
631 Customs Department, "Tariff Inquiry: Furs:

Appendix B, Import Licensing History 1939-1955,"

(Wellington: Customs Department, 1954).
632 Neale, Guide to New Zealand Official Statistics 100.
633 Census and Statistics Office, "Industrial and Occupational Distribution. - Introductory Notes.," Population

Census, 1926. Industrial and Occupational Distribution (Wellington: Government Printer, 1930).
634 It was intended that a census be taken every five years, but during the depression years the census was

postponed by the Census Postponement Act, 1930 and consequently there was no census in 1931. Neale,
Guide to New Zealand Official Statistics 15.
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The Census and Statistics Office started publishing annual factory production figures in 1919 635, but
it was not until the year ending 31 March 1928 that separate statistics were published for “fur coat
and necklet making” and these statistics included all people working in the enterprise. Early,
unpublished information about employment in the fur trade is contained in a letter from the Acting
Government Statistician to the Secretary of the Board of trade in late 1919. It states that the 1918-19
returns were received from eight furriers, who together employed 12 males and 45 females and
adds:
There are no doubt a number of large establishments in the Dominion who manufacture fur
garments but who do not describe themselves as furriers, and if this work is combined with
the manufacture of other clothing the two industries would of course be included in the one
return for clothing manufacture.636

Hence, the following figures probably do not account for every fur manufacturing employee, or
establishment involved in manufacturing fur items.

Fur and necklet making employment figures

were not published for each district, however the number of establishments in each district were.
The figures presented in Table 7.3 show the nationwide growth in employment in the fur
manufacturing sector. The figures include proprietors, managers and overseers, accountants and
clerks, as well as wage earning employees. Table 7.4 shows the growth in the number of fur
manufacturing establishments, by district.

These statistics may not have included workrooms

attached to predominantly retail operations, as these may have fallen into the category that was not
counted and which was described as establishments engaged in dress making and millinery (unless
manufacturing wholesale for resale in retail shops), bespoke tailoring ….”. 637
To prevent the disclosure of information about individual enterprises, statistics were only published
for industries that consisted four or more businesses.638 During the period under study there were
less than four fur dressing enterprises in operation, so figures were not separately published for the
fur dressing industry.

635 Neale, Guide to New Zealand Official Statistics 100.
636 Acting Government Statistician letter to Secretary of the Board of Trade, Archives New Zealand: IC1

24/50/part1 and part 2 (Fur Skins: General File).29 December 1919.
637 Census and Statistics Office, "Definition of Factory," Annual Statistical Report on Factory Production, 1928-

29 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1929).
638 Neale, Guide to New Zealand Official Statistics 102.
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Table 7.1
Census results for individuals included in “furrier” occupational classification

Census

Males

Females

Total

1901639

7

10

17

1906640

11

1

12

1911641

11

3

14

7

11

18

1916642

Table 7.2
Census results for individuals included in “furrier” industrial classification

Census

Males

Females

Total

1921643

56

85

141

1926644

90

120

210

1936645

229

278

507

639 Office of the Registrar-General. Compiler, "Occupations of the People," Results of a Census of the Colony

of New Zealand: Taken for the Night of 31st March, 1901 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1902) 335.
640 Office of the Registrar-General. Compiler, "Occupations of the People," Results of a Census of the Colony

of New Zealand: Taken for the Night of 29th April, 1906 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1907) 378.
641 Government Statistician, "Occupations of the People," Results of a Census of the Dominion of New

Zealand: Taken for the Night of the 2nd April, 1911 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1912) 445.
642 Government Statistician, "Occupation and Unemployment," Results of a Census of the Dominion of New

Zealand: Taken for the Night of the 15th October, 1916 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1920) 123.
643 Census and Statistics Office. Compiler, "Industries," Results of a Census of the Dominion of New Zealand:

Taken for the Night of the 17th April, 1921
(Wellington: Government Printer, 1921) 52.
644 Census and Statistics Office. Compiler, "Industrial and Occupational Distribution," Dominion of New

Zealand: Population Census, 1926 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1930) 19, 28.
645 Census and Statistics Office. Compiler, "Industries and Occupations," Dominion of New Zealand:

Population Census, 1936 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1946) 6,16.
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Table 7.3646
Employment in the “fur coat and necklet making” industrial classification

Year

Males

Females

(ending 31 March)

Total
employed

1927-28

113

187

300

1928-29

139

231

370

1929-30

140

239

379

1930-31

144

229

373

1931-32

144

201

345

1932-33

151

203

354

1933-34

160

203

363

1934-35

180

230

410

1935-36

206

282

488

1936-37

225

293

518

1937-38

251

330

581

1938-39

263

354

617

1939-40

266

382

648

646 Compiled from: Census and Statistics Office, "Employment," Statistical Report of the Factory Production

of the Dominion of New Zealand (Wellington: Government Printer, 1927-28 to 1939-40).
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Table 7.4647
Number of fur coat and necklet factories, by district

Number of establishment in provincial districts

Dunedin

5

5

3

20

1928-29

7

7

7

3

25

1929-30

6

8

6

4

1

25

1930-31

7

7

6

5

2

27

1931-32

7

11

6

4

1

29

1932-33

8

14

5

4

1

32

1933-34

8

12

5

5

1

31

1934-35

8

14

4

5

1

32

1935-36

7

1

14

4

6

2

34

1936-37

8

1

12

5

8

1

35

1937-38

10

1

13

5

7

2

38

1938-39

12

1

17

6

8

3

47

1939-40

14

1

19

4

7

3

48

Invercargill

Christchurch

7

31 March

Hawkes Bay

1927-28

ended

Auckland

Wellington

Year

Total

647 Compiled from: Census and Statistics Office, "Number of Establishments," Statistical Report of the Factory

Production of the Dominion of New Zealand (Wellington: Government Printer, 1927-28 to 1939-1940).
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7.4

Dealing with Australia

Dumping of Australian furs
Once the concept of tariff protection became established the trade realised they had to be vigilant
lest ways were found to import garments into New Zealand that would compete with the cost
structure of locally made garments. The first threat came from Australia. In 1918, £1,723648 worth
of garments were imported from Australia and this rose to £10,979 in 1919.649 The emerging
manufacturing fur trade was concerned these garments had been “dumped” onto the New Zealand
market and in an attempt to stop these imports J. Waters of Waters Ritchie & Co wrote to a Dunedin
Member of Parliament, T.K. Sidey and suggested “that an embargo be placed in New Zealand upon
the manufactured furs of Australia” until Australia became a “free market”. Waters explained that
this surge in imports was not entirely caused by favourable tariffs or by dumping, but by an
embargo placed on the export of rabbitskins by the Australian Government.

This embargo

depreciated the value of the skins so much that Australian furriers were able to make very cheap
fur garments, which could then be exported to New Zealand. 650 The fur coats caused problems for
New Zealand manufacturers, but the embargo probably benefited raw rabbit exporters as it
contributed to the rise in prices of raw rabbit skin as less Australian skins were marketed.
Australian garment imports were not banned and rose to £28,097 in 1920651, but then value
dropped to £9,568 in 1921652, £3,432 in 1922653, £5,159 in 1923654 and £712 in 1924655.

Tariff Agreement Ratification Bill
The problem of the disparity between Australian and New Zealand tariffs was addressed in 1922 in
the Tariff Agreement Ratification Bill. Australia had been included in the British preference, but
since Australian tariff rates were consistently higher on New Zealand products going to Australia
than on Australian products entering New Zealand, the Government removed Australia from the

648 "Trade and Shipping," Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand for the Year 1918 (Wellington:

Government Printer, 1919) 153.
649 "Trade and Shipping," Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand for the Year 1919 (Wellington:

Government Printer, 1920).
650 J.B. Waters, letter to Sidey, T.K., "Importation of Australian Manufactured Furs," Archives New Zealand:

IC1 24/50/part1 and part 2 (Fur Skins: General File).11 November 1919.
651 "Trade and Shipping," Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand for the Year 1920 (Wellington:

Government Printer, 1921) 161.
652 Statistical Report on the Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand for the Year 1921,

(Wellington: Government Printer, 1922) 167.
653 Statistical Report on the Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand for the Year 1922,

(Wellington: Government Printer, 1923) 164.
654 Statistical Report on the Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand for the Year 1923,

(Wellington: Government Printer, 1924) 172.
655 Statistical Report on the Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand for the Year 1924,

(Wellington: Government Printer, 1925) 182.
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British preference and put them on the General tariff.

This move encouraged the Australian

Government to negotiate reciprocal rates on a range of products.
As always these moves caused much lobbying and debate, much of which revolved around who
was going to profit the most, Australian or New Zealand business (and of course the public).
Protection was again the issue, especially the notion that too much protection allowed business to
make an opportunistic profit, whilst too little would encourage production to move to Australia 656.
Once the basis of tariff had been set, the development of the fur trade was dependent on this status
quo being maintained. Consequently the whole trade was vociferous in the defence of protection
and the high tariff on made up garments and equally vociferous in arguing over the tariff for
processed skins – furriers wanted it low, the Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd wanted it high.
7.5

Tariff Reviews

1927 tariff review
The next tariff review was held in 1927. The report of the Tariff Commission started by stating the
objectives of the tariff:
The New Zealand Customs Tariff has three main objectives: (a) The collection of revenue.
(b) The protection of local industries, both farming and manufacturing.
(c) The granting of preferential tariff treatment of goods of British Empire origin.
These three objectives are inter-related, and are, in general not clearly separable. 657

When dealing with the pros and cons of protection versus free trade the report took the position
that:
The tariff history of the Dominion shows clearly that the established policy is one of
moderate protection, and as we consider that the continuance, extension, or reversal of this
policy is a matter for the Legislature, the fundamental question lies outside the scope of our
inquiry…..658

The Commission then considered protection of local industries:

656 The case of Cadbury, Fry and Pascals was cited. They had combined to build a “colossal” works in

Tasmania. According to the M.P. Dr A.K. Newman “Apparently they are going to flood Australia and New
Zealand with low-priced chocolates, and according to information I have received, they will almost certainly
ruin the trade of New Zealand” Dr A.K. Newman, "Tariff Agreement Ratification Bill," New Zealand
Parliamentary Debates, vol. 196 (Wellington: Government Printer, 1922) 41.
657 Tariff Commission, "Tariff Commission," Appendix to the Journals of the House of Representatives, vol. H-

28 (Wellington: 1927) 4.
658 Tariff Commission, "Tariff Commission," 5.
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In considering the industries which should, under New Zealand’s policy of moderate
protection, receive tariff assistance, and in determining the measure of such assistance the
Commission is of the opinion that special regard should be had to the use of locally
produced raw material, the extent of employment afforded by the industry, the relationship
of that industry to other industries in the Dominion, and the prospect of tariff protection
resulting in increased local output and consequent lower costs of production.
In our view, the use of imported material is not, in itself, a valid objection to the granting of
protection, but where the material so imported constitutes a relatively high proportion of the
value of the finished product, protection should only be given under special circumstances.
Where the competitive position in cases of this kind is shown to be such as to necessitate a
relatively high rate if duty, it seems clear that the industry is not one which should be
established in New Zealand as a result of tariff assistance.
We are of the opinion that the essential distinction which may be drawn between industries
using imported and those using locally produced raw materials arise from the beneficial
effects of the latter class of industry in increasing other forms of local production.
One of the main claims which has been made in favour of protection for local industries has
been based upon the fact that employment is afforded to persons in New Zealand and that
wage rates paid result in a cost of production high in relation to that of most countries.
Insofar as employment in appreciable measure is afforded by such industries, the
Commission considers that, under our accepted national tariff policy, this fact constitutes a
valid reason for the granting of protection. 659

Subsequently raw skins remained free of duty, dressed skins remained at 15%, and the general rate
for finished garments increased to 45% and the British preference remained at 25%. 660
In 1929 the rate of primage was increased to 2%.661
1930 revision
By 1930 New Zealand was being affected by the worldwide economic depression. The Government
adopted a conservative economic policy which centrered on balancing the budget in the face of a
lower level of tax income. The Government needed more money, and in July 1930 the tariff was
revised. When introducing legislation the Prime Minister, Forbes, stated:
The principal object of the alterations in the tariff is to make provision for the collection of
the revenue required for carrying on the Government of the country. ….
The objects of the alterations are as follows: (1) To provide for the collection of increased
revenue; (2) to abolish primage duty and substitute a surtax on dutiable goods; (3) to grant a
further measure of protection to the timber and to certain farming and manufacturing
industries; (4) to take power by means of increased duties on foreign goods to grant further
preference on British Empire goods, and at the same time to place ourselves in a position to
negotiate with countries which are willing to treat New Zealand products fairly in the

659 Tariff Commission, "Tariff Commission," 67
660 "The Customs Tariff of New Zealand," (Wellington: Government Printer, 1927), vol.
661 Customs Department, "Tariff Inquiry: Furs," Appendix A: Tariff Changes since 1921 (Wellington: Customs

Department, 1954).
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matter of tariffs; (5) to abolish the duty on barely used for stock-food; (6) to obtain increased
revenue from petrol for the Main Highways Account.662

The measures were introduced. Raw materials and materials used for further manufacture were
not affected and “Fur skins, Green or sun-dried” remained duty free, and the duty on dressed furs
remained at 15% for British Preference and for the General and Australian Tariff Agreement.
However there was a change for made up furs - the British Preference rate increased to 27.5%, the
General rate to 50% and the Australian rate was set at 25%. 663 There was no primage on raw skins,
but a 9/40ths surtax was added to dressed furs and apparel.664
More Australian dumping
Local furriers were still concerned by alleged dumping by Australian furriers. Two letters from 1930
illustrate the situation. Mr Pratt of Mooney’s Ltd complained to the Dunedin office of the
Department of Industries and Commerce about dumping.
Dyver’s [the Australian company] representative is now offering 500 dyed rabbit garments
at 65/- each which would mean that production costs would be somewhere in the vicinity of
45/- - a figure at which it seems impossible to manufacture. Import duty into New Zealand
is 25% ad valorem.
Such dumping, if not checked, will tend to have a very serious effect on the local industry
and Mr Pratt would be very gratified if the question could be taken up with the Customs
Department and probably the New Zealand Trade Commissioner in Australia. It is desired
that some information be secured as to the costs of production and the current domestic
value of thee garments in Australia.665

The Christchurch firm Pattison & Ede made a similar complaint to the Department’s Christchurch
office, and the Department reported:
Messrs Pattison & Ede, furriers, Lichfield Street complain of furs which are present being
sold in Christchurch by a firm named Biber Furs Limited, Sydney. This firm is said to be in
financial difficulties and a principal has come over with stocks, which have been partly sold
in Wellington and are being offered here.
Rabbitskin coats selling here to retail trade at 6/10/- are being offered at 3/10/- which is
much below cost of production in Australia. The depression over there has stopped the sale
of furs, which are purely a luxury line in a warm country like Australia.
Mr Pattison has been compelled to cancel sales which were definitely booked, and is afraid if
this consignment is sold, other firms in Australia will follow suit and flood the market to the
detriment of the employees of N.Z. furriers.

662 G.W Forbes, "Customs Tariff," New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Wellington: Government Printer,

1930), vol. 224.
663 The Customs Tariff of New Zealand, (Wellington: Government Printer, 1930).
664 Customs Department, "Tariff Inquiry: Furs."
665 District Officer Department of Industries and Commerce Dunedin letter to Secretary of the Department

Wellington., "Alleged Dumping of Furs," Archives New Zealand: IC1 24/50/part1 and part 2 (Fur Skins:
General File).20 December 1930.
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The retailers here are quite willing to have these goods excluded or subjected to a dumping
duty if all are treated alike, but if one retailer in N.Z. is allowed to buy the others must
follow suit. Since the matter came under Mr Pattison’s notice through actual cancelling of
orders, he has received a letter from the Fur Traders Assn, Harris St., Wellington on the
subject and he understands that Dunedin furriers have also taken the matter up. 666

It is not possible to verify the extend of the problem since 1930 and 1931 the statistics for “Furs
made up into Apparel” were not tabulated separately. In 1929 imports from Australia amounted to
£37667 and in 1932 £8.668
Tariff increases, 1931
In 1931 the Government was still having problems balancing the budget and again increased the
tariff. The Minister of Customs (and Prime Minister) Forbes, when introducing to Parliament, what
were intended to be temporary measures to Parliament said:
….the object of the resolutions now introduced is to provide extra revenue to the extent of
£1,060,000 to assist in balancing the national accounts. Honourable members will recognise
that it is only on account of the limited sources of revenue that are available that the
Government has been forced again to undertake alterations in the tariff. When last year, I
asked Parliament to increase Customs and excise duties, I had hoped it would not be
necessary so soon to ask the people to contribute extra taxation through the Customs. I think,
however, that it will be agreed that the Government has already spread the burden over a
wide a field as possible, and that it is only as a last resort that the present method has been
adopted.669

The new rates were intended to last until the end of 1932 only. During the debate Nash pointed out
that £312,000 of extra revenue would come from the increased duty on tea and sugar. 670
The major change for fur products was the introduction of a 5% tariff on raw fur skins in both the
British Preference and General categories (Australian initially remained tariff free but subsequently
this was raised to 5%). Dressed or prepared furs attracted a 25% tariff and the Australian level was
lower at 15%. The rate for fur garments was British preference 37.5%, General 60% and Australian,
initially 25%.671 The surtax of 9/40ths was added to all categories.672

666 District Officer Department of Industries and Commerce Christchurch

letter to Secretary of the
Department Wellington., "Furs Imported from Australia," Archives New Zealand: IC1 24/50/part1 and part 2
(Fur Skins: General File).19 December 1930.
667 "Details of Imports, 1927-29," Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping in the Dominion of New Zealand,

1929. Part 1. (Wellington: Government Printer, 1930) 163.
668 "Details of Imports, 1930-32," Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping in the Dominion of New Zealand,

1932. Part 1. (Wellington: Government Printer, 1933) 167.
669 G.W Forbes, "Customs Tariff," New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (Wellington: Government Printer,

1931), vol. 228.
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The attitude of Fur Dressers & Dyers towards the tariff is illustrated by a 1931 letter to the Minister
of Customs regarding a 10% duty on raw skins. This letter probably refers to the difference
between the rate for raw skins (5%) and the rate for dressed skins from Australia (15%):
We are the dressers and dyers of raw skins of all kinds, and have been competition
successfully against American and European firms for the past three years, building up a
new industry in New Zealand. The average number of hands we employ has been 46 with a
pay-roll of over £100 weekly. Dressing and dyeing some 500,000 skins annually. The 10%
duty placed on dressed furs does not leave sufficient margin between raw and dressed skin.
Firms in New Zealand can now buy their dressed skins in America and land them 5%
cheaper than they can import the raw skins, and have them dressed here. This, of course, can
only have one result.
Actually raw skins cost 35% to land, dressed skins 52%, but these dressed skins are all
perfect and ready for use, whereas in the raw state there is always a percentage of perished
skins unfit for use which must be allowed for. Up until the present time we have not been
affected by the tariff as the goods we are processing now were bought before it was put on.
But in former years, by this time our space has been booked up to Christmas. This year we
have no space booked beyond October.
We would emphasize the fact that we do not deal in skins. We only process, that is dress
and dye the importations of the manufacturing furriers. 673

The tariff was changed slightly in 1932. The surtax was removed from British-sourced skins and the
rates on Australian dressed skins increased to 25%.674
The Ottawa Agreement
The world’s economies were still in turmoil in 1932. Britain was New Zealand’s largest export
destination, its largest source of imports, and the main source of external finance for the economy.
New Zealand needed preferential access to the British markets for agriculture products and in
return the British wished to have preferential access to the New Zealand market for British
manufactured products. British agricultural tariffs and quotas were frustrating New Zealand, and
conversely New Zealand tariffs were frustrating the British. Similar conflicts also existed in other
parts of the British Empire, and in order to resolve this an Imperial Economic Conference was held
in mid 1932 in Ottawa, Canada.

The outcome was the Ottawa Agreement which gave New

Zealand preferential access to British markets for agricultural products, and in return the New
Zealand Government agreed “that protection by tariffs shall be afforded against United Kingdom
products only to those industries which are reasonably assured of sound opportunities for success.”
Similarly:
His Majesty’s Government in New Zealand undertake to institute an inquiry into the
existing protective duties, and, where necessary, to reduce them as speedily as possible to
such a level as will place the United Kingdom producer in the position of a domestic
competitor - that is, that the protection afforded to the New Zealand producer shall be on a

672 Customs Department, "Tariff Inquiry: Furs."
673 Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd letter to Minister of Customs, Archives New Zealand: IC1 24/50/part1 and part
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674 Customs Department, "Tariff Inquiry: Furs."
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level which will give the United Kingdom producer full opportunity of reasonable
competition on the basis of the relative cost of economical and efficient production. 675

The Agreement was debated in Parliament in October 1932 and an amendments made to the
Customs Act. The preference tariff on “Apparel and ready made clothing” was reduced 33.5% to
27.5%, but the fur trade was not affected as fur apparel was kept in a separate category and the
British Preferential tariff remained at 37.5%.
Depression and the Government’s need to raise money
At the start of 1933 the Government found that it needed still more money to balance the books.
The Government could not use a tariff increase to meet the shortfall as they were constrained by the
Ottawa Agreement and about to launch a tariff inquiry. They needed more money, so in February
1933 they raised the duty on sugar, tobacco, motor spirits, the export of gold and introduced a 5%
wholesale sales tax on a wide variety of goods, excluding an equally wide range of goods. In
introducing the tax, the Minister of Finance, Coates said:
It is unnecessary for me to say that no Government likes to adopt a new system of taxation,
especially in the times through which we are now passing. It is, however a fact that the
existing methods of obtaining the public revenue are not producing the results which are
necessary. The Government has given careful consideration to the different systems that
may be adopted for collecting increased revenue, and has been driven to the conclusion that
the best remaining method is by means of a sales tax. 676

W Nash pointed out:
At Ottawa the right honourable gentleman affirmed that he would reduce all taxation in
New Zealand that adversely affected our import trade with the Old Country, and yet after
lifting the exchange rate by 15%, which means a flat duty of that percentage on all imports
from Britain or elsewhere, he immediately levies a further special tax of 5% on all
commodities imported from Britain.677

Tariff Inquiry, 1933
The Tariff Inquiry required by the Ottawa Agreement was started in May 1933. A Commission was
formed:
…to inquire into the Custom’s Tariff of New Zealand, and to recommend for consideration
by the Government any alterations therein, having regard to the agreements to which New
Zealand is a party and particularly to the agreement concluded at Ottawa in 1932 between
His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom and in New Zealand; to the financial,
economic, and industrial conditions in the Dominion; to the reasonable requirements of local

675 Tariff Commission, "Report of the Tariff Commission," Appendix to the Journals of the House of
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industries which are being conducted in an efficient manner and are economically justifiable;
and to all other relevant considerations.678

This task was completed in March 1934 and presented to Parliament. The report summarised the
general economic situation:
A revision of the schedules of duties in our Customs Tariff, while presenting difficulties at
any time, is peculiarly subject to perplexities at the moment, owing to the abnormal general
economic situation, and the lack of a basis for reasonable prevision and calculability in
regard to world economics, to which New Zealand, because of its relatively large volume of
foreign trade, is susceptible in a marked degree. In particular there are three abnormal
factors in our economic life, the first two of which, we think, are likely, if not to disappear, at
all events to become very much pronounced in the future, while no confident statement can
be ventured as to the third, which make the task of determining tariff rates a difficult one at
present. These are:Currency instability, both sterling and New Zealand currency being at present unstablized
in reference to an objective basis, gold for example, and the future value of both in terms of
gold and in terms of other important currencies, most of which are likewise subject to their
own uncertainties, not being ascertainable at the moment.
The abnormal volume of unemployment in New Zealand and elsewhere, due to causes
which seem attributable to the general world depression, and are not the consequences of
our tariff policy.
The development and spread of the policy of quantitative regulation of international trade
embodied in import and/or export quotas and similar devices, imposed either in general
terms or as the result of international treaties or reprisals. If the quota system comes to
supersede the older system of tariffs as the general regulative principle in world trade, or t
supplement it on a considerable scale, then our tariff policy might require material
alteration, and many of the duty schedules might have to be reconsidered.
The recommendations in the present report are based on the assumption that the present
world depression, and the trading restrictions arising peculiarly out of it, will pass, and that
world economic life and international trade will be restored in substantially the same form,
and governed by substantially the same principles, as prevailed before the depression. 679

The report commented on “incidental protection”.
Some of the duties levied in New Zealand are clearly of a purely revenue type, since they are
imposed upon goods not produced in the Dominion; while some others are primarily
designed for protective purposes, and are substantially effective for this purpose. Many
duties are in practice of the dual-purpose type, bringing in revenue and conferring
incidental protection. In this way our revenue tariff in the past has led to the establishment
of certain industries which have sheltered themselves in the protective vacuum incidentally
created by a duty the primary purpose of which was revenue rather than protection.
We think it should be made clear as a matter of future policy that the benefit of the so-called
“vested interest” principle will ensure only for those industries which come into existence
under tariff primarily and deliberately designed for protective purposes, and that industries
which come into existence fortuitously, under the protection of duties primarily designed for
revenue purposes, or as a result of currency depreciation, or otherwise, have no claim on the
community in the event of the accidental protective factors upon which they have depended
being eliminated. This is a matter of considerable practical importance, because it appears
that New Zealand will continue to rely largely upon Customs duties for revenue purposes.

678 Tariff Commission, "Report of the Tariff Commission," 12
679 Tariff Commission, "Report of the Tariff Commission," 6
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New Zealand’s unique place in international trade was examined:
New Zealand is highly specialized to international trade, and the value and volume of
imports and exports per head are abnormally large. In a broad sense, therefore, few
countries have a stronger interest I the freest possible international trade than our own. As
we are organized at present, our prosperity is bound up with a large export trade in primary
products for which we must in the long-run, allowing for adjustments on loan capital
account and other items, take equivalent imports. At the same time the reasons which make
our country make a heavy exporter of primary produce contribute to make it relatively
unsuited for intensive industrial operations. This should not be taken to imply that in our
opinion New Zealand has no industrial present and no industrial future. Certain industries,
for example, will probably be kept in operation as an insurance against oversea[s]
exploitation, or to diversify the economic and social structure, and thus avoid some of the
dangers arising from an over-specialised economic life in a world of rapid change and
development. It is, however, essential to retain a population perspective. In New Zealand
we have approximately a million and a half people, not the population of a large city in
more densely peopled parts of the world. This consideration sets a limit to our possibilities
of industrial expansion at the present time.680

In terms of the Ottawa Agreement the Commission considered that the undertaking “does not
involve any change in policy as far as the Dominion is concerned, but rather crystallizes and
embodies continuity of the policy we have pursued for many years.” 681
The Commission recommended that fur skins, green or sun-dried be admitted free of duty, dressed
skins have a 15% ad valorem duty, and that the rate for made up fur apparel should be changed to
British preference 25% and the General rate 47.5%. They added the following:
The Commission understands that in 1931 the duties on fur skins and furs were fixed at the
present rates for revenue purposes. It is considered that from this point of view more
satisfactory results would be obtained if the tariff were now adjusted to the rates
recommended. It is considered that the duties proposed afford reasonable protection to the
New Zealand industry.682

When introducing the Customs Resolutions to Parliament, the Minister of Customs, J.G. Coates
pointed out that “They [the Commission] were to inquire and to recommend. Final responsibility for
altering the tariff was not conferred upon the Commission.”

Consequently the rates, from 1

November 1934 became: fur skins, green or sun-dried were admitted free, the rate for dressed skins
was reduced to 15% and the rates for made up fur apparel became; British preference 25%, General
tariff 60%. A 3% primage was placed on all raw furs and the surtax remained on dressed furs and
apparel, except for items from the United Kingdom.683
Coates also stated the Government’s tariff policy:

680 Tariff Commission, "Report of the Tariff Commission," 6,7.
681 Tariff Commission, "Report of the Tariff Commission," 8.
682 Tariff Commission, "Report of the Tariff Commission," 47.
683 Customs Department, "Tariff Inquiry: Furs."
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The development of local industry.
The maintenance and extension of markets for our products.
The maintenance of intra-Empire trade.
The obtaining of revenue.
… The policy of the Government with reference to the tariff may be stated as under:i. Development of local industry:(1) To accord protection only to those industries regarded as suitable to New Zealand;
(2) To grant protection only to the extent necessary to enable local industries to function
efficiently;
(3) To give effect to the Ottawa Agreement so far as it relates to the New Zealand tariff;
(4) To give employment to our people;
(5) To keep down costs of living and costs of production;
(6) To admit raw material for primary and secondary industries at as low a rate as
possible;
ii. To use the tariff for the purpose of maintaining and extending markets abroad for
our products.
iii. To encourage intra-Empire trade.
iv. To obtain revenue.

Coates then set out the template that was to become the basis for lobbying for increased and/or
continued protection for the next fifty years. He listed the points to be used in determining which
industries should be protected:
(a) The market available.
(b) The number of persons employed or likely to be employed and the amount of capital
invested.
(c) Whether local raw materials are utilized and to what extent.
(d) The proportion of the factory cost which is due to the wages of employees.
(e) The advantage enjoyed by local industries through freight and other charges on
finished imported competing articles.
(f) Whether the industry manufactures a full range of articles in a class required to meet
public demand.
(g) The frequency of changes in the nature of the article produced.
(h) Whether the industry has operated successfully under protection.
(i) Whether there is reasonable competition from outside New Zealand.
(j) The extent to which vested interests have arisen under existing tariffs. 684

More dumping
In 1936 there appears to have still been some concern about the dumping of imported fur garments
onto the local market. In 1936 the amount of fur garment imports from the United Kingdom was
£6,497. This was much higher than the previous two years: 1935, £4,526; 1934, £4,621. There was
also, in 1936, an unusual amount of imports from Russia of £4,037 of fur garments.685

An Auckland furrier C. Shelley was concerned about control of the fur trade and dumping – he
complained to the MP W. Lyon.

684 J.G. Coates, "Customs Tariff," Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives, vol. H-28A
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… In the meantime I venture to urge the usefulness of an interview with Mr Wickham Jones
who is arriving in New Zealand this month and who could give the government much
useful information regarding the type of individual who is controlling 95% of the world’s
fur trade and who appears to be gaining a strong foothold in the local trade. Apart from this
Mr Wickham Jones could also furnish details as to the dumping in New Zealand of end of
season purchases of manufactured goods made under seat shop conditions in England and
on the continent. I am sure you will find him of great help as he is a director of one of the
largest fur houses in the British Empire.
I understand Miss Cossey and Mr Moxon local officials of the Clothing Trades Union, intend
seeing the Minister regarding factory conditions as well as dealing with the question of
dumping manufactured goods from overseas.686

Whether dumping was occurring was not determined. The imports from the United Kingdom
increased in 1937 and dropped slightly in 1938 (1937, £18,423; 1938, £16,179). 687 Russian imports
were steady at £4,111 in 1937 and £4,036 in 1938. 688
7.6

Import control

In December 1935 the first Labour Government led by M.J. Savage was formed. It inherited a
balanced budget and substantial overseas funds which permitted it to set out on a policy of social
change which in turn led to the depletion of these funds. By the time of the 1938 election this
depletion in funds was becoming a serious problem, but Savage’s Government managed to keep a
cap on the problem until after Labour was re-elected in the November 1938 election.

The

Government then needed to immediately address the problem of depleted foreign exchange
reserves and quickly find a method to halt the out-flow of further funds.
The only measure that could be quickly implemented was the imposition of import and exchange
control. But this move posed political and practical problems. Dissent in the Labour caucus needed
to be placated and a system for deciding what imports would be controlled and administering the
controls needed to be quickly developed. At the time the public service did not have the resources,
administrative skills and expertise to operate the bureaucracy that would be associated with
allocating and controlling an import licence regime.689

Despite potential problems, the Cabinet

made the decision to implement import and exchange controls on 5 December 1938.

The

regulations stated:
…. that the prohibition of the importation of goods hereinafter referred to is necessary in the
public interest and to the end that the economic and social welfare may be promoted and
maintained and to enable the Reserve Bank of New Zealand to fulfil its functions of
regulating and controlling the transfer of moneys from New Zealand and the disposal of

686 C. Shelley, letter to Lyon, W.J., Archives New Zealand: IC1 24/50/part1 and part 2 (Fur Skins: General
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moneys that are derived from the sale of any New Zealand products and for the time being
are held overseas,…690

The regulations gave control of licensing to the Customs Department, and allowed dissatisfied
applicants to apply to the Minister of Customs for final decision691.
There was an immediate uproar in all affected sectors, tempered with the notion that action had
been delayed for too long and that something had to be done.
The leader of the opposition, A. Hamilton reacted:
To all observant of the position for the last few months, some such action was inevitable….
The Government’s high internal costs policy, coupled with its lavish public works spending
was bound to bring about conditions that would compel such drastic action. The
Government had three courses open to it:- (1) To raise the exchange rate; (2) to increase the
tariff and (3) to ration imports by licensing [imports]. The Government has chosen the third
course. Perhaps this action suits its books. It will give the Government more power and
greater control over the wealth and trade of our country…. The people will soon realise the
drastic and far-reaching nature of this action.692

The Manufacturers’ Federation thought:
It has always been the opinion of the Federation that there should be a definite policy of
regulating the importation of any goods from overseas which can be effectively made in
New Zealand. It is for the Government to decide upon the method by which this shall be
done, and for the manufacturing industries to co-operate to the fullest extent… We note that
importation is prohibited except pursuant either to a licence or an exemption granted by the
Minister. We are gratified to observe that the Minister in his statement makes and important
reference to capital equipment and raw materials for the extension of manufacturing in the
Dominion. Accordingly we presume that the materials and plant required by the
manufacturing industries in New Zealand, provided they are not available in the Dominion,
will not merely be given preference as to licence but will be granted exemption under the
regulations so as to allow the greatest possible expansion of production in New Zealand, for
the utmost employment of New Zealanders, and the general well-being of the country.693

Farmers had misgivings:
The announcement of the Government’s decision to control exchange, while not altogether
unexpected, must be viewed with considerable misgiving by the farming community. The
Government’s action means that the difficulties of the primary producer, particularly the
sheep farmer, will be still further increased…. If the exchange rate remains at its present
level there will be two price levels for the farmer – the present highly-inflated price level in
New Zealand, which can be expected to move still higher, and the price level for farmer’s
produce, which will be the overseas price converted to New Zealand currency at the official
exchange rate. It will be quite evident that, if there is a restriction of imports and the present
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rate of Government expenditure in New Zealand continues, the New Zealand price level
must rise very considerably, particularly so when it is remembered that the Government is
going to raise and internal loan (presumably a £14,000,000 loan for Public Works) which
have the effect of liberating still further purchasing power in New Zealand, which will have
no outlet such as previously obtained I regard to the purchase of imports.
If the
Government is restricting imports it should also curtail its own spending, otherwise a degree
of inflation must eventuate. This in the final analysis, will impose hardship on all sections of
the community. Further, the Government’s action also means that New Zealand will be
placed on the black list of overseas exporting countries, and it will be necessary for
importers to provide cash for goods before shipment. This will further accentuate the rise in
the internal price level.694

Of immediate concern was that the Government had used regulations to introduce the measures
rather than debating the issue in Parliament. This type of governing was made more galling by
Parliament not being called until the second half of 1939 when nothing could then be done about
the measures since Parliament did not control regulations
The import control scheme did not initially reduce imports, since many importers had anticipated
the measure and ordered extra imports, which were allowed into the country as part of the
transition that allowed goods in transit before 5 December 1938 to enter without a licence.
Consequently imports were greater by £1,100,000 in the first half of 1939 than they were in the same
period in 1938. 695
The United Kingdom was still the major source of New Zealand’s imports and the British
Government disapproved of such measures. They retaliated when in 1939 Nash had to go to
London to raise a loan. He was given a very difficult time for restricting British access to New
Zealand markets and his mission was only successful because of the threat of war and the
consequent British need for food and support from New Zealand. 696
Licences were originally issued for a six-month period. The basic allocation for the period JanuaryJune 1939 for fur items was:
Fur skins, green or sun-dried: All sources – 100% of value of January-June 1938, import same
source.
Furs, dressed: United Kingdom and Crown Colonies – 100% of value of January – June 1938
imports same source. Other countries – 45% of value January-June 1938 imports same
source.
Furs, made up into apparel etc: United Kingdom and Crown Colonies – 45% of value of
January-June 1938 imports same source. Other countries – no allocation.697
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In April, 1939 the basis for second half licenses was announced. Import restrictions were increased,
and a number of items totally banned, including some types of apparel. The conditions for imports
from January to June were announced in October 1939, and were based on the level of imports in
the second half of 1938, and subject to even greater restrictions. 698 The fur trade received the
following allocations:
Fur skins, green or sun-dried: All sources – 100% of value of July-December 1938, import
same source.
Furs, dressed: United Kingdom and Crown Colonies – 100% of value of July- December
1938 imports same source. Other countries – 45% of value July-December 1938 imports same
source.
Furs, made up into apparel etc: United Kingdom and Crown Colonies – 45% of value of JulyDecember 1938 imports same source. Other countries – no allocation.699

7.7

Fur trade lobbying

Tariffs and restrictions caused ructions within the fur trade in 1938 and 1939. Firstly, Fur Dressers
& Dyers Ltd thought that the rate of duty on dressed skins was not high enough, and furriers and
merchants were importing too many of these skins. They therefore wanted the tariff raised and
made representations the Department of Industries and Commerce, who in turn consulted the
Customs Department – who replied with the following memorandum (29 September 1938):
In reply I have to advise you that information available in this office shows that there has
been a considerable decrease in importations of dressed fur skins during the first seven
months of this year…
It will be seen that the decrease is particularly noticeable in the case of importations from the
United States of America, one of the countries from which the Company claim to be
experiencing competition, and it is also apparent that importations from Australia are
negligible. In view of the foregoing and the Company’s statement that their prices have not
been raised it would appear that the difficulties of the firm are closely connected with the
poor season experienced by manufacturers of fur apparel.700

Mr Thomson, manager of Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd had also approached the Department of
Industries and Commerce. A memorandum describes this:
In connection with recent correspondence on this subject Mr W. Thomson of Fur Dressers &
Dyers Ltd. Now advises that according to information received from his Wellington Agents,
Messrs O.T. Evans & Co., certain Wellington firms who were formerly valued clients of local
fur dressing firms- in particular the Dunedin Company – have now imported considerable
quantities of dressed and dyed skins. He has asked that the Department give this matter its
attention and perhaps you would be prepared to have enquires made from those importing
firms as to the extent of and reason for their buying overseas. 701
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The Wellington office investigated and reported:
I would advise that Messrs. Siberian Fur Co (A’sia) Ltd., Poland, Spalding & Wickham Jones
Ltd., and Fur Trading Co. of N.Z. Ltd., were interviewed in connection with the matters
raised by the District Officer, Dunedin, in his memorandum of 18th ultimo. Each firm was
emphatic that the business of Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd was not suffering because importers
were now bringing in dressed & dyed skins. The 15% duty on prepared skins was sufficient
to ensure that raw skins (duty free) would be imported when ever it was possible to have the
dressing and dyeing done I New Zealand. However, the New Zealand fur dressing and
dyeing concerns are able to do only certain work and the remainder must be done overseas.
This refers principally to dyeing and, whilst the work that is done here is very well spoken
of, many skins have to be dyed overseas because the local dyer cannot produce a satisfactory
article. In such cases the skins must be dressed first of course. It is estimated that from 80%
to 90% of the fur used in New Zealand is dyed and dressed here, although at the moment
principally because of the dictates of fashion, a larger number of dyed and dressed skins is
being imported.
The reason for this are that in America and on the Continent there has been exceptionally
keen demand for the bellies of Southern Musquash skins, so much so that the price has been
forced up to a point where it has become prohibitive as far as the New Zealand market is
concerned. The importers have therefore had to be content with the backs and before the
skins can be cut they must be dressed; thus such imports are now imported dressed by
necessity and not by reason of any change in policy of the fur importers. Musquash skins
are at the moment too expensive for the New Zealand market and are not being imported.
Both types of musquash skin were dressed in New Zealand previously so that is a certain
amount of business lost to local dressers and dyers through no fault of the importer.
Another skin which gave a large amount of business to local concerns was the [American]
opossum skin which was previously in good demand by the public. Now the public are
demanding short furs such as the rabbit (coney) in preference to deep furs such as the
opossum.. No dressed rabbit skins are imported.
The question of a fall in demand for furs is also of great importance. Last year was an
exceptionally good year with demand keen and prices high but this year, the public have
shown a tendency to hold off and prices have fallen considerably. Demand has been further
curtailed due to change in fashions resulting in plain coats as against fur trimmed, being in
demand. This alone has reduced turnover considerably. Messrs Fur Trading Co. Ltd.,
advise that for the 12 months ended October 31st, 1938, turnover is up £1,600 when
compared with the previous 12 months. On the other hand, Messrs. Poland, Spalding &
Wickham Jones Ltd., who are the only real skin merchants in New Zealand have
experienced a drop in 33.3% in sales. The Siberian Fur Co. has also experienced declining
sales.
The Manager of the Fur Trading Co. Ltd. raised another point which is of interest. He stated
that Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd. was a subsidiary of Mooney’s and that the two concerns
worked in close accord. Mooney’s thus not only had information re competitors lines but
always had first claim on the dressing and dyeing services. The Fur Trading Co. Ltd., has
often had to wait months for goods; in the meantime business has been lost as the company
did not have the required stock to make sales during the season. Such delays are most
embarrassing as well as keeping capital tied up. At the moment the Fur Trading Co. Ltd.,
has 10,000 peschaneki skins ready for dressing but has heard that Mooney’s have a similar
number. The former company has been told that they will have to wait some time before the
skins can be done and are rather put out over the matter. Mr Blom of the Wellington Fur Co.
and Mr Blandford of Palmerston North do some dressing and dyeing and it is the intention
to give them as much business as possible at the expense of the Dunedin firm solely on
account of the delay over supply. As Mr Blamford improves his work he will obtain more
business; in some lines the local men are equally as good as the Dunedin firm already.
Immediately the matter was mentioned to the Fur Trading Co. Ltd., and Poland, Spalding &
Wickham Jones Ltd., they stated that the complaint must have emanated from Fur Dressers
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and Dyers Ltd. Both firms seem to take it for granted that this firm was complaining and
were inclined to dismiss the matter as being of little importance. 702

Mooney’s appealed against the amount of license available at the start of 1939:
We wish to lodge an appeal against the restriction of licenses applied for on the 12 January
for Raw Furred Skins, Dressed Furred Skins and Furs partly made up. We have applied for
licenses for £12,529 and have been granted £6,943, details on enclosed schedule. As yet we
have not received any licenses covering our Accessories, viz canvas, wadding, buttons, eyes,
skulls, tails etc.703

They then drew attention to the increase in price of certain skins over the past 12 months. With
reference to changes in fashion, and the effect of price increases they cited the squirrel:
…for instance in the first half of 1938 the demand was fair, but in the second half increased
to a point where this article became approximately 90% of our necklet trade. Our trade is
largely governed by fashion and a most important factor is that the skins are seasonal and
can only be bought advantageously during certain months. 704

The conclusion emphasised the importance of fostering local industry and employment:
We are the largest firm of manufacturing furriers in the South Island, employing –
46 in our workroom in Dunedin
9 in our workroom in Christchurch
9 Warehouse and office staff in Dunedin and Christchurch.
And if we do not receive sufficient raw material to maintain our turnover we must, within
the next few weeks, drastically reduce our staffs.
We understood if was the Government’s intention to foster local production and if possible
increase the output of the secondary industries, and in view of this we earnestly appeal to
you to lift the restriction on our raw material. If this is not done it will mean unemployment
to a large number of our staff and also a portion of the staff of Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd.
North East Valley, Dunedin as the dressing and dyeing if our skins represents
approximately 40% of their output.
We can substantiate all the statements we have made and the figures we have supplied and
would welcome the opportunity of putting further facts before you in person. 705

There is no record of a reply.
All fur imports prohibited
On October 20, 1939 the schedules for import licences for the third period, January to July 1940 were
released. The Minister, Mr Nash was reported as saying:
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It had been hoped, Mr Nash said, that the reductions applied to certain imports during the
present period would have had the effect of improving the relationship between imports
and sterling funds available from exports and would have enabled some relaxation of the
restrictions to be made during the next period. Unfortunately, the circumstances had since
arisen had made any relaxation impossible in the meantime. On the contrary if had been
found necessary to effect a further reduction of imports which necessitated a tightening of
the restrictions to some degree.706

Tariff items were then grouped into seven categories:
List “A” – Goods admitted without restriction from any country except in the meantime
licences will be limited to the value of imports of such goods by the applicant during the
corresponding period of 1938
List “B” – Goods admitted from the United Kingdom up to level of imports in 1938, but
subject to restrictions from other sources.
List “C” – Goods subject to a reduction of 25 per cent from the United Kingdom and subject
to restriction from other sources.
List “D” – Goods subject to a reduction of 50 per cent from the United Kingdom and subject
to restrictions from other sources.
List “E” – Other items subject to reductions from the United Kingdom and other countries.
List “F” – Items in respect of which no basic allocation is being made but application will be
considered individually. To facilitate consideration applications in respect of industrial
materials should be supported with full information regarding stocks and requirements.
List “G” – Items in respect of which no licences will be granted in the meantime for imports
from any country.707

All categories of fur – fur skins, green or sun dried; furs, dressed; and furs made up into apparel
were placed in list G.708
Opposition to prohibition of fur imports
The fur trade united to oppose this total restriction on imports.

They arranged a meeting with

Nash. Members of the New Zealand Furriers Association met in Wellington on 6 November, 1939,
prior to meeting with Nash and prepared a number of points and proposals that they hoped would
convince the Minister to give them some licence. The Notes for Deputation stated: “This deputation
represents the attempt of the employers to keep the industry alive.” The note continued:
1. Those earning their living from the fur trade:Males 340
Females 540
Total 880 Annual wages £168,000
Refer to Dunedin Union’s letter to Minister of Finance 27/10/39. “industry is of a highly
specialised nature, workers both male and female, requiring special training having no
comparison with any other trade – entering at an early age”

706 United Press Association, "Import Control," Otago Daily Times 21 October 1939.
707 "The Schedules," Otago Daily Times 21 October 1939.
708 "Import Restrictions: The Latest Schedules," Otago Daily Times 25 October 1939.
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2.

1938
£72,000
£100,000
21,000
-----------£193,000
This is the only manufacturing industry to our knowledge which has suffered total
prohibition of importation of materials.
3.

Imports
Dressed skins
Raw skins
Made up goods

As the basis of our case is the desire to keep the industry alive, until the position of
sterling exchange improves, we suggest that only bread and butter lines be imported, as
these give the greatest proportion of wage expenditure.
Accordingly we recommend:- That the importation of the following furs be temporarily
prohibited:Mink
Natural Blue Fox
Kolinsky real
Ermine
Broadtail
Karacul
Fitches
Sables
Nutria & beaver
Sealskin
Persian Lamb
Otter
Chinchilla

4.

That in order to keep the industry barely in existence until the exchange position returns
to normal, the Government grant import licenses for the third period on the basis of 50%
of the first six months of 1938. This would mean that for a sum of only, say £86,000 in
imports the Government would keep alive an industry with nearly 1,000 workers. It
would be difficult to find a more reasonable and economic position in respect of any
other manufacturing industry.
New Zealand skins:
While it may be said that New Zealand rabbitskins should
suffice for the industry unfortunately these represent only less than 10% of output. In
addition all this year’s skins have been sold.

5.

The employers will be carrying a difficult burden in that the reduced turnover will
increase overhead to such an extent that the profit element will disappear in the attempt
to keep the industry alive, and the workers employed. 709

The next day the deputation waited on the Hon Minister of Customs. Present were:
Rocke O’Shea

N.Z. Manufacturers’ Federation

A Pratt

Mooneys, Dunedin

H Braham

Auckland Delegate, representing Auckland Manufacturers’ Assn.

R.E. Cunningham

Auckland Manufactures’ Association

H.W. Stove

Auckland Manufacturers’ Association

A.B. Moores

Fur manufacturer, Wellington

W.A. Patterson (sic)

Canterbury fur manufacturer

E Tossman

Christchurch

D.E. Macpherson

Wellington

W. Roff

representative Dunedin Fur Workers’ Federation

709 New Zealand Furriers Association, Minutes of Dominion Meeting (Wellington: 1939).
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E.B. Newton

Secretary, N.Z. Clothing Trade Employees ‘ Federation

J.P.D Johnsen

Customs Department

Mr O’Shea summarised the fur trade’s proposal and stated that: “They were approaching the
matter not from the question of supply of furs for women, but from the point of view of keeping an
industry going which no doubt should be preserved as it was an industry which employed
hundreds”710. Nash thanked O’Shea for the “way he stated his case” and the report added:
The Minister said… Some people certainly did seem to think that sterling exchange could be
taken out of a pocket. There was no way of getting sterling exchange other than by sending
goods overseas of by borrowing money in the United Kingdom. There was the difficulty in
the loan falling due on 31st December, and then there was the way which had brought
circumstances into being in the United Kingdom which caused further difficulty in the way
of lending. The difficulties in the United Kingdom ultimately would be greater than ours, so
it was hardly the time to go to the United Kingdom and push hard to borrow money. The
New Zealand Government might have to get a little more money from them if possible.
The Minister said that he
The Minister said that he was interested in the figure of £80,000 worth of raw skins this year
compared with £51,000 last year. There either had been abnormal demand of fairly good
stocks on hand.
Mr Pratt stated that there was no doubt that during the last couple of years purchasing
power had increased and one of the results had been that there and there a small firm had
taken advantage of that.
The Minister stated that it might have been better for the industry if the importations had
been more regular. That was where some of the difficulty had occurred. He did not know
what could be done, but ha would see if there was a way out. They had certainly worked on
the fur trade as a luxury trade – that was the background in the decision as far as the
restriction of imports was concerned. There were only a certain number of millions of
pounds and foodstuffs and other essential things had to have first consideration which
meant that there was not the sterling exchange left for other things. The weighty factor
associated with the case was the number of business men who had taken up businesses in
the industry and the employment of so many. The seriousness of the position was fully
realised.
The Minister said that he would have to try and think out some procedure which would
enable a skeleton organisation at least to be kept going. 711

Mr Nash asked if local skins could be used:
Mr Pratt stated that the general public would not buy them; they could only sell a limited
quantity, although they had sold more this year on account of the shortage of imported
skins. Mr Braham ordered 100,000 skins this year but could only use 60,000; they were being
used to help out but the customers would not buy them. A rabbit skin fur coat could be
bought for £7 to £8 and a lot of these had been sold recently because the workers had more
money. The fur trade was not limited to the wealthy classes, most of the factory girls had
fur coats. The demand of course was for musquash – that represented 50 per cent of the
trade.

710 Notes of a Deputation Which Waited Upon the Hon Minister of Customs at Wellington. (Wellington:

Customs Department, 1939), 1.
711 Notes of a Deputation Which Waited Upon the Hon Minister of Customs at Wellington.,12
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Mr Braham stated that he had been in the fur business for a number of years and during the
last two years he had taken out statistics in regard to the rabbit skin trade. Last year the
volume represented only 10% of the turnover, and it was exactly the same this year. It
would be absolutely impossible to maintain the present organisation if the business
depended on rabbit skin trade. If the rabbitskin business was increased 300% the position
would still be hopeless. Consequently it would be impossible to continue with the present
organisation. As far as Mr Braham’s business was concerned, if he depended on the
rabbitskin trade he would have to reduce his staff to one girl beside himself. The articles
sold were cheaper and there was not the volume of profit on them.

The Minister asked about raw skins compared to dressed skins. Mr Pratt explained his situation:
… he had 17 young married men employed at present – they were relying entirely on the
firm’s purchases to keep them going. They were very upset over the present position as they
had been trained in the trade since they were boys. This was a specialised trade. It had
taken about 18 years to build up the business and for the first five years they had lost £1,000;
they had to buy a formula from New York for which they paid a royalty of £1,000 a year.
They had sent a member of the firm to New York and it had cost £3,000 for four months
training. The business had risen from nothing. In the old days it had been all imported – all
made up. Mr Pratt had been in business of 25 years. 712

Limited imports of raw skins allowed
The Minister concluded that “he would see what could be done in connection with the
representations”.713 A report was then prepared by the Customs Department regarding points
brought up by the deputation:
The deputation was evidently under the impression that the total allocation on this basis
would amount to approximately 86,000 but this figure represents approximately half the
imports of green and dressed furs for the whole year 1938 instead of for the first half of 1938
only.
In any case there does not appear to be any necessity to admit dressed furs and acceptance of
the deputation’s proposal regarding undressed furs would involve an allocation of £26.000
only.
The number of employees engaged in the industry, according to the Government’s
Statistician’s figures, is 581, including 251 males. If an expenditure of £26,000 has the effect
of maintaining in employment that number of employees it would seem that a fairly strong
case could be made for granting such an allocation particularly as it is proposed to eliminate
certain of the more expensive types of fur and to that extent removes some of the objection to
expenditure, under existing circumstances, of sterling funds on an industry catering for a
luxury trade.
There is one factor, however, which cannot be overlooked when considering this question
and that is that the bulk of the undressed furskin imported into New Zealand are of
Canadian or foreign origin. Some of the furs are purchased on the London market and
shipped from there to the Dominion but the greater proportion come directly from the
United States and the purchase of dollars will be necessary in respect of any such imports
from that source.
We have been enjoined by the United Kingdom government to confine our imports from
non-sterling countries to minimum essential requirements and the question therefore arises
as to whether the purchase of foreign exchange for an article such as furs can be justified. If
the view is taken that the article is a raw material essential to the maintenance of an
712 Notes of a Deputation Which Waited Upon the Hon Minister of Customs at Wellington.,6
713 Notes of a Deputation Which Waited Upon the Hon Minister of Customs at Wellington.,7
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important industry I think it must be placed in the same category as other raw materials and
regarded accordingly; it would be difficult to differentiate between the relative merits of one
industry and another, although this may be necessitated by the position of sterling funds.
So far as I am aware no restriction has yet been imposed by Australia on imports of furs or
other raw materials from foreign sources and I note from as report published in the
“Evening Post” on 7 November that the Commonwealth Government are at present
considering the question of arrangements being made by the United Kingdom for provision
of foreign credits to the Dominions for the purchase of war materials and essential civil and
industrial materials in foreign markets.
The United Kingdom is herself a very large importer of fur skins and while a total
prohibition has been imposed in the meantime on imports of dressed furs (vide notice in
Board of Trade Journal 14th September) no restriction is apparently being applied to imports
of undressed furs.
The granting of an allocation in respect of undressed furs would involve either a reduction
in the amount available during the period for essential requirements of other industries or
an encroachment on the funds available for imports during the latter half of 1940 which it
would seem, at this stage, will also require to be confined to essential requirements.
It is a matter for consideration, therefore, whether under the circumstances any allocation
should be made. The question is one on which you will doubtless desire to afford the Hon.
Minister of Industries and Commerce an opportunity of expressing his views and the
attached letter to him has accordingly been drafted for your signature should you approve.

The surviving file did not contain any further correspondence. However the final basic allocation
for 1940 was:
Fur skins, green or sun dried other then the following:
Mink
Natural Blue Fox
Kolinsky real
Ermine
Broadtail
Karacul
Fitches
Sables
Nutria & beaver
Sealskin
Persian Lamb
Otter
Chinchilla
January-June

All sources – 25% of value January-June 1938 imports, same source.

July-December

All sources – 25% of value July-December 1938 imports, same source.714

The fur trade did survive the war years by relying on the locally caught skins from rabbits,
opossums, hares, ferrets, stoats and weasels.

714 Customs Department, "Tariff Inquiry: Furs: Appendix B, Import Licensing History 1939-1955."
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Table 7.5
Descriptions and rates of duty for furs, 1858 to 1921

Year of
introduction

Item
No.

Description

Ordinary

1858715

7

Manufacturers of … furs…

20%

1866716

Furs

25%

1873717

Apparel and ready made

10%

Preferential
surtax on
foreign goods

clothing… furs….
1879718

No description719

15%

1891720

108

Furs

25%

1914721

90

Furs and Fur Trimming

25%

Nov 1921

12.5%

This item was divided into two new classes:
(1) “Furs, and other similar skins, dressed or prepared, but not made
up in any way.”
(2) “Furs, wholly or partly made up into apparel, rugs, or other articles
n.e.i.; articles made up to imitate or substitute furs or fur trimmings”

715 "An Act to Alter the Duties of Customs (21st August, 1858)," Statutes of the General Assembly of New

Zealand Passed During the First and Second Parliaments (1854 to 1860) (Wellington: Government Printer,
1871) 355.
716 "An Act to Alter the Duties of Customs (8th October 1866)," Statutes of New Zealand: Passed in the

Thirtieth Year of the Reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria and the First Session of the Fourth Parliament of
New Zealand (Wellington: 1866) 254.
717 "An Act to Further Alter and Amend "the Customs Tariff Act, 1866" (19th August, 1873)," Statues of New

Zealand (Wellington: 1873) 6.
718 "An Act to Alter the Duties of Customs (19th December, 1879)," Statutes of New Zealand (Wellington:

1879) 35.
719 Actual wording was : “All articles not otherwise enumerated which are now chargeable with duty at 10

per centum ad valorem”. "An Act to Alter the Duties of Customs (19th December, 1879)," 35.
720 "Customs Tariff of New Zealand," New Zealand Official Handbook, 1892 (Wellington: Government

Printer, 1892) 291.
721 Customs Tariff of New Zealand, (Wellington: Government Printer, 1914) 16.
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Table 7.6
Descriptions and rates of duty for made- up furs, 1921 to 1939

Year of

Item

introduction

No.

Description

British

General

Australian

preferential

tariff

Tariff

Tariff
25%

40%

25%

25%

45%

25%

1921722
(from Nov.)

232

1927723

160
(3)

1930724

160
(3)

Furs or imitation furs
wholly or partly made up
into apparel, rugs, or other
articles; fur trimmings and
imitation fur trimmings.

27.5%

50%

25%

1931725

160
(3)

Furs or imitation furs
wholly or partly made up
into apparel, rugs, or other
articles; fur trimmings and
imitation fur trimmings.

37.5%

60%

31.5%

1934726
(from Nov.)

160
(3)

Furs or imitation furs
wholly or partly made up
into apparel, rugs, or other
articles; fur trimmings and
imitation fur trimmings.

25%

60%

25%

1937727

160
(3)

Furs or imitation furs
wholly or partly made up
into apparel, rugs, or other
articles; fur trimmings and
imitation fur trimmings.

25%

60%

25%

Furs, wholly or partly made
up into apparel, rugs or
other articles n.e.i.; articles
made up to imitate or
substitute furs or fur
Trimmings
Furs or imitation furs
wholly or partly made up
into apparel, rugs, or other
articles; fur trimmings and
imitation fur trimmings.

722 Customs Tariff of New Zealand, (Wellington: Government Printer, 1922) 14.
723 Customs Tariff of New Zealand, 1927, (Wellington: Government Printer, 1927) 14.
724 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 11th September, 1930), (Wellington: Government Printer, 1930) 14.
725 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 9th November, 1931, (Wellington: Government Printer, 1931) 16.
726 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 18th October, 1934), (Wellington: Government Printer, 1934) 22.
727 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (Revised to November 1937), (Wellington: Government Printer, 1937) 74a.
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Table 7.7
Descriptions and rates of duty for dressed furs, 1921 to 1940

Year

of

introduction

Item

Description

No.

British

General

Australian

Preferential

Tariff

Tariff

Tariff
1921728

231

Furs, and other similar
skins, dressed or prepared,
but not made up in any
way

15%

15%

15%

1927729

160
(2)

Furs, and other similar
skins, dressed or prepared,
but not made up in any
way

15%

15%

15%

1930730

160
(2)

Furs, and other similar
skins, dressed or prepared,
but not made up in any
way

15%

15%

15%

1931731

160
(2)

Furs, and other similar
skins, dressed or prepared,
but not made up in any
way

25%

25%

25%

1934732
(from Nov.)

160
(2)

Furs, and other similar
skins, dressed or prepared,
but not made up in any
way

15%

15%

15%

Furs, and other similar
skins, dressed or prepared,
but not made up in any
way

15%

15%

15%

(from Nov.)

1937733

Table 7.8
Descriptions and rates of duty for raw furs, 1914 to 1940

728 Customs Tariff of New Zealand, 14.
729 Customs Tariff of New Zealand, 1927, 14.
730 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 11th September, 1930), 14.
731 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 9th November, 1931, 16.
732 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 18th October, 1934), 22.
733 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (Revised to November 1937), 74a.
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Year of
introduction

Item
No.

Description

British
Preferential
tariff
Free

General
tariff

Australian
Tariff

1895734

337

Fur-skins, green or sundried

Free

Free

1921735
(from Nov.)

233

Fur skins, green or
sundried.

Free

Free

Free

1927736

160
(1)

Fur skins, green or
sundried.

Free

Free

Free

1930737

160
(1)

Fur skins, green or
sundried.

Free

Free

Free

1931738

160
(1)

Fur skins, green or
sundried.

5%

5%

5%

1934739
(from Nov.)

160
(1)

Fur skins, green or
sundried.

Free

Free

Free

1937740

160
(1)

Fur skins, green or
sundried.

Free

Free

Free

734 "Customs Tariff of New Zealand," New Zealand Official Year-Book, 1896 (Wellington: Government

Printer, 1896) 71.
735 Customs Tariff of New Zealand, 14.
736 Customs Tariff of New Zealand, 1927, 14.
737 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 11th September, 1930), 14.
738 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 9th November, 1931, 16.
739 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (as at 18th October, 1934), 22.
740 Customs Tariff of New Zealand (Revised to November 1937), 74a.
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Chapter 8
Supplying the domestic demand for fur

8.1

Supplying and retailing of fur garments prior to 1920

Furs, fashion and Dunedin
At the start of the 20th century there is evidence that fur items were sold in Dunedin, but very little
evidence of organised, processing of fur skins or manufacturing of fur garments. Skins may have
been processed by individuals, taxidermists or as side lines in leather tanneries and seamstresses,
tailors, and milliners probably worked with fur, but there is no direct evidence available to quantify
this activity. In the 1901 Census seven males and ten females were classed as “furrier, rug-maker”,
but the Census does not record where in New Zealand they operated. 741
In 1900 a number of Dunedin shops advertised “furs”, but only one, W. Rose, claimed to be a
furrier. W. Rose advertised that he was selling “furs and fur garments” and also fur rugs 742. Rose
did not appear to have advertised in 1902, and was not listed as operating a business in the 1903
edition of Stones Directory. It was not possible to find much information about William Rose,
except that both William Rose and his wife, Esther, gave their occupations as furriers in the 1902
Electoral Roll743.

Esther died in 1906 aged 30, 744 and William was listed on the electoral roll as a

furrier until 1908.745
Between 1905 and 1914, there was a steady increase in the demand for fur internationally. The first
issue of The Fur World and Skins Trades Gazette in March 1910 described the demand in London:
It is particularly gratifying to be able to issue our first number at a moment when the trade is
on the breast of a wave of prosperity. Seldom has such optimism reigned with regard to the
coming season as at present, and we see no sign that would compel an opposite view. The
tide of recent fashion has been all in favour of the fur industry, and the public has evidently
decided upon giving fur a more prominent place permanently in its wardrobe.746

741 Office of the Registrar-General. Compiler, "Occupations of the People," 335.
742 Rose W. Advertisement., "Fur Sale," Otago Daily Times 24 June 1901.
743 "Electoral District of City of Dunedin," General Roll of Persons Entitled to Vote for Members of the House

of Representatives of New Zealand (Wellington: Government Printer, 1902).
744 Ngaire Ockwell, Compiler., Northern Cemetery, Dunedin, Burial Register Transcript: 1905-1917 (Dunedin:

Dunedin Group of the New Zealand Society of Genealogists Inc, 1987) 691.
745 "Electoral District of Chalmers," General Roll of Persons Entitled to Vote for Members of the House of

Representatives of New Zealand (Wellington: Government Printer, 1908) 92.
746 "Notes and Comments.," The Fur World and Skin Trades Gazette March 1910.
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Furs became even more popular during the First World War.

An enthusiastic fashion

correspondent for the Otago Witness told her Dunedin readers in February 1918.
It will be a tremendous season fur season. Furs are not wanted for war purposes; hence as
much will be made of them as possible, especially as trimmings. And as the season
advances fur in this form will be seen on everything, even the lightest materials one can
wear and that can be made to carry it. Thus we shall have fur collars and cuffs, fur belts, fur
pockets, and even fur dress extensions – “sides” let in for depth of a foot from the hem. And
fur will border coats, and so on, as surely as never before, albeit last winter gave us a fair
idea of the scope. From what I can gather autumn will be distinguished for this feature, and
when winter comes it will be a fur season – so much so, indeed, that without some evidence
of it on the outdoor frock we shall be out in the cold in more things than the weather. And,
of course, there will be furs and furs. Long-haired furs are discounted with slim styles.
What is called for is the pelt that is close and fairly smooth. When we depart from dress to
touch furs in relation to stoles and muffs, etc, well, I foresee a season that will savour of the
jungle. With these things in mind, now is the time to look your fur possessions up to note in
what order they are. Though furs are expensive, thank goodness they can always be
preserved.747

This increased demand is shown by the increase in the imports of “furs” from 1890 to 1923 (Figure
8.1).
Retailing furs in Dunedin before 1920
In Dunedin, the large retailers still remained the main source of fur garments and accessories in
1918. During this period Alice Jacobs started advertising as a furrier. Alice Jacobs and her husband
Adnett John Jacobs, were taxidermists and had operated in Wellington for a number of years before
moving to Dunedin around 1911. Alice had been trained as a naturalist, and probably trained her
husband (Alice was usually listed in directories as the furrier, her husband as the taxidermist). A
1918 advertisement in the Otago Daily Times stated: “Ladies’ fur coats, sets; Rugs made up; skins
tanned, and birds mounted. – Jacobs, 165 George St.”748 In her 1921 she advertised

as a

“Taxidermist and Furrier” and that furs could be “Cleaned, Repaired, and Made Up. Skins Tanned
and made into Rugs, etc”749.

Around 1922 the Jacobs left Dunedin and in 1923 were listed as

furriers in Palmerston North.750
The viability of local fur manufacturing
The increase in prices for rabbit skins that started in 1916, plus information flowing through their
various networks would have alerted rabbit skin merchants to the change in the fur market. Times
were a changing, and there were new opportunities in the fur business. It would have been obvious
that the shops were stocking imported fur items made of rabbit skins that originated in Otago.

747 Marguerite, "In Fashions Realm," Otago Witness 20 February 1918.
748 Jacobs Advertisement., Otago Daily Times October 1918.
749 Jacobs Advertisement., Otago Daily Times 24 March 1921.
750 "Furriers," Wise's New Zealand Post Office Directory (Dunedin: H. Wise & Co (N.Z.) Ltd, 1923).
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Figure 8.1
Imports of furs 1890 to 1922751

751 Compiled from: Statistics of the Colony of New Zealand., Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand.,

Statistics of the Dominion of New Zealand. and Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of
New Zealand.
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It was equally obvious that if these skins were turned into consumer items in Dunedin, a trip to
Europe and back, plus the Customs duty of 25% (more if not of British origin) would not need to be
paid, yet the selling price could be mandated by the price of imports. The one vital thing missing
for this to occur was the ability, the desire, and the capital required to process skins in New
Zealand. During the war years, a number of local individuals saw this opportunity and set about
processing rabbit skins. S.V. Johnson reported that in his early years:
Tanning was by wattle bark and was done by Mr Laybourne who did a very good job. Then
later, two retired railway workers, Leyland and Johnson, started tanning making a very
good job, very pliable, slightly pinker than Laybourne’s tanning.752

None of these attempts resulted in the formation of a sustainable business. However one man,
George Stewart from J.K.Mooney & Co was in a unique position to seize the opportunity.
8.2

The start of fur dressing in Dunedin

In 1913 George Stewart married the daughter of John Combs753, a leather tanner and in 1916 the
opportunity was seized when Stewart and his father-in-law set up a fur dressing and fur
manufacturing operation in North East Valley.

This enterprise brought together Coomb’s

knowledge of tanning along with Stewart’s knowledge of the fur trade, his desire to increase his
business, and his ability to find the necessary capital. The tannery was initially called the Oak
Tannery.
George Stewart’s firm, J.K. Mooney & Co., had weathered the rabbit skin price drop in 1914-15 and
would have benefited from the subsequent rapid price increase that followed. The firm was also
involved in buying wool at a time when demand was influenced by the military need for woollen
products and controlled the Government’s compulsory wool purchase scheme.
The Coombs family could trace their involvement in the leather industry back to the 1850s when the
family had immigrated to New Zealand and John Coombs’ father, Charles, had set up a tannery in
Dunedin.

John Coombs worked in his father’s business and later operated a tannery with his

cousin J.W Coombs.754 Around 1914 he opened a portmanteau and cardboard box factory in
Longworth St. and it was on this site that the fur dressing factory was begun. 755
It is difficult to find an exact date when fur processing began, but is was probably around mid-1916
as Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd records show that one of the first employees, Mr William Paterson

752 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 128.
753 Gary Blackman, George Stewart, 1885-1955, 2002, Available: http://www.dnzb.govt.nz/, 15 March 2003.
754 "John Coombs Obituary," Otago Daily Times 8 July 1943.
755 Carole Hendry, History of North East Valley (Dunedin: Carole Hendry, 1976) 14.
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Smith started in June 1916. The Otago Daily Times 1918 Winter Show article stated that the Oak
Tannery was a business of “only of some three years standing”.756
In 1942 Stewart recorded his memories of the start of fur dressing:
Around the year 1917 as I recall, there were practically no fur dressers of furriers in New
Zealand and, as far as Dunedin was concerned the only individual experimenting in a small
way was Mr Smith, the manager of Mutual Stores…..
The party occasionally brought a few rabbitskins from us of the black and silver variety.
This gave me an idea. My father-in-law Mr John Coombs had been a tanner of hides in his
day. … We discussed the matter and finally I obtained from Mr William Parker of Parker
Lawson’s tannery 6lbs of wattle bark. Using this Mr Coombs tanned twenty four black and
silver rabbitskins. These were submitted to Mr Barclay, Sargood, Son & Ewen who was very
enthusiastic and stated that he would be eager to obtain quantities if they were cut into cuffs,
collars and trimmings. As I had no idea just how to go about this work I asked him for
patterns. These were cut out of cardboard and handed over to Mr Combs who, in his
primitive way, commenced operations. …
As he had no staff to do the sewing, he let it out on contract to various women in the
neighbourhood. My wife and one of his daughters used to help cut the patterns during the
evenings. We had sufficient orders from the local warehouses to keep the antiquated
factory busy and as we were building up a little capital in this branch, decided to extend the
building which was situated in North East Valley….

Stewart “extended the business” by selling in Christchurch and into the North Island. He further
recounted:
After the business had been going for a few months enquires came in for coats, stoles etc.
The problem was as to how we were going to handle this new work. Again I was fortunate,
as I happened to be in Timaru on sheepskin business when I met a Madam Menari (sic), a
costumier. She informed me her father, who was an old man had been a furrier in France. I
therefore put a proposition to her, the outcome of which was that she commenced
manufacturing fur coats for us. This arrangement lasted for two years when she decided to
work on her own account and subsequently opened up her own shop in Christchurch.
…… The new business kept on growing and we had to extend our works and also leased a
two storyed building in Maclaggan St from the National Bank of New Zealand. I imported a
few fur machines from Australia and also secured the services of an Australian furrier. 757

Lance Blackman, Coombs’s grandson, started working in the tannery in 1921. He wrote:
When my Auntie Gwennie married Mr George Stewart …. he and my grandfather began to
experiment with the dressing and dyeing of rabbitskins. A suitable tannage was used which
produced a soft leather on the rabbitskins and so the new venture got under way.
A lean-to extension was built on to the box factory and my grandmother’s brother, Mr John
Boyes, became the first staff member. At first all tannage was done in forty-four gallon
barrels but it was not long before paddles had to be installed to handle larger quantities. A
belt driven pump was installed to change the tanning baths for stronger solutions and also a
belt driven wringer.

756 "Beautiful Furs," Otago Daily Times 31 May 1918.
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The next move was to meet the fashion requirements for black and brown dyed rabbit skins.
This was possible because my Uncle Frank Coombs 758 was a professor in charge of the
Tanning School in Sydney and had been experimenting with rabbit dyeing methods and had
produced suitable wood dyeing processes.759

This operation proved to be a success. Stewart had a display of his fur products in the 1918 Otago
Agricultural and Pastoral Society’s Winter Show. The Otago Daily Times reported:
It is pleasing to acknowledge that the display made at the show by Messrs J.K. Mooney and
Co., of Stuart street, Dunedin, of their locally produced furs demonstrates, as the producers
claim, that New Zealand can furnish the equivalent of the best imported Canadian fur
goods. All day long ladies are critically inspecting the samples of their manufacture which
Messrs Mooney are exhibiting, and it is evident to the onlooker that the most fastidious are
more than satisfied with both the quality of the furs and the finish in their make up. Fur
sets, fur coats, necklets trimmings, motor rugs, etc collars and cuffs made of Coney, Fitch,
and Australian fox skins, etc. are shown in natural colours and also dyed, and as evidence of
the furrier skill displayed it is needless to say more than that the sheen of the fur is
wonderfully preserved; and, that owing to the firm’s expert methods of tanning and
dressing, the skin is as soft and pleasing to the touch as velvet. The finish is absolutely high
class, and, all told, it is safe to say they are a credit to the makers. The “Oak” tannery goods
are, we learn, stocked by the leading warehouses throughout the dominion, and,
considering that this business is only of some three years standing, it speaks eloquently for
quality when it is claimed that the “Oak” brand is a recognised guarantee of quality. A
photograph in the hall shows a vast heap of 100,000 skins for the 1919 season, and one has
only to think of the number of hands employed in trapping, etc., and of the advantage to
them in being able to deal with the local manufacturer rather than the exporter, to realise
that this new local industry is one more step towards rendering the dominion itself selfsupporting760

The following year they once again had a display at the Winter Show and reported that they now
employed 40 “hands” and that in the 1919 season they “tanned and dressed” 40,000 skins 761.
The 1920 Winter Show report stated that “150,000 skins were dressed and manufactured during the
1920 season" - and added that a sign on the display says “Our workrooms offer constant and
congenial employment to girls used to sewing. Remunerative positions with splendid prospects are
now open. …”. The article concluded:
The attendants direct attention, with every evidence of pride in the firm’s work, to the
perfection of the dressing and curing of the goods, and they satisfy everyone by allowing
them to handle and otherwise inspect that the workmanship is equal to anything which can
possibly be imported into New Zealand.
Beautiful imported furs, in the dressed state are shown, giving evidence that the goods are
as represented, and not, as rumour hath it, merely rabbitskins made up to resemble the
genuine article. These same imported furs are then shown made up into those luxurious
758 Frank Coombs had worked in his father’s tannery and at the box factory prior to going to Sydney where

he worked at the Tanning and Leather dressing School of the Sydney Technical College until his retirement in
1941.
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articles so much appreciated by the fair sex, and visitors who have the slightest colonial
pride cannot fail to appreciate them the more for the fact that they are the outcome of
colonial skill, taste, and enterprise. The firm has only been some four years engaged in this
trade, and naturally attribute the fact that, commencing with a staff of some 10 pairs of
hands, they now offer employment to 100, to the excellence of the goods they turn out. The
“Oak Tanneries” and workrooms are now the most spacious and up to date of their kind in
New Zealand, and before buying foreign-made furs buyers will be well advised if they ask
to be shown the “Oak Tannery” goods, guaranteed, as they are, to be equal in quality to the
very best from anywhere. An interesting corner of the stand is that devoted to an exhibit of
animals in natural attitudes mounted by Mr Gibson, naturalist, of Dunedin. 762

Stewart elaborated on the theme of importing raw skins in a 1921 interview:
In answer to a question, Mr Stewart explained that it was J.K. Mooney’s sworn policy to
import only raw skins, except in isolated cases, where raw skins are temporarily off foreign
markets. We have our buying agents in five different countries, and we are in ??
communication with all markets. In purchasing raw skins we get a much superior quality of
fur, and above all the whole of the money expended on preparation and manufacture is kept
within dominion circulation. Of course, “raw skins” are admitted “duty free”, but bear a
primage, while dressed skins contribute 20 per cent to 30 per cent to the country’s revenue.
Again, articles of apparel in fur which are imported in the “ready to wear” condition are
dutiable up to 40 per cent under the new tariff. This Mr Stewart smilingly added is also
another reason why we prefer the practical politics of encouraging New Zealand industries,
and it is abundantly evident that we have secured the permanent patronage of the buying
public since our trade has increased in volume and successfully resisted outside competition,
which appears to favour New Zealand as a dumping ground for fur goods of questionable
quality.763

D. Clifford Macpherson, a sub-manager at Mooneys Ltd in the 1920s, remembered the early days of
the fur trade slightly differently:
….the selection of fur skins from overseas was fairly limited and the local New Zealand
rabbit skin was used extensively. Natural shades of skin were used, varying between fawn,
black, sparkle black and silver, and occasionally these were dyed by a Dunedin firm to
produce Kolinsky, a dark brown or black skin…..
Also in a very small way at the time, was the tanning industry, as it was called, and the local
knowledge on the treatment of raw skins was limited. As a consequence the pelts were very
thick and stiff after dressing.
The garments resulting from these early manufacturing attempts were invariably heavy and
ill fitting. Actually two styles were available, the loose “Y” fitting coat and the slightly
waisted coats with “X” fitting. The Coney or Lapin skins came into use after considerable
quantities were imported (already dressed and dyed and shorn or epilated) from France,
Belgium and the USA in various shades of brown, beaver, mole, and black.
In the early twenties local manufacturers shipped first grade furrier does and bucks (Central
Otago rabbit skins) to the world famous dyers A. Hollander & Sons of New York. These
were returned to New Zealand after being dressed by the chrome method (very different to
the bark tanning method used in Dunedin) dyed black, shorn and epilated. Sold under the
name of Sealene this hard wearing yet supple fur skin became very popular for many years
and local manufacturers and skin merchants imported a greater variety as the demand
increased.764
762 "J.K. Mooney & Co.," Otago Daily Times 2 June 1920.
763 "J.K. Mooney and Company - Manufacturing Furriers," Otago Daily Times 15 November 1921.
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Stewart’s subsequent actions show that there were problems with the Oak Tannery processes, and
that locally available knowledge was not able to solve them. Coombs was an experienced bark
tanner, but bark tanning does not produce a fur skin with the soft supple properties that a furrier
needs when manipulating the skins during garment construction. To get these properties furs need
to be tawed with alum or tanned with chrome - and the knowledge of how to operate this process
and get a good result, plus the knowledge of how to dye the fur was a carefully guarded secret.
Laut, in 1921, dramatically, but accurately, described the situation:
…dressers and dyers are not going to tell one another their secrets and inventions and
mysteries. No dime novel could exaggerate the mystery of these dyes and processes. To the
secret rooms, no outsider is ever admitted. Formulas are written in code, and much of the
process can only be learned from man, and conveyed by seeing and trying out. 765

As was previously described American processors had been able gain this knowledge from
Germany during the First World War, and if Stewart wanted to produce a competitive processing
he also needed to find a source of knowledge. In the mean time if he wanted to manufacture a full
line of fur products he needed to import the furs he could not produce. This was particularly
galling, because a large number of theses furs were New Zealand rabbits that were dressed, shorn
and dyed overseas.
Stewart had gained a number of international contacts through his rabbit trading.

Initially most

trading had been with London, but when the rabbit trade moved to New York he made contacts
there and these eventually led to an introduction to a large dressers and dyer who was interested in
sharing technology. The initial contact happened in late 1918, when a New York fur dealer, Lee M.
Schoen arrived in Dunedin and was introduced to Stewart.766

Messrs Isaac Schoen & Sons

subsequently became J.K. Mooney & Co’s sole agent in New York767. Lee and his brother Aaron
remained lifelong firm friends and close business associates of George Stewart.
Stewart may have initially tried to obtain dressing expertise from London768.

The following

situations vacant advertisement appeared in The Fur World in 1922:
Wanted for New Zealand the following experienced men:- MACHINE FLESHER, to take
entire charge of the department consisting of 18 Snow’s Patent Fleshing Machines and 1
Grinding Machine: DRESSER, to take charge of Drums, Cages, Kicking Machines: DYER, to
take charge of Dyeing department; OPERATOR, to take charge of Shearing Machine
765 Laut, The Fur Trade of America.
766 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
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768 The advertisement probably refers to Stewart’s operation as there does not appear to be any other fur

dressers in New Zealand. Photos of the factory taken around this time show that it did use Snow’s patent
fleshing machines, although later photos taken after Blackman’s trip to the USA show that they changed to
Monarch machines.
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department. Good wages and bonus offered to right men. Fares paid. – Write E.S., Box 243,
c/o FUR WORLD, 21 Bride Lane, London, E.C.4 769

As well as the usual description of fur and garments, the article about J.K. Mooney and Co’s exhibit
at the 1922 Winter Show described the development of their international contacts:
The firm is also a very large exporter of rabbitskins in the raw state and trappers will be
interested to know that J.K. Mooney and Co have completed arrangements for the disposal,
to the best possible advantage, of their raw export. And in this connection it may be
mentioned that one of the principals of a firm which is one of the largest consumers in the
world is now in Dunedin, and has, after expressing his admiration of the firm’s skill in
selection and methods of handling and grading, decided to take over the whole of Messrs
Mooney and Co.’s exports. Messrs Mooney and Co. have also secured the exclusive
representation of a very large house of skin dressers. Foreign skins of all descriptions,
together with rabbitskins dressed and dyed to represent seal, mole, beaver, etc., are made up
in the firm's workrooms into the latest creations of coats, necklets, etc.
In order to further the firm’s interest abroad, Mr Geo Stewart anticipates making an
extended tour of America, the United Kingdom, and Europe prior to the next furriers’
season, his intention being to procure the latest machinery. 770

It appears that Stewart was not able to solve the processing problems at this stage and that skilled
workers were not found in London.
As well as coping with the problems of dressing skins, Stewart had to contend with developing his
manufacturing business. In 1922, the manager of the manufacturing department, William Pattison
resigned and moved to Christchurch where he opened his own fur manufacturing and retailing
operation771. Pattison, had joined J.K. Mooney and Co as a boy prior to World War One and had
become the manager of this department in the early 1920s. With him went Joe Ede, a returned
soldier and ex- tailor, who had been employed by Mooney’s after the war and had been trained by
the “Australian furrier”772.

Ede had close ties with Christchurch - his family came from

Christchurch, and he had married a Christchurch girl, Eileen Shuker, in December 1920. After
leaving Mooney’s these two men seem to have retained cordial relations with Stewart, and during
the 1930’s Mooney’s Ltd had a shareholding in their business773.
Stewart needed to reorganise the manufacturing department, and he offered the manager’s
position to Mr Arthur Pratt who was selling, on commission, Mooney’s fur products around the

769 Fur World Advertisement., "Situations Vacant," Fur World February 1922.
770 "J.K. Mooney & Co," Otago Daily Times 1 June 1922.
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(Dunedin: Hocken Library, J.K.Mooney

South Island. Pratt and his family had originally emigrated from England. He started work, in
Dunedin, at Herbert, Haynes and Co., and then moved to the mantle department of Messrs Ross
and Glendining.774 He was married (1909) in Dunedin.775 He moved to Christchurch and worked
for Messrs Strange and Co. and later opened his own business - a “small soft goods business in
Christchurch called Pratt & Rudd”.
Pratt accepted the offer.

In June 1923 a new company, Mooneys Ltd was formed - Stewart had

14,999 of the £1 shares and Pratt one.776 In July 1923 the share holding was changed to Stewart
having 10,000 shares and Pratt 5,000.777 Stewart recounted these events slightly differently:
The proposition was that we float the fur branch into a limited company with me giving him
£3,000 fully paid up shares and £750 per annum. He also took charge of the whole branch
and took over the tannery as Mr Coombs was then an old man of seventy-seven years of
age.778

Stewart’s son Norman recalled:
[Mooneys Ltd was] founded with a nominal capital of £15,000 paid to 13/4, one share being
held in the name of Arthur Pratt. Later that year a further 5,000 shares were transferred to
Mr Pratt free of charge to give him an interest in the company.779

T.T. Ritchie, Stewart’s old friend and backer also received shares in Mooneys Ltd. N. Stewart
recalled:
When George Stewart obtained his first loan from T.T. Ritchie he had said to him that 50% of
any profits would be credited to Mr Ritchie. In 1924 this promise was validated, and half of
George Stewart’s shares in Mooney’s Ltd were transferred to Mr Ritchie, who in return
guaranteed the J.K.M. [J.K. Mooney] account.780

The manufacturing operation was the first to receive attention. In 1924, Pratt, during a trip to
London, employed and brought to Dunedin a London furrier – Mr Harry Braham781. Pratt later
brought out Harry Braham’s three brothers, Alfred, Phillip and Sydney and they became the key
staff in the manufacturing business.

774 "Arthur Pratt; Obituary," Otago Daily Times 15 December 1942.
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At this time the fur dressing department was facing technical problems that affected its ability to
expand and supply all the demands of the New Zealand fur trade. It was not able to produce all
the types of fashionable fur finishes – in particular the dehairing, shearing and dyeing of rabbit
skins.

Raw rabbits were sent to overseas processors and then returned to New Zealand, where

they were subject to the Tariff. This situation and the problems it produced was described in a 1925
letter from G. Story as Chairman of the Dunedin Skin Buyers Association, to the Department of
Trade and Commerce:
The New Zealand Domestic consumption of furs manufactured in various countries from
low priced skins of Australian origin, is rapidly displacing the use of those of New Zealand
growth (sic), for the former can be sold here duty paid at about 20% less than the cost of
New Zealand skins forwarded to London to be converted into coney seal, beaver coney,
mole coney, and the like.
Thus while we are fur producers we have become foreign fur users.
No New Zealand firm or combination of firms have deemed it wise to enter upon this
enterprise, largely due to the very costly machinery and multifarious processes necessary to
accomplish all that is essential for transforming N.Z. skins in furs referred to, together with
the necessity of introducing highly trained and large salaried experts, skilled in fur dressing,
dehairing, shearing and dyeing, which processes embody trade secrets that in cases have
been guarded for generations.
It is evident that presuming that any firm faced the cost and risk, that imported furs from
Australian skins could be sold in New Zealand duty paid at less cost than that at which they
could be manufactured here from New Zealand skins.
In the past local firms partly actuated by a spirit of patriotism have exported scores of
thousands of New Zealand skins to be manufactured in London, as within the Empire, and
had them returned as finished furs; but the incidence of the double costs and charges,
wharfages, freights, insurance etc capped by the imposition of duty not alone on the cost of
manufacture but also on the New Zealand skins themselves – together with interest on cost
for the long period between purchase, and final return of the goods, has still further
operated against our domestic productions, in which business [is] atrophied leaving heavy
stock unsold.
As the only means of counteracting this state of affairs, regaining to some extent, New
Zealand markets for New Zealand productions, I can imagine no procedure excepting the
adoption of the precedent which with proper safeguards, was adopted in the Customs
Department in regard to ostrich feathers, which I understand may be exported for dressing
and dyeing and re-imported subject to the incidence of duty only on the cost of processing.
I am to request that your department in its wisdom will accept this view, in lieu of any better
method of meeting the position, and will take such prompt steps as necessary to put this into
force, so that the trade can resume relations with British manufacturers in order to have
skins now en route for London converted into finished furs in time for next seasons New
Zealand trade.
Further and this personally, as Foreign Manufacturers of furs are rapidly displacing imports
of British, I strongly submit for your consideration, the imposing of a preferential duty in
favor of the latter.782

Gerald Black from R.S. Black Ltd described the in an Otago Witness article in 1926:

782 G.R. Story, Chairman Dunedin Skin Buyer Association letter to Collins, J. Secretary Department of Trade &
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It was well known that a large business was done in the Dominion in sending Home skins to
be dyed, dressed, and clipped, and a suggestion had been made that such skins should be
charged with the actual cost of this work of making them into “coney” and the duty paid on
this basis when they were returned to the Dominion – not on the full overseas value of the
prepared skin. If this were carried out New Zealand people would have their own furs
returned to them, and they would be assured of a better class of “coney” coat. 783

Stewart, the rabbit skin exporter, garment manufacturer and skin processor would have been well
aware of this problem, and whilst the suggested solution would have helped his manufacturing it
would have compromised the skin processing operation.

Story’s suggestions were not

implemented, but Stewart did deem it wise to invest in the machinery required to produce ‘coney’.
With the help of Schoen, he was able to negotiate an arrangement for the supply of technical
information from the leading American processor, A. Hollander & Sons. The Hollander operation
had begun in 1889, and was described as the “Ford of the processed fur industry” 784. In 1912 they
employed around 450 people, and by 1915 was employing over 700 people, making it the biggest
fur dressing and dyeing plant in the U.S.A.785
Lance Blackman was sent to New York to learn fur dressing and dyeing. Hollanders agreed to
provide processing formulae and support in return for receiving a royalty on skins subsequently
processed. Blackman spent six months learning the “secrets” of processing at Hollanders’ Newark
plant.786 Hollanders also organised new plant for the Oak Tannery so that it would be able to
replicate their processes, and especially those required for producing coney - the shearing and
epilating of rabbitskins to make them look like seal.
In 1926, Lionel Lumb was employed as manager of the dressing plant. Lumb had come to Dunedin
from Canada, where he had previously been a fur trader, to help manage the Canadian Court at the
1925/26 South Seas Exhibition. 787
A new factory was also constructed on the same site of the existing factory and this construction
and other developments were described by Mr Johnson, a local officer of the Department of
Industries and Commerce in a 1926 report:
At the present time they have a staff of 20 and the process of manufacture is in the treatment
of raw or green skins, to the finished skin ready for garment making such as fur coats,
necklets, wraps, capes etc. Mr Lumb, states that their present facilities enable them to treat
4,000 skins per week, and they have sufficient work on hand to keep the factory fully

783 "The Fur Trade: Past Season Reviewed."
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employed to the end of March, and further states that there is no necessity for any New
Zealand animal skins, such as rabbit and opossum, to be sent out of the country for
treatment. They can produce the finished skin equal to any American or English finished
skin. An anomalous position arises from the fact that while New Zealand has been sending
skins out of the country for treatment, this factory is importing raw skins such as musquash,
marmots, skunk, fox, Russian sable, marten, mink, otto (sic), chinchalla (sic), squirrels,
wolves, kangaroo, monkey and American opossum. I was shown huge quantities of these,
both in the raw state and the finished. The factory at North East Valley is almost completed
and provisions are being made for further extension as it is anticipated that big
developments will take place in this particular industry. The skins in the raw state are sent
by importers and others to the factory and returned in a finished state. The company, at the
present time are not dealing in skins on their own account. It is stated by the Manager that
Owners of the skins are well satisfied with the manner in which skins have been treated.
The technical expert is a man from the Dunedin University that they sent over to America
and Canada to obtain experience in this class of industry. 788

In December 1926 the dressing and dyeing operation was separated from Mooneys Ltd and formed
into Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd. Mooneys Ltd had 9998 shares; Pratt and Stewart had one share
each.789 The following year, Mooneys Ltd transferred 1,000 shares to the Schoens. 790 Later small
lots of shares were also transferred to Lumb and Blackman. 791 Mooneys Ltd retained a major
shareholding until the 1940s. In January 1927 Mooneys Ltd increased their capital by £10,000.792
Stewart took up 6,666 shares, Pratt received 3,334. Stewart subsequently transferred 50 shares, and
Pratt 150 shares to Miss V Pattison, the company secretary (and sister of W. Pattison from Pattison
& Ede).793
By early 1927 the new fur-processing factory had been built and machines installed. A further
description was given of the dressing plant in a report, in February 1927, of a tour by the Minister of
Industries and Commerce, the Hon A.D. McLeod who was in Dunedin to look at industries that
had:
…recently launched out on new enterprises or adopted new methods. In this way the
Minister hopes to gain first-hand knowledge of secondary industries of the country to enable
him the better to understand legislation that will be in the best interests of the
community.794

This tour included Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd. The Otago Witness reported:
As a result of a visit of investigation to America by two members of the firm, the latest
devices and methods have been adopted, and it is confidently expected that in the near

788 Johnson, New Industries (Dunedin: 1926).
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future, when the first period of experimenting has begat proficiency, this factory will be one
of the most up-to-date and efficient in the Dominion.795

It appears that around 1928 the fur processing and fur manufacturing businesses were running
successfully, but there was some dissension amongst the four managers, Stewart, Lumb, Pratt and
Braham about the direction of the business, and how to share the fruits of success.

A letter from L.

Schoen summarised the situation:
Business in the industry in your country may have been developed by Mooney’s Ltd to
perhaps the highest point it can go for some little time. Pratt may be feeling that and hence
be warmer to the proposition made him by Braham [to sell the manufacturing to him] than
he otherwise might. When Arthur Pratt was here he was thinking half-heartedly of the idea
of adding capital to the concern. He evidently felt the need for expansion. This is probably
not because he saw great scope for enlarging the activities of Mooney’s Limited in New
Zealand, but rather because the business might have been beginning to pinch him a little. In
other words, he was beginning to feel that it was too small to care for the ambitions of four
such able business men as are now in the small organization: Arthur, Lumb, Braham, and
“the Daddy of them all”…..
Aaron and I rather feel it would be wise to keep together four men who have proven their
ability to team up as well as you four have. Even if there is “no love lost” between certain
among them, still there is the mutual recognition of ability to do particular work better than
most. An important cog today, of course, is Blackman also; although his value is, I should
imagine, mostly in technical matters rather than as an executive.796

Schoen suggested that Braham should be placated with a shareholding, rather than just increasing
his salary “to a ridiculous point in order to make room for the greediness which might be
developing in him”.

He also thought that Pratt might be resenting the “unearned profits” that

Stewart, the shareholder not actually working at Mooneys Ltd, was receiving and that he was trying
to put Stewart in a position where he would want to quit and sell his shares to him.797 Despite the
dissention, the team managed to stay together at this stage.
The business prospered and in February 1929 Johnson, the Department of Industries and
Commerce, District Officer visited the factory again and reported:
In my Annual Report for the year ended 31 March, 1927, I mentioned the fact that employees
numbered 20. This has now been increased to 38…… For the 11 months ending 1 st February
they had treated in the factory 189,400 skins as per attached list. You will note that of this
number 152,650 were imported raw skin…..(Table 8.1)
It is now proposed by the Company to create a Research Dept. and for this purpose are
arranging that one of their staff should take a University Course in Chemistry, as they

795 "Secondary Industries."
796 Lee Schoen, letter to Stewart, G.: 22 February 1929, (Dunedin: Hocken Library: J.K. Mooney Ltd Archives).
797 Schoen.
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consider that the chief difficulty as far as their industry is concerned is in the dyeing
process.798

Around 1929/30 the company expanded by purchasing a fur processing company in Sydney, Fur
Dressers & Dyers, Sydney Ltd. It appears that Lumb799 went to Australia to manage this operation.
Lumb had shares in Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd and in 1930 received shares in the Sydney
operation800 and in 1929 he had married Pratt’s wife’s widowed sister. 801 In the early 1930’s
Lawrence Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd, in Melbourne was also purchased. Lumb’s replacement in
Dunedin was William Thomson802.

Schoen and Hollander Fur Dressing and Dyeing Company

were also involved in the Lawrence Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd and in 1935 one of their chemists,
Simon Borten was sent to help run the operation.803
Stewarts skin business had prospered as a result of the increase in prices for rabbit skins that had
occurred from 1923 onwards. Prices reached a peak in 1927, then dropped in 1928 and 1929, and
this was followed by a much more dramatic drop in 1930.

Not only did the price drop, but

demand dropped as well. Price drops were not confined to rabbit skins – all agriculture products
faced similar problems - the great depression had started. Stewart’s J.K. Mooney and Co operation
suffered.

798 F. report to Department of Industries and Commerce 12 February 1929 Johnson, "Visits to Factories: Fur

Dressers & Dyers Ltd," Ic1 24/50/Part1 and Part 2 (Fur Skins: General File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare
Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head Office, Wellington, 1929).
799 Lumb has been difficult to trace -he is no longer listed in Stones Directory as manager in 1930., but

continued to receive directors fees from Fur Dressers & Dyers until 1942. He was a small shareholder in Fur
Dressers & Dyers Ltd Letters in the J.K. Mooney archive show that he was in Sydney in the 1940s and was
discussing business matters with G. Stewart.
800 Mooneys Ltd., "Summary of Mooney's Ltd Minute Book."
801 New Zealand Marriage Indexes (Microfiche).
802 Mooneys Ltd., "Summary of Mooney's Ltd Minute Book."
803 Borten, Simon (1897 - 1988), 2003, Australian Science and Technology Heritage Centre, Available:

http://www.asap.unimelg.edu.au/bsparcs/biogs/P002827b.htm, 10 May 2003.
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Table 8.1804
Number of skins processed by Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd during the eleven months to 1 February
1928805

Skins

Quantity

Foxes

10,000

Marmots

1,800

Marten

500

Musquash

47,500

Opossums

50,000

Perschaniki

7,500

Skunk

15,000

Wolves

200

Rabbits (imported)

6,000

Ermine

1,000

Squirrels

2,400

Fitch

500

Hares

8,000

Moles

100

Wallaby

400

Jackals

1,500

Wild Game

250

Total Imported skins:

152,650

Domestic skins:
Rabbits

25,000

Opossums

1,000

Sundry

750

Total Domestic Skins:

26,750

Total skins processed:

179,400

804 Johnson, "Visits to Factories: Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd."
805 There is a mistake in the “attached list” – it totals 179,400 skins not 189,400. Possibly the figure of 1,000

domestic opossum skins should read 10,000.
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Stewart recalled:
In 1929 my business received a terrible setback as all markets in raw skins slumped and my
export side was badly caught. This resulted in the firm of J K Mooney losing a lot of money
and the bank soon got hold of the fur and confectionary side of my business. 806 The bank
and Mr Pratt had it arranged that he take over all my shares. They took out a balance at the
time which showed a profit of £700. After Mr Pratt did this he declared a dividend of 15%
which helped him finance the deal.807

This time T.T. Ritchie was unable to come to his aid as he had died in 1930. Stewart only just
managed to maintain control of his raw skin trading firm, J.K. Mooney & Co and with the support
of creditors, including the Schoens it continued to trade as a limited liability company. By 1934 it
had managed to clear its debts and was trading successfully808.
Pratt had gained control of Mooney’s Ltd as a result of Stewart’s problems and Ritchie’s death and
the 1933 list of members shows that Ritchie’s shares had been transferred to A. Pratt (4,303 shares);
Mrs Pratt (500shares); O.T. Evans, Mooneys Ltd Wellington representative, (3,154 shares); V.
Pattison (100) shares and D.C. Macpherson, the furrier department manager (250 shares). 809

A

return from later in that year recorded that Stewart’s shares had been transferred to Pratt, and then
10 shares had been transferred from Pattison to Stewart, and with the Schoen’s support Stewart
remained Chairman of the Board of Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd. 810
Stewart had an option to buy back his shares from Pratt, but did not take up the option. His son D.
Stewart explained:
During the early year of the Second World War when his oldest son was serving overseas
Mr Stewart was rummaging in his desk looking for a packet of cigarettes when he came
across an envelope jammed behind one of the draws. On opening it he found the option
agreement only to find it had expired some weeks earlier. Such was the character of the man
that when he went back home for lunch he told his wide about the discovery and dismissed
the incident by saying. “Can’t waste time worrying about it, we have a boat to catch, must
hurry back to work”.811

Stewart was none too happy about how he had been treated. In 1947, when he was re-entering the
fur garment business as Martin Furs, he confided his feelings to A. Schoen:

806 Stewart’s Confectionary had been founded by Stewart’s father.
807 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 108,09.
808 Stewart, Recollections.
809 Mooneys Ltd letter to the Registrar of Companies: 15 June 1933, "List of Members," Registrar of Companies

Files (Archives New Zealand/ Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Dunedin Office).
810 Mooneys Ltd letter to the Registrar of Companies: 29 June 1933, "List of Members," Registrar of Companies

File (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Dunedin Office).
811 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 109,10.
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You must remember that when the writer was robbed of his tannery and manufacturing
business it was a sad blow and he made up his mind that before he left this planet he would
commence another business. That is the reason why Martin’s are now in existence… 812

Depression
The Depression impacted skin dealers, processors, the fur manufacturing and retail trade in a quite
different ways. The price drops that so badly affected Stewart and his J.K. Mooney and Co business
resulted in cheaper furs and consequently cheaper fur garments and these cheaper fur garments
were now within the reach of a greater number of consumers even though some of them may have
had less money to spend.

Traders who had bought at the wrong (high) price suffered, but those

who managed to buy at the right time found that they could sell more items at a lower price and
still maintain their profitability. The problem for buyers and sellers was predicting when prices had
reached the right price – the right price could easily become the wrong price if the market
subsequently dropped further.
The initial drop in skin prices, around 1929, which hurt Stewart was described in The Fur World:
The Hudson’s Bay Company’s Sale, which took place on October 15,16,17 and 18, resulted in
a general decline of 15 per cent. to 20 per cent. From the high level established last May.
This sums up a situation which is causing a great deal of heart-burning and nerves among
the buyers, but is regarded with perfect equanimity by the company. They take a long view
of the matter, and simply regard the drop in the market as inevitable.
The price of raw skins went too high, and, looking back at the situation a year ago, one
remembers that manufacturers were even then praying for easier prices, as their customers
could not afford the enormous figures they were bound to ask. A graph of the value of furs
since 1925 shows a general rise of 50 per cent. on prices that were then high. This week’s
Hudson’s Bay Sale has rounded the top of the peak of the present inflation period, and
brought the curve down more nearly to the level of general consumption.
The cause of the market change is basically due to inflated values, but more obviously to the
financial depression that temporarily exists in all the world fur centres, due mainly to the
fact that with their existing capital, only wealthy firms could stand the strain of turning over
their stock at such high prices. A period of inflation leads to deflation, but whenever it
occurs the pill is hard to swallow. There will be a good deal of writing down stocks as the
result of this sale, but the only sensational alteration will be in mink, which declined 35 per
cent813.

Lower costs and an increase in imports of raw and dressed fur skins
During the period under study the imported dressed or prepared skins, no matter what type were
classified under the one tariff item code. The totals for this code were then used to compile import
statistics. These statistics show the total quantity imported and the total value. Since the mix of
skins could change from year to year both the quantities and values of imports do not give a
particularly accurate indication of an increase/decrease in activity during any one period.
812 G. Stewart, letter to A Schoen: 23 July 1947, (Dunedin: Hocken Library: J.K. Mooney & Co. Ltd. Archives:

Box 2).
813 "The Autumn Sales: A Lower Price Level Established," Fur World 19 October 1929.
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However the figures do give some idea of the trend in the trade, especially the move from
importing dressed skins to raw skins. This trend is more pronounced after the mid 1920s when Fur
Dressers & Dyers Ltd was expanding and adopting the new technology from its American
relationship (Figure 8.2).
There was one anomaly in the way statistics were compiled that does allow a more precise picture
of activity to be gained, especially for the years that are considered to be economically depressed;
1930 to 1934. The anomaly is that when export and import statistics were collected the same general
nomenclature was used for trade items. Exports of New Zealand (Trichosurus vulpecula) “opossum
skins” were a separate statistical item and so imports of raw opossum skins from North America,
(Didelphis virginiana) although a completely different marsupial, were tabulated as imports of
“opossum skins”.
The import statistics for opossums from America show that the average price dropped over the
period 1929 to 1934, but the quantity imported increased (Table 8.2). The same was probably true
for other types of skins, consequently the number of fur skins used in New Zealand during the
depression did not decline and fur trade activity actually increased, although the cost per unit
produced would have been lower. More fur was being consumed, but the fact that there was an
increase in imports of American opossum also indicates what type of fur items consumers were
buying, because of the long shaggy nature of American opossum fur it is used for trim on all types
of garments rather than for making fur coats (this trend is further discussed in the section about
furriers).
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Figure 8.2
Value814 of annual imports of raw (including raw opossum and rabbit skins) 815 and dressed fur
skins, 1922 to 1940816

814 Alterations to the New Zealand exchange rates since 1920 affected the values for trade statistics as follows:

(a) From 1922 to 1931 the values of both exports and imports were recorded in terms of sterling
currency.
(b) From 1932 exports and imports were valued and recorded in terms of New Zealand currency. For
imports this meant that in 1932 £(NZ)110 = £ (Stg)100: From 1933 to 1947 £(NZ)125 = £(Stg)100.
Customs Department, Tariff Inquiry: Furs: Appendix C, Import Licensing History 1939-1955
(Wellington: Customs Department, 1954) 1.
815 The statistics published for “fur skins, green and sun dried” excluded opossum and rabbit, and also

included certain unspecified hides and pelts: Customs Department, Tariff Inquiry: Furs: Appendix C, Import
Licensing History 1939-1955 5.

816 Compiled from: Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand.
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Table 8.2817
Imports of opossum skins from U.S.A.818

Quantity

Value of imports

Average

imported

(£)

value

1926

969

270.00

0.28

1927

1,000

358.00

0.36

1928

-

-

-

1929

26,216

7,566.00

0.29

1930

30,549

8,113.00

0.27

1931

49,650

10,446.00

0.21

1932

64,513

14,780.00

0.23

1933

42,041

6,295.00

0.15

1934

58,731

12,836.00

0.22

1935

90,186

14,431.00

0.16

1936

101,521

19,840.00

0.20

1937

63,790

10,223.00

0.16

1938

2,854

583.00

0.20

1939

6,430

819.00

0.13

817 Compiled from: Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand.
818 Alterations to the New Zealand exchange rates since 1920 affected the values for trade statistics as follows:

(a) From 1922 to 1931 the values of both exports and imports were recorded in terms of sterling
currency.
(b) From 1932 exports and imports were valued and recorded in terms of New Zealand currency. For
imports this meant that in 1932 £(NZ)110 = £ (Stg)100: From 1933 to 1947 £(NZ)125 = £(Stg)100: Customs
Department, Tariff Inquiry: Furs: Appendix C, Import Licensing History 1939-1955 1.
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Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd and the depression
Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd did not appear to have gained from the increased in imports of raw skins
which required processing. Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd’s receipts indicate that sales decreased in
1932, increased in 1933 and remained steady in 1934 before increasing again in 1935 (Table 8.3).
An analysis of employment records also shows decreased activity. The number of employees
(Figure 8.3) and a comparison between hours worked during the same period over a number of
years (Figure 8.4), shows that employee numbers and hours worked declined slightly during the
depression years but then recovered in 1935.
Whilst this drop in activity initially looks like the result of the depression a closer examination of
the sales receipts from customers showed that Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd appears to have lost the
business of a number of their Wellington customers, and was increasingly relying on processing
skins belonging to Mooneys Ltd and to Dunedin furriers such as New Zealand Fur Company. The
most likely reason for this loss of business is that these customers were sending their skins to a new
fur dressing plant, Dominion Fur Dressing and & Dyeing Co. Ltd, which was established in
Wellington around 1930.
Dominion Fur Dressing and Dyeing Co. Ltd was registered in February 1931, 819 and appears to
have traded until the 1940s. A major shareholder was M.M. Pizer, who had founded the Siberian
Fur Co (Australasia) Ltd in 1923,820 and was also listed as a shareholder in Poland, Spalding and
Wickham Jones Ltd.821 Pizer and the companies he was involved in were based in Wellington and
dealt in skins as well as garments. The firm, Poland, Spalding and Wickham Jones Ltd was a New
Zealand branch of the well established London fur merchants P.R. Poland & Son Ltd and Spalding
and Wickham Jones Ltd.
The Dominion Fur Dressing & Dyeing Co. Ltd did not last very long - in 1937 most of the shares
were transferred to one of the original shareholders Hugo Stossel, who had been listed in company
records as a “fur dyer”822. The business seems to have lost much of its business around this time
and did not survive the 1940s.

819 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest July-December 1931: 197.
820 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest January-June 1923: 124.
821 letter to Registrar of Companies Dominion Fur Dressing & Dyeing Co. Ltd: 26 July 1932, " List of

Shareholders," Registrar of Companies Files (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O
Aotearoa, Head Office, Wellington).
822 Dominion Fur Dressing & Dyeing Co. Ltd., "Company, Annual List and Summary: 8 June 1937," Registrar

of Companies Files (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head Office,
Wellington).
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Table 8.3
Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd sales receipts for calendar years 1928 to 1939 823

Year

Sales Receipts
(£)

1928

7,288

1929

10,394

1930

14,374

1931

10,259

1932

10,117

1933

10,964

1934

10,236

1935

14,650

1936

18,000

1937

18,609

1938

15,837

1939

22,828

823 Compiled from: Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd, Cash Books: 1927 to 1939 (Dunedin: Fur Dressers & Dyers

(N.Z.) Ltd. Archive).
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Figure 8.3824
Number of waged employees at Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd. during the first week of June, 1930 to
1939825

824 Compiled from: Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd, Time, Wages and Overtime Record Book: 1930 to 1940

(Dunedin: Fur Dressers & Dyers (N.Z.) Ltd Archives).
825 The five day, forty hour working week was introduced in Fur Dressers & Dyers at the end of August 1936.

Prior to this employees worked five and one half days a week for 44 hours.
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Figure 8.4826
Total hours worked by waged employees of Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd. over a four week period
from mid-May to mid June, 1930 to 1939

826 Compiled from: Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd, Time, Wages and Overtime Record Book: 1930 to 1940.
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Figure 8.5
Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd sales receipt analysis showing percentage of sales receipts from
Mooneys Ltd, Mooneys Auckland Ltd, the balance of the top ten customers, and other
customers, 1929 to 1939827

827 Calculated from: Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd, Cash Books: 1927 to 1939.
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In 1939 report by the Wellington District Officer of the Department described the fortunes of
Dominion Fur Dressing and Dyeing Company:
At the present time this company has a staff of four in addition to the proprietor who
himself assists in the work done. Twelve months ago the staff was sixteen.
The average weekly output of the firm is from 2,500 to 3,000 dressed and dyed skins; the
average staff necessary for such work being six. Even under present conditions a staff of ten
to twelve is sometimes employed. If the factory was employing the maximum capacity,
employment would amount to about twenty hands and output would rise to about 7,000
skins per week. The necessary workmen could be trained in about one month by placing
them under control of the present workers. In addition certain fellmongers might be
employed. To illustrate to what degree the factory could cope with further work it is
sufficient to state that of six fleshing machines only one is in use at the present time. If this
factory could be kept working at or near maximum capacity a larger sum would be spent in
wages, which is the principal cost involved; many skins having to be handled at least fifteen
times.
A statement is often made by local fur dealers and fur garment manufacturers that the local
dyers cannot dress and dye many types of fur. The Management is emphatic, however, that
almost every class of fur can be adequately dealt with. 828

Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd receipts show that the Wellington traders once again became customers
and processing receipts recovered in 1935, dropped in 1938 when the fur trade as a whole was
depressed and then recovered in 1939. The business was then confronted with a major problem - an
import licensing schedule was issued that showed that no licenses were going to be made available
for the import of raw furs in 1940. This problem was only partly solved, as the chapter on the tariff
deals showed, however worse was to come, when the following year, owing to war conditions, a
total ban on the importation of all furs was imposed and no exceptions were allowed.
Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd after 1939
The ban on imports meant that the fur trade could only use locally sourced skins – rabbit, hare,
opossum, fitch and stoat. Fur Dressers and Dyers Ltd had to survive the war years processing these
local skins.

Processing was compromised by a number of employee’s entering the military. In

December 1942 Arthur Pratt, who had moved to Melbourne just before the war started, died. 829
This raised problems over the future ownership of Fur Dressers & Dyers and the processing works
in Australia, that were not resolved until well after the war ended.

8.3

The development of the Dunedin wholesale furriers

The introduction of the new tariff rates on dressed fur skins and made-up fur garments, plus the
development of a local skin processing industry gave local manufacturers an opportunity to
828 District Officer note regarding Dominion Fur Dressing and Dyeing Co. Ltd.: 15 February 1939, Ic1

24/50/Part1 and Part 2 (Fur Skins: General File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O
Aotearoa, Head Office, Wellington).
829 "Arthur Pratt; Obituary."
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compete with imported made-up fur garments. As Figure 8.6 illustrates the value of imported
made-up fur garments became increasing small when compared to the import of dressed and raw
furs as the market for fur garments and locally made garments were substituted for imported items.
As previously described, Stewart developed his wholesale garment manufacturing enterprise in
association with the fur processing. This section starts by examining the further development of
Mooneys Ltd and then describes the other manufacturers that emerged in Dunedin from the 1920s
onwards.
Mooneys Ltd
By 1929 the Braham brothers, Harry, Philip, Alfred and Sydney were the key people in the fur
garment manufacturing workroom in Stuart St. The workroom, warehouse and offices took up
three floors of the Mooney’s building and at this stage, Harry Braham was the fur manufacturing
manager. He was characterised, by one former employee, H. Barclay as “a hard taskmaster who
expected a job well done”830; another considered him “bad tempered, feared and disliked by staff –
‘get on with your work or out you go’”.831
An employee recalled that:
The four brothers were a well known sight in Dunedin when they first arrived. They had
their accommodation in Stuart St., above the Octagon and when they came to work each day
they followed each other in single file, Harry first with Sydney bringing up the rear until
reaching Mooney’s building in lower Stuart St.832

830 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 150.
831 Galland J., Recollection of Working at Mooneys (Christchurch: undated).
832 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 150.
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Figure 8.6
Imports of raw furs, dressed furs and made-up fur garments 1921 to 1940833 834

833 Alterations to the New Zealand exchange rates since 1920 affected the values for trade statistics as follows:

(a) From 1922 to 1931 the values of both exports and imports were recorded in terms of sterling currency.
(b) From 1932 exports and imports were valued and recorded in terms of New Zealand currency. For imports
this meant that in 1932 £(NZ)110 = £ (Stg)100: From 1933 to 1947 £(NZ)125 = £(Stg)100: Customs Department,
Tariff Inquiry: Furs: Appendix C, Import Licensing History 1939-1955 1.
834 Compiled from: Statistical Report on Trade and Shipping of the Dominion of New Zealand.
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In 1928 Mooneys Ltd was described in the Otago Daily Times as part of a promotion for “Made in
New Zealand Week”:
The manufacturing furrier’s business has taken a big step forward in recent years.
At the factory of Mooney’s Ltd., Dunedin, the visitor finds work progressing steadily. The
raw skins are dressed – rabbit, opossum and imported skins – giving employment to a host
of skilled workers, and the fact that the “Outward Register’ of the firm’s tanneries showed
150,000 rabbit skins dressed preparatory to manufacture for one season alone is conclusive
evidence of the popular demand for its brand of goods. This all means employment to local
people. One is interested in the well ordered system of manufacture, especially in the
matching and grading rooms, which are fitted with modern equipment. The matching table,
directly under the skylights, is a running bench 150 feet in length. The firm’s commodious
showrooms are in their own four-storey building, 205 Stuart street.
Articles of apparel which are imported in the “ready to wear” condition are dutiable up to
45 per cent. This duty encourages the firm to do its utmost to supply the local market, and it
is abundantly evident that it has secured permanent patronage, since its trade has increased
in volume and has successfully resisted outside competition. 835

The company was represented by agents in the main centres – A Heath in Auckland, O.T. Evans in
Wellington and J.C. Macpherson in Christchurch.
As mentioned earlier, the Braham’s were pressuring Pratt for a share of the business. Pratt was not
a furrier, and relied on the Braham’s for their fur expertise, so he had to either accommodate them
or find a way to replace them. The Braham’s stayed with Mooneys Ltd, and in the early 1930s a
manufacturing operation was opened in Auckland, and the Braham brothers started moving north.
Harry appears to have been the first to move to Auckland, followed by Alf and Sid. The 1935
electoral roll shows that only Phil was still living in the Dunedin. Harry, Alf and Phil also got
married around this time – the three of them had previously lived together in Dunedin.
In 1934 a new company, Mooneys Auckland Ltd was formed with a capital of £10,000 – Mooneys
Ltd had 2,500 shares; H. Braham, 3,750; P. Braham, A. Braham, and S. Braham had 1,250 shares
each.836

Mooneys (Wellington) Ltd was formed in 1937, with a capital of £8,000 – Mooneys Ltd

and Mooneys (Auckland) Ltd each having 4,000 shares.837

The Mooneys Ltd shares were

transferred to the Brahams in 1939 and by 1940 they had also taken over the Dunedin and
Christchurch branches and the Mooneys name – the old Mooneys Ltd had been earlier renamed Fur
Investments Ltd.838 Fur Investments Ltd then became a holding company with shares in Fur
Dressers & Dyers Ltd and the Melbourne business of Lawrence Fur Dressing & Dyeing Co.

835 "Mooney's Ltd," Otago Daily Times 19 June 1928.
836 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest July-December 1934.
837 Mooneys Ltd., "Summary of Mooney's Ltd Minute Book."
838 Mooneys Ltd., "Summary of Mooney's Ltd Minute Book."
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Phil Braham was the last brother to leave Dunedin for Auckland and in 1932, he was in charge of
the Dunedin workroom839. John Galland described him as “reasonable” 840 and as “..a bit of a
ditherer, smoked fifty cigarettes from 8 till 5 o’clock – 555 State Express – not bad to work for”841.
The Brahams appear to have trained local people, to operate the Dunedin workroom, rather than
bring in trained furriers from overseas. The recollections of employees who worked at Mooneys
Ltd in the 1930s show that Mooneys Ltd had quite a young workforce, who often started working
there soon after leaving school. For example cutters such as John Galland left school at 13½ to
work there, Hugh Barclay started at 15, Jack Clark at 14 and Langdon Harris at 17. Others listed in
recollections as working there in the mid 1930’s were still you enough to serve in World War Two,
so must have been in their twenties or younger when they started at Mooneys Ltd. Whilst Galland
described the workroom as “nose down, bum up sweated labour , no slacking” it was not all work
with the Mooneys workers:– during the 1930s J. Clark, A. Mudie & L.Osten courted and married
Mooneys Ltd sewing machinists.
A number of ex Mooneys Ltd employees have recorded their memories of the business, but only J.
Galland recorded his memories of the staff842. These memories give an idea of the type of people
working at Mooneys Ltd in the late 1930’s when there were around 60 staff members. The cutters
were the seniors, and then came the nailers. Amongst them were:
Fred Hackworthy: Coney rabbit cutter. Nice person, bit hairum scarem in his youth. Got
married and took on religion, decided not to take part in war games and was imprisoned.
Wilfid Biss:
Musquash cutter. Quiet inoffensive personality, good cutter, did not mix.
Went to the ministry. Called the headless cutter – always had collar of coat up with head
down cutting.
Hugh Barclay: Musquash cutter. Steady cutter, a real hard case. Loved the horses, the
girls, the beer, the cigarettes and everybody loved him. He had the courage of his
convictions. Smoked all the time (allowed at work those days) fingers covered in nicotine
stains.
Jack Baird:
Skunk cutter. Very meticulous, proud of his profession. A bit of a snob,
would not tolerate bad workmanship. Kept aloof from fellow workers.
Buck Daniels: Musquash cutter. Pipe smoking Australian. A bit of a martinet, always had
the best jobs. Senior cutter but was always ready to show the new comers the skills of the
fur trade.
Alex Mudie: Cutter of all types. Jolly fellow, good athlete, smallish. Bright personality
[member of] YMCA. Liked to surprise everybody by jumping from the floor up onto the
cutting bench. Married Mary Blenaves, a machinist.

839 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
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840 Galland J., Recollections of Working at Mooneys Ltd. (Christchurch: 2000).
841 Galland J., Recollection of Working at Mooneys.
842 Validity and reliability of these observations. I have met some of the people mentioned, and think the

descriptions are valid and reliable. I have met John Galland, and think he is a good observer. My observation
of John is that he was smooth ladies man, a very tidy and fastidious person, bit of a gossip, liked to have
things done his way. Always dressed well and drove flashy cars (especially liked sports cars).
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Jack Clark: Junior cutter of all types. Never looked very healthy, married Jessie Peacock.
Jimmy Briggs: Nailer. Considered himself the best. Good to work for – of slightly Chinese
extraction – friendly type.
Bill Roff: Nailer. Dour mysterious, considered himself the best. Fiery at times – original
Union collector. Nobody got inside Bill – a great night owl. Always out late at night in
Frederick St area – unusual personality.
George Williamson: Nailer. A good guy. Blind as a bat – hit his fingers more than the nails.
Hard drinker – Barclay and he used to go over to the Law Courts and have a bet - [to drink]
a handle of beer while the Station clock struck 12 o’clock. [another version says Town Hall
clock]
Len Osten: Jack of all trades and coat cleaner. Terrific pianist. Died young.
Frank Gross843: Pattern maker
Laurie Raxworthy:

Traveller

Langdon Harris: in warehouse
Lex Patterson: in warehouse.

Galland only mentioned a few machinists by name and gave no further details except that one of
them, Daphne Finnerty, had been Miss Otago.
Lex Patterson joined Mooneys Ltd in 1935. He started in the warehouse and eventually became the
Dunedin manager. His recollection describes the types of goods sold, and the customers:
At that time coats and collars formed the bulk of our business. Apart from rabbits, the bulk
of the skins were imported dressed. Musquash was wholesaling around £28 for a 48-inch
length coat. North American opossum were the rage for collars and these were dispatched
by us in large quantities to the cloth trade. 844

The section on retailing shows that advertisements from the mid 1920’s frequently featured fur
collars. From a retailer’s point of view fur collars were an important feature of the fashionable
garment. The fur trade had a very ambivalent view of collars – they consumed a lot of furs, did not
take much skill to make and somehow detracted from the real thing – the fur coat. The importance
of the collar trade to the locals, processors and manufacturers is shown by the figures for the
importation of American opossum. These furs could only be used for collars and a collar usually
only used one or two skins. Collars were quick and easy to make and required little skill. From the
fur worker’s (cutter, machinist and liner) point of view the manufacture of collars carried no
prestige, compared to making a garment. Therefore in their memoir’s they give scant recognition to
this financially important part of the business. An idea of how this part of the business did
843 Frank Gross came to New Zealand in 1934, after studying fashion design and art in Vienna, London and

Paris. He was also a well known painter, especially in Christchurch where he was a member of “the Group”.
Ferner Galleries, Fran Gross, 2004, Available: http://www.ferner.co.nz/default,1394.sm, 5 September 2004.
844 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
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operated is given in a Fur World article of 1937, which described the fur collar as the “Cinderella
part of the fur business.”

M. Swerling, a collar manufacturer then went on to describe his

experiences the Furriers Round Table, in London.

The report started with the Chairman’s

introduction:
Fur collars are the most important part of our trade, and the people who make collars are
those who handle the bulk of the merchandise and really influence the markets.
Mr Swerling began his address by recalling his experience of the fur trade. When he first
came into the trade he went into the skin merchanting business, and his job was that of
selling collars. The square shape (24 by 8) was most wanted in 1921, the days when furriers
came down to see the salesman with rules and tape measures. The furs most used for collars
during the years 1921 to 1926 were beaver coney and mole coney, silver pulled and golden
pulled.
The following year, 1927 beaver went out and the better-class moles were called for. Mole
sold as fast as they could be obtained and in that year alone half a million mole skins were
disposed of. At that time the franc was greatly in our favour and so French dyed moles were
cheapest and most popular.
While these fur fashions for collars were rapidly changing, the collar shapes had not altered
since 1921, but 1928-9 saw the development of the boat shape and the banded roll collar…..
In the years 1930-1 the large roll collars and large sets became fashionable. They were done
in Russian lynx to sell at £6 10s to £6 15s and thousands of these collars were sold. Then the
mantle manufacturers began to quibble about the price – they wanted cheaper collars. We
had to do something about it, and again the genius of my brother came to our aid. Paws
were being wasted, thrown away. My brother’s idea was that if they were utilised another
small collar could be made out of the skin. Experiments followed, and eventually we could
produce both a small and large collar from the skins and thus reduce the prices as
demanded by the mantle manufacturers.
Always something new is wanted in the fur collar business, and the next demand was for
silver fox, and then fox nutrias and Persian lamb. Nutrias were stagnant for a time, but we
tried them, and our efforts were crowned with great success. Nutria and Persian lamb were
popular for some time, but in 1932 South American skunk came in vogue….
In 1935 came a complete reversal in the collar shapes demanded by mantle manufacturers.
Waterfall and fluted collars were in demand in fox and silver fox, and ring tail opossum for
the winter trade. The demand was still for cheaper collars – and mantle manufacturers said
“no more ‘stands’.”….
Continuing, Mr Swerling dwelt on the drawback to manufacturers of the rapidly changing
fashions. In the old days, he said, stock could be disposed of at almost any period after
manufacture, but to-day, with fashions changing every few months, manufacturers must be
right up to the minute and cannot afford to carry large stocks.
The capital involved in the successful manufacturing of collars is enormous. The main curse
of the trade is that of dating forward, which is rife in the mantle side of the trade, and
demands enormous capital on the part of the collar manufacturers.
Outlining this reasoning that to start a collar manufacturing business the furrier needs
enormous capital Mr Swerling said: “Skin merchants do not only want cake, but they want
to eat it and still retain it. They supply collar manufacturers and mantle manufacturers,
cutting slightly against us. To counteract that the collar manufacturer has to eliminate the
merchant and buy direct. That means no credit. We have to purchase early for cash and take
a gamble. Our profits to-day are very fine indeed, and we cannot afford to give the
merchant his nominal ten per cent. Manufacturers must take their courage in their hands
and buy a season’s supply.845
845 "Mr Barry Swerling Talks About Fur Collars," Fur World 11 September 1937.
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Patterson listed the Mooneys Ltd’s main customers as: Sargood Son & Ewing, Ross & Glendenning,
I. Goodman & Co and S. Saltzman Ltd and “all department stores”.

They also sold made up

garments to local fur shops such as Mutual Furs Ltd, Alaska Furs, New Zealand Fur Company and
R.S. Black & Co.846
The local furriers in the list did have their own workrooms, but often they did not have enough
capacity to produce all they needed, since they only made garments during the summer as they
were kept busy in the winter doing lucrative repairs and remodels. They were concerned about
Mooneys Ltd predominant position as a 1939 Department of Industries and Commerce report,
prepared for the Fur Inquiry, shows:
Many of the local furriers specialise in repairing, renovating and remodelling coats, etc and
are not to any great extent manufacturing furriers. ….
The position, however, is that Mooneys Ltd are a wholesale organisation whilst the
remaining firms in the trade are classified by the Customs Department for Sales Tax
purposes as manufacturing retailers. These firms are almost entirely dependent on Mooneys
in conjunction with Messrs Fur Dressers & Dyers Ltd, Dunedin, for the supply of furs and
several of them feel that their side of the matter may not be given sufficient attention by Mr
Pratt. They fear that should the importation of fur coats etc be prohibited entirely, they will
be in the Wholesalers’ hands entirely.” 847

8.4

Manufacturing retailers

Manufacturing retailers were firms that set operated a workroom where they made garments for
direct sale to the public through their retail store, and specialised in made to measure items, repairs
and remodels.

They often supplemented and broadened their stock by purchasing from

wholesalers, but also opportunistically operated in the wholesale market. The content of their retail
advertisements show that they handled predominantly fur garments and fur items, and do not
appear, to have stocked fur trimmed garments – although they would have made collars for cloth
garments. The evolution of manufacturing retailers was helped by the public’s changing attitude to
furs. An anonymous contributor to Fur World described this evolution:
Together with the help of the dyeing industry, the more general use of cheap skins in the fur
trade has popularised the wearing of fur among the masses, but the relatively short life
enjoyed by any particular mode has also helped create keener competition in the ranks of
our furriers. The man who is slow off the mark to-day is given no second chances, and
cannot hope to catch up when left behind, in the race for public patronage. But not only is
speed in conforming to new ideas required of the manufacturer, for with prompt delivery of
his wares he must also supply distinctive work.
Twenty years ago, with furs used chiefly for their warmth, the only beauty of a fur garment
lay in the intrinsic beauty of the skin themselves. To-day, however the appearance of a coat
846 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
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847 Dunedin District Officer, letter to Secretary, Department of Industries and Commerce, Wellington: 8

February 1939, "Industries Committee Reports - Fur Industry," Ic1 24/50/Part1 and Part 2 (Fur Skins: General
File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head Office, Wellington).
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can be equally neat and effective, whether it be of cloth or fur, and this in itself has done
much to popularise furs, whose only claim to value is when fashionable, as much in style as
in the skins employed.
In the old days, when a woman bought a fur she regarded the transaction in much the same
way as she would the purchase of fine jewels as an investment. Thus we had the muchquoted instance of a mother handing down her furs to her daughter as she would any other
family heirlooms. But that would sound ridiculous to modern ears, for, when a woman
buys a coat to-day, any suggestion that she would be wearing that same coat this time next
year, at any rate in the same form would shock her, and there is a limit to the number of
times a garment can be altered.
Incidentally, seal and similar types of skins are quite demode nowadays, in so far as full
length coat making purposes are concerned, for it was found quite impossible to drape a seal
garment in the same way as when similar skins were used, and style must not be
overlooked. In this way we have seal musquash and similar fashion furs now, which upon
their introduction, were designed only to imitate “better” goods.
All this has put a much larger variety of furs at the disposal of the public than ever before,
and a woman to-day , no matter how slender her purse, can appear quite as chic and up to
date in furs as her richer sisters. The only difference in appearance there need be between
my lady’s maid, stepping forth on her night off to meet her boy, and my lady herself,
driving away to the theatre, is that the former will be on foot.
Sure, then, furs must be more popular to-day than ever before, when they so much more
satisfactorily meet the demands of every class of potential fur owners, and if the wheels of
commerce do not run quite so smoothly as of yore, the trouble must be due more to some
fault within the machine than to any exterior cause, and it is most surely temporary. 848

The rise of the manufacturing retailer also coincided with a subtle change in fashion. The fashion
for fur collars was changing. It is difficult to quantify this change but, the change can be seen in the
advertisements of retailers from 1930 to 1939. Initially the different types of fur collars were
described in advertisements, by the mid 1930s collars were not longer the main feature of the
garment, and by the late 1930s they were becoming passé. However just as muffs had evolved to
become fur cuffs, so collars evolved to become stoles, short capes and necklets, and since these
items were not attached to a cloth garment they were more the preserve of the furrier than the
general clothing retailer.
The ability to have a garment altered was an important factor when retailing furs. A customer
knew that when fashions changed she would be able to get her fur garment remade into the latest
style for a much lower price than the cost of a new garment. Manufacturing furriers would often
carry out this work themselves, whereas retailers, such as general clothing stores or department
stores would offer a repair service, and sub contract the work. The extent to which a fur garment
could be altered is shown in the following wholesale price list sent to Fur Agencies Ltd in
September 1938.
RELINING
Coatees
Coats
Swaggers about 40” length

9/8
12/8
11/5

848 Specially Contributed, "The Popularity of Furs," Fur World 3 October 1931.
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Includes under collar, a new full length interlining, frill at neck and cuffs.
Stoles: 48-54” length; plain:
48-54” length; rucked
60-70” length; plain
60-70” length; rucked
Necklets about 30”; plain
rucked
Fox necklets; plain, includes frill
Rucked, includes frill

2/5
3/1
2/5
3/1
2/2
2/9
3/4/1

CLEANING
Musquash, peschaniki, marmot, coney, rabbit coats
White rabbit coatees
White rabbit capes
Fox necklets
Opossum necklets, opossum stoles
Skunk necklets, skunk stoles

2/1
4/11
3/3
9d
5d
9d

REMODELLING
A full length coat into a coatee, redesigning collar and cuffs, and remodelling to a new set of
measures – no new material used.
Musquash and peschaniki:
£2/12/11
Marmot, coney, rabbit:
£2/5/2
The same as above but remodelling into a swagger:
Musquash, perchaniki:
Marmot, coney, rabbit

£2/12/11
£2/5/2

If the coat is in a badly worn condition, and would require some repairing add to the above
quotes: 7/10.
Turning in fronts, new lapels, removing worn portions on sleeves and cuffs and removing 2
or 3 worn skins in different parts of the body and replacing with new skins. Using up to 6
skins.
Musquash, perschaniki:
£1/2/4
Marmot, coney, rabbit
18/The most consistent re-styling job undertaken is the redesigning of coats that “slip off the
shoulders” and make an uncomfortable weight for the wearer to carry. Very few coats
require additional material to rectify the complaint. To remedy we do not lift the shoulders
but dismantle the coat and remake the bust, shoulder, and across back measures of both fur
and lining to ensure correct fit and balance. The prices are
Musquash, perschaniki, marmot, coney, rabbit:
11/6
Turning in fronts: Removing collar and using for renovating, making coat to a new set of
measurements and attaching new collar in skunk or opossum. The collars are full sized full
coat bolster styles as normally used on new coats.
Musquash coats remodelled as above fitted with skunk:
£2/2/7
Perschaniki or marmot
£2/2/7
Coney or rabbit remodelled as above fitted with dyed northern opossum £2/0/9
Coney or rabbit remodelled as above fitted with skunk
£2/1/6
If the coat has not to be made to a new set of measurements there is a saving of from 14/8
LENGTHENING
Lengthening – from the shoulders:
Musquash, perchaniki
Marmot, coney, rabbit

£1/1/8
16/2

Lengthening – from the skirt
Musquash, peschaniki, coney
Marmot

10/10
9/272

Rabbit
7/7
The above covers plain or split skin working.
Important The above prices include cost and adding the nearest match of lining possible.
For a charge of [not shown] extra the sleeve lining can be removed and used for the
lengthened portion and the sleeves are lined with material (wherever possible a close match)
SHORTENING
From the bottom of the skirt. Graduated from each row of skins. All fur material to be
returned, and the additional lining is turned up in the event of being required for any future
alteration.
1/6
Removing buttons (up to 3). Attaching new bone buttons (up to 3):
Additional cost for new elastic loops:

3/4
1/1 849

Mutual Furs
Mutual Furs was one of the most substantial firms operating in Dunedin during the 1920s and
1930s. It was founded by S.V. Johnson850, who was the earliest of the manufacturing retailers. He
recounted:
In 1915 I took a job as Manager, furnishing department, Mutual Stores, General Drapers of
Princes Street. The general Manager, Mr Smith was formerly an English trained fur cutter
and he took me on to learn the furs as well as running the furnishing department. On his
death I took over the fur cutting and also the workroom which did the furnishing, that is
blinds, curtains, cushions etc., as well as general fur work. 851

After the Mutual Stores was sold to the D.I.C. in 1923, Johnson, in partnership with Mr Harold
Halligan, started the Mutual Fur Company. This partnership dissolved after a couple of years, and
Halligan moved to Invercargill where he opened his own fur shop, named Mutual Fur Company.
Johnson renamed his establishment Mutual Furs (Dunedin) Ltd852.
An advertisement from 1929 shows that they repaired and renovated furs (Figure 8.7).

Mutual

Furs (Dunedin) Ltd factory was described during the 1933 “Industries Week” promotion:
This firm’s specialisation is fur coats, and its aim has always been to turn out stylish
garments at a reasonable price. It has a large and well-equipped factory and a fine
showroom.
Being manufacturers of fur goods, the firm naturally eliminates the
middleman’s profit, which enables the buying public to obtain these goods at the lowest
price possible. In accordance with modern principles, the factory is arranged in convenient
form, and covers the whole top flat of Vernon Smith’s corner, so as to obtain the best from
the standpoint of production, organisation and supervision. A goodly array of Mutual Furs’
new values will be prominently in evidence during this week, and those interested will have
an opportunity of seeing the window displays. 853

849 E. & O. E., Pricelist (Christchurch: Fur Agencies Ltd Collection, 1938).
850 Stephen Verne Johnson, normally Verne Johnson
851 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry.
852 Company registered 28 June 1928: Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest January-June 1928:

146.
853 "Mutual Furs (Dunedin) Ltd," Otago Daily Times 1 May 1933.
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The following year their new showroom was described:
This progressive firm has removed to commodious and well appointed premises at 62
George street (late Miss Clough’s), and here amidst comfortable surroundings may be seen
all the latest styles in fur coats and all that appertains to fur. The firm’s aim, has always
been to turn out stylish garments at reasonable price. It has a large and well-equipped
factory over the showroom, and here all kinds of remodelling, renovating, and repairing are
done.854

In their reply to a 1939 Department Industries and Commerce confidential questionnaire Mutual
Furs stated that the manufactured “Fur coats, fur stoles, fur coatees and fur collars”.
employed 20 staff and had an output of £8,540.

They

They noted “We specialise in renovations,

remodelling and repairing of fur coats.” And also thought that they were “Not affected to any
extent by importations. A few end-of-season coats stocked by local retail Houses but these are
shoddy.”855
S.V. Johnson retired in 1968856, and the business continued under his son until the late 1970s.
New Zealand Fur Company
Leon Cohen and H.J. Raines formed the New Zealand Fur Company in Dunedin in 1925. Cohen
was born in Melbourne and appears to have been working as a factory manager in Wellington prior
to serving with the New Zealand Army during the First World War. After the war he returned to
Wellington, where he listed his occupation as a “manufacturer”857. Raines originally came from
Winton, served in the army during the war and was listed as a draper in Christchurch in 1920. He
appears to have moved from Christchurch to Wellington, where in 1923 and 1924 he was listed in
Wises Directory as a furrier, operating from 1 Dixon St.858 In 1925 he was listed in Stones Directory,
as a furrier operating from 15a Princes St, Dunedin, with the title of manager of New Zealand Fur
Company.

854 "Mutual Furs (Dunedin) Ltd," Otago Daily Times 16 May 1934.
855 Mutual Furs Dunedin Ltd., "Department of Industries and Commerce, Questionnaire, 1939," Ic1

24/50/Part1 and Part 2 (Fur Skins: General File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O
Aotearoa, Head Office, Wellington).
856 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 131.
857 Electoral District of Wellington Supplementary Roll, (Wellington: Government Printer, 1919) 12.
858 "Furriers," Wise's New Zealand Postal Directory (Dunedin: H. Wise & Co Ltd, 1923 and 1924).
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Figure 8.7
Mutual Furs Dunedin Ltd. Advertisement. Otago Daily Times 1 March 1929. 4
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Cohen had moved to Dunedin around this time, and was initially employed as a fabric cutter at
Butterworths859. At some stage Cohen and Raines must met and then made some arrangement to
go into business together860. In 1926 New Zealand Fur Company was listed as operating from 58
Princes St, above Stewart Dawson’s, and Raines was listed as proprietor and in 1927, the firm
advertised that it had moved to the first floor of the Hannah’s Building at 24a George Street.
Around this time there must have been change in the relationship between Raines and Cohen
because when The New Zealand Fur Company Limited was formed in January 1927, Cohen had
3,499 shares, his accountant, E.J. Anderson 1 share and Raines was not listed as a shareholder861.
The business from its inception emphasised in its advertisements that they were “manufacturing
furriers” and specialists in “remodelling, renovating and re-lining”.862 Later advertisements told
customers that they were buying “direct from the factory” and that garments would be designed
and make to measure at no extra cost (Figure 8.8).863
New Zealand Fur Company moved to 61 George Street around 1931 and remained there for the rest
of the 1930s. A 1932 article described the business:
The policy of manufacturing fur goods in New Zealand, and so lessening the cost of
production, has reaped its own reward, as despite the abnormal times the New Zealand Fur
Company Ltd., has been so enabled to its turnover from year to year that additional floor
space has been required for both showroom and workroom, the latter now occupying 4000
square feet.
Although most skins used are purchased direct from the world’s markets, the raw pelts only
are imported, and are dressed, prepared, and manufactured by the New Zealand Fur
Company Ltd of 61 George street, on the premises, where the efficient methods used in the
making of fur coats assures the maximum value at the minimum cost.
For a considerable number of years this enterprising firm has specialised in making fur coats
to measure thus assuring additional comfort and fit, and the absence of that “heavy coat”
feeling.
A special window display, together with attractive prices, is being made during New
Zealand Made Week, and is well worth inspection.864

859 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 142.
860 Cohen probably moved to Dunedin first, as he is listed as a “manufacturer” in the main 1925 Dunedin

West Electoral Roll, whilst Raines is listed in the Dunedin South Supplementary Roll as a “furrier”.
861 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest July-December 1927.
862 New Zealand Fur Company. Advertisement, "Manufacturing Furriers," Otago Daily Times 12 March 1925.
863 New Zealand Fur Company. Advertisement, "Manufacturing Furriers," Otago Daily Times 2 March 1931.
864 "New Zealand Fur Company Ltd.," Otago Daily Times 18 May 1932.
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Figure 8.8
New Zealand Fur Company Ltd. Advertisement. Otago Daily Times, 2 March 1931. 13
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B. Brown, a former employee described Cohen:
Although at times Mr Cohen was a very difficult man to work with, he did at the same time
treat his employees well. Bonuses were paid for work well done. 865

Cohen never married, was a keen bowler and chess player, and a philanthropist. His obituary
stated:
A Dunedin man who was better known as “Anonymous” to many city organisations, Mr
Leon Cohen, died after a short illness recently, aged 72. During his life Mr Cohen gave away
many thousands of pounds to city and national groups and organisations, but did not accept
public acknowledgement under his own name…866

Arctic Fur Company
The New Zealand Fur Company opened the Arctic Fur Co at 80 Princes Street in 1928. This
business was sold in September 1929, for £3,000 to Arctic Furs (Dunedin) Ltd867 which had been
formed the previous month. This company had a capital of £100, and the shareholders were
C.Latter with 50 shares and R.H. Rawlinson and G.W. Garden with 25 shares each 868.

The

reminiscences of ex New Zealand fur company employees, B. Brown869 and R. Griffin870 state that
Cohen had some form of financial interest in Arctic Furs.

Rawlinson was listed as manager in

Stones Directory from 1929 to 1932 and Miss G Ashton from 1933 to 1938 871. A branch was open in
Thames Street, Oamaru, but this branch was only listed in Stone’s Directory from 1930 to 1932.
Arctic Furs appears to have been a street level shop. It advertised a repair service, but did not claim
to be a manufacturing operation (Figure 8.9). Whereas New Zealand Fur Company advertisements
normally tended to be general advertisements placed in the classified section of the paper, Arctic
Fur Company advertisements were display types, and generally featured garments and prices
(Figure 8.10) .

865 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
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866 Obituary, "Mr Leon Cohen," Otago Daily Times 1 June 1961.
867 New Zealand Fur Company Minute Book (Dunedin: 1929).
868 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest July - December 1929: 196.
869 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur
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Figure 8.9
Arctic Fur Co. Advertisement. Otago Daily Times 2 March 1928. 13
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Figure 8.10
Arctic Furs (Dn.) Ltd. Advertisement. Otago Daily Times 7 May 1936. 16
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Fur Agencies Ltd.
Cohen was also involved in the garment and fur wholesaler, Fur Agencies Ltd. This company had
been formed in January 1929, and the shareholders were G.H. Forbes (1,500) shares, D Morris and
S.J. Martin (500 shares each)872. The objects of the company were: “To carry on the business of
tanners, fellmongers, furriers, dyers, tailors, milliners, hosiers, glovers etc” 873. In practise Fur
Agencies was an indentor and wholesaler of fur garments, collars, necklets etc, and an importer of
raw and dressed skins, and furrier’s accessories. In March 1929 the New Zealand Fur Company
took up Forbes shares and “instead of taking transfer of such shares in the meantime, that Mr
Forbes be requested to execute a Declaration of Trust in respect of the said 1,500 shares.” 874 Cohen
does not appear as a shareholder in subsequent Company Annual Returns, so these shares may
have remained in trust.

Forbes was listed as a “traveller” in 1929 875and was listed as manager in 1930 and 1931, but in 1932
E. Tosh was listed as manager and remained in that position until he took over the business in 1940.
Fur Agencies dealt with furriers, department stores, clothing stores, wholesalers and mantle
manufacturers throughout the country876. A log book from the 1935 to 1939 shows that a wide
range of furs, garments and accessories were sold.

Fur Agencies also sent skins to local

manufacturers to be made up into exclusive designs that were then offered to retailers. In a 1939
questionnaire the garment part of the operation was described:
Do not manufacture.
manufacture.877

Buy skins, etc, take orders and give to Christchurch firms to

One of these Christchurch firms was operated by C.M. Morris. His operation was described by the
Department of Industries and Commerce:
Manufactures for the trade from materials supplied. The only materials he buys are linings,
trimmings, etc to the value of (approx) £1,000 per annum. Added to this figure, his

872 "Memorandum of Association of Fur Agencies Ltd," Companies Office Files (Dunedin: Archives New

Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Dunedin Office, 1929).
873 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," 158.
874 New Zealand Fur Company, Minute Book (Dunedin: 1929).
875 "Stone's Otago and Southland Directory," (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co. Ltd., 1929).
876 Fur Agencies Ltd, "Customer Address Book," (Dunedin: Fur Agencies Ltd Archive, circa 1936-39).
877 Fur Agencies Ltd, "Department of Industries and Commerce, Questionnaire, 1939," Ic1 24/50/Part1 and

Part 2 (Fur Skins: General File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head
Office, Wellington).
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manufacturing expenses (Labour, rent etc) total about £5,000. Value of raw material (skins)
supplied to him for manufacturing, - estimated at £24,000 per annum.878

In 1940, Fur Agencies Ltd saw that it was going to be badly affected by import and war restrictions
and reacted by announcing to its customers, in April 1940: “On account of Import Restrictions and
general trade outlook the Company, by special resolution, has decided to go into voluntary
liquidation.”879 E. Tosh assisted with the disposal of the stock, and then went into business as E.
Tosh & Co. He told his customers in a letter dated 21 May 1940:
I desire to notify the Fur Trade in general that I have severed my connection with Messrs.
Fur Agencies Ltd. (In voluntary liquidation), having completed my services therewith, and
take pleasure in announcing that as from this date I am commencing business on my own
account as a fur and ski buyer and agent under the above name, and would be pleased to
renew business acquaintance with past clients of my old firm and to receive buying
instructions which, as previously, will be assured of my personal attention.
I have established myself at the above address, and, in particular, will be handling New
Zealand rabbits, ferrets, Opossums, etc etc and later certain lines, agencies for which I am in
negotiation.880

On 3 July 1940, Tosh wrote to his customers that he had now taken over Fur Agencies.
Owing to the Liquidator of Fur Agencies Ltd having departed urgently for camp, I have
been successful in securing the licences, goodwill and lease of the premises lately occupied
by Fur Agencies Limited which I will be occupying as from Wednesday, 10 th July. I propose
carrying on my new acquisition under the name or style of FUR AGENCIES as a private
company in lieu of E Tosh & Co., as heretofore, thus taking full advantage of goodwill etc,
which I now possess.
As the fur trade is fully cognisant of the small quantities of goods now allowed on licenses,
and the time which must necessarily elapse before I can import under them, I am in the
meantime concentrating in the handling of rabbitskin, etc, etc and trust that before long I
will be able to offer certain purchases which I am endeavouring to secure under permits
which I possess.
I would be pleased to act as broker and commission agent for both buying and selling all fur
goods and skins, and would appreciate your buying and selling instructions. 881

The new company thrived and is still operating.
R.S. Black, retail operation
As mentioned earlier, Black started to retail fur items in the mid 1910s. In the 1920s and 1930s his
main business continued to be raw skins and rabbit meat, but he continued to operate a fur shop as
part of the business.

Until 1925 the shop was at 420 Moray Place (opposite First Church), it then

878 C.M. Morris, "Department of Industries and Commerce, Questionnaire, 1939," Ic1 24/50/Part1 and Part 2

(Fur Skins: General File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head Office,
Wellington).
879 F.S. Salinger, letter to Fur Agencies Ltd Customers: 23 April 1940, "Re: Fur Agencies Ltd (in Voluntary

Liquidation," (Dunedin: Fur Agencies Ltd Archive).
880 E. Tosh & Co. letter to Customers: 21 May 1940, (Dunedin: Fur Agencies Archive).
881 E. Tosh & Co. letter to Customers: 3 July 1940, (Dunedin: Fur Agencies Ltd Archive).
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moved with the rest of the business to 15-17 Stafford St.

In 1928 a description was given of this

business:
Rabbits flourish as a pest in New Zealand, and while the skins generally are of high quality
those obtained in Central Otago, where the winter climate is severe, carry a dense fur, which
is much prized by all furriers, who seek always to get furred skins that, once clipped,
dressed, and dyed, make a lovely finished article. The fur mostly worn is that of the rabbit,
though it is not recognised as such under many of the names given to it. As sealine, electric
seal, beavermole, fitch, and squirrelette, “bunny” gives comfort and pleasure to many
thousands, and easily tops the list of numbers used. R.S. Black, Ltd, has been the largest
exporter of frozen rabbits, and later of rabbit skins, and now sells New Zealand-made goods
in the form of dainty wraps, coats, and necklets. The firm secured a gold medal for its furs
at the Dunedin Exhibition, and has received many medals since for selling excellent articles
at low prices. The firm consists of R.S. Black and his son, G.I. Black, so the personal touch
predominates.882

In 1929 Black relocated the retail operation to 114 George St (next to Penroses). The retail operation
was described in the Otago Daily Times at the time of the move:
Mr Black has a son (Mr G.I. Black) associated with him in the Stafford street business, and in
order to cope with the expanding trade they have just opened a fur shop at 114 George street
in the name of R.S. Black and Son. The decorative work in the new premises, representing a
Canadian scene, was most artistically carried out by Mr J. Brock, of Messrs Smith and Smith,
and has been admired by thousands ever since the shop was opened. 883

Black’s advertisements concentrated on offering garments and rarely mentioned repairs and it was
not until 1937 that mention was made of a workroom in the company’s advertisements. 884
Therefore it was not possible to determine whether, at that stage, they operated a workroom, or sub
contracted repairs etc. R.S. Black frequently travelled overseas and may have purchased garments
during these travels. The 1929 article also states: “The firm also does a considerable trade in furs,
many lovely samples of which adorn its premises in Stafford St.” 885 Advertisement from 1920
(Figure 8.11) and from fifteen years later (Figure 8.12) show the range of goods advertised by Black.
R.S. Black was a busy character.

As well as operating his various businesses he was a City

Councillor from 1912 to 1919886. In February 1918 his wife, Blanche Ann, aged 52, died after a long
illness887. Black stood for mayor in 1919, but only came second in the election 888.

882 "R.S. Black Ltd," Otago Daily Times 19 June 1928.
883 "R.S.Black Ltd," Otago Daily Times 18 June 1929.
884 R.S. Black & Son Ltd, Advertisement., "Remodels," Otago Daily Times 10 June 1937.
885 "R.S.Black Ltd."
886 K.C. McDonald, City of Dunedin: A Century of Civic Enterprise (Dunedin: Dunedin City Corporation,

1965) 418.
887 Death Notices, "Black, Blanche Anne," Otago Daily Times 23 February 1918.
888 McDonald, City of Dunedin: A Century of Civic Enterprise 416.
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Figure 8.11
R.S. Black, Advertisement. Otago Daily Times 11 June 1920. 3

Figure 8.12
R.S. Black & Son Advertisement. Otago Daily Times 6 June 1935. 1
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Black frequently travelled overseas – in 1922 he was away for 10 months. In December 1924 Black
remarried. His new wife, Helen, whom he had met whilst she was holidaying in Dunedin, was
nearly 30 years his junior and Black found the time to honeymoon for some months at their cottage
at Kaka Point followed by extended overseas tour which lasted from May 1925 until 1926. 889
Black’s son, Gerald, was by this time involved in the business. Gerald Ireland Black had attended
Otago Boys’ High School (1909-11) and served in the Army during the First World War. In April
1925 R.S. Black Ltd was formed to “acquire and takeover as a going concern the business now
carried on at Dunedin by Robert Sheriff Black as a skin merchant.” R.S. Black had 19,000 shares, and
G.I. Black 1,000890.
Black senior, after the travelling, and after starting a new family, found time to stand and again be
elected to the City Council in 1927. In 1929 he was elected Mayor of Dunedin, and was re-elected
in the 1931 election, after a keen contest891 with a majority of only 643.892
Black was mayor during the worst part of the depression, and at the time when rioting occurred in
the city. This riot was partly caused by his wife’s attitude to helping the unemployed – she was
involved in good works, but her pretentious and conservative attitude alienated the poor – she wore
gloves when dispensing aid and insisted applicants agree to being investigated in order to prove
need. This attitude contributed to a riot during which in the mayoress’s depot’s windows were
smashed by an angry crowd who also threatened to overturn her taxi as she made a hasty retreat 893.
Black lost the 1933 election, and came last when he contested the 1935 election.
Black’s business activities were curtailed when, on Easter Monday 1936, he was injured in a car
accident on the way back from Central Otago. He injured his back, and it took nearly a year before
he could move freely and another six months before he could partly dress himself 894. Whilst still
recovering Black, travelled to America for business reasons. 895

He was probably having some

financial trouble at the time owing to the drop in rabbit prices during 1937, and decreased exports
of rabbit meat.

889 Black, Sunshine and Shadow 13.
890 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest January-June 1925: 128.
891 McDonald, City of Dunedin: A Century of Civic Enterprise 342.
892 McDonald, City of Dunedin: A Century of Civic Enterprise 416.
893 Margaret Tennant, Black, Helen Mckenzie 1896-1963, 4 April 2003, Dictionary of New Zealand Biography,

Available: http://www.dnzb.govt.nz/dnzb/, 15 May 2003.
894 Black, Sunshine and Shadow 200-02.
895 Black, Sunshine and Shadow 225.
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Around this time R.S. Black penned a poem which summed up the situation.
The years roll on; we feeble grow and old,
Yet strive like misers after gold.
We miss the glorious sunshine on the hill;3
Rather we watch the slow grinding of the mill
That brings us wealth.
Riches indeed we gain,
But at what cost to life and health –
Our spirit have shrivelled in their pain.896

Black died suddenly in January 1939 before he could be overcome these problems, and following
his death further problems at his Alexandra freezing works and the continuing low price of rabbit
skins put his wife and their four young children in a dire financial plight. Helen Black continued,
rather unsuccessfully, to operate the rabbit skin business, and it survived, on a much reduced basis
until the mid 1940s897.
It was not possible to determine the business relationship between Black and his son Gerald. There
appears to be a change in the operation of the shop in 1936 when R.S. Black and Son Ltd was
formed. Its objects were: “to carry on the business of wholesale and retail dealers in skins and pelts,
furriers, manufacturers of and dealers in all kinds of leather, skin and fur goods and incidental”.
R.S. Black was allotted 1,499 shares and I. Greene one share 898. In her book, Helen Black does not
mention Gerald Black as being part of the business after his father’s death, so he may have left the
firm prior to 1939.
Isaac Greene, the shop manager, appears took over Black’s business - possibly after Black’s death.
He appears to have worked most of his life as a salesman: he is listed as a “shop walker”899 during
the war years and had then worked “for years” at Mutual Furs as a salesman and wholesale
traveller900.
In reply to the 1939 Industries and Commerce Department Questionnaire, R.S. Black and Son stated
that: “We confine ourselves mostly to remodelling, renovating and repairing and make fur coats, etc
only during the summer period.” Their five staff, manufactured fur coats, capes coatees and
stoles.901
896 Black, Sunshine and Shadow 226.
897 Black, Sunshine and Shadow 278-84.
898 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest July-December 1936: 160.
899 New Zealand World War One Service Personnel and Reserves Index, 2002, St Johns Branch, New Zealand

Society of Genealogists.
900 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 130.
901 Black R.S., "Department of Industries and Commerce, Questionnaire, 1939," Ic1 24/50/Part1 and Part 2

(Fur Skins: General File)
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8.5

Short-lived businesses

A number of fur operations that started during the 1920’s did not stay in business very long.
Alaska Fur Store
R. Simpson was one of the first to open a fur shop after the war. He asked for, and received
financial help from G. Stewart in order to open his shop 902. The Alaska Fur Store was located at
117 George St, in 1919903, and according to Stone’s Directory it had moved to 47 Princes Street
around 1922. It was not listed in the 1925 Stone’s Directory and appears to have then ceased
trading. At the same time Simpson opened the fur store he was also started dealing in rabbit skins,
and advertised that he previously had been R.S. Black’s head grader. 904 He accompanied G. Stewart
to the USA in 1924 in order to expand his rabbit skin business which he operated until the late
1950s905.

Simpson, in 1925 became a shareholder and director of Pattison & Ede Ltd., the

Christchurch fur manufacturing and retailing operation.906
Beatson and Douglass
The Beatson brothers started tanning skins around 1920. 907 By 1924 this operation had become
Beatson and Douglass, and was advertising that it tanned skins and made up stoles and wraps. 908
They operated in South Road just north of the junction with Eglinton Road, and adjacent to the
Southern Cemetery. They were not listed in Stones Directory after 1927. However, J.M. Douglass,
the furrier, went on to open the Canadian Fur Salon at 91a Princes St. which advertised that it sold
fur garments, as well as having a repair and renovation service (Figure 8.13).909 The business
became Canadian Fur Salon Ltd in 1931, and the shareholders were J.M. Douglass, furrier (999
shares), and Amelia Catherine Douglass, spinster (1 share). 910 The company went into liquidation
on 31 January 1933.911
(Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head Office, Wellington).
902 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 31.
903 Alaska Fur Specialist Advertisement., "Furs," Otago Daily Times 29 May 1919.
904 R.T. Simpson, Advertisement., "Rabbitskins, Etc," Otago Daily Times 30 May 1919.
905 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 31.
906 Registrar of Companies, List of Shareholders, Pattison and Ede Ltd (Christchurch: 1925).
907 Beatson Bros. Advertisement, "Rabbitskins Tanned," Otago Daily Times 10 June 1920.
908 Beatson and Douglass. Advertisement, "Fur Skins Tanned," Otago Daily Times 3 June 1924.
909 Canadian Fur Salon Advertisement., "Furs for Easter," Otago Daily Times 29 March 1928.
910 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," The Digest.July-December (1931).
911 "Canadian Fur Salon Ltd," Registrar of Companies Files (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu

Tuhituhinga o Aotearoa, Dunedin Office).
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H.W. Wilson & Co
A couple of businesses appeared to have operated for only a short time only and have little trace of
their existence. In 1922 H.W. Wilson & Co advertised that they manufactured, remodelled and
renovated all kinds of furs.912 They operated from the Crust and Crust Building in Manse Street
and were only listed in Stone’s Directory for one year (1923).
In 1925 and 1926 the Parisian Fur Company was listed as operating from 159 Rattray St, with B
Wilson listed as manager. This firm may have been associated with H.W. Wilson as he is listed as
the occupier of 159 Rattray St in 1926. No other trace of this business was found.
Dunedin Furriers Company
Dunedin Furriers Company was listed in Stones Directory in 1925 only. It was located at 47 Moray
Place, and described as manufacturers, and the manager was R Douglas. No more information was
found about this firm.
A.S. MacKay
A.S. MacKay was listed in Stones Directory from 1925 to 1928 as a tanner and furrier, operating
from 681 Cumberland St. No other information was found about this business.

M.N. Johnson
M.N. Johnson was listed as a furrier operating from 166 Cargill Road from 1927 until 1931. Mathew
Norman Johnson, the proprietor, had been listed, prior to becoming a furrier, as a hairdresser in
1924 and in 1925 as the manager of the Strand Dye Works 913.

912 H.W. & Co. Wilson, Advertisement., "Furs!" Otago Daily Times 10 June 1922.
913 The proprietor of Strand Dye Works in 1928 is listed as J.H. Brocklebank, and the business was located at

193 King Edward Street. – Brocklebank Drycleaner’s current address is 191 King Edward Street.
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Figure 8.13
Canadian Fur Salon, Advertisement. Otago Daily Times 29 March 1928 15
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8.6 Developments in the 1930s
During the 1930s people who had been initially trained in Stewart’s and in Cohen’s fur workrooms
opened their own operations in Dunedin.
Pattison Ede
Pattison, Ede Ltd, the Christchurch based manufacturing furrier expanded in the 1930s and in 1932
opened a branch in Dunedin. Pattison and Ede had established their business in Christchurch after
being trained in Stewart’s workroom. In 1925 Pattison and Ede Ltd was formed to:
…acquire and take over as a going concern the business of furriers in all its branches lately
carried out by W.A. Pattison and J.H. Ede. 914

William Pattison and Joseph Ede had 1,000 shares each, and Richard Simpson was allocated 1,000
preference shares915. They advised that they were “manufacturing furriers and fur merchants” in
the 1925 Wises Directory.
A new company, Pattison, Ede Co Ltd was formed with a capital of £10,000 in September 1931. The
subscribers were: T.H. Williams 4,000 shares, W.A. Pattison, 100 shares, J.H. Ede 100 shares,
Pattison and Ede Ltd 5,700, and R.T. Simpson 100 shares. The objects of the company were: “To
purchase and acquire certain plant, fittings, stock and goodwill of lease from Pattison and Ede
Ltd”916.
Mooneys Ltd had an involvement in this new company - they made a Deed of Indemnity for T.H.
Williams “in respect of Pattison Ede shares” on 12 October, 1931 – thus making Mooneys Ltd a
secret and substantial shareholder in Pattison, Ede Ltd 917. These shares were sold in 1935918.
The Pattison, Ede Co. Ltd was located on the second floor of the Queen’s Building at 55 Princes
Street.

Their advertisements told that they were “manufacturing furriers” and that “A direct

selling policy permits you to choose from a magnificent selection of quality furs and to buy on a
new low scale of prices.”919 An advertisement form 1932 illustrates this marketing method (Figure
8.14).

914 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies,": 134.
915 Registrar of Companies, List of Shareholders, Pattison and Ede Ltd.
916 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," 213.
917 Mooneys Ltd., "Summary of Mooney's Ltd Minute Book."
918 Mooneys Ltd., "Summary of Mooney's Ltd Minute Book."
919 Pattison Ede Co Ltd. Advertisement., "Before Winter Comes," Otago Daily Times 4 March 1932.
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Figure 8.14
Pattison Ede Co. Ltd. Advertisement. Otago Daily Times 4 March 1932. 13
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In a 1937 advertisement they told potential customers:
The Fur Coat Question
Ready-to-wear or made-to measure
In seeking an answer to this question, we find that the majority of women find perfect
satisfaction in the buying and wearing of a ready-to-wear fur coat. This is not because any
extra cost may be entailed I one made to order, as a coat made to your own requirements by
a good furrier should cost you no more than one ready to wear.
At Pattison Ede’s, for instance, the ready-to-wear coats are beautifully cut and the range of
sizes is sufficiently wide to ensure a perfect fit for most figure types. But, should one desire
a coat made to her own particular requirements, Pattison Ede will make it at no extra charge.
In every Pattison Ede Branch (Dunedin, Christchurch, Invercargill) a large staff of highlyskilled furriers and machines, are engaged in producing New Zealand’s finest fur garments,
which women throughout the country take pride and pleasure in wearing. – Advt.920

Direct buying involved the manager, R.T Simpson travelled the world buying skins. Articles in the
Otago Daily Times kept locals appraised of the good deals obtained – for example in 1938:
Mr R. T. Simpson, a director of the Pattison Ede Company, Ltd. has arrived back in Dunedin,
having completed an extensive tour of the United States. Mr Simpson’s main objective
throughout the trip was the purchasing of raw furs for Pattison Ede’s 1938 season, and as a
result shipment will shortly be arriving of skunks, cross foxes, red foxes, squirrels,
broadtails, and laskin mouton, this last being an entirely new fur which Mr Simpson
discovered in America, and which Pattison Ede will introduce to New Zealand…..
Naturally, Mr Simpson made time to visit several fur fashion parades, and as a result
women this year can look forward to seeing and wearing delightful new furs in entirely new
and attractive styles…..
Owing to Mr Simpsons’s extensive connections with America as an importer of raw New
Zealand furs, he was able to buy in the best markets, at very favourable price concessions,
the benefit which will naturally be passed on to Pattison Ede customers during the 1938
season.921

In July Simpson headed back to America to purchase skins for the 1939 season:
Making his second trip to the United States and Canada within the past twelve months, Mr
R.T. Simpson a Director of the Pattison Ede Company Ltd., will leave by the “Monterey”
early next week.
In an interview, Mr Simpson stated that this trip would be similar to his last year’s visit, as
he plans to visit the world’s principal fur markets for the purpose of buying, on behalf of
Pattison Ede, supplies of raw furs for the 1939.
“The big advantage of a trip of this nature,” Mr Simpson stressed. “was that, being on the
spot, one could see and examine the pelts before buying, thus ensuring all furs purchased
measured up to the high standard of quality required.”
“Furthermore,” Mr Simpson added, “buying direct from the main fur markets means
considerable price concessions, which naturally, will be passed on to Pattison Ede customers
in the form of lower prices and superior values. Our 1938 Season so far has been a record
one and already has more than justified our policy of direct buying and direct selling. 922
920 Pattison Ede Co Ltd. Advertisement, "The Fur Coat Question," Otago Daily Times 2 October 1937.
921 "Back from America," Otago Daily Times 25 January 1938.
922 "En Route to America," Otago Daily Times 23 July 1938.
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In February 1939 they stated that the output for the Christchurch factory for the year ending
December, 1938 was:
Fur Coats
Fur necklets
Fur collars
Fur capes &
Coatees

1,452
1,000
50
382

At the start of 1939 they employed 13 men and 21 women 923. A questionnaire was not completed
for their Dunedin workroom, so it is not possible to indicate how much was produced in Dunedin.
David Langley
David Langley started his operation in Manse Street around 1933. Langley had attended Otago
Boys’ High School in 1926 and 1927924 and was listed as a cutter at New Zealand Fur Company
Ltd925.

Around 1933 he started his own business in Manse Street and by 1936 had moved to the

first floor of 320 Princes St.

This business appears to have been mainly a wholesale

manufacturer926.
Langley provided more information about his business for the 1939 questionnaire than the other
furriers in Dunedin. He answered that he had a staff of eight, and manufactured fur coats, coatees,
capes, stoles, collars, trimmings and undertook renovations. He listed his production as:
Coats
Coatees
Capes
Stoles

400
60
100
200

Fur collars
Trimmings

3,000
2,000 yards

He also added that he used 2,000 local processed rabbit skins and the following imported skins and
materials:
Musquash
Peschanikin
Skunk
Poney
Silver foxes
Red foxes
Red foxes
Sundry furs

(Canada)
(Russia)
(South America)
(South Africa)
(Canada)
(Canada)
(Russia)
(value)

500
1,500
2,000
100
30
20
40
£750

(USA)

2,250

923 Pattison Ede Co Ltd., "Department of Industries and Commerce, Questionnaire, 1939," Ic1 24/50/Part1

and Part 2 (Fur Skins: General File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head
Office, Wellington).
924 T.J. Arnold, Otago Boys' High School Old Boys' Centennial Register (Dunedin: Otago High School Old

Boys' Society (Inc). 1963) 336.
925 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 143.
926 No advertisements were found for Langley’s. After 1944 he was definitely a wholesale manufacturer.
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Art silk
Demette
Tape
Wadding
Canvas
Tails
Accessories
Buttons
Dyes

(United Kingdom)
(Japan)
(United Kingdom)
(Japan)
(France or Ireland)
(U.K.)
(U.K.)
(U.K.)
(Germany)

1,500 yards
1,000 yards
500,000 yards
100 pieces (each 12 yards)
1,200 yards
3,000
£200 (value)
10 gross
£10 (value)

He also made the comment:
Goods brought in to compete with locally made goods are slightly inferior because of
existing tariff and exchange but large quantities are purchased by drapers, etc. There has
been a large reduction in fur collars in cloth coats because of coats being imported with furs
on. If tariff were removed, it would be impossible to compete. Advise extra duty on madeup furs of every description.927

Langley was listed in Stone’s Directory as operating an establishment in Gore in1938 and 1939.
Langley eventually moved to Christchurch where he operated as a manufacturing furrier,
specialising in mink and fox.
8.7

More short term operations

A number of furriers appear to have operated for short periods during the 1930s
Fur Fashions
Fur Fashions was first listed in Stones Directory in 1930. The business was located at 108 Princes
Street, and was last listed in 1934. Fur fashion’s advertisements from this period show the firm
offered of furs928 as well as silk hose.929

Wm Thomson Ltd
In 1930 Wm Thomson Ltd, of 30 Princes St., was listed as a furrier and hosier. No other information
was found about this business930.

927 David Langley, "Department of Industries and Commerce, Questionnaire, 1939," Ic1 24/50/Part1 and Part

2 (Fur Skins: General File) (Archives New Zealand/Te Whare Tohu Tuhituhinga O Aotearoa, Head Office,
Wellington).
928 Fur Fashions Advertisement, "Beautiful Furs and Fur Coats," Otago Daily Times 1 April 1930.
929 Fur Fashions Advertisement, "Important Announcement," Otago Daily Times 4 March 1930.
930 There were a number of William Thomson’s living in Dunedin at the time and it was not possible to

determine which one was associated with this firm. Unfortunately it was not possible to determine whether
there was a link between the William Thomson and the William Thomson the managed Fur Dressers & Dyers
Ltd.
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Hudson Company Furs
Hudson Company Furs was listed in Stones Directory from 1931 until 1934. It moved from 207
George Street to 57 George Street prior to 1932, and advised that the firm were “makers and
designers of all fur garments and dressers and dyers of fur skins” 931. The manager was Mrs Sophia
MacNiven in 1932 and Miss M. White in 1934.
James Douglas
James Douglas (sic) is listed as a furrier operating from 169 Rattray Street from 1935 to 1938 932.

Kilmalcolm Fur Company
The Kilmalcolm Fur Company was listed in 1935 and 1936. In 1936 it operated from the second
floor of 18 Princes St, with Mrs D. Thomson as propritoress933.
G.E. Gardiner
G.E. Gardiner was listed, in 1937, as a furrier operating from 169 Princes St 934.

Eric Gardiner

started in the trade as an apprentice at Mutual Furs, and ended up working in Auckland 935.
Dunedin Furs
Dunedin Furs was also listed in Stones Directory in 1937, and was operated by W.J.Glene. The
business advertised that it made to measure and undertook repairs.936
Alaska Furs
Alaska Furs were listed as manufacturing furriers from 1938 until 1940. They operated from the
Jubilee Building, 141 George St.
8.7

Agents

A number of wholesalers and agents associated with the fur trade were listed in the category of
“furriers”.

931 "Stone's Otago and Southland Directory," (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co Ltd, 1932).
932 This could well have been J. Douglass ex Canadian Fur Salon Ltd.
933 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co. Ltd, 1937).
934 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory.
935 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 128-30.
936 Dunedin Furs Advertisement., "Furs," Otago Daily Times 25 May 1937.
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R.F. Brough
Brough (R.F.) & Co was listed as a manufacturer’s agent and wholesale furrier from 1934 onwards.
Brough operated from 173 Stuart St. R.F. (Bobby) Brough had been a country traveller for D.I.C. 937,
then an agent for Mooneys Ltd. In 1927 set up his own business as a wholesaler – Brough imported
skins and then had them manufactured into garments which he would sell to retailers 938.
C. N. Crawford
C.N. Crawford Ltd was listed as “warehousemen and wholesale furriers” from 1930 to 1933 939.
This company had been formed in 1929 by C.N. Crawford (600 shares) and R.M. Morrison (500
shares) with the objects:
To carry on all or any of the business of warehousemen, or traders, wholesale or retail of
silk, mercers, furriers, hosiers, dressmakers, tailors, hatters, etc. 940

Siberian Fur Company (Australasia) Ltd
In 1929 and 1930 the Siberian Fur Company (Australasia) Ltd was listed as operating as furriers and
warehousemen from 169 Rattray Street941. No other details about their operation in Dunedin were
found.942
Fur Trading Company of New Zealand Ltd
The Wellington based, Fur Trading Company of New Zealand Ltd, was listed as having sample
rooms in the Crust & Crust Building in Manse Street. They were listed in Stones Directory from
1934 to 1936, and their local representative was J Beard (sic). 943

937 Parry, Retailing Century: The First 100 Years of the D.I.C. 35.
938 Stewart, From Fur to Fashion: The Background Story to the Establishment of the New Zealand Fur

Industry 130.
939 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory, (Dunedin: Stone, Son & Co. Ltd.).
940 Mercantile Gazette, "New Companies," 157.
941 Stone's Otago and Southland Directory.
942 Siberian was owned by members of the Pizer and Morris family. D Morris listed his occupation as “fur

agent” in 1930,1931 and later became involved in Fur Agencies Ltd – so there may have been some link
between Siberian closing and Fur Agencies being formed.
943 This individual is probably the J.Baird from Mooneys, as the different memories use both spellings. If this

is the case, Beard must have stopped working for Mooneys for a while and then returned.
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Chapter 9
Epilogue

By the late 1930s New Zealand was recovering from the depression and the fur trade entered a
relatively settled stage. Businesses that had survived the depression years had reached maturity,
and the trade in general had reached a stage where there were few new entrants to the sector.
However it was a trade that was about to have a mid life crisis. It had to adapt to changes brought
about by circumstances outside their control – the Second World War.
But this story must halt at this stage, because what happened next is a whole new story, that
involves many of the people, firms and issues discussed in this work, and how they adapted to fifty
years of slow, gentle, but relatively profitable business decline. In this period demand for fur
declined, but it was still sufficient enough to support the New Zealand fur trade.

The Second

World War had completely different effect on the fur trade than the First World War. The First
World War caused a large number of military deaths, and a comparatively small number of civilian
deaths, and it did not create a lot of collateral damage, as from a Western Front point of view, it was
fought over a relatively small strip of France. The Second World War created economic havoc and
destruction over most of Europe, whilst the U.S.A. remained largely unharmed. During post-war
reconstruction the international fur trade faced major changes in fashion and a move from using
the furs of trapped animals to using farmed animals, and in particular mink and fox.

In New

Zealand a second generation of furriers arose and although there was little growth the survivors did
thrive, in an environment protected by strict import controls that more or less prevented the
importation of made up fur garments, severely controlled the import of dressed skins, but generally
allowed unlimited importation of raw skins.
The rabbit nuisance controversy was resolved in 1956 when New Zealand rabbits were
decommercialised (it was still possible to import rabbit skins, and the trade substituted European
rabbit skins).
Hence the end of this work concludes the first period of the fur trade, but is not the conclusion of
the story. There is much more to come.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion

The story has been told. A story of human actions, but not necessarily of human design. A story of
people who took part in an ongoing process classified in this thesis as the development of the fur
trade in Dunedin. Some were successful and others were not, some may have been unlucky, lucky,
or just better or worse at muddling through.
This chronicle of the development of the fur trade in Dunedin has demonstrated the complex nature
of the ongoing process of business development. By examining a number of factors and viewpoints
a more comprehensive picture emerges of the nature of commercial development.

This

development is the result human decisions and actions that may or may not turn out the way they
were intended. No matter what the outcome every cloud does have a “silver lining,” for someone.
Rabbits were a cost to the farmers, but a source of income to trappers and skin dealers, who in turn
may or may not have aided the farmer by lowering the direct cost to the farmer of pest destruction,
and may also have provided the farmer with an extra source of income.
It has also been shown that whilst “it is as foolish for a nation as for an individual to make what can
be bought cheaper”944, statesmen in New Zealand considered that they needed to regulate the
economy to ensure employment for the people by fostering the development of local industry by
using the tariff to increase the cost of foreign goods. These protective measures allowed both a fur
skin processing industry and a manufacturing fur trade to develop.
Whether such measures were right or wrong is of no concern in thesis, but the implementation of
these measures and how they influenced the development of the fur trade is.

Under tariff

protection the fur trade grew, and there were a number of new entrants to the trade. But once
manufacturing was established and retailers had substituted local items for previously imported
items, the now mature fur industry realised that their continued prosperity depended on the
retention of tariff levels. Politicians realised that the tariff was creating employment, and so would
be difficult to abolish, but at the same time they needed to placate British interests who wanted
unfettered access to New Zealand markets to compensate them for taking most of New Zealand’s
exports. The fur trade, like other sectors, actively lobbied the Government to ensure their continued
protection, and to ensure they continued to have access to raw material, whilst the British attempted
to get low or preferential tariffs for their exporters.

944 Smith, The Wealth of Nations 573.
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The development of the fur trade also involved the story of the well intentioned modification of the
natural order. Rabbits were introduced to provide food for miners; opossums to establish a fur
trade; cats, dogs and members of the weasel family, to control the rabbits. Some naysayers warned
that results would not necessarily be the ones desired, but those who knew better were not swayed.
The animals were introduced, thrived and became nuisances that needed to be controlled. The
intended beneficiaries of these introductions did not reap the expected benefits. Farmers and the
Government agreed that there was a problem, but could not agree on whose responsibility it was to
fund and control pest destruction and finding a solution was complicated by the lack of methods to
economically control the pests, and by Government’s inability to impose destruction initiatives. In
the mean time trappers and fur dealers, provided they read the market correctly, continued to
exploit the pests. The pests of the early 20th century remain the pests of the early 21st century, the
major difference being that they no longer have a commercial value and farmers are no longer
accused of “farming” them, although the landless rural workers are still relied upon to provide the
labour to control such pests.

Further study
The fur trade was a speck in the development of the New Zealand economy, but the issues it faced
were the same as those faced by the larger groups such the clothing and shoe trade, all types of
manufacturers and exporters. The factors examined here are therefore relevant to all these sectors
as well.

Similarly what happened next to the fur trade also occurred to these other sectors, and

what happened next was an adaptation of what happened in the period under study. This thesis is
the basis for further study on the fur trade.
The Dunedin fur trade did have two unique features, it was the centre for auctioning and exporting
rabbit and opossum skins; and was the location of Fur Dressers and Dyers Ltd, essentially the only
fur dressing plant in the country.

As has been shown these two factors had an overwhelming

influence on the development of the fur trade in Dunedin. The Dunedin manufacturer, Mooneys
Ltd, under the control of the Braham brothers expanded into Wellington and Auckland and
Mooneys Ltd was a dominant firm, but a number of other furriers had established themselves in
these cities and in Christchurch independent of the Dunedin trade. In the other centres there was
demand for fur items, and in total most fur items were retailed in the larger markets of these cities
than in Dunedin. To gain an insight into the development of the fur trade in New Zealand, the way
these traders operated would need to be studied, as a cursory examination indicates that the firms
and individuals operating in these centres were quite different from those in Dunedin.
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